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CP1
Modeling Radiative Heat Transfer in Multiﬁlament
Fiber Melt-Spinning

CP1
Portable Performance Optimizations for Vector
and Microprocessor Based Supercomputers

The overall goal of this eﬀort is to develop an accurate
model for the thermal environment downstream of dies
so that local heat transfer rates can be realistically determined and included in models of ﬁber drawing. The
goal is to assess the inﬂuence of each heat transfer mode
(radiative and convective) at various locations along the
spinline and possible interactions between them, under a
variety of processing conditions. In the current work we focus on the development of the radiative heat transfer model
and use a simple approach for the convective heat transfer contribution. The latter component is calculated as
part of the ﬂow-induced crystallization model of Doufas et
al. for a single melt-spun ﬁber (Journal of Non-Newtonian
Fluid Mechanics, 92, 27-66, 2000), extended to the multiﬁlament setting with a technique similar to Dutta’s approach (Polym. Eng. Sci., 27, 1050-1058, 1985). A Monte
Carlo method is implemented for radiative heat exchange
between ﬁbers, the spinneret, and the background. Temperature variations along individual ﬁbers and the resulting
local radiative heat transfer are taken into account. This
approach allows ready investigation of parametric eﬀects
related to geometry and is more realistic than methods of
prior studies. Preliminary results using this model indicate that the radiative heat transfer component can have
non-negligible inﬂuence on the temperature proﬁle and on
the location of the transition region where crystallization
occurs in the ﬁber. Correct prediction of the transition region is critically important for correct modeling of resulting
ﬁber properties. These results will be presented along with
a brief discussion of continuing work.

We will present portable performance optimizations based
on a performance history of the fusion code GYRO on
two diverse architectures, namely a Cray X1E and a Cray
XT3 (both single- and dual-core.) The contribution of this
work will be a summary of the performance enhancements
that are portable to these machines. Knowing what performance optimizations are portable across a variety of machines is essential because good performance is more than
ﬁnding the right compiler options.
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CP1
Active Vibration Control and Model Updating in
Structural Dynamics : Linking Control To Industry
The use of active feedback control strategy is a natural way
to stabilize and control dangerous vibrations in vibrating
structures. The existing vibrations control techniques are
fraught with numerous computational and engineering difﬁculties. A novel practical approach for vibration control
and related model updating problem overcoming some of
these diﬃcultes has been developed by the author and his
collaborators in recent years. These advances will be reviewed and a brief discussion presented on future reserach.
Biswa N. Datta
Northern Illinois University
dattab@math.niu.edu

Mark R. Fahey
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
faheymr@ornl.gov
CP2
Toward Fast and Accurate Methods for Dose Computation in Radiotherapy
A deterministic Boltzmann transport model for dose calculation in electron radiotherapy is presented. We investigate
several ways to simplify the deterministic model having two
goals in mind, lower computation times on the one hand,
high accuracy and model inherent incorporation of tissue
inhomogeneities on the other hand. While being fast, the
second property is lost in the often used pencil beam models. Several test cases, including the irradiation of a water
phantom, are presented.
Hartmut Hensel
Fraunhofer ITWM
Kaiserslautern
hensel@itwm.fhg.de
Axel Klar, Martin Frank
TU Kaiserslautern
Department of Mathematics
klar@mathematik.uni-kl.de, frank@mathematik.uni-kl.de
CP2
Modeling Cell Aggregation in Nonlinear Shear
Flow Via the Population Balance Equation
Cell aggregation and adhesion in a nonuniform shear ﬂow is
a problem of great interest in many biological studies such
as the study of tumor extravasation during metastasis. We
model such a process using the population balance equation. The basic mathematical properties and convergent
numerical scheme are established. We also present numerical simulation results on the leukocyte (PMN)-melanoma
cell emboli formation and subsequent tethering to the vascular endothelium (EC).
Jiakou Wang
Department of Mathematics
Penn State University
jiakou@math.psu.edu
Qiang Du
Penn State University
Department of Mathematics
qdu@math.psu.edu
CP2
An Integrative Computational Model of Multicil-
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iary Beating and Its Applications
Cilia are microscopic hair-like organelles projecting from
the cell surface. The study of the motility of cilia and
ﬂagella is of great importance in biology and medicine. Biologists revealed that nearly all mammalian cells form a
cilium. In human body, cilia and ﬂagella are present on almost all cells including cells in embryo, kidney and brain.
Cilia perform essential motile and sensory functions and
play important roles in cell motility of sperm and ovum
along the respective reproductive tracts, transport of mucus across respiratory epithelia, cerebrospinal ﬂuid movement in the brain, etc. The core of a cilium is called axoneme, in which dyneins fueled by ATP are responsible for
the motility of cilia. We present an integrative computational model of multiciliary beating and its applications.
The axoneme is modeled by Dillon-Fauci approach which
was ﬁrst used in [1] in 2000. Dillon-Fauci axoneme model is
simple but very successful in modeling the cilia and sperm
motility ([1] Dillon, R. H. and Fauci, L. J. (2000). An integrative model of internal axoneme mechanics and external
ﬂuid dynamics in ciliary beating. Journal of Theoretical
Biology, 207:415-430. [2] Dillon, R. H., Fauci, L. J., and
Omoto, C. (2003). Mathematical modeling of axoneme
mechanics and ﬂuid dynamics in ciliary and sperm motility. Dyn. Contin. Discrete Impuls. Syst. Ser. A Math.
Anal., 10(5):745-757. Progress in partial diﬀerential equations (Pullman, WA, 2002). [3] Dillon, R. H., Fauci, L.
J., and Yang, X.,(2006) Sperm Motility and Multiciliary
Beating: an Integrative Mechanical Model, Computers and
Mathematics with Applications, In press. [4] Dillon, R. H.,
Fauci, L. J., Omoto, C. and Yang, X. Fluid Dynamic Models of ﬂagellar and ciliary beating, submitted to “Annals of
the NY Academy of Sciences”.). This model, based upon
the immersed boundary method (Peskin), couples the internal force generation of the molecular motors through
the passive elastic structure with the external ﬂuid mechanics governed by the Navier-Stokes equations. In our
numerical results, we show how a single cilium interacts
with its neighboring cilia, how viscosity eﬀects its beating frequency, how synchronization phenomena are generated. We also compare the total ﬂow pumped by cilia
vs. viscosity, beat frequency. We present the ATP consumed at the end of each power and recovery stroke. At
last I will present the computer simulations for mucociliary transport and chlamydomonas swimming, etc. and
the current progress and future directions of our work.
Xingzhou Yang
Tulane University
xyang4@tulane.edu
Lisa J. Fauci
Tulane University
Department of Mathematics
ljf@math.tulane.edu
Robert H. Dillon
Washington State University
Department of Mathematics
dillon@math.wsu.edu
CP3
Unsteady Stagnation-Point Flow with a Magnetic
Field
The unsteady two-dimensional stagnation-point ﬂow of a
viscous ﬂuid impinging on an inﬁnite plate in the presence of a transverse magnetic ﬁeld is studied. The plate
is making harmonic oscillations in its own plane. A ﬁnite
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diﬀerence technique is employed and solutions for large frequencies of the oscillations are obtained for various values
of the Hartmans number.
Fotini Labropulu
Luther College - university of Regina
fotini.labropulu@uregina.ca
CP3
Performance of Amg-Type Preconditioners for
Fully-Coupled Solution of Fe Transport/Reaction
Simulations
This talk will present recent results of the application of
Newton-Krylov methods with coupled preconditioners that
utilize algebraic multilevel methods. The preconditioners are evaluated for two diﬀerent transport/reaction systems: the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible ﬂow
with transport and reaction, and the solution of the driftdiﬀusion equations to model semiconductor devices. Performance and scaling results for large-scale simulations will
be presented. Sandia is a multiprogram laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed Martin Company,
for the United States Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-AC0494AL85000.
Ray S. Tuminaro
Sandia National Laboratories
Computational Mathematics and Algorithms
rstumin@sandia.gov
Paul Lin
Sandia National Laboratories
ptlin@sandia.gov
John Shadid
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, NM
jnshadi@sandia.gov
Marzio Sala
ETHZ Computational Laboratory
marzio@inf.ethz.ch
CP3
Parallel Implicit Adaptive Mesh Reﬁnement for
Resistive Magnetohydrodynamics
Application of parallel implicit adaptive mesh reﬁnement
(AMR) to simulate resistive magnetohydrodynamics is described. Solving this challenging multi-scale, multi-physics
problem can improve understanding of reconnection in
magnetically-conﬁned plasmas. Implicit time integration
is used to step over fast Alfven time scales. At each time
step, large-scale systems of nonlinear equations are solved
using Jacobian-free Newton-Krylov methods together with
a physics-based preconditioner on AMR grids.
Michael Pernice
LANL
pernice@lanl.gov
Luis Chacon
Los Alamos National Laboratory
chacon@lanl.gov
Bobby Philip
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LANL
bphilip@lanl.gov
CP4
Is it Possible to Decrease the CFL-Number Dependency of Explicit Schemes?
In order to achieve an eﬃcient discretization for LES and
DNS of wall-bounded turbulent ﬂows, we are trying to increase the stability region of one-stage explicit schemes because a one-stage explicit algorithm is considerably more
eﬃcient and easier to implement than the corresponding
multi-stage scheme. First, we mathematically prove that
it is possible to decrease the CFL-dependency of explicit
schemes though at the ﬁrst glance, it may be inferred
that our conclusion is in contrast with von Neumann theorem! Then we propose a systematic procedure for stabilizing explicit schemes for larger CFL numbers. The
method is based on tuning the coeﬃcients of higher-order
terms while preserving the consistency of discretization by
matching the coeﬃcients of lower-order terms. Finally,
we drive several high-order CFL-independent one-stage explicit schemes. Preliminary results reveal that the current
high-order schemes are eﬃcient and bring higher rates of
convergence.
Arash Ghasemi
Sharif University of Technology
Azadi Ave., Tehran, Iran, P.O Box : 11365 - 8639
ghasemi.arash@gmail.com
CP4
Ripple: Residual Initiated Polynomial-Time Piecewise Linear Estimation
Piecewise linear estimation algorithms are used in engineering problems, where the individual response functions can
be approximated by linear local approximations. The performance of most robust estimation algorithms degrades
in higher dimensions due to exponential complexity and
sparse data. A robust polynomial-time piecewise linear
estimation algorithm has been developed that selects minimal sets of data based on a minimal residual criterion.
RIPPLE is shown to perform better than other robust estimation algorithms in high dimensions.
Manjula A. Iyer
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
manjula@vt.edu
Layne T. Watson
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Departments of Computer Science and Mathematics
ltw@cs.vt.edu
CP4
Applications of New Matrix Formalism for Series
Solutions to Some Physical Models
New matrix formalism for ﬁnding series solutions to diﬀerential equations is presented. The method allows to easily
derive recurrence relations for Laurent coeﬃcients of solutions to ODEs and PDEs from a broad class. In particular,
the class includes nonnpolynomial ODEs with nonlinear
term in the form f (u(t)) where f is an analytic function.
We focus on applications of the method to various models
in physics including integrable (Burgers, KdV) and nonin-
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tegrable (Kuramoto-Sivashinsky, Henon-Heiles) equations.
Sergei Urazhdin
WVU
sergei.urazhdin@mail.wsu.edu
Lydia S. Novozhilova
Western Connecticut State University
novozhiloval@wcsu.edu
CP5
Complex Version of High Performance Computing
Linpack Benchmark (hpl)
The High Performance Linpack (HPL) Benchmark is used
in benchmarking the TOP 500 computers by solving a
dense double precision linear system using LU factorization. HPL can be tuned to use recursive and hybrid algorithms and is more eﬃcient than ScaLAPACK PZGESV
that uses only a right-looking algorithm. This eﬀort uses
scripts and the C99 compiler to generate a complex version
of HPL to ultimately improve the performance of solvers
in fusion applications.
Eduardo F. D’Azevedo
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Mathematical Sciences Section
e6d@ornl.gov
Tony Chan
Department of Mathematics
Chinese University of Hong Kong
chanhofai@gmail.com
Raymond Wong
Department of Mathematics
Chinese University of Hong Kong
s047815@mailserv.cuhk.edu.hk
Kwai L. Wong
Joint Institute for Computational Science
University of Tennessee/ORNL
wong@jics.utk.edu
CP5
A New Scaling Formula for the Linpack Benchmark
Dimensional analysis predicts a simple scaling formula for
the Linpack benchmark. The computational power r(p, q),
on a set of processors decomposed into a (p, q) grid, is determined by the computational power r(p0 , q0 ), on a set of
processors decomposed into a (p0 , q0 ) grid, and two scaling
parameters α and β such that
r(p, q) = (p/p0 )α (q/q0 )β r(p0 , q0 ).
These scaling parameters describe the interaction between
the numerical algorithm and the system architetcure. Perfect scaling corresponds to α = β = 1; no scaling corresponds to α = β = 0. The scaling parameters measure the
symmetry of the machine with respect to the chosen algorithm and processor decomposition. We have determined
these parameters by performing a sequence of ﬁxed-time
measurements where the problem size increases with the
number of processors such that the execution time remains
constant. Measurements on a collection of machines conﬁrm that the conjecture implied by dimensional analysis is
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in fact correct.
Robert Numrich
University of Minnesota
rwn@msi.umn.edu
CP6
Preconditioning the MLFMA Solution of EFIE
with Nested Flexible Iterative Solvers
We consider ill-conditioned dense linear systems generated
by the electric-ﬁeld integral equation (EFIE) of computational electromagnetics. When such systems are solved
with the multilevel fast multipole algorithm (MLFMA)
within an iterative solver, strong preconditioners are
needed. For this purpose, another (inner) iterative solver
that is nested inside the main (outer) iterative solver can
be used as a preconditioner, provided that a ﬂexible outer
solver is used, allowing the preconditioner change from iteration to iteration. With this mechanism, the outer solver
is used to solve the EFIE system and the inner solver is
used to provide the preconditioner. One of the possibilities
for the outer solver is the ﬂexible GMRES (FGMRES).
Ozgur Ergul, Tahir Malas, Levent Gurel
Bilkent University, Ankara, Turkey
Dept. of Electrical and Electronics Engineering
ergul@ee.bilkent.edu.tr,
tmalas@ee.bilkent.edu.tr,
lgurel@bilkent.edu.tr
CP6
A Parallel Implicit Overlap Method for Solving 3D
Electromagnetic Wave Scattering Problems
Maxwells curl equations in the time domain are solved
by combining linear ﬁnite element algorithm and the well
known ﬁnite diﬀerence time domain method. Hybrid
meshes are employed while a local implicit scheme is applied on those tetrahedral elements with tiny grid sizes.
Boundary integral term is investigated at PEC boundaries.
The complete solution procedure is parallelized. Examples
are included to demonstrate the numerical performance of
the techniques that are proposed.
Nigel Weatherill
University of Wales Swansea, UK
Civil and Engineering Computation Center
n.p.weatherill@swansea.ac.uk
Zhongqiang Xie
University of Wales Swansea, UK
z.q.xie@swansea.ac.uk
Oubay Hassan, Ken morgan
University of Walse Swansea
UK
o.hassan@swansea.ac.uk, k.morgan@swansea.ac.uk
CP6
Parallelization of Beam Dynamic Code TRACK
In the accelerator design and beam dynamic simulations,
it is very important to simulate large number of particles.
Parallel computing has been applied to beam dynamic code
TRACK. The space charge eﬀect is described by the Poisson equation. In this talk we compares several diﬀerent
parallel models for Poisson equation and give results in the
accelerator simulations. These results show that parallel
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computing has greatly improved the capability of accelerator design and beam dynamic simulations.
Jin Xu
Physics Division
Argonne National Lab.
jin xu@anl.gov
CP7
Scalable Lasto for Electronic-Structure Calculations
We are developing the Scalable Linear Augmented Slater
Type Orbital (LASTO) method for electronic-structure
calculations of clusters. To solve Schrödinger equation,
we use mixed basis sets which are consisted by a linear
combination of numerical functions inside atom centered
spheres and exponentially decaying functions (Slater-type
orbital, STO) between spheres. As numerical experiments,
we compute the Pd clusters and hydrogen absorption of Pd
cluster.
Kab Seok Kang
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Comuptational Science Center
kskang@bnl.gov
James Davenport
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Computational Science Center
jdaven@bnl.gov
David Keyes
Columbia University
Brookhaven National Laboratory
kd2112@columbia.edu
James Glimm
Stony Brook University
Brookhaven National Laboratory
glimm@bnl.gov
CP8
Computational Issues in Simulation of Gas Pipeline
Networks
We are interested in computational issues arising in the
context of gas ﬂow in pipeline networks. Here, the dynamics of the ﬂow inside the gas pipes is described by the
isothermal Euler equations. In areas of the network where
we expect less complex gas dynamics, we apply simpliﬁed
models for predicting the ﬂow. We discuss algorithms for
the arising coupled hierarchy of gas models and present
numerical results for a network similar to the Canadian
Mainline Gas Network.
Michael Herty
Technische Universitaet Kaiserslautern
Fachbereich Mathematik
herty@mathematik.uni-kl.de
CP8
Long Memory Mori-Zwanzig Models for the Euler
Equations
A long memory model for dimensional reduction, known
as the t-model, is derived through the Mori-Zwanzig formalism of irreversible statistical mechanics. The model is
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applied to the estimation of the rate of decay of solutions
of the Burgers equation and of the Euler equations in two
and three space dimensions. In the Burgers case, the model
captures the rate of decay exactly. For the Euler equations
in two space dimensions, the model preserves energy as it
should. In three dimensions, we ﬁnd a power law decay in
time and observe a temporal intermittency. If time permits, we will discuss brieﬂy a hierarchy of Mori-Zwanzig
models in which the t-model is the ﬁrst one. This is joint
work with A. Chorin, O. Hald and Y. Shvets.
Panagiotis Stinis
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
stinis@math.lbl.gov
CP8
Identiﬁcation of Eﬀects of Interface Imperfections
on Turbulent Fluid Flows
We address the problem of characterization of the eﬀects
of initial interface disturbances on a Rayleigh-Taylor ﬂow.
The connection between the initial imperfections and the
turbulent ﬂow is uncertain and fundamentally nonlinear.
To identify the components of the imperfection ﬁeld that
have the greatest inﬂuence on the growth rate, we construct
the Hessian matrix of the transfer function from DNS simulations, and compute the dominant eigenvectors via an
adjoint-based matrix-free truncated Lanczos procedure.
Omar Ghattas, Robert Moser, Shan Yang
University of Texas at Austin
omar@ices.utexas.edu,
rmoser@ices.utexas.edu,
syang@ices.utexas.edu
CP9
A Multiscale Total Variation Based Image Registration Method with Application to Brain Images
Recent studies in total variation models for image restoration have led to increased theoretical understanding and
practical implementations of scale space methods for decomposing an image into its essential (cartoon) and spurious (noise and texture) parts. Noise and texture add irrelevant complexity to the data resulting in problems with
unnecessary high dimensionality and consequently longer
processing times. Image registration beneﬁts from such decomposition methods for the essential features detectable
in the cartoon image will almost exclusively drive a successful registration. We present an image registration method
combining total variation based image decomposition with
a multiresolution triangulation scheme that signiﬁcantly
reduces problem dimensionality to a few pixels. We demonstrate our method in brain images composed of small and
large scale structures.
Arthur Toga
UCLA
Laboratory of Neuro Imaging
toga@loni.ucla.edu
Alexandre Cunha
Center for Computational Biology
University of California, Los Angeles
cunha@ucla.edu
CP9
Variational Shape Optimization for Simultaneous
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Segmentation and Denoising of Images
We introduce a novel computational method for the
Mumford-Shah problem. We recover region boundaries in a
given image and a piecewise smooth approximation. Casting this as a shape optimization problem, we adopt an inexact Newton approach and propose a ﬁnite element method
for curve evolution. The method incorporates topological
changes such as splitting for detection of multiple objects.
We employ space adaptivity and a coarse-to-ﬁne approach
to process large images eﬃciently.
Gunay Dogan
Department of Computer and Information Science
University of Pennsylvania
gdogan@seas.upenn.edu
Ricardo Nochetto
Department of Mathematics
University of Maryland, College Park
rhn@math.umd.edu
Pedro Morin
Departamento de Matemática
Universidad Nacional del Litoral, Argentian
pmorin@math.unl.edu.ar
CP9
Regularized 3-D Reconstructions from SphericallyAveraged Fourier Transform Magnitude and Solution X-Ray Scattering Experiments
Measuring the scattering of a beam of x-rays oﬀ a solution of identical particles gives data that is the sphericallyaveraged magnitude of the Fourier transform of electron
number density in the particle. Since solving a nonlinear
least squares problem does not incorporate all biological
knowledge about the particles, regularizers are proposed
based on the spherically averaged electron scattering density autocorrelation and based on 2-D and 3-D measures of
curvature of the particles.
Peter Doerschuk
Cornell University
pd83@cornell.edu
Youngha Hwang
Purdue University
School of Electrical and Computer Engineering
hwangyo@ecn.purdue.edu
CP10
A Boundary Integral Method and Adaptive
Treecode for Poisson-Boltzmann Equation
A boundary integral method (BIM) is developed for computing the Poisson-Boltzmann equation (PBE), which is
derived from a continuum model of the solvent and counterion environment surrounding a biomolecule. The BIM
provides a rigorous treatment on issues of the singular charges, the solute-solvent interfaces, and the inﬁnite
domain associated with the PBE. The boundary integrals with regularized kernels are evaluated by an adaptive treecode algorithm based on Taylor approximation
in Cartesian coordinates, and the necessary Taylor coefﬁcients are computed by a recurrence relation. Numerical
experiments are included to show the eﬃciency of the pro-
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meso-scale structure and motion of low-angle grain boundaries. Using a level-set formalism for dislocation dynamics
pioneered by our group, we examine the equilibrium structure of grain boundaries formed from straight-line dislocation networks constructed using Frank’s formulas. We also
investigate the dependence of grain boundary mobility on
the mobility of individual dislocations and grain boundary
geometry. The computational eﬃciency required to study
these models is provided by a parallel level set method software library (LSMLIB) that we have recently developed.

posed method.
Robert Krasny
University of Michigan
Department of Mathematics
krasny@umich.edu
Peijun Li
Department of Mathematics
University of Michigan
lipeijun@umich.edu
CP10
A Local Regularization Method for the Solution of
Fredholm Integral Equation of the First Kind
The solution of many engineering problems involves the
solution of Fredholm integral equation of the ﬁrst kind

1
K(s, t)x(t)dt = d(s) ,

Yang Xiang
Department of Mathematics
HKUST
maxiang@ust.hk

0≤s≤1

0

The computational approach to the solution of this equation requires its discretization, which leads to a linear system of equations of
Kx + e = d
Since the Fredholm integral equation is ill-posed, this linear system is ill-conditioned . For its solution, we use a
local regularization method, as opposed to classical regularization methods, resulting in better approximation of
the exact solution.
Kourosh Modarresi
Stanford University
SCCM
kourosh.modarresi@stanford.edu
Gene Golub
Stanford
golub@stanford.edu
CP10
Numerical Analysis of An Integro-Diﬀerential
Equation
Consider the integro-diﬀerential equation



J(x − y) (u(y, t) − u(x, t)) dy + f (u),

ut (x, t) = 

Kevin T. Chu, Adele Lim, David Srolovitz
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
Princeton University
ktchu@princeton.edu, atlim@princeton.edu, srol@yu.edu

Ω

with initial condition u(x, t0 ) = u0 (x), x ∈ Ω, t > 0, Ω ⊆
Rd with d = {1, 2, 3} ,  > 0, J(x) = J(−x) and f (u) is a
bistable function. This type of initial value problem (IVP)
arises in the modelling of various physical and biological
process. We study the numerical analysis of this IVP and
also investigate its long time dynamics.
Bhowmik K. Samir
Postgraduate research student
Dept. of Mathematics, Heriot Watt University
s.k.bhowmik@ma.hw.ac.uk
CP11
A Level Set Approach to Dislocation Models of
Low-Angle Grain Boundary Structure and Motion
Dislocation models are useful for gaining insight into the

CP11
High-Order Mimetic Finite-Diﬀerence Modeling of
Shear Crack Propagation
A fourth-order ﬁnite-diﬀerence traction-at-split-node implementation of faulting boundary conditions is presented
in this work. Geometry of the fault and initial shear stress
allow only in-plane motion which is modeled in the plane
(x,z). Our two dimensional method combines a one-sided
discretization of the jump conditions along the fault segment with a staggered discretization of the equations of
motion within interior of the embedding medium. Fourthorder numerical diﬀerentiation of elastic ﬁelds is performed
in the whole domain by using a new set of diﬀerentiators
called mimetic or conservative ﬁnite diﬀerences. Convergence and accuracy of our algorithm are shown through two
test cases. First, the analytical solution of a self-similar
ﬁxed-rupture velocity model is reproduced as the grid size
decreases. Next, we simulate the propagation of a spontaneous rupture, governed by a linear slip-weakening friction
law that deﬁnes a cohesive law. Our results are assessed
using an alternative numerical solution given by a well established Dynamic Fault Model (DFM) algorithm.
Otilio Rojas
Computational Science Research Center
San Diego State University
rojas@sciences.sdsu.edu
CP11
Morphology of Critical Nuclei in Solid State Phase
Transformations
Predicting the shape of a critical nucleus in solids has been
a long-standing problem in solid-state phase transformations. We present a diﬀuse-interface approach together
with minimax algorithm for predicting the critical nucleus
morphology in elastically anisotropic solids. It is found
that strong elastic interactions may lead to critical nuclei
with non-convex shapes.
Lei Zhang
Department of Mathematics
Penn State University
zhang l@math.psu.edu
Qiang Du
Penn State University
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ASIC & System State Key Lab.,
Microelectronics Dept., Fudan University
xzeng@fudan.edu.cn

Department of Mathematics
qdu@math.psu.edu
CP12
Hessian-Based
Model
Reduction
PDE-Constrained Optimization

for

We present a new methodology to create reduced-order
models for large-scale, ill-posed inverse problems. The
problem of determining a suitable reduced basis is formulated as a sequence of optimization problems. We
show that, under certain non-restrictive assumptions, these
problems have a closed-form solution that entails computation of the dominant eigenvectors of a Hessian matrix.
Furthermore, the method scales well to problems with a
large number of parameter inputs. The methodology is
demonstrated for a large-scale contaminant transport inverse problem.
Karen E. Willcox
MIT
kwillcox@MIT.EDU
Omar Ghattas
University of Texas at Austin
omar@ices.utexas.edu
Bart G. Van Bloemen Waanders, Judith Hill
Sandia National Laboratories
bartv@sandia.gov, jhill@sandia.gov
Omar Bashir
MIT
bashir@mit.edu
CP12
A Two-Dimensional Arnoldi Algorithm for Model
Order Reduction of Parameterized Linear Dynamical Systems
The presence of parameters and variability in the design and manufacturing process of modern microelectronics poses new challenges to existing model reduction techniques. In this talk, we present a multiparameter momentmatching reduction algorithm for the simulation and analysis of large scale parametrized linear dynamical systems.
The new algorithm uses a novel two-dimensional Arnoldi
process and is computationally stable and robust. In addition, it is structural preserving. Examples from parameterized integrated circuits and microelectromechanical
(MEMS) devices will be used to compare the new algorithm
with the existing ones.
Yangfeng Su
Department of Mathematics
Fudan University, China
yfsu@fudan.edu.cn
Zhaojun Bai
University of California
bai@cs.ucdavis.edu
Yung-Ta Li
Dept. of Mathematics
UC Davis
ytli@math.ucdavis.edu
Xuan Zeng

CP12
Reduced System Computing for Singularly Perturbed Diﬀerential Equations
Reduced System Computing (RSC) is a software system
for studying singularly perturbed diﬀerential equations. It
avoids the problem of numerical stiﬀness by concatenating solutions to the fast and slow subsystems that arise in
the singular limits of the diﬀerential equations. Tools for
solving initial value problems and for computing periodic
orbits will be presented, along with an application of RSC
to a pair of coupled relaxation oscillators.
Warren Weckesser
Colgate University
Department of Mathematics
WWeckesser@mail.colgate.edu
CP13
Direct Linear Solvers for Finite Element Modelling
of Large Industrial Applications
Krylov subspace methods are widely used in simulation
softwares even if they are all likely to suﬀer from slow
convergence and divergence for problems which arise from
large industrial applications. The main reason for this is
that direct solvers based on matrix factorization are very
memory consuming methods which may be unfeasible on
large problems. We will discuss here the possibility of an efﬁcient direct solving of large problems discretized by means
of ﬁnite elements.
Isabelle Charpentier
Institut d’Informatique et Mathematiques Appliquees
Isabelle.Charpentier@imag.fr
Cedric Doucet
Laboratoire de Modélisation et Calcul (IMAG)
Grenoble - France
cedric.doucet@cedrat.com
CP13
Sparse Direct Factorizations Based on Unassembled Hyper-Matrices
For dynamic FEM applications, existing sparse direct
solvers can be said to solve the wrong problem. They optimize the solution of a single linear system, while the real
problem is to solve a series of systems that are derived from
gradual h/p reﬁnement of a FEM discretization. We show
how a combination of elementary concepts gives a solver
that is space and time eﬃcient, and that is eminently suited
to the dynamic case.
Paolo Bientinesi
Department of Computer Sciences
The University of Texas at Austin
pauldj@cs.utexas.edu
Robert A. van de Geijn
The University of Texas at Austin
Department of Computer Science
rvdg@cs.utexas.edu
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Victor Eijkhout
The University of Texas at Austin
Texas Advanced Computing Center
eijkhout@tacc.utexas.edu

CP14
An Eﬃcient Linearity-and-Bound-Preserving Conservative Interpolation (Remapping) Method for
Meshes with Changing Connectivity

Jason Kurtz
Institute for Computational Engineering and Sciences
The University of Texas at Austin
kurtzj@ices.utexas.edu

Remapping is one of the essential parts of most Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) methods. In this talk, we extend the idea of swept integration method to the grids with
changing connectivity during the smoothing stage. We focus to the Voronoi meshes in 2D, which are used for real
numerical simulations. We present several numerical examples to show that properties of this algorithm (conservativity, linearity and bound preservation) remain unchanged
for grids with diﬀerent topology.

CP13
Combinatorial Preconditioners for Scalar Elliptic
Finite-Elements Problems
The talk will present a new preconditioner for linear systems arising from ﬁnite-elements discretizations of scalar
elliptic PDE’s. The algebraic
equations that we solve are

Kx = b, where K =
K
is a sum of element matrie
e
ces Ke . The solver splits the collection {Ke } of element
matrices into a subset of matrices that are approximable
by diagonally-dominant matrices and a subset of matrices
that are not approximable. The approximable Ke ’s are approximated by diagonally-dominant matrices Le that are
scaled and assembled to form a global diagonally-dominant
matrix L. A combinatorial graph algorithm approximates
L by another diagonally-dominant matrix M that is much
easier to factor. The inapproximable element matrices are
added to M and the sum is factored and used as a preconditioner. When all the element matrices are approximable
(in particular, when they are all well-conditioned), which is
often the case, the preconditioner is provably eﬃcient. Experimental results show that on some problems, especially
problems with some ill conditioned elements, the preconditioner is more eﬀective than an algebraic multigrid solver
and than an incomplete-factorization preconditioner.
Gil Shklarski
School of Computer Science
Tel-Aviv University
shagil@tau.ac.il
Haim Avron
Tel Aviv University
haima@tau.ac.il
Sivan A. Toledo
Tel Aviv University
School of Computer Science
stoledo@tau.ac.il
CP14
Scalable Metadata and Algorithms for Structured
AMR
Metadata for structured adaptive mesh reﬁnement
(SAMR) contains information about the grids forming the
mesh. It grows with the number of grids. In parallel, where
the global number of grids grows with the number of processors, metadata grows rapidly, leading to severe ineﬃciencies starting around 1K processors. We present new algorithms for managing SAMR meshes without global metadata. Signiﬁcant parallel eﬃciency is obtained through not
having to generate or operate on the global metadata.
Brian Gunney
Lawrence Livermore National Lab
gunney1@llnl.gov

Mikhail Shashkov
Los Alamos National Laboratory
shashkov@lanl.gov
Milan Kucharik
Los Alamos National Lab
kucharik@lanl.gov
CP14
Multi-Material Interface Reconstruction
Particles and Power Diagrams

Using

We present a new method for interface reconstruction
in multi-material ﬂow simulations. The method introduces particles into mixed cells and uses an an attractionrepulsion model to draw particles of the same material type
together. The interface is then reconstructed from the particles using a weighted Voronoi diagram or Power Diagram.
The new method eliminates the material order dependence
of the interface topology commonly seen in VOF reconstruction of three or more materials in a cell.
Samuel P. Schoﬁeld, Raphael Loubere, Rao V. Garimella,
Marianne Francois
Los Alamos National Laboratory
sams@lanl.gov, loubere@lanl.gov, rao@lanl.gov, mmfran@lanl.gov
CP15
Desensitization
Model

and

the

Ignition-And-Growth

Of the various macro-scale continuum models of reactive ﬂow in high-energy explosives, the ignition-and-growth
model has been the most widely used. Well-resolved computational experiments with the model demonstrate that
it does not explicitly account for the desensitization of heterogeneous explosives, caused by exposure to low strength
shocks. A modiﬁcation to the model that accounts for the
desensitization process is proposed. Numerical simulations
employing adaptive mesh reﬁnement on composite overlapping grids with the augmented model are conducted.
Guilherme De Oliveira
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Visiting Assistant Professor
gdo@wpi.edu
CP15
Laser Generated Elastic Waves in a Semi-Inﬁnite
Solid
Analytical and numerical issues for thermoelastic waves by
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a pulsed laser in a semi-iniﬁnite solid were investigated.
Analytic solutions were derived by using Laplace Transform techniques for thermal and mechanical problems. The
eﬀect of optical absortion coeﬃcients on the thermal and
displacement ﬁelds was studied. All numerical results were
compared with the analytic solutions.
Bongsoo Jang
Dept of Mathematics
Kent State University at Ashtabula
bjang1@kent.edu
Harish Cherukuri
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Engineering
Science
University of North Carolina at Charlotte
hcheruku@uncc.edu
CP15
Operator Splitting and Acceleration Methods for
Solving the Neutron Transport Equation in 1-D
Spherical Geometry
Our study concerns the iterative resolution of the neutron
transport equation in 1-D spherical geometry. More precisely, we consider a splitting method for the collision operator taking into account the caracteristics of the transport operator. An inﬁnite dimensional adaptation of SOR
algorithm and Splitting-Diﬀusion Synthetic Acceleration
(DSA) method are used to accelerate the procedure. Theoretical aspect for these methods are discussed, and numerical results are presented.
Abdelkader Tizaoui
Université Paul Sabatier
MIP (Mathématiques pour l’Industrie et de la Physique
abdelkader.tizaoui@iut-tlse3.fr
CP16
Computable Condition Number Estimates for
Large Least Squares Problems
Some parameter estimation problems lead to huge dense
least squares problems that require a good knowledge of
the problem conditioning. We propose computable statistical estimates for the conditioning of a linear function of
the least squares solution. We present the corresponding
parallel implementation in the framework of space geodesy
and we study how these quantities compare with available
estimates for large number of unknowns. The issues of rank
deﬁcient least squares problems are also addressed.
Marc Baboulin
CERFACS
baboulin@cerfacs.fr
CP16
A Comparison of Two Algorithms for Predicting
the Condition Number
We present experimental results of comparing the Modiﬁed
K-Nearest Neighbor (MkNN) algorithm with Support Vector Machine (SVM) in the prediction of condition numbers.
While SVM is considered a state-of-the-art classiﬁcation/
regression algorithm, kNN is usually used for collaborative
ﬁltering tasks. Since prediction can also be interpreted
as a classsiﬁcation/regression task, virtually any supervised learning algorithm (such as kNN) can also be ap-
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plied. Experiments were performed on one publicly available dataset. We conclude that Modiﬁed kNN (MkNN)
performs much better than SVM on this particular dataset.
Dianwei Han
Computer science department,
University of Kentucky
dianweih@csr.uky.edu
Jun Zhang
University of Kentucky
Department of Computer Science
jzhang@cs.uky.edu
CP17
Finite Diﬀerence Techniques For Delay Diﬀerential
Problems With Layer Behavior
This study deals with the singularly perturbed initial value
problems for linear and quasilinear delay diﬀerential equations. The numerical methods are generated on a grid
that is constructed adaptively from a knowledge of the exact solution, which involve appropriate piecewise-uniform
meshes on each time subinterval. An error analysis shows
that the discrete solutions are uniformly convergent with
respect to the perturbation parameter. The parameter uniform convergence is conﬁrmed by numerical computations.
Ilhame Amiraliyeva
Yuzuncu Yil University,Faculty of Agriculture
ilhame@yyu.edu.tr
Gabil Amirali
Yuzuncu Yil University, Faculty of Art and Sciences,
Department of Mathematics
gamirali2000@yahoo.com
CP17
Higher Order Finite Diﬀerence Methods for Second Order Singularly Perturbed Delay Diﬀerential
Equations
The approximation of solutions Delay diﬀerential equations(DDEs) has been a problem of great importance due
to the versatility of its application in various ﬁelds. Development of numerical methods for DDEs are challenging
because we have to use an appropriate approximation for

the retarted arguments like u(x ± δ) and u (x − δ) and
the algorithm has to take care of the jump discontinuies
due to the delay/advance. We will discuss a few higher
order ﬁnite diﬀerence methods for second order singularly
perturbed diﬀerential equation with delay/advance and its
computational complexity.
V.P. Ramesh
Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur
(Student)
vpramesh@iitk.ac.in
Mohan Kadalbajoo
Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur
Kanpur India
kadal@iitk.ac.in
CP18
Sparse Computation on a P2P System
We present the 2-degree polynomial (2DP) A(Ax+x)+x
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distribution on a peer-to-peer system, where A is a large
sparse matrix. Such 2DP represents the kernel of many
iterative methods for solving sparse linear algebra problems. We propose a distribution technique based on data
fragmentation engendering a good communication pattern
and show that our solutions need a pre-processing for matrix fragmentation by solving an NP-Complete problem but
guarantee load balance.
Olfa Hamdi-Larbi
University of Versailles, PRiSM Laboratory, France
olfa.hamdi@ensi.rnu.tn
Zaher Mahjoub
Faculty of Sciences of Tunis, Tunsia
zaher.mahjoub@fst.rnu.tn
Nahid Emad
University of Versailles, PRiSM Laboratory
Nahid.Emad@prism.uvsq.fr
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Nanopore Under Applied Electric Potential
We present a multiscale model to simulate ionic ﬂux
through a nanopore of an electrodesalination membrane.
The model relies on Brownian Dynamics simulations inside the nanopore, coupled with a Poisson-Nernst-Planck
continuum model in the pore vicinity. The model is validated against measurements of current through tracketched nanoporous membranes under an applied electric
potential. Simulations are performed to investigate the effects of pore size, membrane charge and applied potential
on throughput and selectivity.
Habib N. Najm
Sandia National Laboratories
Livermore, CA, USA
hnnajm@sandia.gov
Kevin Long
Sandia National Laboratories
krlong@sandia.gov

CP18
Reshape: A Framework for Dynamic Resizing and
Scheduling of Homogeneous Applications in a Parallel Environment

Blake Simmons
Nanoscale Science & Technology
Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore CA
basimmo@sandia.gov

Due to the unpredictability in job arrival times and varying resource requirements, static scheduling results in idle
system resources, thereby decreasing the overall system
throughput. To alleviate this drawback, we have developed a framework called ReSHAPE which supports dynamic resizing of parallel MPI applications executed on
a distributed memory architecture. Our presentation describes the ReSHAPE framework architecture and presents
results from testing the framework with structured applications that have two-dimensional data arrays distributed
across a two-dimensional processor grid.

Bert J. Debusschere
Department of Biological and Energy Sciences
Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore CA
bjdebus@sandia.gov

Rajesh Sudarsan
Department of Computer Science, Virginia Tech
sudarsar@vt.edu
Calvin J. Ribbens
Virginia Tech
Department of Computer Science
ribbens@vt.edu
CP18
Dynamic Load Balancing for Hyperthreaded and
Multi-Core Cluster Nodes

Michael Hickner
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, NM
mahickn@sandia.gov
Pierre Ponce
Sandia National Laboratories
Livermore, CA
pponce@sandia.gov
Helgi Adalsteinsson
Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore CA
hadalst@sandia.gov
CP19
Mathematical Modeling and Simulation of Texture
Evolution

There has been a signiﬁcant shift by processor manufacturers from increasing clock speeds to on-chip parallelism:
hyperthreaded and multi-core chips. These processors are
becoming common in desktop systems and cluster nodes,
but it is not clear how to use them most eﬃciently. This
talk will give a brief overview of the technology and report
experiences using the DRUM resource aware dynamic load
balancing system in cluster environments that include dual
core and hyperthreaded processors.

Preparing a texture suitable for a given purpose is a central
problem in materials science, which presents many challenges for mathematical modeling, simulation, and analysis. We focus on the mesoscopic behavior of the grain
boundary system and on understanding the role of topological reconﬁgurations during evolution. We formulate
several types of evolution equations based on fractional kinetics and stochastic descriptions, compare its results with
the simulations and discuss their limitations and possible
extensions to higher dimensions.

James D. Teresco
Department of Computer Science
Williams College
terescoj@cs.williams.edu

Maria Emelianenko
Dept. of Mathematical Sciences
Carnegie Mellon University
masha@cmu.edu

CP19
Multiscale Simulation of Ionic Flux Through a

Dmitry Golovaty
The University of Akron
Department of Theoretical and Applied Mathematics
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dmitry@math.uakron.edu

phase Flow

Shlomo Ta’asan
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Carnegie Mellon University
shlomo@andrew.cmu.edu

A piecewise linear interface calculation in axisymmetric geometries is presented and implemented within RIPPLE, a
2D volume-of-ﬂuid code. Analytical relations between the
interface parameters and volume fractions are provided,
emphasizing resolution of a numerical instability that occurs when one of the components of the normal vector at
an interface approaches zero. Results are presented for the
collapse of a cylindrical water column and the wake dynamics of one or two rising bubbles.

David Kinderlehrer
Carnegie Mellon University
davidk@andrew.cmu.edu
CP19
Mesoscopic Simulation of Self-Organization in Surface Processes
The self-organization of constituents in a two phase mixture through diﬀusion is known as Ostwald ripening. This
multiscale phenomenon can be modeled using a class of
mesoscopic models consisting of stochastic partial diﬀerential equations. In this talk, spectral schemes for stochastic partial diﬀerential equations are described and convergence veriﬁed using exactly solvable benchmark problems.
These schemes are then applied to the mesoscopic model
and the simulation results are compared with theoretical
results such as the Lifshitz-Slyozov growth law; long time
results are also described.
David J. Horntrop
Department of Mathematical Sciences
New Jersey Institute of Technology
david.horntrop@njit.edu
CP20
Title: On Multi-Phase Flows
In this lecture, we will discuss some of the issues related
to stability of ﬂows involving multiple interfaces and computing of such ﬂows eﬃciently. Results will be presented.
This is an ongoing work.
Prabir Daripa
Texas A&M University
Department of Mathematics
prabir.daripa@math.tamu.edu
CP20
Compressible Multispecies Multiphase Flow Models
We develop comopressible multispecies multiphase ﬂow
models with surface tension and transport. We propose
a closure model which satisﬁes all the conservation and
boundary conditions after averaging the primitive equations of mass, momentum and energy. We derive three interfacial exact quantities v∗, p∗, (pv)∗ directly from these
averaged equations to validate our model with RayleighTaylor instability simulation which have been validated
against the real experiment. We also observe other properties of our simulation based on theories and experiments.

Jie Dai, James Sterling
Keck Graduate Institute
dwd6810@yahoo.com, jim sterling@kgi.edu
Ali Nadim
Claremont Graduate University
Department of Mathematics
ali.nadim@cgu.edu
CP21
Least Squares Finite Element Solution for Viscoelastic Flow Problems
The goal of this work is to implement a least squares ﬁnite
element approach for the equations governing viscoelastic
ﬂows such as those occurring in polymer processes. The
Oldroyd-B and Giesekus viscoelastic constitutive equations
are considered, as well as Newtonian and non-Newtonian
(Carreau model) formulations. The least squares method
oﬀers the advantage of generating a symmetric positive definite system of equations, and has also been recognized
as potentially eﬀective in addressing the high Weissenberg
number problem which characterizes viscoelastic ﬂows. We
compare results of the weighted least squares approach to
those using standard Galerkin techniques. An adaptive
mesh technique designed for regions of high gradients in
2D is also presented.
Christopher L. Cox
Clemson University
Dept of Mathematical Sciences
clcox@clemson.edu
Tsu-Fen Chen
Department of Mathematics
National Chung Cheng University
tfchen@math.ccu.edu.tw
Sheue Jen Lee
National Chung Cheng University
Department of Mathematics
sheuelee@mail.wtuc.edu.tw
Patti Sylvia
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Clemson University
spatti@clemson.edu

Hyunsun Lee
SUNY at Stony Brook
hslee@ams.sunysb.edu

CP21
Derivative-Free Approaches for Maximizing the
Lifetime of a Polymer Extrusion Filter

CP20
A VOF-PLIC Method for Axisymmetric Multi-

We consider an extrusion ﬁlter used to remove debris from
a polymer melt before the liquid is spun into a ﬁber. We
seek the optimal parameters to maximize the lifetime of
the ﬁlter using a simulator developed at the Center for
Advanced Engineering Fibers and Films (CAEFF). The
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simulator must work as a black-box in conjunction with a
derivative-free optimization algorithm. We present preliminary numerical results obtained with a variety of sampling
methods for optimization.
Brian Mcclune
Clarkson University
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
mcclunbp@clarkson.edu
Lea Jenkins
Clemson University
Department of Mathematics
lea@clemson.edu
Adam Rose, Kathleen Fowler
Clarkson University
roseai@clarkson.edu, kfowler@clarkson.edu
CP21
A Hard Constraint Algorithm to Model Particle
Interactions in Polymeric Flows
We present a new algorithm to model short-range particle
interactions in polymer-laden ﬂuids. In this method the
polymer is represented by a bead-rod model fully-coupled
to a Newtonian solvent through hydrodynamic drag and
Brownian motion. The central feature is a new rigid constraint algorithm whereby rods elastically bounce oﬀ one
another to prevent crossing in polymer-polymer interactions, similar to our treatment of polymer-surface interactions. We apply the method to DNA-laden ﬂows in array
microchannels.
David Trebotich
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
trebotich1@llnl.gov
Gregory H. Miller
UC Davis & LBNL
grgmiller@ucdavis.edu
CP22
Towards An Accurate Performance Modeling of
Parallel Sparse LU Factorization
We present a performance model to analyze a parallel sparse LU factorization algorithm on modern cachedbased, high-end parallel architectures. Our model characterizes the algorithmic behavior by taking account the
underlying processor speed, memory system performance,
and the interconnect speed. The model is validated using
the SuperLU DIST solver, sparse matrices from real application, and an IBM POWER3 parallel machine. It can be
easily adapted to study performance of other sparse factorizations, such as Cholesky or QR.
Laura Grigori
INRIA
France
laura.grigori@irisa.fr
Xiaoye S. Li
Computational Research Division
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
xsli@lbl.gov
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CP22
On Reducing Memory Usage of the Simulations Using Sparse Direct Solvers
Simulating LARGE multi-cavity accelerator structures
with the ﬁnite element method is limited by available
computer memory when the sparse direct solver is used
to solve the resulting linear systems. This talk will
present various ways of reducing the memory usage of
the capability-computing simulations that use sparse direct
solvers thereby allowing eigenvalue problems consisted of
hundred million DOFs to be solved on existing computing
platforms.
Volkan Akcelik, Ernesto Prudencio, Lixin Ge, Kwok Ko,
Lie-Quan Lee
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
volkan@slac.stanford.edu,
prudenci@slac.stanford.edu,
lge@slac.stanford.edu,
kwok@slac.stanford.edu,
liequan@slac.stanford.edu
CP22
Using Sparse Lu to Compute the Null Space of a
Rectangular Matrix
Computing the null space of a sparse matrix is an important component of some computations, such as graph embeddings and parameterization of mesh data. We propose
an eﬃcient and reliable method to compute an orthonormal basis of the null space of a sparse square or rectangular
matrix (usually with more rows than columns). The main
computational component in our method is a sparse LU
factorization with partial pivoting of the input matrix; this
factorization is signiﬁcantly cheaper than the QR factorization used in previous methods. We analyze important
theoretical aspects of the new method and demonstrate
experimentally that it is eﬃcient and reliable.
Craig Gotsman
CS dept., Technion, Israel
gotsman@cs.technion.ac.il
Sivan A. Toledo
Tel Aviv University
School of Computer Science
stoledo@tau.ac.il
CP23
On the Design of Diﬀusion Constants for Random
Walks of Squares, Triangles and Cubes
I show how to design the value of the diﬀusion constant D
for both the random walks of Squares and Triangles over
their respective regular lattices in two-dimensions, and for
a random walk of a Cube on the three-dimensional Cartesian lattice. By allowing movements to grid locations other
than nearest neighbors, I can design the value of the diﬀusion constant D to a value other than unity.
J.F. Nystrom
Shepherd University
jnystrom@shepherd.edu
CP23
Bandlimited 1/f Noise: a Signal for Robust Experiment Design
Experiment design aims to ﬁnd a suitable input signal to
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maximise the information obtained from an experiment.
This input signal typically depends on the actual plant. To
enhance robustness, it is important to use signals which are
near optimal over a range of systems. Here we introduce
“bandlimited 1/f noise” as an signal with such a property.
We also present a simple and fast algorithm for generating
binary signals with this spectrum.
Cristian R. Rojas, James S. Welsh, Graham C. Goodwin
School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
The University of Newcastle, Australia
cristian.rojas@studentmail.newcastle.edu.au,
james.welsh@newcastle.edu.au,
graham.goodwin@newcastle.edu.au
CP24
Estimation of Blood Alcohol Concentration by Inversion of a Diﬀusion Model
A protocol for estimating blood alcohol concentration is
proposed. This methodology requires calibrating short period data coming from a skin sensor to the subject under
study and then inverting the forward model for long period data. A simulation study is performed to observe the
inﬂuence of parameter changes on vapor alcohol removed
through the skin and blood alcohol concentration. This
avoids calibrating model parameters to subjects to whom
it is not ethic to oﬀer alcohol.
Miguel A. Dumett
University of Southern California
Department of Mathematics
dumett@almaak.usc.edu
CP24
Application of the Stochastic Galerkin Method for
Analysis of Human Cardiac Ion Channel Models
Based on the Weiner-Hermite polynomial chaos expansion,
the stochastic Galerkin method eﬃciently computes numerical solutions for stochastic systems. Unlike such techniques as sensitivity analysis, perturbation methods, and
second moment-analysis, this method is applicable to a
large number of systems while requiring less computational
eﬀort than sampling based stochastic methods like Monte
Carlo. We utilize the stochastic Galerkin method to assess
the impact of stochastic rate coeﬃcients on the predictions
of Markovian cardiac ion channel models.
Sarah E. Geneser
School of Computing, University of Utah
geneser@cs.utah.edu
Mike Kirby
School of Computing,
University of Utah
kirby@cs.utah.edu
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CP24
A Coupled Diﬀusion-Elasticity PDE-Constrained
Framework for Simulating Gliomas Growth: a
Medical Imaging Perspective
Primary brain tumors constitute a signiﬁcant health challenge, due to their grim prognosis. More than 50% of primary brain tumors are gliomas, which are seldom treatable with resection and ultimately progress to high-grade,
leading to death in only 6-12 months. There is a pressing need for deepening our understanding of the characteristics of the spatio-temporal progression of brain cancer, and for determining predictive factors for cancer invasion, using phenotypic cancer proﬁles derived from imaging, histopathology and potential other sources. Such predictive factors would allow us to apply more aggressive
treatments, yet treatments that are spatially adaptive to
tissue that is highly likely to be invaded by cancer, in order
to maintain patient functioning at acceptable levels. This
work proposes a simple uniﬁed framework for modeling
gliomas growth and the subsequent mechanical impact on
the surrounding brain tissue (mass-eﬀect), with estimation
of unknown parameters via a PDE-constrained optimization method. We target a medical imaging context, where
such a framework primarily aims at the following goals: (1)
improving the deformable registration from the brain tumor patient image to a common stereotactic space (atlas);
and (2) having, to a certain extent, predictive capabilities
for glioma growth, after its parameters are estimated for a
given patient. The ﬁrst is important for integrative statistical analysis of tumors in groups of patients and surgical
planning. The second is important for general treatment
planning and prognosis. To our knowledge, this is among
the ﬁrst attempts in the specialty literature to introduce
a PDE-constrained optimization formulation in the context of modeling tumor growth based on available patient
imaging data. The present work is dedicated mostly to
formulation and methods, with extensive 1D numerical experiments performed for a preliminary evaluation of the
overall formulation/methodology. The 3D MRI-based simulations are work-in-progress; a simpliﬁed biomechanical
version has already been implemented and reported elsewhere.
Cosmina Hogea
Section of Biomedical Image Analysis, Dept.
University of Pennsylvania
hogeac@uphs.upenn.edu
George Biros
University of Pennsylvania
biros@seas.upenn.edu
Christos Davatzikos
Section of Biomedical Image Analysis, Dept. of Radiology
University of Pennsylvania
christos.davatzikos@uphs.upenn.edu

Frank Sachse
Cardiovascular Research and Training Institute,
University of Utah
fs@cvrti.utah.edu

CP24
Non-Newtonian Blood Flow in a Stenosis and
Aneurysm: Transient and Steady State Simulations.

Dongbin Xiu
Department of Mathematics
Purdue University
dxiu@math.purdue.edu

This study considers the steady state and transient simulations of blood ﬂow through two three-dimensional models
of an arterial stenosis and an abdominal aortic aneurysm.
Four non-Newtonian blood models, namely the Power Law
, Casson, Carreau and the Generalized Power Law, as
well as the Newtonian model of blood viscosity, are used
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to investigate the ﬂow eﬀects induced by these diﬀerent
blood constitutive equations. Results show signiﬁcant differences between modelling blood as a Newtonian and nonNewtonian ﬂuid. The dependence of the ﬂow on the dimensionless parameters is examined and diﬀerences from
the Newtonian case are discussed.
Chris Langdon
Luther College
University of Regina
neallanc@uregina.ca
Iqbal Husain
Luther College - Mathematics
University of Regina
Iqbal.Husain@uregina.ca
CP24
Brain Surface Conformal Parameterization with
Algebraic Functions
Here, we introduce a parameterization method for brain
surfaces based on algebraic functions. By solving the Yamabe equation with the Ricci ﬂow method, we can conformally map a brain surface to a multi-hole disk. The resulting parameterizations do not have any singularities and are
intrinsic and stable. It also oﬀers a method to explicitly
match landmark curves between anatomical surfaces such
as the cortex, and to compute conformal invariants for statistical comparisons of anatomy.
Yalin Wang
Mathematics Department
University of California, Los Angeles
ylwang@math.ucla.edu
Tony F. Chan
National Science Foundation
tfchan@nsf.gov
CP25
Accurate High-Performance Multigrid Solvers in
Reconﬁgurable Hardware
In this paper, we present a hardware implementation of
the V-cycle Multigrid method for ﬁnding the solution of
a 2D-Poisson equation. We use Handel-C to implement
our hardware design, which we map onto available Field
Programmable Gate Arrays(FPGAs). We analyze the implementation performance using the FPGA vendors’ tools.
We compare our ﬁndings with a C++ version of thr algorithm. The obtained results show better performance when
compared to existing software versions.
Safaa J. Kasbah
Lebanese American University, Division of Computer
Science
and Mathematics
safaa.kasbah@lau.edu.lb
Issam Damaj
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Dhofar University
i damaj@du.edu.om
Ramzi Haraty
Lebanese American University, Division of Computer
Science
and Mathematics
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rharaty@lau.edu.lb
CP25
Inverse Molecular Design by Local Enumeration
In previous work we have developed a method for the inverse design of chemical structures (Chuchwell et al., 2004;
Brown et al., 2006). A key step in our method involves
the solution of a system of constrained linear Diophantine
equations. In this work we describe a novel method for the
solution of these equations using the Fincke-Pohst algorithm. This approach simultaneously controls both combinatorial explosion and extrapolation error. We benchmark
our method against past results.
Shawn Martin
Computational Biology Dept.
Sandia National Laboratories
smartin@sandia.gov
William Brown
Computational Biology
Sandia National Laboratories
wmbrown@sandia.gov
CP25
Credibility: How Will Science Judge Our Mathematical Or Computerised Models?
We review the literatures of computational languages and
simulation methodology so as to investigate the answer to
the ultimate question asked of any of our mathematical or
computerised models, particularly those in the life sciences:
viz., credibility. We compare and contrast the two modelbuilding activities, reaching thereby an understanding of
the Scientiﬁc Method, itself then revealed to be a quite prehuman process: quite biological (ﬁrst genes; then neurons),
this model-building process has ensured biological survival.
Danielle Mihram, G Arthur Mihram
Univ of Southern California
dmihram@usc.edu,
CP25
Formal Constraints on Memory Management in
Overloaded Arithmetic
Memory management rules for overloaded arithmetic are
expressed in the Object Constraint Language (OCL) and
applied to an advection/diﬀusion model. One set of constraints eliminates memory leaks. A second set ensures
economical memory recycling. It is demonstrated that runtime assertion checks inspired by the constraints exposed
an exceptionally hard-to-reproduce compiler bug. Furthermore, the interplay between OCL and Fortran capabilities
led to a breakthrough that improved the readability of our
code by facilitating operator overloading.
Xiaofeng Xu
Univ. of Maryland, College Park
Dept. of Fire Protection Engineering
xxf@umd.edu
Karla Morris
Graduate Center of CUNY
Mechanical Engineering Dept.
karla morris@hotmail.com
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Damian W. Rouson
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory
Combustion Modeling & Scaling
damian.rouson@nrl.navy.mil
CP26
Robustness of the Multivariate Spline Method for
Numerical Solution of Partial Diﬀerential Equations
Multivariate spline functions are smooth piecewise polynomial functions over triangulations consisting of n-simplices
in the Euclidean space Rn . We review how they are used
with Lagrange multipliers to enforce the smoothness conditions, the boundary conditions and the constraints in numerical solution of partial diﬀerential equations. We then
demonstrate the robustness of this approach on two singular perturbation problems, a fourth order problem and a
Stokes-Darcy ﬂow.
Gerard Awanou
Northern Illinois University
awanou@math.niu.edu
CP26
Alternative Way to Solve Nonlinear PDEs
Generally Newton-Krylov method is the ﬁrst choice in solving nonlinear problems. But it is expensive to construct Jacobian matrix at each iteration, Even the Jacobian-free one
is used, information of the Jacobain matrix is still needed to
form the preconditioner. The linearizing process may also
generating additonal numerical errors. Here we present
an alternative way called pseudo-transient continuation by
adding ﬁrst and second order time derivative to the equation and advancing the resulting time-dependent equation
to steady state. Therefore, only the stiﬀness matrix itself is
involved. An eﬃcient way is developed to initialize the system and dynamically precondition the iterative solve. The
solve is accurate and the symmetric structure of periodic
boundary condition is well preserved.
Jin Chen
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
jchen@pppl.gov
CP26
Title : Fast and Accurate Methods with Domain
Embedding
In this lecture, we will present some fast and accurate algorithms for solving several types of partial diﬀerential equations (pdes) in simple geometries. The class of pdes involved may involve both, constant and non-constant coeﬃcient pdes and the geometries both, two- and threedimensional. Adaptation of these algorithms to complex
geometries will be discussed and results on applications
using these methods will be presented. This is an ongoing
work.
Prabir Daripa
Texas A&M University
Department of Mathematics
prabir.daripa@math.tamu.edu
CP26
For the Inf-Sup Condition on Mesh-Dependent
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Norms on a Concave Polygon
In this talk I will discuss about the Babuska-Brezzi(inf-sup)
condition when certain mesh-dependent norms are considered on a concave polygon in the plane. The model problem
is the Laplace problem with zero boundary condition on a
polygon.
Sungkyu Choi
POSTECH
chead@postech.ac.kr
Jae Ryong Kweon
Pohang University of Science and Technology
Korea
kweon@postech.ac.kr
CP26
An h-p Adaptive Strategy for Wave-Like Functions
The hp version of the ﬁnite element method is an adaptive
ﬁnite element approach in which adaptivity occurs in both
the size, h, of the elements and in the order, p, of the
approximating piecewise polynomials. The objective is to
determine a distribution of h and p that minimizes the
error using the least amount of work in some measure. We
present a strategy for selecting between h and p reﬁnement
for functions exhibiting wave-like behaviour.
William F. Mitchell
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Mathematical and Computational Sciences Division
william.mitchell@nist.gov
Eite Tiesinga
Atomic Physics Division
National Institute of Standards and Technology
eite.tiesinga@nist.gov
CP27
New Eigensolvers for Large Scale Nanoscience Simulations
We present results for new iterative eigensolvers based on
conjugate gradients and Jacobi-Davidson in the context of
semi-empirical plane wave electronic structure calculations.
These new methods give signiﬁcant speedup over existing
conjugate gradient methods used in electronic structure
calculations. The new methods will be demonstrated for
CdSe quantum dots as well as quantum wires constructed
from layers of InP and InAs. These systems are studied
in the context of a semi-empirical potential where we typically solve for a few states around the gap allowing us to
study large scale nanaosytems. The parallelization of this
approach will also be discussed as well as scaling results to
large processor counts.
Stanimire Tomov
Innovative Computing Laboratory, Computer Science
Dept
University of Tennessee, Knoxville
tomov@cs.utk.edu
Christof Voemel
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
voemel@eecs.berkeley.edu
Julien Langou
The University of Tennessee
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langou@cs.utk.edu
Andrew M. Canning
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
acanning@lbl.gov
Lin-Wang Wang
Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
lwwang@lbl.gov
Jack J. Dongarra
Department of Computer Science
The University of Tennessee
dongarra@cs.utk.edu
Osni A. Marques
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Berkeley, CA
oamarques@lbl.gov
CP27
On Eigenvalues/Partial Eigenvectors Assignment
in Multi-Input Controllable Linear System
The main objective of the present paper is to utilize the
power of the advanced analysis and synthesis method embedded in eigenstructure assignment technique to construct a state feedback controller that improves the closed
loop systems performance when goals beyond precise eigenvalues assignment are to be met, namely partial eigenvectors assignment. The proposed procedure fared well towards precisely shaping right eigenvectors and implementing a feedback controller. The null space of the system matrix is exploited to construct parts of the achievable eigenvectors. The resulting state feedback controller is unique.
The existence of a solution to the assignment problem is
ensured, and an algorithm is presented to design the concerned controller. A numerical illustrative example is presented to reveal ease of computations required for designing
the controller
Shady El Kashlan
Lecturer At the Academy for Science and Technology
kashlan@aast.edu
CP27
Eigenvalue Grid and Cluster Computations, Using
Task Farming Computing Paradigm and Data Persistency
Recent progress has made possible to construct high performance distributed computing environments, such as computational grids and cluster of clusters, which provide access to large scale heterogeneous computational resources.
Exploration of novel algorithms and evaluation of performance is a strategy research for the future of computational grid and cluster scientiﬁc computing for many important applications. We adapted the well-known parallel
iterative Lanczos method to compute Hermitian eigenvalues of large sparse matrices for a GRID platform and for
a cluster of clusters worldwide deployed between France
and Japan. Parts of the proposed GRID algorithm use
an eﬃcient task-farming computing paradigm, with data
persistency scheduling strategies.
Laurent Choy
INRIA Futurs and CNRS LIFL, France
laurent.choy@inria.fr
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Serge G. Petiton
INRIA and LIFL, Universite de Lille
serge.petiton@inria.fr
CP27
Robust and Eﬃcient Solution of Hermitian Eigenproblems Using Primme
PRIMME, or PReconditioned Iterative MultiMethod
Eigensolver, is a comprehensive, open source software package for solving large, sparse, hermitian eigenvalue problems. We review some of its enhancements since its ﬁrst
release in October 2005, that include complex hermitian
eigenproblems, an interface for solving SVD problems,
complete Fortran interface, and full interoperability among
the diﬀerent operation modes. We present experimental results from two electronic structure applications and from
data mining showing its robustness and eﬃciency.
Andreas Stathopoulos
College of William & Mary
Department of Computer Science
andreas@cs.wm.edu
CP27
The Use of Bulk Information to Improve The Scalability of Parallel Band Gap Computations For
Quantum Dots
We consider the parallel computation of interior eigenstates of large Hermitian matrices arising from plane-wave
discretization of eﬀective single-particle Schrodinger equations. We apply a folded-spectrum approach based on Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) to compute only a
small number of eigenstates close to the band gap whose location determines electronic and optical properties of the
system. We show how to improve the scalability of the
eigensolver from observing that the quantum dot band
states can be well approximated by states of bulk systems.
We make use of these cheaply computable bulk eigenstates
to improve the choice of the starting vector and the preconditioner for the eigensolver.
Stanimire Tomov
Innovative Computing Laboratory, Computer Science
Dept
University of Tennessee, Knoxville
tomov@cs.utk.edu
Christof Voemel
Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
Scientiﬁc Computing Group, Computational Research
Division
cvoemel@lbl.gov
Lin-Wang Wang
Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
lwwang@lbl.gov
Jack J. Dongarra
Department of Computer Science
The University of Tennessee
dongarra@cs.utk.edu
Osni A. Marques
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
Berkeley, CA
oamarques@lbl.gov
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CP27
Computing Eigenvector Derivatives for Repeated
Eigenvalues
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors often occur in engineering
problems. This eigensystem may depend on some parameter. The sensitivity of the eigenvector with respect to
a change of this parameter is expressed by its derivative.
Currently, eigenvector derivatives can be computed when
the eigenvalues themselves, or the ﬁrst and/or second order derivatives of a repeated eigenvalue, are distinct. We
show how this method can be generalized for an arbitrary
matrix.
Nico van der Aa
Technical University of Eindhoven
n.p.v.d.aa@tue.nl
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strategies arise. The explanation lies with the outsized effects of low-probability events in the context of compounding investments. We also extend the information-theoretic
interpretation of the maximum capital growth rate to the
general case, where transaction fees can be viewed as additional noise in the channel.
James L. Johnson
Computer Science Department
Western Washington University
James.Johnson@wwu.edu
CP28
Robust Numerical Schemes for Pricing and Hedging Exotic Options

Robert Mattheij
Department of Mathematics and Computing Science
TU Eindhoven
r.m.m.mattheij@TUE.nl

We present numerical schemes for pricing options with nonsmooth payoﬀs, multiple strike prices, and discrete barriers. These exotic options induce discontinuities in the solution for which Standard numerical methods may cause
large spurious oscillations, thereby giving misleading estimates for options valuations and hedging parameters. The
proposed numerical methods do not incur such oscillations
while eﬃcient to implement on parallel as well as serial
machine. Numerical experiments are presented to demonstrate the robustness of the methods.

CP28
Parameter Optimization Algorithm for Diﬀerential
Equations in Market Return Prediction

Abdul M. Khaliq
Middle Tennessee State University
Department of Mathematical Sciences
akhaliq@mtsu.edu

Hennie ter Morsche
Eindhoven University of Technology
h.g.termorsche@tue.nl

We combine an implementation of a state-of-the-art computational optimization algorithm, a dynamic initial parameter pool and a system of nonlinear diﬀerential equations to describe price dynamics. Given an n-day period of
market price (MP) and net asset value (NAV) from day i
to day i+n-1, we obtain four optimal parameters in the differential equations derived by Caginalp. We then solve the
initial value problem to predict MP and return on day i+n
or later. The results of our statistical methods in real data
support the model. We provide out-of-sample prediction
that is more successful than random walk.
Ahmet Duran
University of Michigan - Ann Arbor
durana@umich.edu
Gunduz Caginalp
University of Pittsburgh
Department of Mathematics
caginalp@pitt.edu
CP28
The Importance of Rare Events in Kelly’s Algorithm
John Kelly’s 1956 paper, A New Interpretation of Information Rate, describes an algorithm for exploiting inside information to optimize capital deployment across uncertain opportunities. Kelly models the inside information as a noisy
channel and shows, under fair odds and no transaction fees,
that the maximal capital growth rate is precisely the Shannon information rate of the channel. The algorithm’s optimal strategy, however, is valid for more general odds and
in the presence of transaction fees. A paradox arises in
the general case because the algorithm can place capital at
risk on outcomes with a known negative expected return.
This paper provides an alternative derivation of Kelly’s results that emphasizes the cases where such counterintuitive

CP28
Finite Element Methods with Three Levels for
Pricing American Put and Call Options
To compute numerically the price and its free boundary of
American options, we present algorithms of ﬁnite element
methods with three levels for the time-marching. Our algorithms are based on the Jamshidian equation which is
a version of the Black-Scholes equation. We prove the
existence and uniqueness of the numerical solutions at a
given time level. Also, to compare with other methods, we
present some numerical results obtained through extensive
numerical experiments.
Sunbu Kang
Department of Mathematics
Korea Air Force Academy
sbkang@postech.ac.kr
Yonghoon Kwon
Department of Mathematics, POSTECH
ykwon@postech.ac.kr
Taekkeun Kim
Financial Engineering Dept.
Daewoo Securities
kz@postech.ac.kr
CP29
Fct Algorithms for the Euler Equations on Overlapping Grids
High resolution numerical methods are critical for the eﬃcient computation of ﬂuid ﬂow problems. These methods
should use high order discretizations on smooth portions
of the ﬂows while maintaining physical consistency near
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discontinuities. In this talk we discuss the implementation
of ﬂux corrected transport (FCT) algorithms on overlapping grids with the motivation to investigate monotonicity
preserving methods for ﬂuid ﬂow problems. The algorithm
will be applied to the Euler equations for an inviscid compressible gas. Convergence of the method is investigated
using both the method of manufactured solutions and for
a series of simple ﬂow problems. We then present results
for a series of problems involving both moving and stationary obstacles. These results are compared to results obtained using a high-resolution Godunov method. Finally
the method is applied to a number of prototype problems
of relevance to the Z-pinch experiments at Sandia National
Labs including Sedov’s blast wave and Noh’s problem.
Jeﬀrey Banks
Sandia National Laboratory
jwbanks@sandia.gov
John Shadid
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, NM
jnshadi@sandia.gov
CP29
Numerical Symmetry Capture
For reliable ﬂuid dynamic simulations the numerical errors
must be small. Symmetries are fundamental in physics
that leave a Partial Diﬀerential Equation invariant after a
transformation. In this paper Lie Groups will be used to
extend this philosophy to discretised equations. It will be
shown that errors occur due to the breaking of symmetry.
We will introduce a new class of SYNC based numerical
methods that eliminate these errors; SYmmetries Numerically Captured.
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CP29
A Hybrid Method for Unsteady Aerodynamics
We develop a stable and accurate hybrid method that
can handle locally highly nonlinear phenomena in complex
geometries as well as eﬃcient and accurate signal transportation in domains with smooth ﬂow and geometries.
Two separate solvers, one using high order ﬁnite diﬀerence
methods and another using the node-centered unstructured
ﬁnite volume method is coupled in a truly stable way. The
two ﬂow solvers run independently and recieve and send information from each other by using a third coupling code.
Exact solutions to the Euler equations are used to verify
the accuracy and stability of the new computational procedure. We also demonstrate the usefulness of the new
method in a calculation of the ﬂow around a device with
complex geometry.
Ken Mattsson
Stanford University
mattsson@stanford.edu
Jan Nordstrom
The Swedish Defence Research Agency, Uppsala
University, KTH
jan.nordstrom@foi.se
Gianluca Iccarino
CTR, Stanford University, Stanford,
CA 94305-3035, USA
jops@ctr.stanford.edu
Jing Gong
Dept. of Information Technology,
Uppsala University, Sweden
jing@it.uu.se

Alan S. Dawes
AWE plc
alan.dawes@awe.co.uk

Frank Ham
CTR, Stanford University
fham@stanford.edu

CP29
Adaptive and Implicit Immersed Boundary
Method with Advection-Electrodiﬀusion

Mohammad Shoeybi, Svard Magnus
CTR, Center for Turbulence Research,
Stanford University, USA
shoeybi@stanford.edu, svard@stanford.edu

Immersed boundary method is a mathematical and computational framework involving the interaction of ﬂuid
and structure. Advection-electrodiﬀusion of ions(solutes)
dissolved in ﬂuid in a biological system is considered in
the context of ﬂuid-solute-structure. For a chemical barrier across a boundary, a chemical potential is placed for
each solute(ion) along the boundary. An implicit numerical scheme is proposed. For numerical accuracy and eﬃciency, adaptive mesh reﬁnement around boundaries is applied. Stokes equations are solved with hybrid approximate
projection method with cell-centered grid. Advectionelectrodiﬀusion equations are solved with the combination
of geometric and algebraic multigrid methods. With advection of the boundaries, advection of ions is observed. With
local change of the amplitude of chemical potentials, diffusion of each ion across the boundaries is regulated. The
results show electroneutrality except in space charge layers
near membranes, and agree with the Nernst equation for
the potential diﬀerence across membranes.
Pilhwa Lee, Charles S. Peskin
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
leep@cims.nyu.edu, peskin@courant.nyu.edu

Edwin van der Weide
Department of Aeronautics & Astronautics
Stanford University
vdweide@stanford.edu
CP29
Comparison of Diﬀerent Techniques for the Study
of Nonlinear Laminar Flow Between Parallel Permeable Disks
The equations describing similarity solutions for ﬂow between inﬁnite parallel permeable disks with equal rates of
suction or injection at the interface are analyzed. The nonlinear ODE is found to admit a solution for all Reynolds
number R, using Leray Schauder degree theory. Uniqueness of solution for small Reynolds number is proved analytically. The nonlinear ODE is then solved computationally using regular perturbation technique and numerical ﬁnite diﬀerence method fail for large value of Reynolds
number, where as Padé approximation gives converging solution for all values of R and this solution shows the disapperance of boundary layer as R → ∞, and as a consequence
shock is developed. For many practical applications, we
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also calculated the skin friction and pressure distribution.
The results are found good agreement with the physical
theory.
Dinesh P A
MSRIT, Bangalore
dinesh maths@msrit.edu
Karthik Adimurthi
M.S.Ramaiah Institute of Technology
karthikaditi@gmail.com
CP30
A Numerical Method for the Simulation of a Gravitationally Stratiﬁed Atmosphere Over a Mountain
Range
Although long-wavelength gravity waves may have a negligible inﬂuence on the overall dynamics of the atmosphere,
they pose a computational challenge by sharply restricting the time step. We present a new algorithm to solve
the compressible Euler equations using a splitting to separate the fast acoustic dynamics from the slower anelastic
dynamics, as well as a strategy based on normal mode analysis to ﬁlter out the fastest modes, thereby allowing for a
larger time step. UCRL-ABS-223491.
Phillip Colella
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
PColella@lbl.gov
Caroline Gatti-Bono
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
cbono@llnl.gov
CP30
Simulation of the Climate of the Last 600 Years
We will run the Educational Global Climate Model from
Columbia University for the past six centuries, and compare the output with global reconstructions of annual surface temperature patterns. The project’s goal is to verify if the mean annual surface temperature of the Northern Hemisphere in the model results shows any noticeable
warming distinct from natural climate variability.
Luciano Fleischfresser
OSSM - ATC
l ﬂe@alumni.ou.edu
CP30
Modiﬁed Finite Diﬀerence Schemes for Geophysical Flows
We describe a method to improve both the accuracy and
computational eﬃciency of a given ﬁnite diﬀerence scheme
used to simulate a geophysical ﬂow. The resulting modiﬁed
scheme is at least as accurate as the original, has the same
time step, and often uses the same spatial stencil. However,
in certain parameter regimes it is higher order. As examples we apply the method to the shallow water equations,
the Navier-Stokes equations, and to a sea breeze model.
Don Jones
Arizona State University
Department of Mathematics
dajones@math.asu.edu
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CP30
Coupling of Ocean Acoustics and Seismic Waves
The interaction of acoustic and seismic waves with geometric features such as bathymetry is of great practical
interest. Using a newly developed ﬁnite diﬀerence technique for wave propagation we are studying and evaluating
a number of problems with interacting acoustic and elastic materials. Results from parallel computations involving
very large data sets will be reported.
Stefan Nilsson
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Center for Applied Scientiﬁc Computing
nilsson2@llnl.gov
CP30
Numerical Adjoints, Ffts and Generalized Linear
Stability
A generalized (ﬁnite-time) linear hydrodynamic stability
theory has recently been developed and shown to provide
a theoretical explanation of observed transition events at
odds with predictions from traditional asymptotic theory.
However, creating a numerical model, ab initio, to apply
this methodology to diﬀerent ﬂow regimes requires consideration of important numerical aspects. In this talk, these
issues will be considered and illustrated using an example
from atmospheric dynamics.
Matt Tearle
University of Colorado
matthewt@colorado.edu
CP31
Self-Consistent Hartree-Fock Calculations for the
Eﬀect of Pressure on the Electronic Structure of
Diamond
A self-consistent Hartree-Fock formalism on the basis of
semi-empirical INDO (Intermediate Neglect of Diﬀerential
Overlap) Hamiltonians has been used to study the electronic and pressure dependent properties of diamond. The
increase of pressure on diamond is predicted to cause an
increase of the valance and conduction band widths with
a decrease of the direct band gap, an increase of the electronic occupation probability for p orbital, and a decrease
of x-ray scattering factors.
Mudar A. Abdulsattar
ministry of science and technology Baghdad-Iraq
mudarahmed3@yahoo.com
Ibtesam Radi, Ahmed Abdul-Lettif
College of Science, Babylon University, Hilla, Iraq
mudarahmed3@yahoo.com, abdullettif@yahoo.com
CP31
Simple Numerical Ab-Initio Program for Molecular
Orbital Calculations
A concise simple numerical ab-initio program for molecular
calculations is written using trapezoidal rule for carrying
molecular Hartree-Fock integrals. the program accepts any
kind of basis functions to perform the calculations such
as Gaussian or Slater type functions or numerically input
functions. In spite of long execution time, the program
is very limited in its size. The program can be used as a
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whole or to check single values of molecular integrals.

its eﬀectiveness.

Mudar A. Abdulsattar
ministry of science and technology Baghdad-Iraq
mudarahmed3@yahoo.com

William Brown
Computational Biology
Sandia National Laboratories
wmbrown@sandia.gov

Hayde Abduljalil
Babylon Univercsity- IRAQ
mudarahmed3@yahoo.com

Shawn Martin
Computational Biology Dept.
Sandia National Laboratories
smartin@sandia.gov

Khalid Ahmed
Al-mustansiriya Unuversity- IRAQ
mudarahmed3@yahoo.com
CP31
Computational Workﬂow for Petaﬂops-Scale BioMolecular Simulations: Opportunities and Challenges
Petaﬂops-scale processing capabilities are essential for
breakthrough bio-molecular simulations, which are widelyused in many ﬁelds including bio-fuel and protein-folding
simulations. Supercomputing systems at this scale will
however be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from conventional cluster systems, and are likely to have unique combinations of
processor, networking and IO characteristics. This talk will
overview the key workﬂow components of a bio-molecular
simulation. We will also identify opportunities and challenges for large-scale system simulations (>500,000 atoms)
on Petaﬂops-scale supercomputers.
Pratul Agarwal, Jeﬀrey Vetter, Sadaf R. Alam
ORNL
agarwalpk@ornl.gov, vetter@ornl.gov, alamsr@ornl.gov
CP31
Estimating Accuracy in Molecular Dynamics Simulation
In molecular dynamics, accuracy and eﬃciency of a numerical method should be measured with respect to statistical averages, rather than deviations from an “exact trajectory”. In this talk I will survey some results from backward
error analysis and show how (under certain assumptions)
these results can be applied to compute estimates of the error in averages from molecular dynamics simulations. Results from several test problems will be explored including
examples from constant temperature molecular dynamics.

The potential of mean force (PMF) describes the change
in free energy along a reaction coordinate and determines
the strength and likelihood of association in molecular systems. We propose a general framework for approximating the PMF in conformational space. This framework,
based on the method of weighted residuals, can be viewed
as a generalization of thermodynamic integration and direct histogram methods. Comparisons between the new
weighted residual methods, thermodynamic integration,
and WHAM are performed.
Eric C. Cyr, Stephen Bond
University of Illinois Urbana Champaign
Department of Computer Science
ericcyr@uiuc.edu, sdbond@uiuc.edu
CP32
A Primal-Dual Interior-Point Method for Dynamic
Constrained Global Minimization in Thermodynamic Phase Calculations
The global minimization of non-convex energy functions
arises in thermodynamic calculations where phase equilibrium is characterized by the convex envelope of the energy function. A primal-dual interior-point algorithm is
presented for computing the convex envelope. It is extended then to evolutive problems with time-dependent
constraints, by coupling the optimization problem with
diﬀerential equations. The time discretization of the
diﬀerential-algebraic system leads to a block-structured
KKT system. Applications to the modeling of atmospheric
particles are given.
Alexandre Caboussat, Neal Amundson
University of Houston
caboussat@math.uh.edu, amundson@uh.edu

Stephen Bond
University of Illinois Urbana Champaign
Department of Computer Science
sdbond@uiuc.edu
CP31
Molecular Property
Molecular Dynamics

CP31
Using the Method of Weighted Residuals to Compute Potentials of Mean Force

John Seinfeld
California Insititute of Technology
seinfeld@caltech.edu
Prediction

Using

Kernel

Molecular dynamics can be used to simulate the behavior of molecular structures with high accuracy on a small
scale. Supervised learning methods can be used to make
chemical property predictions less accurately but on a large
scale. We propose the marriage of these two methods using
a Support Vector Machine kernel function. We introduce
a novel kernel function which incorporates molecular dynamics. We apply the approach to existing datasets to test

Jiwen He
Department of Mathematics
University of Houston
jiwenhe@math.uh.edu
CP32
Inexact Sqp Methods for Equality Constrained Optimization
The high cost of step computations in sound nonlinear optimization algorithms presents a number of challenges for
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their application to large-scale equality constrained problems, e.g., those deﬁned by systems of partial diﬀerential
equations. We outline a simple set of easily calculable criteria to evaluate any potential primal-dual step as an inexact
Sequential Quadratic Programming step, the incorporation
of which into any algorithm will lead to a globally convergent method allowing for relatively cheap step computations.
Richard H. Byrd
University of Colorado
richard@cs.colorado.edu
Jorge Nocedal
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Northwestern University
nocedal@eecs.northwestern.edu
Frank E. Curtis
Northwestern University
fecurt@gmail.com
CP32
Uncertainty Estimation for Large-Scale Ill-Posed
Inverse Transport Problems
We consider the problem of estimating the uncertainty in
the initial condition ﬁeld of a convection-diﬀusion problem
describing the transport of atmospheric contaminants. The
uncertainty results from measurement of the contaminant
concentration at a limited number of sensors. Estimation
of the covariance matrix is facilitated by a low rank (truncated Lanczos) approximation of the compact part of the
Hessian matrix of the inverse problem, under the assumption of Gaussian statistics. Examples demonstrate the ability to estimate uncertainty at a small multiple of the cost
of solving the forward problem.
Pearl Flath
University of Texas at Austin
pﬂath@gmail.com
Judy Hill
Sandia National Laboratories
jhill@sandia.gov
Volkan Akcelik
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
volkan@slac.stanford.edu
Karen E. Willcox
MIT
kwillcox@MIT.EDU
Lucas Wilcox
University of Texas at Austin
lucasw@ices.utexas.edu
Bart G. Van Bloemen Waanders
Sandia National Laboratories
bartv@sandia.gov
Omar Ghattas
University of Texas at Austin
omar@ices.utexas.edu
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CP32
Optimization of the Geometry of Materials
Materials scientists are interested in determining the geometry of a material in its ground-state conﬁguration in
order to predict its physical and chemical properties. Our
research seeks to determine which optimization methods
are the most eﬀective for the geometry optimization problem (also known as the structural relaxation problem) of
ﬁnding a low-energy conﬁguration of a material. In this
talk, we compare the performance of several quasi-Newton
and nonlinear conjugate gradient methods on various materials.
Suzanne M. Shontz
Dept of Computer Science and Engineering
The Pennsylvania State University
shontz@cse.psu.edu
Yousef Saad
Department of Computer Science
University of Minnesota
saad@cs.umn.edu
CP32
An Optimization Procedure For Model Updating
Via Physical Parameters
The matrices of many ﬁnite elements models can be expressed in terms of physical parameters and known substructure matrices. A new optimization-based method is
proposed for updating of such models by improving the
physical parameters only. Thus, the important structural
properties, including the connectivity, structure, are preserved by the updating. An appropriate gradient formula
is developed for the solution of the corresponding optimization problem.
Vadim O. Sokolov
Department of Mathematics
Northern Illinois University
sokolov@math.niu.edu
Daniil Sarkissian
Russian Academy of Sciences
Institute of Computational Mathematics
sarkiss@math.niu.edu
Biswa N. Datta
Northern Illinois University
dattab@math.niu.edu
MS0
Pathway Modeling of Shewanella Denitriﬁcans
OS217
The bacterium Shewanellas ability to reduce compounds of
several metals, some of which may be toxic to humans and
to other organisms, make it an ideal candidate for bioremediation of contaminated areas. The metabolic pathway
modeling software, Pathway Tools, was used to model speciﬁc metabolic pathways of the bacterium Shewanella denitriﬁcans OS217. The results of this study are expected to
provide insight into Shewanella metabolism and to assist
in the design of bioremediation programs.
Jessica McGarity
Woﬀord College
McGarityJD@Woﬀord.Edu
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MS0
Adaptive Temporal Integration of ODEs with Interval Computations
The area of Interval Computations is of growing interest
for rigorous and error bounded computations. By using
interval arithmetic routines in the Matlab toolbox Intlab,
error bounds can be propagated throughout an algorithm
to yield reliable enclosures of solutions. We examine the
use of interval arithmetic applied to adaptive temporal integration of stiﬀ ODEs and solutions to nonlinear systems.
Michael P. Petito
Clarkson University
petitomp@clarkson.edu
MS0
Resolving Systematic Errors in using Discrete Data
to Fit Continuous Functions
We recorded the motion of oscillating springs, ﬁt continuous functions to data sequences using Excel Solver to ﬁt parameters by minimizing the sum of squared error, and analyzed the patterns of the residuals. The residuals showed
systematic errors indicating our theoretical model or data
were ﬂawed. Our procedure for examining the error allowed
us to verify our theoretical model using discrete data, and
investigate the sources of systematic error in the model or
data.
Megan Elise Selbach-Allen
United States Naval Academy
m095835@usna.edu
MS1
Scalable High Fidelity Modeling of Semiconductor
Devices
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Computations
This talk describes the current state of the art in biomolecular simulation and explores the potential role of highperformance computing technologies in extending current
capabilities. Eﬀorts within our own lab to develop novel
architectures and algorithms to accelerate molecular dynamics simulations by several orders of magnitude would
be described, along with work by other researchers pursuing alternative approaches. If such eﬀorts ultimately prove
successful, one might imagine the emergence of an entirely
new paradigm in which computational experiments take
their place alongside those conducted in ”wet” laboratories
as central tools in the quest to understand living organisms
at a molecular level.
Marty M. Deneroﬀ
D.E. Shaw Research, LLC
marty.deneroﬀ@deshaw.com
MS2
Climate Modeling at the Petaﬂop Scale Using
Semicustom Computing
We present the performance requirements of an atmospheric general circulation model at ultra-high resolution
and describe alternative technological paths to realize a solution in the relatively near future. It is estimated that a
credible kilometer scale atmospheric model would require
at least a sustained ten petaﬂop computer to provide scientiﬁcally useful climate simulations. Analysis shows that
embedded processor technology could be exploited to tailor a custom machine designed to ultra-high climate model
speciﬁcations at surprisingly aﬀordable cost and power considerations.
Leonid Oliker, Michael Wehner, John Shalf
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
loliker@lbl.gov, mfwehner@lbl.gov, jshalf@lbl.gov

Abstract not available at time of publication.
Robert J. Hoekstra
Sandia National Laboratories
rjhoeks@sandia.gov
MS1
High Performance Modeling of Circuits Using the
Multitime PDE Algorithm
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Eric Keiter
Sandia National Laboratories
erkeite@sandia.gov
MS1
Novel Algorithms SPICE Diego for Circuit Simulation
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Rui Shi
University of California San Diego
rshi@cs.ucsd.edu
MS2
Specialized Computing Architectures for Biological

MS2
Domain-Oriented Processors for Power-Eﬃcient
Multi-PetaFLOP HPC
This informal talk discusses the potential and outlines one
possible design for a highly eﬃcient petascale system (10petaFLOPS peak and roughly 1 petaFLOPS sustained)
oriented towards important high-performance parallel computing problems such as climate modeling. The proposed
system is at least one order of magnitude more energy efﬁcient than extrapolations from existing HPC cluster systems for two reasons: 1) a sharp focus on an application
domain for which local mesh topologies permit eﬃcient,
low-contention communications, and 2) utilization of conﬁgurable processor technology derived from high-eﬃciency,
multiple processor applications in embedded consumer and
communication products.
Chris Rowen
CEO
Tensilica Inc.
rowen@tensilica.com
MS2
MDGRAPE-3 : A Petaﬂops Special-Purpose Computer for Molecular Dynamics Simulations
We have developed a special-purpose computer system
for molecular dynamics simulations named MDGRAPE-3,
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which has nominal peak performance of 1 PFLOPS. It consists of 4,778 fully-customized processors of 216 GFLOPS
for calculations of forces between atoms. The specialization enables highly-parallel operations inside the processor
by the ”broadcast memory architecture”. By using many
parallel pipelines at moderate speed of 300 MHz, our processor consumes a low power of 17 W, or 0.1 W/GFLOPS.

icant eﬀects. Implicit solvent methods trade oﬀ accuracy
in solvent eﬀects for computational speed. In Monte Carlo
(MC) simulations, convergence depends on eﬃciently sample phase space. We discuss how new MC methods for
sampling coupled with a molecular theory based implicit
solvent may provide a route for MC based investigation of
these systems.

Makot Taiji, Tetsu Narumi, Yosuke Ohno
RIKEN, Japan
tba@riken, tba@riken, tba@riken

Marcus Martin
Sandia National Laboratories
marmart@sandia.gov

MS3
Bifurcation Analysis of a Liquid State Theory:
Multiple Solutions and Phase Transitions

MS3
Morphometric Approach: Theory and Application
in Biophysics

This talk presents bifurcations of the Ornstein-Zernike(OZ)
equation with hypernetted chain and Perkus-Yevick closures using several intermolecular potentials. We show
that spinodal solution branches, precursors to a liquidvapour phase transition, cannot be reproduced numerically, and that the existence of a so-called no-solution region causes fold bifurcations along the vapour isothermal
solution branch when density is used as the bifurcation
parameter. This provides an explanation for previous inconclusive attempts to compute near-critical solutions with
Newton-Picard methods.

Fluids in conﬁned geometries develop an inhomogeneous
structure and their thermodynamic properties depend in
a complicated way on the geometry. The morphometric
approach discussed here allows one to transfer the insight
gained in simple geometries to complicated ones. This is
accomplished by the separation of the grand potential into
four geometrical measures, describing the shape of the conﬁnement, and corresponding thermodynamic coeﬃcients.
We discuss protein folding as an application of the morphometric approach.

Robert Beardmore
Department of Mathematics
Imperial College London
r.beardmore@imperial.ac.uk
MS3
Advanced Numerical Methods for Density Functional Theories
We discuss numerical methods developed for the solution
of Density Functional Theories for inhomogeneous ﬂuids
in complex 3D geometries. The nature of the equations
makes application of generic parallel iterative solvers less
than optimal. We discuss a Schur complement based approach that improves the performance and stability of the
methods. Solution complexity and identiﬁcation of phase
transitions with arc-length continuation methods will be
discussed in the context of a variety of applications.
Andrew Salinger
Applied Computational Methods Dept, Sandia National
Labs
agsalin@sandia.gov
Michael A. Heroux
Sandia National Laboratories
maherou@sandia.gov
Laura Frink
Sandia National Labs
ljfrink@sandia.gov
MS3
Why Sampling Eﬃciency is the Key to Using
Molecular Theory as an Implicit Solvent for Monte
Carlo Molecular Simulations
Simulations of mixtures with at least one large component
in a small solvent are challenging. The larger components
are the focus of the simulation, but the solvent has signif-

Roland Roth
Max-Planck-Institut fuer Metallforschung, Heisenbergstr.,
Ge
Germany
email@tba
MS4
An Asynchronous Parallel Generating Set Search
Algorithm for Handling Nonlinear General Constraints
Many real-life optimization problems present formidable
challenges despite having a relatively small number of independent variables. Diﬃculties can arise from nonsmoothness, discontinuities, and noise. Further, function evaluations typically involves calling unwieldy CPU-intensive
simulation software that may periodically crash. In this
context, we present a globally convergent derivative-free
method for nonlinear programming based on generating
set search. Linear constraints are handled using conforming search directions. Several options for handling nonlinear constraints are explored, including an augmented Lagrangian approach. All methods are implemented asynchronously in parallel. We present extensive test results
using the CUTEr test set as well as real-life applications.
Tamara G. Kolda
Sandia National Laboratories
tgkolda@sandia.gov
Joshua D. Griﬃn
Computational Sciences and Mathematics Research
Sandia National Laboratories
jgriﬃ@sandia.gov
MS4
Surface Structure Determination of Nanostructures Using a Mesh Adaptive Optimization Method
Many properties of nanostructures depend on the atomic
conﬁguration at the surface. One common technique used
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for determining this surface structure is based on the low
energy electron diﬀraction (LEED) method, which uses a
sophisticated physics model to compare experimental results with spectra computed via a computer simulation.
While this approach is highly eﬀective, the computational
cost of the simulations can be prohibitive for large systems.
In this work, we propose the use of generalized pattern
search methods in combination with a simpliﬁed physics
surrogate for the full ﬁdelity physics model. The generalized pattern search method handles both discrete and
continuous variables, which allows the simultaneous optimization of the atomic coordinates as well as the chemical
identity. In addition, the calculation time of the surrogate
scales linearly with the number of atoms on the unit cell
(N ), compared to the N 3 scaling behavior of the full LEED
calculation. We will present some numerical results based
on this simpliﬁed physics surrogate within a mesh adaptive
direct search (MADS) algorithm.
John Dennis, Jr.
Rice University
dennis@rice.edu
Aran Garcia-Lekue
Donostia International Physics Center
agarcia-lekue@lbl.gov
Mark Abramson
AFIT
mark.abramson@aﬁt.edu
Juan C. Meza
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
JCMeza@lbl.gov
MS4
Function Approximation Algorithms for Local and
Global Optimization Including Applications to Expensive Engineering Simulations
Global optimization methods are often necessary for complex simulation models because there is no guarantee the
problem is unimodal. We discuss numerical comparisons of
variety of existing global optimization methods with local
optimization methods implemented with multi-start. We
will also present convergence theorem and numerical results for a new method that is a hybrid between a global
and a multistart method, which outperforms alternative
algorithms on number of multimodal test problems and
expensive engineering simulations.
Rommel G. Regis
Cornell Theory Center, Cornell University
rgr6@cornell.edu
Christine Shoemaker
Cornell University
cas12@cornell.edu
MS4
Optimization of Simulation-Based Optimization
Problems with Constraints on the Computational
Budget
We consider simulation-based optimization problems where
the function evaluation is expensive and the computation
of derivatives is not feasible. Pattern-based algorithms
or surrogate-based algorithms, which repeatedly build and
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optimize over cheap-to-evaluate approximations of the objective function, often make unsatisfactory progress in reducing the function within a ﬁxed computational budget.
We propose an algorithm that ﬁnds an approximate local minimizer in fewer function evaluations than current
derivative-free alternatives.
Stefan M. Wild
Cornell University
School of Operations Research & IE
smw58@cornell.edu
Jorge J. Moré
Argonne National Laboratory
Div of Math & Computer Science
more@mcs.anl.gov
MS5
A Regularized Gauss-Newton Method for Ill-Posed
Nonlinear Problems Applied to Diﬀuse Optical Tomography
Many reconstruction problems take the form of a nonlinear least-squares problem for a set of parameters. The
traditional methods, damped Gauss-Newton (GN) and
Levenberg-Marquardt (LM), are generally eﬀective but
they require a considerable number of function and Jacobian evaluations to determine the correct step length
and/or damping parameter. To deal with ill-conditioned
Jacobians and (usually) noise in the data, we propose a
regularized, trust-region-based Gauss-Newton approach for
determining search directions. Our method systematically
evaluates the potential contribution of each of the spectral components corresponding to the GN-direction and
constructs the new direction relative to this contribution
within the conﬁnes of a trust-region. Examples show the
success of our method in minimizing function evaluations
with respect to other well-known methods.
Misha E. Kilmer
Tufts University
misha.kilmer@tufts.edu
Eric De Sturler
Virginia Tech
sturler@vt.edu
MS5
On the Use of Krylov-Secant Updates to Accelarate
the Convergence of Nonlinear Ill-posed Problems
This work proposes an inexact Newton-Krylov framework
based on Krylov-secant updates. This entails to recycle or
extrapolate the Krylov information generated for the solution of the current Jacobian equation to perform a sequence
of secant steps restricted to the Krylov basis. In other
words, the Newton step is recursively composed with Broyden updates constrained to the reduced Krylov subspace.
This is repeated until no further decrease of the nonlinear
residual can be delivered, in which case, a new nonlinear
step yielding another Jacobian system is performed.
Adolfo Rodriguez
TBA
tba@tba.edu
Mary F. Wheeler
Center for Subsurface Modeling
University of Texas at Austin
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mfw@ticam.utexas.edu
Hector Klie
Center for Subsurface Modeling, UT Austin
klie@ices.utexas.edu
MS5
A Hybrid Optimization Approach for the Automated Parameter Estimation Problem
We propose two hybrid optimization approaches based on
the coupling of the simultaneous perturbation stochastic
approximation (SPSA) (a global and derivative free optimization method) with two local and derivative-dependent
optimization methods: (1) the globalized Newton-Krylov
interior-point and, (2) the global Levenberg-Marquardt .
The former implies the generation of a surrogate model
whereas the latter gradually incorporates derivative information as suﬃcient progress is made towards the solution.
Numerical examples show their appealing capabilities for
parameter estimation
Carlos Quintero
University of Texas at El paso
tba@utep.edu
Leticia Velazquez
University of Texas-El Paso
leti@math.utep.edu
Mary F. Wheeler
Center for Subsurface Modeling
University of Texas at Austin
mfw@ticam.utexas.edu
Miguel Argaez
University of Texas at El paso
mar@math.utep.edu
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formance study of an algebraic multilevel sub-structuring
(AMLS) method for sparse eigenvalue problems. We assess the time and memory requirements associated with
the key steps of the algorithm, and compare it with the
shift-invert Lanczos algorithm in computational cost. Our
eigenvalue problems come from two very diﬀerent areas:
the accelerator cavity design and the normal mode vibrational analysis of the polyethylene particles. We show that
the AMLS method is very competitive with the traditional
method in broad application areas, especially when large
numbers of eigenvalues are sought.
Weiguo Gao
Fudan University, China
wggao@fudan.edu.cn
Xiaoye S. Li
Computational Research Division
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
xsli@lbl.gov
Zhaojun Bai
University of California
bai@cs.ucdavis.edu
Chao Yang
Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
CYang@lbl.gov
MS6
Modal Dynamic Solutions - Current State and
Challenges
This presentation will brieﬂy review the concept of modal
dynamic solutions and present some of their structural
engineering industry use, a topic not well understood by
academia. The state of the current technology and remaining numerical and computational challenges will also
be discussed.

Hector Klie
Center for Subsurface Modeling, UT Austin
klie@ices.utexas.edu

Louis Komzsik
UGS
komzsik@ugs.com

MS6
Model Reduction and Mode Computation for
Damped Resonant MEMS

MS6
Solving Structural Eigenproblems with KKT Matrices

In the design of resonant micro-electro-mechanical systems,
controlling the amount of damping is critical. Simulations
which incorporate realistic damping models typically lead
to non-Hermitian problems which depend nonlinearly on a
frequency parameter. In this presentation, we discuss our
work on developing methods that use the structure of the
damped model equations to eﬃciently compute modes and
reduced order models of these problems. We illustrate our
methods with models of thermoelastic damping in resonant
microstructures.

Lagrange multiplier techniques are a popular method for
modeling constraints in structures stemming from contact,
nonlinear rigid elements, inertia relief, and other applications. The resulting KKT matrices are indeﬁnite, posing a
signiﬁcant challenge for the prevailing eigenvalue solution
techniques in normal modes and buckling analysis. This
talk will describe a Lanczos eigensolver which has been
modiﬁed to handle KKT matrices.

David Bindel
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
dbindel@cims.nyu.edu
MS6
AMLS Method for Sparse Eigenvalue Problems
We describe an eﬃcient implementation and present a per-

Thomas Kowalski
MSC.software
tom.kowalski@mscsoftware.com
MS7
Interoperable Mesh and Geometry Technologies
Interoperable mesh and geometry technologies developed
by the ITAPS center allow domain scientists to leverage
both software and the expertise of tool developers. Critical
to our interoperability goal is the creation of the creation
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of common interfaces for a wide variety of mesh and geometry tools that will allow them to work with each other to
provide fundamentally increased capabilities and to allow
application scientists to switch among them easily. I describe the current status of our interface deﬁnition eﬀort,
the tradeoﬀs required to balance performance and ﬂexibility, the tools used to address language interoperability
issues, and many of the tools now available through the
ITAPS interfaces.

Rensselaer Polytechnic
Scientiﬁc Computation Research Center
osahni@scorec.rpi.edu

Lori A. Diachin
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
diachin2@llnl.gov

MS7
Applications of the TSTT Geometry, Mesh, and
Relations Interfaces

MS7
On the Interoperability Between FronTier and
Other Scientiﬁc Application Software
The FronTier code features high quality tracking of a dynamically moving interface and the coupling of between the
front and interior solutions. A combined operation between
front tracking and other adapted mesh software such as the
Overture and KIVA codes enables highly resolution scientiﬁc applications such as the study of combustion problems.

Andrew Bauer
Scientiﬁc Computation Research Center
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
acbauer@scorec.rpi.edu

The Interoperable Tools for Advanced Petascale Simulations (ITAPS) center has developed API speciﬁcations for
interfaces to geometry, mesh, and relations data. These
interfaces allow the construction of tools which operate on
the associated data, without depending on one particular
implementation of those interfaces. These interfaces also
allow the assembly of advanced components and services
based on third party tools interacting though these interfaces. This presentation will describe several such components and services, including partitioning/load balancing
and parallel mesh generation. Geometry and mesh support for shape optimization will also be described.

Xiaolin Li
Department of Applied Math and Stat
SUNY at Stony Brook
linli@ams.sunysb.edu

Timothy J. Tautges
Argonne National Labory
tautges@engr.wisc.edu

James G. Glimm
SUNY at Stony Brook
Dept of Applied Mathematics
glimm@ams.sunysb.edu

MS8
A Parallel And Generic Algebraic Multigrid Algorithm Based on Agglomeration

Wurigen Bo
SUNY Stony Brook
bowrg@ams.sunysb.edu
Zhiliang Xu
Brookhaven National Lab
SUNY Stony Brook
xuzhi@bnl.gov
Brain Fix
SUNY Stony Brook
brian@ams.sunysb.edu
MS7
Adding Adaptive Mesh Control to Fusion and Accelerator Applications
The ability to support adaptive computations starting from
existing non-adaptive analysis programs requires determining where and how the mesh needs to be improved and
then executing those mesh improvements. This presentation will describe a tool capable of performing the mesh
modiﬁcation needed to alter a given mesh to match a speciﬁed anisotropic mesh size ﬁeld. Its use in the creation of
adaptive analysis loops for multiple applications will also
be presented.
Xiaojuan Luo, Mark S. Shephard
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Scientiﬁc Computation Research Center
xluo@scorec.rpi.edu, shephard@scorec.rpi.edu
Onkar Sahni

Sparse matrices obtained from ﬁnite element discretizations exhibit a lot of structure (e.g., discretization of threecomponent system with linear ﬁnite elements and pointwise ordering) already known at compile time. The parallel
algebraic multigrid algorithm based on agglomeration presented is capable of exploiting this structure using generic
programming techniques. This leeds to shorter setup times,
e.g., for systems of linear equations. And the smoothers,
coarse grid solvers and surrounding preconditioned Krylow
methods become more eﬃcient due to the knowledge of the
structure.
Peter Bastian
IPVS
University Stuttgart
peter.bastian@ipvs.uni-stuttgart.de
Markus Blatt
University Stuttgart
mblatt@hal.iwr.uni-heidelberg.de
MS8
Scaling Multigrid Libraries to 100K Processors
In this talk, we will ﬁrst overview the basic issues associated with developing parallel multigrid methods, outlining
some of the techniques used to overcome these problems.
The remainder of the talk will focus on additional issues
that arise when confronting architectures with more than
100K processors (e.g., BlueGene/L), especially when developing multigrid libraries such as hypre. In particular,
we will describe our new assumed partition algorithm and
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new interpolation schemes for algebraic multigrid.
Robert Falgout
Center for Applied Scientiﬁc Computing
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
rfalgout@llnl.gov
MS8
High Performance Parallel Multigrid for LargeScale Electromagnetics Simulations
Parallel multigrid for large-scale electromagnetics simulations presents unique challenges, due to the need to simultaneously address parallel and algorithmic performance.
System resources are often constrained because of demands
from other parts of the application, coarse-level problems
can have large communication to computation ratios, and
load-balancing of the linear systems may be optimized for
something other than the linear solver. We discuss our approaches to these challenges, and present numerical results
on thousands of processors.
Jonathan J. Hu
Sandia National Laboratories
Livermore, CA 94551
jhu@sandia.gov
MS8
Scalable Parallel Multigrid for Finite Element
Computations
The hierarchical hybrid grids framework combines unstructured FE meshes with structured reﬁnement to achieve
excellent performance on current supercomputer architectures. Scalability is achieved by using multigrid as a very
eﬃcient solver and a very careful implementation that
exploits systematically the structuredness of subgrids to
achieve excellent node performance. In this talk we will
present a scale-up study on a 4000 processor SGI altix system.
Tobias Gradl
Universität Erlangen
tobias.gradl@informatik.uni-erlangen.de
Ben Bergen
Los Alamos National Laboratory
bergen@lanl.gov
Ulrich J. Ruede
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
Department of Computer Science (Simulation)
ruede@cs.fau.de
MS9
Mathematical Modeling and Computer Simulation
for Foamy Oil
There exist nearly one trillion barrels of heavy oil in
Venezuela. China has a project with orimulsion production of 6 million tons per year, and expects to have more
projects like this. Two crucial issues must be addressed
before or during designing these projects: What is a suitable method to evaluate foamy oil driven mechanism that
plays a major role during such oil recovery, and how do we
get a reasonable number of ultimate oil recovery? Unfortunately, it is still very diﬃcult to give good explanations for
these two issues although several studies were performed.
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This talk attempts to present better explanations for these
two issues using experimental results, mathematical modeling, and numerical simulations. This is a joint work with
Ruihe Wang, Jishun Qin, and Ming Zhao.
Zhangxin Chen
Southern Methodist University
zchen@mail.smu.edu
MS9
A Higher Order Spectral Finite Volume Method
for Atmospheric Flows
Advection plays a fundamental role in atmospheric dynamics. In many atmospheric transport problems, it is essential to correctly calculate the 3-dim advective transport of
atmospheric constituents over the globe. High-order numerical methods oﬀer the promise of accurately capturing
these advective processes in atmospheric ﬂows and have
been shown to eﬃciently scale to large numbers of processors. The spectral ﬁnite volume (SFV) method was developed by Wang for conservation laws and has been used
by Choi et al. for ocean modeling. Recently, we developed a transport scheme based on a high-order nodal SFV
on cubed-sphere which relies on a ﬂux-corrected transport
(FCT) scheme to enforce monotonicity. The reconstruction procedure which we developed avoids the expensive
calculation of the inverse of a matrix used by Choi et al.
We are currently working to apply this approach to an
SFV based nonlinear shallow water model in curvilinearcoordinates on a cubed-sphere. In this talk, we will discuss
global transport scheme combined with FCT. We also anticipate presenting our SFV based results for shallow water
model.
Vani Cheruvu
National Center for Atmospheric Research
vani@ucar.edu
MS9
Characteristic Methods for Reservoir Simulation
Fluid transport is a major process that controls many reservoir simulation applications. Fluid transport is modeled
very well by ﬂow along characteristics of advection part
of the diﬀerential operator. Characteristic methods that
utilize these ﬂow directions can eﬀectively predict ﬂuid
transport without introducing artiﬁcial diﬀusion phenomena. Finite element and wavelet Eulerian-Lagrangian localized adjoint methods (ELLAM) will be presented , with
their analysis and computational examples. This is a joint
work with Jiangguo Liu and Hong Wang.
Hong Wang
University of South Carolina
Department of Mathematics
hwang@math.sc.edu
Jiangguo Liu
Colorado State University
liu@math.colostate.edu
Richard E. Ewing
Texas A&M University
richard-ewing@tamu.edu
MS9
Numerical Analysis and Adaptive Computation for
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Solutions of Elliptic Problems with Randomly Perturbed Coeﬃcients
We develop and analyze an innovative numerical method
for computing solutions to the Poisson equation with randomly perturbed multiscale coeﬃcients in an eﬃcient fasion. We derive a posteriori error estimates for the method
and use this to devise an adaptive algorithm for automatic
tuning of the method parameters such as mesh size and
sample size. The goal of the adaptive algorithm is to minimize the error in the distribution function generated by
taking a desired linear functional of the solutions. The
method is successfully applied to a problem that arises in
oil reservoir simulation.
Donald Estep, Simon Tavener
Colorado State University
estep@math.colostate.edu, tavener@math.colostate.edu
Axel Malqvist
University of California at San Diego
axel@cam.ucsd.edu
MS10
Adaptive Multilevel Mesh Reﬁnement for the Solution of Large Scale Inverse Problems
In this talk we study an eﬃcient method for the solution
of distributed parameter estimation problems. We are particularly interested in problems where the regularization
operators allow jumps in the solution such as Total Variation and Huber. Even for relatively simple problems the
computational cost of solving the inverse problems can be
substantial. This is because the forward problem can be
diﬃcult to solve, especially when the coeﬃcients are discontinuous. Solving the inverse problem is therefore challenging and advanced computational techniques are needed. In
this talk we explore the use orthogonal but non-conforming
ﬁnite diﬀerence or ﬁnite volume methods. We show that
they can be very eﬃcient for the solution of inverse problems and dramatically reducing the computation.
Eldad Haber
Emory University
Dept of Math and CS
haber@mathcs.emory.edu
MS10
Multigrid Methods for Optimal Control Problems
Governed by Advection Diﬀusion Equations
Linear-quadratic optimal control problems governed by
advection-diﬀusion equations arise in a variety of applications. The optimality conditions for these problems lead
to large-scale, symmetric indeﬁnite linear systems of equations, which have to be solved iteratively. These systems
involve two discretized advection-diﬀusion equations with
advection in one equation given by the negative advection
in the other. In this talk we discuss multigrid methods
for these optimality systems and explore diﬀerences in behavior of MG methods applied to a single PDE and MG
methods applied to the optimality system.
Matthias Heinkenschloss
Rice University
Dept of Comp and Applied Math
heinken@rice.edu
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MS10
Multilevel Methods for Nonlinear Conjugate Gradient Methods
We analyze the performance of nonlinear conjugate gradient methods for mesh-based optimization problems. We
show, in particular, that the use of scaling and limitedmemory techniques results in signiﬁcant improvements in
performance. We present results for both single-processor
and multi-processor environments.
Jorge Moré
ANL
more@mcs.anl.gov
Todd S. Munson
Argonne National Laboratory
Mathematics and Computer Science Division
tmunson@mcs.anl.gov
Jason Sarich
Argonne National Laboratory
sarich@mcs.anl.gov
MS10
Assessing the Performance of Optimization-Based
Multigrid Methods
Many large nonlinear optimization problems are based
upon discretizations of underlying continuous functions.
Optimization-based multigrid methods are designed to
solve such discretized problems eﬃciently by taking explicit
advantage of the family of discretizations. The methods
are generalizations of more traditional multigrid methods
for solving partial diﬀerential equations. We discuss techniques whereby the multigrid method can assess its own
performance, with the goal of adaptively deciding appropriate levels of discretization.
Stephen G. Nash
George Mason University
School of Information Technology & Engineering
snash@gmu.edu
Robert Michael Lewis
College of William & Mary
Dept. of Mathematics
rmlewi@wm.edu
MS11
Reduced Order Approaches for Variational Data
Assimilation in a Model of the Tropical Paciﬁc
Ocean
A reduced order approach for 4D-Var data assimilation is
presented in the context of a tropical Paciﬁc ocean model.
The control space is deﬁned as the span of a few vectors
representing a signiﬁcant part of the system variability. It
is shown that such an approach can lead to signiﬁcant improvements, both in terms of the quality of the solution
and of the computational eﬃciency. A ﬁrst step toward an
hybrid variational-sequential algorithm is also discussed.
Céline Robert
LMC-IMAG
Grenoble, France
celine.robert@imag.fr
Jacques Verron
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Eric Blayo
University of Grenoble
eric.blayo@imag.fr

tation, the method is applied to a simple reduced gravity
ocean model in the tropical Paciﬁc. Three issues are discussed here: (1) Numerical comparison of the POD modeling to the original modeling; (2) Error analysis of the POD
modeling, both from theoretical and numerical aspects; (3)
Application to variational data assimilation.

MS11
Analysis of a POD Approach to Order Reduction
in 4D-Var Data Assimilation

Jiang Zhu
Institute of Atmospheric Physics
Chinese Academy of Sciences,
jzhu@mail.iap.ac.cn

LEGI, Grenoble, France
jacques.verron@inpg.fr

The proper orthogonal decomposition method to order reduction in 4D-Var data assimilation is implemented for a
two dimensional global shallow water model. Speciﬁcation of appropriate weights to the snapshots and the norm
used to quantify the projection error are discussed. A reduced second order adjoint model is used to perform a Hessian condition number analysis in the POD space. A dual
weighted procedure based on adjoint sensitivity ﬁelds is
shown to provide improved results.
Dacian N. Daescu
Portland State University
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
daescu@pdx.edu
Ionel Michael Navon
Department of Mathematics and C.S. I.T.
Florida State University
navon@csit.fsu.edu
MS11
Direct and Inverse POD Model Reduction Applied
to Imperial College Ocean Model
A POD-based reduced model is developed for an advanced
3-D adaptive ﬁnite element ocean model. The aim of this
study is to explore the: (a) feasibility of signiﬁcant reduction in the computational cost of an adaptive mesh
model; (b) number of snapshots that contain enough information to model the behaviour of ﬂow dynamics throughout the data assimilation process; (c) eﬃciency of the reduced model in accelerating the inversion procedure; (d)
estimation of model error in POD.
Fangxin Fang
Department of Earth Science and Engineering
Imperial College London, U.K.
f.fang@imperial.ac.uk
Chris.C Pain, Matthew.D Piggott, Gerard.J Gorman
Department of Earth Science and Engineering
Imperial College London, U.K.
c.pain@imperial.ac.uk, m.d.piggott@imperial.ac.uk,
g.gorman@imperial.ac.uk
Ionel Michael Navon
Department of Mathematics and C.S. I.T.
Florida State University
navon@csit.fsu.edu
MS11
POD-Based Reduced Order Ocean Modeling and
Applications to Variational Data Assimilation
The proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is a model reduction technique for the simulation of physical processes
governed by partial diﬀerential equations. In this presen-

MS12
A Posteriori Error Control for Coupled Systems
We extend our a posteriori error analysis for one-way coupled elliptic systems to the general setting of coupled elliptic systems solved via operator decomposition and singlephysics solvers. We decomposte the non-iteration error into
a error contributions from inherited error, single physics
residuals, and projection error, all computable by formulating the appropriate single-physics adjoint problem. We
then give several numerical illustrations of the features of
this approach.
Donald Estep, Varis Carey, Simon Tavener
Colorado State University
estep@math.colostate.edu,
carey@math.colostate.edu,
tavener@math.colostate.edu
MS12
An A Posteriori Analysis of Operator Splitting for
Reaction-Diﬀusion Ode
In this talk, we present the aposteriori error analysis of an
operator splitting procedure to solve a system of ordinary
diﬀerential equation governing a reaction-diﬀusion problem. A discontinuous Galerkin Finite Element method is
used to solve the resulting analytical splitting. An a priori
error estimate is presented that uses a decomposition of the
error into one that corresponds to the analytical splitting
and one that corresponds to the discontinuous Galerkin
Finite Element used to numerically solve it. An a posteriori analysis is described to derive an error representation
that is computable. The analysis uses the notion of adjoint problems that correspond to the linearization of the
original problem. Some numerical examples will also be
presented.
Donald Estep, Simon Tavener, Victor Ginting
Colorado State University
estep@math.colostate.edu, tavener@math.colostate.edu,
ginting@math.colostate.edu
John Shadid
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, NM
jnshadi@sandia.gov
MS12
Accuracy and Stability of Operator Splitting Methods Applied to Diﬀusion/Reaction and Convection/Diﬀusion/Reaction Systems with Indeﬁnite
Operators
In this talk results are reviewed that demonstrate that
common second-order operator-splitting methods can exhibit subtle instabilities for diﬀusion/reaction (DR) and
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convection/diﬀusion/reaction (CDR) systems. We evaluate the relative accuracy and asymptotic order of accuracy
of methods on problems that exhibit an approximate balance between competing component time scales. We consider ﬁrst- and second-order semi-implicit, fully-implicit,
and operator-splitting techniques. The problems include a
propagating nonlinear DR and CDR wave, a Brusselator
problem and a simpliﬁed CDR chemotaxis model.
John Shadid
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, NM
jnshadi@sandia.gov
MS12
A-Posteriori Analysis of An Operator Decomposition Method for Time-Dependent Transfer of Informationthough An Interface
We consider operator decomposition methods to be a special form of operator splitting in which a real or artiﬁcial
interface provides a natural partition. We present an aposteriori adjoint-based analysis of the stability and accuracy of an operator decomposition method for a timedependent reaction-diﬀusion problem which involves the
exchange of information across a physical boundary. We
illustrate our approach with an application to core-edge
transport simulations in fusion modeling.
Tim Wildey
Department of Mathematics
Colorado State University
wildey@math.colostate.edu
MS12
Cost of Accuracy for Coupled Diﬀusion and Reaction Systems
Many applications give rise to coupled and nonlinear mathematical models. Due to advances in solver technologies,
implicit methods have become viable solution alternatives
to traditionally-applied operator splitting methods in many
application areas. We present results exploring the relative
costs of the most common operator splitting and implicit
methods for coupled diﬀusion and reaction systems. We
discuss the practical application of recently developed stability theory (Ropp & Shadid, 2005) on these systems and
point out both advantages and disadvantages of split and
implicit strategies. This work was performed under the
auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by University
of California Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract W-7405-Eng-48
Carol S. Woodward
Lawrence Livermore Nat’l Lab
cswoodward@llnl.gov
Clint Dawson
Institute for Computational Engineering and Sciences
University of Texas at Austin
clint@ices.utexas.edu
Jason Howell
Clemson University
Department of Mathematical Sciences
jshowel@math.clemson.edu
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MS13
Moderator
Bruce Hendrickson
Sandia National Labs
bahendr@sandia.gov
MS14
Parallel AMG Setup Phase Algorithms
The performance of AMG depends heavily on the quality of
the coarse grids and transfer operators constructed during
the setup phase. New theory and setup phase algorithms
have been developed in recent years in an eﬀort to make
AMG more robust. These algorithms are often inherently
sequential, and developing eﬃcient, scalable algorithms in
parallel remains a principle challenge. This talk focuses
on recent algorithmic work on parallel coarse grid selection
and parallel transfer operator construction.
Luke Olson
Department of Computer Science
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
lukeo@uiuc.edu
David Alber
Department of Computer Science
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
alber@uiuc.edu
MS14
Algebraic Multigrid Methods for Systems of PDEs
Modiﬁcations to classical AMG are required when solving linear systems derived from systems of PDEs involving
multiple unknowns. Two accepted approaches are treating
variables corresponding to the same unknown separately
(the ”unknown” approach) and treating variables corresponding to the same physical node together (the ”nodal”
approach). We discuss the applicability and parallel performance of each approach as well as our investigation into
alternative interpolation and coarsening algorithms.
Allison H. Baker
Center For Applied Scientiﬁc Computing
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
abaker@llnl.gov
Ulrike Meier Yang
Center for Applied Scientiﬁc Computing
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
umyang@llnl.gov
MS14
Parallel Auxiliary Space AMG for Maxwell Problems
Recently, Hiptmair and Xu introduced a new auxiliary space preconditioner for constant coeﬃcient deﬁnite
Maxwell problems. We present numerical experiments with
a parallel version of their method, which utilizes two internal AMG V-cycles for scalar and vector Poisson-like matrices. Our tests include problems with variable coeﬃcients
and zero conductivity, and clearly demonstrate the scalability of this preconditioner on hundreds of processors. The
implementation is part of the hypre library and is based on
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its algebraic multigrid solver BoomerAMG.
Tzanio V. Kolev, Panayot S. Vassilevski
Center for Applied Scientiﬁc Computing
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
tzanio@llnl.gov, panayot@llnl.gov
MS14
Long-Range Interpolation for Parallel Algebraic
Multigrid
Algebraic multigrid (AMG) is a very eﬃcient algorithm
for solving sparse unstructured linear systems. However,
for large three-dimensional problems, traditional coarsening algorithms often generate growing complexities in
terms of memory use and computations per AMG V-cycle.
The PMIS coarsening algorithm remedies this complexity
growth, but leads to non-scalable AMG convergence factors
when classical interpolation is used. We study the scalability of AMG methods that use PMIS coarsening combined
with long-range interpolation methods for a variety of relevant test problems on parallel computers.
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tional theory of ﬂuids coupled with drift-diﬀusion equations
reproduce and predict experimental channel data and is
used to understand the physics of selectivity of channels.
Robert S. Eisenberg
Dept. of Molecular Biophysics
Rush University Medical Center
beisenbe@rush.edu
Wolfgang Nonner
Rush University Medical Center
tba@rush.edu
Dirk Gillespie
Rush University Medical Center
Department of Molecular Biophysics & Physiology
dirk gillespie@rush.edu
MS15
Osmotic Pressure and Packaging Structure of
Caged DNA

Ulrike Meier Yang
Center for Applied Scientiﬁc Computing
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
umyang@llnl.gov

Packaging double-stranded (ds)DNA in a small viral capsid
must overcome strong electrostatic repulsion due to backbone charges and the ultimate packing density is limited
by the free volume available to the colossal molecule. Multiple length scales make it a formidable task to describe the
structure and thermodynamic properties caged DNA from
a microscopic perspective. This work presents a theoretical
model for aqueous solutions of dsDNA. Predictions of the
theory are in good agreement with experiments.

Josh Nolting
University of Colorado at Boulder
josh.nolting@colorado.edu

Jianzhong Wu
University of California, Riverside
tba@email

MS15
Eﬀects of Alcohols and Pore-Forming Peptides on
Lipid Bilayers

MS16
Local Calculation of Conservative Edge Fluxes
from Finite Element Hydrodynamic Models

Lipid bilayers are important inhomogeneous ﬂuid systems
that mediate the interaction of cells with their environment. We have applied a classical density functional theory
(DFT) to a coarse-grained model of lipid and solvent, designed to self-assemble into a bilayer. We will present two
recent results: the eﬀects of alcohols on the mechanical
properties of lipid bilayers, and the structure and free energy of pores formed in the bilayer by assemblies of model
peptides.

A method for calculating conservative edge ﬂuxes for a
ﬁnite element hydrodynamic model is demonstrated for the
2D shallow water equations. The method is local and relies
upon physically relevant parameters such as the nodal ﬂux
and circulation. Requirements for using this approach are
that the ﬁnite element method is in conservative form and
the test functions sum to an elemental constant.

Hans De Sterck
University of Waterloo
hdesterck@math.uwaterloo.ca

Amalie Frischknecht
Sandia National Laboratories
tba@sandia.gov
Laura Frink
Sandia National Labs
ljfrink@sandia.gov
MS15
Selectivity and Permeation of Ions in Biological Ion
Channels
Biological ion channels conduct ions across membranes
down chemical potential gradients. Some ion channels can
select which ion species they conduct, a property important
for physiological function. The region of the pore where
this selectivity occurs is usually highly-charged, especially
in the case of Ca- and Na-selective channels. Density func-

Jackie P. Hallberg
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Jackie.P.Hallberg@erdc.usace.army.mil
Charlie R. Berger
U.S. Army ERDC
Coastal & Hydraulics Laboratory
charlie.r.berger@erdc.usace.army.mil
MS16
Development of a Software Toolkit for ConsistentConservative Flux Computation
Model coupling is a prosperous research ﬁeld. Independent
meshes and diﬀerent numerical methods commonly exist in
each component/model. Theoretically, globally and locally
mass conservation has to be preserved when it is checked
consistently, or even when the ﬂux is computed inconsistently with the discrete equation being solved. This paper presents a software toolkit to provide coupling model
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developers with capabilities for obtaining consistent and
conservative ﬂux computation without large investments
of eﬀort or time.
Jing-Ru Cheng
Major Shared Resource Center (MSRC)
U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center
(ERDC)
Ruth.C.Cheng@erdc.usace.army.mil
Robert M. Hunter
U.S. Army Engineer Research & Development Center
robert.m.hunter@erdc.usace.army.mil
MS16
A Local Conversion From Nodal Flow to Edge Flow
Mass-conservative nodal ﬂow can be received by back substituting the numerical solution into the discretized equations of mass conservation with the ﬁnite element method.
To compute ﬂow through a desired cross section that is
composed of a number of element edges, a local conversion from nodal ﬂow to edge ﬂow is proposed. A twodimensional subsurface ﬂow example is used to demonstrate this method and discuss its strengths and weaknesses.
Jing-Ru Cheng
Major Shared Resource Center (MSRC)
U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center
(ERDC)
Ruth.C.Cheng@erdc.usace.army.mil
Hwai-Ping Cheng
US Army Engineer Research & Development Center
hwai-ping.cheng@erdc.usace.army.mil
MS16
Locally Conservative Algorithms for Flow
When modeling ﬂuid ﬂow and transport problems, it is desirable to have locally conservative velocities on the transport grid. Lack of local mass conservation can result in
spurious sources and sinks to the transport equation. We
describe several numerical locally conservative algorithms:
discontinuous Galerkin, mixed ﬁnite element, and mimetic
ﬁnite diﬀerence methods. We also discuss a priori and a
posteriori convergence results and compare advantages and
disadvantages of each of these methods with projection approaches.
Mary F. Wheeler
Center for Subsurface Modeling
University of Texas at Austin
mfw@ticam.utexas.edu
MS17
Model Reduction Applied to Large-Scale Structural Dynamics and Control
Structural vibration control continues to be an active topic
of investigation. The application to highly complex largescale systems can involve ﬁnite element discretizations with
millions of states and similarly large number of unknown
parameters. The active control of these complex systems
poses many unsolved problems and daunting challenges. A
key challenge is designing practical controllers for active
control applications of complex structures. Modern con-
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trol techniques yield controllers of order comparable the
physical system model, thus making real-time implementation diﬃcult and often impractical. Therefore generation
of lower-dimensional models that closely approximate full
order systems are desirable for the analysis and control of
large-scale systems. In the literature, model reduction has
been studied both in control engineering and structural
analysis. A very challenging large-scale control problem
that has emerged recently is the protection of civil structures, such as high-rise buildings and long-span bridges,
from dynamic loadings such as earthquakes, high wind,
and heavy traﬃc. This presentation provides an overview
of model and controller reduction techniques applied to
structural dynamics problems in building control. A comparative study is performed using Modal Reduction, Guyan
Reduction, Balanced Truncation and Krylov Techniques in
a large-scale setting together with extensions to the closedloop controller reduction problem.
Athanasios C. Antoulas
Dept. of Elec. and Comp. Eng.
Rice University
aca@rice.edu
Eduardo Gildin
Institute for Computation Engineering and Sciences CSM
UT Austin
eglidin@mail.utexas.edu
Danny C. Sorensen
Rice University
sorensen@rice.edu
MS17
An Algebraic Krylov Substructuring for Model Order Reduction
Substructuring techniques are usually based on the superposition of the eigenmodes. In this talk, we present a
Krylov mode based substructuring method, which is similar to the popular component mode synthesis technique;
however, no eigenmodes of the interior substructures are
evaluated. This new scheme replaces the eigenmodes of
interior substructures by proper Krylov modes of the substructures, which take the force and the coupling among
substructures into account. The accuracy improvements
of this new scheme are demonstrated by numerical results
from structural dynamics in both frequency and time domains.
Ben-Shan Liao
UC Davis
Department of Mathematics
liao@math.ucdavis.edu
MS17
A Parallel Scheme for Solving Large-Scale Lyapunov Equations
We present a parallel preconditioned iterative scheme for
solving the large-scale Lyapunov equations that arise when
one attempts to obtain a reduced-order model of large-scale
structures subjected to strong ground motion. Numerical
experiments are presented to explore the eﬀectiveness of
this scheme compared to others, and to demonstrate its
performance on parallel computing platforms.
Ahmed Sameh, Carl Mikkelsen
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Department of Computer Science
Purdue University
sameh@cs.purdue.edu, cmikkels@cs.purdue.edu
MS17
Advancing Analysis Capabilities with ANSYS
The CAD/CAE software environment has now become an
accepted tool in engineering design. In its most eﬀective
use computer simulation is an integrated part of the design
and manufacturing process from concept to production.
This talk describes some major eﬀorts at ANSYS that continue to advance analysis capabilities. These major eﬀorts
include software innovation and initiatives to maximize the
capabilities of high performance computing. The ability to
solve complex assemblies with detailed models has been
advanced to new levels by ANSYS breakthrough achievements in parallel processing and large memory computing.
This talk will describe current and future hardware developments as well as algorithmic breakthroughs that have
made these achievements possible. Examples will be given
that illustrate the current state-of-the art capabilities of
ANSYS today and motivate the future goals for further
developments in the world of CAD/CAE software.
Gene Poole
ANSYS, Inc
gene.poole@ansys.com
MS18
Moderator
Phil Colella
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
pcolella@lbl.gov
MS19
ELLAM for Resolving Kinematics of Resistive
Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) Flows
The kinematics of MHD studies the inﬂuence of the velocity of an electrically conducting ﬂuid on the magnetic ﬁeld,
which conserves the solenoidal property for all time. For
the 2-dim case, a scalar potential can be introduced and
the magnetic ﬁeld induction equation can be converted into
a convection-diﬀusion-reaction equation, which can be eﬃciently solved by the Eulerian-Lagrangian localized adjoint
method (ELLAM). For the 3-dim case, locally divergencefree ﬁnite elements are used to satisfy the solenoidal property and the discontinuous Galerkin method comes into
play very naturally. Simulations for some interesting MHD
eddy ﬂows will be presented, including analysis on distortion and energy evolution of magnetic ﬁelds. This is a joint
work with Hongsen Chen, Richard Ewing, Shuyu Sun, and
Simon Tavener.
Jiangguo Liu
Colorado State University
liu@math.colostate.edu
MS19
Data Assimilation into Some Wildﬁre Models
A wildﬁre is modeled by a system of nonlinear reactionconvection-diﬀusion equations. Solutions of such equations
exhibit traveling waves, which consist of a reaction zone
and a cool-down zone. The width of the reaction zone is less
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than the modeling scale and thus modeling in the reaction
sheet limit is also considered, which leads to ﬁreline evolution and ﬁre spread models. The wildﬁre model stands
alone or it is coupled with an atmospheric model (weather
forecasting). Data is assimilated into a running model by
a version of the Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF). Originally, EnKFs attempt to ﬁt the measurements by a least
squares ﬁt using linear combinations of ensemble members,
and the ensemble is derived by adding perturbation to a
given initial state. This makes ﬁtting thin reaction interfaces diﬃcult. So, in addition to additive perturbation
and correction, we use also spatial deformation, level-set
techniques, and a new class predictor-corrector ensemble
ﬁlters. The predictor-corrector ﬁlters combine the ideas of
EnKF, empirical data assimilation such as nudging, and
sequential Monte-Carlo methods. The predictor delivers a
proposal ensemble that may not have the correct statistics, but it should be close the to analysis ensemble (i.e.,
ensemble with new data incorporated). The corrector then
uses density estimation to assign weights to members of
the proposal ensemble to obtain correct statistics.
Jan Mandel
University of Colorado at Denver
Department of Mathematical Sciences
jmandel@math.cudenver.edu
Jonathan D. Beezley
Department of Mathematical Sciences
University of Colorado at Denver and Health Sciences
Center
jbeezley@math.cudenver.edu
Minjeong Kim
Department of Mathematical Sciences
University of Colorado at Denver and Health Sciences
Center
mkim@math.cudenver.edu
MS19
A-Posteriori Analysis of an Operator Splitting
Method for Heat Transfer Through a Fluid-Solid
Interface
We consider operator decomposition methods to be a special form of operator splitting in which a real or artiﬁcial
interface provides a natural partition. For example, nonoverlapping domain decomposition methods may be considered as a type of operator decomposition. We present
an a-posteriori adjoint-based analysis of the stability and
accuracy of an operator decomposition method for a multiphysics problem which involves the exchange of information across a physical boundary. We illustrate our approach
with a heat transfer problem in which a cool solid is embedded within a hot Newtonian ﬂuid.
Donald Estep
Colorado State University
estep@math.colostate.edu
Tim Wildey
Department of Mathematics
Colorado State University
wildey@math.colostate.edu
Simon Tavener
Colorado State University
tavener@math.colostate.edu
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MS19
A Computational Flow Simulation in Multiphysics
Environment
The aim of this talk is to introduce a coupled surface and
subsurface ﬂow problem arising from ﬂood prediction and
control. The mathematical and computational challenges
are: (1) model deveoplement and model reduction, (2)
numerical approximation for shallow water equation with
complex physics, (3) algorithm design, (4) computer simulation/implementation, and (5) validation. The ﬁrst four
challenges shall be discussed in this talk, and particularly
emphasis will be given to the model development and algorithm design. The talk should be accessible to general
audience in applied/computational mathematics and hydraulogy.
Junping Wang
National Science Foundation
jwang@nsf.gov
MS20
New Developments of Fast First Principles Computational Methods for Biochemical Simulations
Methods of directly simulating the behavior of complex
strongly interacting atomic systems (molecular dynamics,
Monte Carlo) have provided important insight into the
behavior of many biochemical systems such as DNA, enzymes, and membranes. The limitation of the even wider
application of these methods is the diﬃculty of developing
representations of potential interactions in these systems
at the molecular level that capture their complex chemistry that is commonly encountered in these systems (reactions, polarization, etc.). Static quantum chemistry methods have provided a means to calculate reactive mechanisms in cluster approximations to mineral systems. These
methods are limited to small atomic sizes and generally
cannot be applied to problems in which dynamics play a
role. In this talk new developments in the implementations of methods to simultaneously simulate the electronic
structure and molecular dynamics of nanoscale materials
will be described (ab-initio molecular dynamics, AIMD).
These methods have at their core the calculation of interatomic forces from the fast iterative solution of the density functional approximation to the electronic Schrdinger
equation and, therefore, avoid problems of force development limiting the application of MD. They are designed to
eﬃciently provide the DFT solutions to problems of very
large size and so generalized the application of quantum
chemistry to very large system while at the same time removing the limitation of quantum chemistry methods to
static systems. This talk will focus on the development in
three areas: the implementation a local basis/plane wave
method (projector augmented plane-wave method, PAW)
that removes the use of pseudopotentials, the development
of a plane wave implementation of exact exchange, and the
development of an adaptive multilevel ﬁnite element ﬁrst
principles solver. The talk will focus on the fundamentals
of these methods and the realities in terms of system size,
computational requirements and simulation times that are
required for their application.
Eric J. Bylaska
Fundemental Sciences Laboratory
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
eric.bylaska@pnl.gov
Marat Valiev
Environmental Molecular Systems Laboratory
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Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
marat.valiev@pnl.gov
Mike Holst
Department of Math
UCSD
mholst@math.ucsd.edu
John Weare
Department of Chemistry
UCSD
jweare@ucsd.edu
MS20
Simulation of Diﬀusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) in
Realistic Neural Tissues
MRI measurement of diﬀusion in realistic neural tissues
models has many complexities. By using Monte Carlo simulation environment MCELL with computational models
of neural tissues, we developed a computational environment that simulates the signal in diﬀusion weighted MRI
experiments in neural tissues, including the inﬂuence of
tissue geometry and pulse sequence parameters. Allowing
for the assessment of physiological parameters on the MR
DWI signal, the eﬃcacy of data analysis techniques, and
the optimality of pulse sequence parameters.
Lawrence Frank
UCSD: Department of Radiology & Center for Functional
MRI
University of California, San Diego
lfrank@ucsd.edu
MS20
Chemical Transformations in Complex Biological
Systems: Hybrid Quantum Mechanical and Molecular Mechanics Methodologies
Accurate description of chemical transformations in complex biological systems remains one of great challenges in
computational biology. This problem is inherently multiscale and requires eﬃcient integration of several levels of
theory to bridge ﬁne description of the electronic structure
eﬀects with large scale dynamical ﬂuctuations of the surrounding protein environment. One particular methodology that was found successful in describing problems of this
type is based on combined quantum mechanical and molecular mechanical (QM/MM) methodologies. The focus of
this talk will be to give a general overview of QM/MM
methods, as well and discuss latest developments and challenges in this ﬁeld. As a particular application example
DNA photostability problem will be considered.
Marat Valiev
Environmental Molecular Systems Laboratory
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
marat.valiev@pnl.gov
MS20
Large Scale First Principles Simulations of Signaling Phosphoryl Transfer Reactions
A major limitation to simulating reactive biochemical processes is the development of accurate representations of
the many-body forces that lead to their interesting properties, while retaining large enough particle numbers in the
simulation to correctly describe their chemistry. Recently
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progress has been made in the development of simulation
methods for very large systems based on forces calculated
directly from the electronic Schrdinger equation. In order to carry out these calculations is necessary to solve a
very large nonlinear eigenvalue problem on the ﬂy. These
methods combine the essential features of high level quantum chemistry with those molecular dynamics to produce
a 1st principles based parameter free method of simulation. While they are leading to new insights into biochemical problems, there are signiﬁcant numerical limitations to
their application. In this talk these problems will be discussed in the context of our recent calculations on the kinase reaction mechanism. The kinase enzymes catalyze the
most important signaling events in eukaryote cells. They
catalyze the transfer of the -phosphoryl group of ATP to
serine, threonine, and tyrosine residues in proteins. Even
after careful structural characterization and many years of
study the mechanism of the phosphoryl transfer reaction
in these systems is still poorly understood. In this project
we use a combined quantum mechanical and molecular mechanics approach (QM/MM) to analyze the mechanism of
the phosphorylation reaction in a well characterized member of the kinase family – cAMP dependent serine protein kinase (cAPK). In order to obtain reliable results we
had to include roughly 150 atoms in a full B3LYP calculation coupled with an additional 54,000 molecular mechanics atoms representing the protein environment. Our
calculations support a dissociative mechanism for the reaction process with a late proton transfer to a catalytic base
residue. This mechanism is consistent with observations.
John Weare
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry
University of California, San Diego
jqw@ucsd.edu
Eric J. Bylaska
Fundemental Sciences Laboratory
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
eric.bylaska@pnl.gov
Marat Valiev
Environmental Molecular Systems Laboratory
Paciﬁc Northwest National Laboratory
marat.valiev@pnl.gov
MS21
DomainDecomposition and Operator-Split Smoothers for
Inverse Problems with Parabolic PDEs
Parabolic PDEs model physical systems in science and engineering. We are interested in devising eﬃcient numerical schemes for inverse and control problems related to
such systems. In this talk we present results for the linear
heat equation with a non-constant coeﬃcient reaction-like
term. First we discuss space-time smoothers for the forward problem. We propose a new smoother, inspired by
operator-splitting methods, which can be combined with
domain decomposition. Second we discuss the spectral
properties of the inverse operator (reduced Hessian) and
discuss smoothers. The basic single level techniques are the
King-Kaltenbacher class preconditioners, Borzi pointwise
smoothers, and space-time domain decomposition techniques. We conclude with analysis of complexity and convergence rates, their eﬀectiveness when used in a full multigrid scheme, verify the analysis with numerical results, and
compare them with the proposed smoothers.
Santi Swaroop Adavani, George Biros
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University of Pennsylvania
adavani@seas.upenn.edu, biros@seas.upenn.edu
MS21
Mesh Adaptivity for Inverse Problems
The numerical solution of inverse problems governed by
PDEs is often challenging, since it involves the discretization of both a state variable and the unknown parameter
(for example material properties). In adaptive schemes,
they should be discretized on separate meshes. This, and
the saddle point structure of the problem, makes the construction of eﬃcient solvers such as multigrid diﬃcult. We
present a scheme for independent discretization and eﬃcient solution, and point out challenges to this approach.
Wolfgang Bangerth
Texas A&M University
bangerth@math.tamu.edu
MS21
Multilevel Methods in Image Registration
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Eldad Haber
Emory University
Dept of Math and CS
haber@mathcs.emory.edu
MS21
Model Problems in PDE-Constrained Optimization
We hope to aid in benchmarking algorithms for PDEconstrained optimization problems by presenting a set of
such model problems. We speciﬁcally examine a type of
PDE-constrained optimization problem, the parameter estimation problem. We present three model parameter estimation problems, each containing a diﬀerent type of partial
diﬀerential equation in the constraint. We also describe different discretization and solution techniques for each problem, presenting numerical results to compare such techniques.
Lauren Hanson
Emory University
lrhanso@emory.edu
Eldad Haber
Emory University
Dept of Math and CS
haber@mathcs.emory.edu
MS22
Images: New Perspectives in Data Assimilation
Assimilation of satellite images is an attempt to conjugate
the information contained in atmospheric or oceanographic
models and images. We will discuss the main directions of
research in this ﬁeld. The ﬁrst approach is to estimate
from images some pseudo observations such as velocities
then to assimilate them in a classical scheme of data assimilation. The other approach is to add to the classical
variational analysis a space of images with a metric structure and an operator from the space of the solutions of
the numerical model toward the space of images in order
to be able to compute the discrepancy between the model
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and the images then to plug it in a variational method. In
this communication we will present both approaches with
applications to actual situations, the comparison between
these approaches will be discussed.

Cooperative Institute for Research in the Atmosphere
Colorado State University
ZupanskiM@cira.colostate.edu

Francois-Xavier Le Dimet
Universite Joseph Fourier and INRIA
ledimet@imag.fr

MS23
NOMADm: A MATLAB Software Package for
Surrogate-Based Black Box Optimization

MS22
Localized Ensemble Kalman Data Assimilation for
Atmospheric Chemical Transport Models
The task of providing an optimal analysis of the state of
the atmosphere requires the development of dynamic datadriven systems that eﬃciently integrate the observational
data and the models. In this paper we discuss practical
aspects of nonlinear ensemble data assimilation applied to
atmospheric chemical transport models. We highlight the
challenges encountered in this approach such as ﬁlter divergence and spurious corrections, and propose solutions
to overcome them, such as background covariance inﬂation
and ﬁlter localization. The predictability is further improved by including model parameters in the assimilation
process. Results for a large scale simulation of air pollution in North-East United States illustrate the potential of
nonlinear ensemble techniques to assimilate chemical observations.

In this talk, we discuss the implementation of both interpolatory and simpliﬁed physics surrogates as an aid in numerically solving nonlinear and mixed variable optimization problems, in which objective and constraint functions
are computationally expensive and derivatives are generally not available. The NOMADm software package is a
MATLAB code based on the class of mesh adaptive direct
search (MADS) algorithms for derivative-free optimization.
The ﬂexibility of the search step in MADS allows for the
construction and optimization of less expensive surrogate
functions. The talk focuses on diﬀerent types of surrogates,
strategies for using surrogates on mixed variable problems (especially when nonnumeric categorical variables are
present), simpliﬁed physics surrogates, and additive surrogates that make use of both interpolation and simpliﬁed
physics models. A few applications will be discussed.
John Dennis, Jr.
Rice University
dennis@rice.edu

Adrian Sandu
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
asandu@cs.vt.edu

Arantzazu Garci Garcia Lekue
Donostia International Physics Center (DIPC), Donostia,
Spai
wmbgalea@lg.ehu.es

MS22
The Inverse Ocean Model: A Toolkit for Creating
Geophysical Data-Assimilation Systems

Mark Abramson
AFIT
mark.abramson@aﬁt.edu

The Inverse Ocean Model system is a modular software package that implements Weak-constraint, FourDimensional Variational (W4DVAR) assimilation for any
dynamical model and observing array, both of which may
be nonlinear but functionally smooth. Program templates,
coded in Parametric Fortran, enable custom code generation for user’s models, which have included primitive equations and shallow water models on structured and unstructured grids, with numerics ranging from ﬁnite-diﬀerences
to spectral elements.

Juan C. Meza
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
JCMeza@lbl.gov

Edward Zaron
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
Portland State University
zaron@cee.pdx.edu
MS22
Issues in Ensemble Assimilation/Prediction for Extreme Events
By deﬁnition, the extreme values belong to the tails of a
probability distribution function (PDF). The consequence
of using a typical Gaussian framework is that the extreme
event observations will be rejected, or given a negligible
weight, thus discarding the important new information.
We will discuss challenging issues and present a maximum
likelihood ensemble methodology designed to assimilate extreme value observations, based on the use of mixed Gaussian and Extreme Value PDFs.
Milija Zupanski

MS23
Formulations for Surrogate-Based Optimization
Using Data Fit and Multiﬁdelity Models
Surrogate-based optimization (SBO) methods have become
established as eﬀective techniques for engineering design
problems through their ability to tame nonsmoothness and
reduce computational expense. Possible surrogate modeling techniques include data ﬁts (local, multipoint, or
global), multiﬁdelity model hierarchies, and reduced-order
models, and each of these types has unique features when
employed within SBO. We discuss a number of SBO algorithmic variations and their eﬀect for each of the surrogate
modeling cases. First, general facilities for constraint management will be explored through approximate subproblem
formulations (e.g., direct surrogate), constraint relaxation
techniques (e.g., homotopy), merit function selections (e.g.,
augmented Lagrangian), and iterate acceptance logic selections (e.g., ﬁlter methods). Second, techniques specialized
to particular surrogate types will be described. Computational results will be presented for a selected set of test
problems using the DAKOTA software.
Danny Dunlavy
Optimization and Uncertainty Estimation Department
Sandia National Laboratories
dmdunla@sandia.gov
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Michael S. Eldred
Sandia National Laboratories
Optimization and Uncertainty Estimation Dept.
mseldre@sandia.gov
MS23
Generation of Optimal Artiﬁcial Neural Networks
Using a Pattern Search Algorithm: Application to
Approximation of Chemical Systems
A pattern search optimization method is applied to the
generation of optimal artiﬁcial neural networks (ANNs).
Optimization is performed using a mixed variable extension
to the generalized pattern search method. When used with
a surrogate, the resulting algorithm is highly eﬃcient for
expensive objective functions. Results of this approach applied to a chemistry approximation problem demonstrate
the eﬀectiveness of this method.
Alison Marsden
Stanford University
Mechanical Engineering Dept.
amarsden@stanford.edu
Matthias Ihme
Stanford University
Mechanical Engineering
mihme@stanford.edu
Heinz Pitsch
CITS
Stanford University
H.Pitsch@stanford.edu
MS23
Derivative-Free Trust-Region Methods Using Radial Basis Functions
We implement a derivative-free trust-region optimization
method using diﬀerent types of radial basis function (RBF)
models. We compare the performance of these TrustRegion RBF algorithms to alternative local optimization
methods, including Newuoa, Pattern Search, and a QuasiNewton method, on a variety of test problems. We
also compare these algorithms on two environmental applications, namely, groundwater bioremediation and the
calibration of a watershed model. The results indicate
that the Trust-Region RBF approach is very promising in
derivative-free optimization. Finally, we will explore some
parallelization strategies for Trust Region RBF algorithms.
Rommel G. Regis
Cornell Theory Center, Cornell University
rgr6@cornell.edu
Stefan M. Wild
Cornell University
School of Operations Research & IE
smw58@cornell.edu
Christine Shoemaker
Cornell University
cas12@cornell.edu
MS24
Computational Science PhD at San Diego State
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University
San Diego State University (SDSU) oﬀers a doctoral degree
in computational science, the ﬁrst in California, in collaboration with Claremont Graduate University (CGU), Claremont, CA. the program involves graduate level courses and
research projects under the supervision of SDSU faculty
from the departments of engineering, physics, mathematics, computer science, chemistry, and biology with cooperating faculty from CGU. the ph.d. degree is awarded
jointly by the two institutions. We will describe the program curriculum and highlite some of the research projects.
Jose Castillo
San Diego State University
Computational Science Research
castillo@myth.sdsu.edu
MS24
The Growing Role of the TeraGrid in the Computational Science Education Pipeline
The NSF-funded TeraGrid is the worlds ﬁrst large-scale
and production grid infrastructure for open scientiﬁc research. The San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC)
serves as the data-intensive site lead for the TeraGrid.
SDSC has a vested interest in the computational science
education pipeline not only as a user of computational science resources but also as a potential future employer of
students currently interested in computational science and
engineering. In response to an NSF mandate that users
from HPC Expert to K-12 student should beneﬁt from
the TeraGrid, TeraGrid partners are developing a series
of Gateways. TeraGrid Gateways are web-based portals
consisting of front-end grid services that provide teragriddeployed applications used by a discipline-speciﬁc community. Gateways are intended to: streamline the process
of doing research that depends on high-performance computing, reach a broader community of users, and help
deﬁne the speciﬁcations for a computational science education pipeline, An important long-term goal of TeraGrid
Gateways is to engage communities that are not traditional users of the supercomputing centers by providing
community-tailored access to TeraGrid services and capabilities so they may take advantage of existing community investment in software, services, education, and
other components of Cyberinfrastructure. Ten Gateways
are currently under development in a diverse range of
disciplines including nanotechnology, atmospheric science,
bioinformatics, and traﬃc ﬂow. Gateways feature workﬂow
management tools and expert technical support to maximize productivity. The Grid Computing Environments Research Group solicits and analyzes Gateway user feedback
to help improve the interface and respond to user needs.
Teragrid partners or Resource Providers oﬀer workshops,
institutes, seminars and provide on-line learning resources
to support and promote the eﬀective use of TeraGrid resources.
Jeﬀ Sale
Education Division
San Diego Supercomputer Center
jsale@sdsc.edu
MS24
3d Game Programming as a CS Service-Learning
Curriculum for High School Science Courses
3d computer games are undeniably popular today and
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many university Computer Science (CS) majors are eager to gain skills at programming their own game. We
have been able to capitalize on this interest to develop a
course where students learn to code eﬀective games using the Torque 3d Game Engine from garagegames.com.
This course requires appropriate CS content to understand
the 3d environment and the Object Oriented Scripting language. The course goal is to collaborate with an educator
who can pose the 3d topic to be explored. With the accepted high school science standards, this module can be
characterized and can be useful to a large wide body of high
school science teachers. Since current high school students
are of a generation that was born digital, they are comfortable and engaged when exploring topics delivered within
the game environment. This scientiﬁc visualization application can be further applied to topics in computational
science.
Kris Stewart
San Diego State University
Dept of Computer Science
stewart@cs.sdsu.edu
MS24
Undergraduate Computational Science Curricula:
Programs and Educational Materials
There is a growing number of undergraduate CSE curricula. This presentation will ﬁrst highlight the diﬀerent versions of computational science programs (e.g., B.Sc. programs, minor programs, certiﬁcate programs, etc) that depend on the type of institution and local resources. We
will also present a model curriculum and provide speciﬁc
examples of educational materials developed by the Keck
Undergraduate Computational Science Education Consortium.
Ignatios E. Vakalis
Professor of Computer Science
CalPoly State Univ. San Luis Obispo
ivakalis@csc.calpoly.edu
MS25
The Entrainment and Optimal Control of Circadian Phase Dynamics
Circadian rhythms are observed at all cellular levels aﬀecting cell function, division, and growth. These approximate
timekeepers synchronize organisms to the environment and
to one another through entrainment factors such as light.
An inability to entrain the biological clock leads to a variety of circadian-related disorders. Our objective is to better understand and control circadian entrainment through
development and application of a closed-loop model predictive control algorithm, where light serves as the manipulated control input.
Neda Bagheri
University of California, Santa Barbara
Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering
neda@ece.ucsb.edu
MS25
A Molecular Model for Intercellular Synchronization in the Mammalian Circadian Clock
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Frank Doyle
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University of California, Sant
Department of Chemical Enginee
doyle@engineering.ucsb.edu
Michael Henson
University of Massachusetts
Department of Chemical Engineering
henson@ecs.umass.edu
MS25
Period Determination Among Circadian Pacemakers
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Erik Herzog
Department of Biology
Washington University
herzog@wustl.edu
MS25
BioSens: A Sensitivity Analysis Toolkit for Systems Biology
Sensitivity analysis guides the development of ordinary differential equation models of biological systems. The sensitivity of characteristic behaviors to parametric perturbation identiﬁes areas requiring reﬁnement. For many oscillatory systems, such as the circadian clock, phase behavior
is the feature that best elucidates clock performance and,
therefore, is the key behavior to analyze. We discuss period
and phase sensitivity for oscillatory systems and BioSens,
a software toolkit for general systems.
Stephanie Taylor
University of California, Santa Barbara
Department of Computer Science
staylor@engineering.ucsb.edu
MS26
Direct and Inverse Algorithms for Stochastic Models of Microrheology
The ﬁeld of microrheology exploits experimental tracking of micron-scale beads suspended in viscoelastic materials to infer properties of the material. Passive microrheology is based on entropic bead ﬂuctuations, the
ﬂuctuation-dissipation theorem, and a generalized StokesEinstein drag law to deduce frequency-dependent storage
and loss moduli of the material. Since the 1995 PRL of
T. Mason and D. Weitz, this method or variants of it have
been applied as an alternative to bulk methods, or in biology, to soft matter materials for which very small volumes are available. In addition to the standard application as an inverse characterization method, we are interested in direct simulations of pathogens in pulmonary ﬂuids. The lecture will highlight direct and inverse methods
and algorithms developed in our group based on generalized Langevin equation models and the statistical tools
of maximum likelihood estimators from noisy time series
data.
Tim Elston
University of North Carolina
Department of Pharmacology
telston@email.unc.edu
Lingxing Yao, Christel Hohenegger
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University of North Carolina
Department of Mathematics
yaol@amath.unc.edu, choheneg@email.unc.edu
John Fricks
Dept of Statistics
Penn State University
fricks@stat.psu.edu
M. G. Forest
UNC
forest@amath.unc.edu
MS26
Implicit Solvent Models: Level-Set Relaxation and
Generalized Born Approximations
Understanding biomolecules and their interaction with solvent such as water is essential to revealing mechanisms and
functions of biological systems. While atomistic simulations that treat both solvent and solute molecules explicitly
are accurate, the recently developed implicit solvent models for biomolecules greatly reduce the degree of freedom
in simulations. In this talk, I will ﬁrst introduce a class of
variational implicit solvent models for biomolecules. I will
then present my recent work, jointly with L.-T. Cheng, J.
Dzubiella, and J. A. McCammon, on level-set calculations
of equilibrium solvent-solute interface and free-energy for
nonpolar solvation systems. Finally, I will introduce generalized Born models for the electrostatics calculations in
implicit solvent models; and examine the validity of various
formulas of generalized Born radii.
Bo Li
Department of Mathematics, UC San Diego
bli@math.ucsd.edu
MS26
Continuum-Discrete Computation of Viscoelastic
Flows
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Sorin M. Mitran
Dept. of Mathematics, Applied Math Prog.
University of North Carolina
mitran@amath.unc.edu
MS26
Applications of An Energetic Variational PhaseField Method for Numerical Simulation of Multiphase Flows
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Jie Shen
Department of Mathematics
Purdue University
shen@math.purdue.edu
MS27
Error Representation and Estimation in Compressible MHD
Error representation and estimation of numerically approximated functionals arising in time dependent compressible
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is considered. The dis-
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crete MHD stability theory [Barth, “On the Role of Involutions in Discontinuous Galerkin Discretization of Maxwell
and MHD Systems”, IMA Volume on Compatible Spatial
Discretizations, Vol. 195, 2006] motivates several hybrid
FEM discretizations strategies for compressible MHD depending on
• strong or weak satisfaction of div B = 0 in element
interiors
• strong or weak satisfaction of [B · n]+
− = 0 on element
interfaces
where B denotes the magnetic induction ﬁeld in MHD. We
then consider the representation and estimation of errors in
computed MHD functionals for these discretizations using
error estimation techniques developed by Becker and Rannacher [Becker and Rannacher, “Weighted A-Posteriori Error Control in FE Methods”, Proc. ENUMATH-97, Heidelberg, 1998]. A critical comparison of the various discretization methods and error representation formulas reveals rather signiﬁcant diﬀerences in computational cost
and ease of implementation which are veriﬁed via numerical experiments.
Timothy J. Barth
NASA Ames Research Center
Timothy.J.Barth@nasa.gov
MS27
Coupled a Posteriori Error Estimation and Uncertainty Quantiﬁcation for a Nonlinear Elasticity
MEMS Problem
Quantiﬁcation of both numerical error and probabilistic uncertainties is important for proper design of microelectro-mechanical systems (MEMS). We present a goaloriented a posteriori error estimator for the average surface force in a nonlinear elasticity problem that models a
MEMS device. Our results demonstrate the performance
of the error estimator for both stand-alone deterministic
models and for models that are embedded in calculations
for uncertainty quantiﬁcation and reliability-based design
optimization.
Brian M. Adams
Sandia National Laboratories
Optimization/Uncertainty Estimation
briadam@sandia.gov
Kevin Copps, Brian Carnes, Jonathan Wittwer
Sandia National Laboratories
kdcopps@sandia.gov, bcarnes@sandia.gov,
jwwittw@sandia.gov
Michael S. Eldred
Sandia National Laboratories
Optimization and Uncertainty Estimation Dept.
mseldre@sandia.gov
MS27
Error Estimation and Adaptivity Tools for Nonlinear Thermal Applications
We discuss tools for error estimation and adaptivity based
on least squares recovery, element residual indicators, and
adjoint-based estimators for local quantities of interest. We
examine the practical implementation of these tools in a
production parallel ﬁnite element code that approximates
solutions of nonlinear elliptic and parabolic equations. We
present results for transient heat conduction with contact
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and enclosure radiation. The use of these tools is discussed
in the wider context of code and solution veriﬁcation.
Kevin D. Copps, Brian Carnes, David Neckels,
Christopher K. Newman
Sandia National Laboratories
kdcopps@sandia.gov,
bcarnes@sandia.gov,
dcnecke@sandia.gov, cnewman@sandia.gov
MS27
Adaptive Anisotropic Meshing Control for Cardiovascular Flow Modeling
Many physical problems exhibit strong phenomena that
introduce a need for anisotropic meshes. In viscous ﬂow
simulations better results for key quantities of interest in
regions of boundary layers can be obtained with a semistructured boundary layer mesh. We will present an adaptive procedure that adapts a boundary layer mesh to an
anisotropic mesh size ﬁeld deﬁned such that the structure
of the boundary layer mesh is maintained.
Onkar Sahni
Rensselaer Polytechnic
Scientiﬁc Computation Research Center
osahni@scorec.rpi.edu
Kenneth Jansen, Mark S. Shephard
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Scientiﬁc Computation Research Center
kjansen@scorec.rpi.edu, shephard@scorec.rpi.edu
MS28
Experimental Data Visualization: Some Alternatives to Equal-Width Binning
We report on a set of adaptive-multiresolution binning approaches, specially designed for data visualization in experimental sciences where counting statistics follow poisson
distributions. Fields of possible applications of algorithms
here described stem from astrophysics to condensed matter sciences. Our main focus of interest concerns neutron
spectroscopy data from single crystal samples where signals span a fourdimensional space comprised by three spatial plus time dimensions. This makes a priori equal width
binning schemes inadequate since physically relevant information is often concentrated within rather small regions of
such a space. Our aim is to generate optimally-binned data
sets from 1D to 3D volumes to enhance the experimenters
ability to carry out searches within a 4D space. Several binning algorithms are then scrutinized against experimental
as well as simulated data.
Francisco Bermejo, German Bordel
University of the Basque Country, Spain
javier@langran.iem.csic.es, german@we.lc.ehu.es
Toby Perring
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, United Kingdom
tgperring@rl.ac.uk
Ibon Bustinduy
Instituto de Estructura de la Materia
Spanish Higher Research Council, Spain
ibon@langran.iem.csic.es
MS28
Adaptive Methods for PDEs and Conforming Cen-
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troidal Voronoi Delaunay Triangulations
In this talk, we will discuss a new mesh adaptivity algorithm for elliptic PDEs that combines a posteriori error
estimation with centroidal Voronoi/Delaunay tessellations
of domains in two dimensions. The ability of the ﬁrst ingredient to detect local regions of large error and the ability
of the second ingredient to generate superior unstructured
grids result in an mesh adaptivity algorithm that has several very desirable features, including the following. Errors
are very well equidistributed over the triangles; at all levels
of reﬁnement, the triangles remain very well shaped, even
if the grid size at any particular reﬁnement level, when
viewed globally, varies by several orders of magnitude; and
the convergence rates achieved are the best obtainable using piecewise linear elements.
Weidong Zhao
Shandong University, China
wdzhao@math.sdu.edu.cn
Max Gunzburger
Florida State University
School for Computational Sciences
gunzburg@scs.fsu.edu
Lili Ju
University of South Carolina
Department of Mathematics
ju@math.sc.edu
MS28
Reduced Order Modeling of Partial Diﬀerential
Equations Via CVT
A reduced-basis method based on centroidal Voronoi tessellations (CVTs) is introduced. A discussion of reducedordering modeling for partial diﬀerential equations is given
to provide a context for the application of reduced-order
bases. Then, detailed descriptions of CVT-based reducedorder bases including their construction from snapshot sets
their application to the low-cost simulation of partial differential equations and its control problems are given. An
adaptive method using density functions will also be introduced.
Hyung-Chun Lee
Ajou University, Korea
hclee@ajou.ac.kr
John Burkardt
School of Computational Science
Florida State University
burkardt@scs.fsu.edu
Max Gunzburger
Florida State University
School for Computational Sciences
gunzburg@scs.fsu.edu
MS28
Radially Projected Finite Elements
We develop and analyze ﬁnite element discretizations for
domains with spherical geometry. In particular, we describe the method used to approximate solutions (as well
as eigenvalues and eigenvectors) of partial diﬀerential equations posed on the sphere, ellipsoidal shell,and cylindrical shell. These novel, so-called, ”radially projected ﬁnite
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elements” are particularly attractive for numerical simulations since the resulting ﬁnite element discretization is
”logically rectangular” and may be easily implemented in
existing ﬁnite element codes.
Necibe Tuncer
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Auburn University
tuncene@auburn.edu
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algorithm to generate highly accurate numerical benchmark solutions for a variety of internal ﬂows of binary
mixtures including Poiseuille, thermal-creep and diﬀusion
ﬂows. While the ADO method is computationally fast, its
implementation may not be readily accessible to those who
are not transport aﬁcionados. For this reason, this presentation will address the question, Can a simpler, more fundamental, transport algorithm provide benchmarks comparable to the ADO method for internal gas ﬂow?

Amnon Meir
Auburn University
ajm@math.auburn.edu

Barry Ganapol
Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering
University of Arizona
ganapol@cowboy.ame.arizona.edu

MS29
Use of a Manufactured Solution for Verifying CFD
Flux Schemes and BCs

MS29
Overview of Scientiﬁc Code Veriﬁcation

Order-of-accuracy veriﬁcation is necessary to ensure that
software correctly solves a given set of equations. One
method for verifying the order of accuracy of a code is
the method of manufactured solutions. A manufactured
solution is presented and deomonstrated that allows veriﬁcation of not only the Euler, Navier-Stokes, and ReynoldsAveraged Navier-Stokes equation sets, but also some of
their associated boundary conditions: slip, no-slip (adiabatic and isothermal), and outﬂow (subsonic, supersonic,
and mixed).
Ryan B. Bond
Sandia National Laboratories
Aerosciences Department
rbbond@sandia.gov
Curtis C. Ober, Thomas M. Smith, Steven W. Bova
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, NM
ccober@sandia.gov,
tmsmith@sandia.gov,
swbova@sandia.gov
MS29
Veriﬁcation of Overﬂow 2.0 through the Method of
Manufactured Solutions
The overset grid code, OVERFLOW2.0y, is subject to veriﬁcation via the method of manufactured solutions (MMS).
In this investigation, a prescribed, time-and-space-varying
solution is inserted into the governing equations using symbolic software. The analytic remainder is then used as a
forcing term within the numerical algorithm to be veriﬁed.
Through successive space and/or time reﬁnement, the solution error, produced via comparison to the prescribed
solution, may then verify the theoretical order-of-accuracy
of a given discretization.

Computer simulations have been increasingly contributing
to the understanding of physical processes, analysis, and
design of engineering systems. Terminology such as virtual
prototyping and testing is being used in the development
of engineering systems. Users of computational simulation
tools face a critical question as how to evaluate the conﬁdence in simulations. Veriﬁcation, Validation, and Uncertainty Quantiﬁcation are the primary tools to establish and
quantify this conﬁdence. An overview of scientiﬁc code veriﬁcation will be presented. This work was performed under
the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy by University of California Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
under Contract W-7405-Eng-48.
Kambiz Salari
Lawrence Livermore Nat’l Lab
CASC
salari@llnl.gov
MS30
How Scalable is Your Load Balancer?
Load-balancing (also known as partitioning) is a critical component in parallel scientiﬁc computing to achieve
higher degree of parallelism. The goal is to assign computation to processors evenly while trying to minimize the communication volume. Graph and hypergraph partitioning
have served as useful approaches for this purpose over the
last decade. In this talk, we will discuss and present scalability performance of the state-of-the-art parallel graph
and hypergraph partitioning tools.
Umit V. Catalyurek
The Ohio State University
Department of Biomedical Informatics
umit@bmi.osu.edu

Paul Castellucci
Lawrence Livermore Nat’l Lab
pjcastel@llnl.gov

Doru Bozdag
Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering
The Ohio State University
bozdagd@ece.osu.edu

MS29
An Extreme Accuracy Benchmark via Convergence
Acceleration for the McCormack Model for Binary
Gas Mixture Channel Flow

Erik G. Boman
Sandia National Labs, NM
Discrete Math and Algorithms
egboman@sandia.gov

Veriﬁcation of computational algorithms for internal channel ﬂow of rareﬁed gases is an essential ingredient of reliable code development. The analytical discrete ordinates (ADO) method has recently emerged as an eﬃcient

Karen D. Devine
Sandia National Laboratories
kddevin@sandia.gov
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MS30
Parallel Hypergraph Repartitioning and Load Balancing
Hypergraph partitioning is highly eﬀective for many scientiﬁc applications. Its accurate communication model
enables higher quality than graph partitioning. Hypergraphs also represent greater varieties of data, including
non-square, non-symmetric data. Adaptive computations,
however, require periodic repartitioning; hypergraph partitioning can incur signiﬁcant costs for data migration.
We present parallel hypergraph repartitioners that account
for existing partition assignments in computing new partitions, thus reducing migration costs. We compare our
repartitioners with both hypergraph partitioners and graph
repartitioners.
Doruk Bozdag
Ohio State University
bozdagd@ece.osu.edu
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Michelle Strout
Computer Science Department,Colorado State University
mstrout@cs.colostate.edu
MS30
Graph Coloring Problems for Computing Derivatives: Recent Developments and Future Plans
We provide an overview of the research plans for the
CSCAPES Institute, funded by the Department of Energy’s SciDAC program for ﬁve years. Then we discuss
new graph models and algorithms for the specialized graph
coloring problems that arise in computing Jacobians and
Hessians. Among these is the ﬁrst practical algorithm for
acyclic coloring and its use in estimating Hessians by an
indirect method. We also evaluate the performance gained
through our coloring software in an automatic diﬀerentiation code.

Lee Ann Fisk
Sandia National Laboratories
laﬁsk@sandia.gov

Assefaw H. Gebremedhin
Computer Science Department
Old Dominion University
assefaw@cs.odu.edu

Umit V. Catalyurek
The Ohio State University
Department of Biomedical Informatics
umit@bmi.osu.edu

Alex Pothen
Old Dominion University
Dept of Computer Science
pothen@cs.odu.edu

Robert Heaphy
Sandia National Laboratories
rheaphy@sandia.gov

MS31
Uncertainty Analysis for Flows with Temperature
Dependent Material Properties

Erik G. Boman
Sandia National Labs, NM
Discrete Math and Algorithms
egboman@sandia.gov

In this talk, we discuss the use of sensitivity analysis (the
computation of derivatives of ﬂuid quantities with respect
to model parameters) in performing uncertainty analysis
for ﬂuids with temperature dependent material properties.
Experimental measurements of the free convection of corn
syrup and nonlinear, temperature dependent models of viscosity and thermal conductivity are evaluated.

Karen D. Devine
Sandia National Laboratories
kddevin@sandia.gov
MS30
Performance Improvement in a Mesh Quality Optimization Application
We describe the use of combinatorial algorithms and related techniques to improve the performance of a Newtonbased mesh quality improvement application. We emphasize the use of runtime reordering transformations to improve data locality and the use of graph algorithms in automatic diﬀerentiation to reduce the cost of gradient and
Hessian evaluations.
Sanjukta Bhowmick
Department of Applied Physics and Applied Mathematics
Columbia University
bhowmick@cse.psu.edu
Paul D. Hovland
Argonne National Laboratory
MCS Division, 221/C236
hovland@mcs.anl.gov
Todd S. Munson
Argonne National Laboratory
Mathematics and Computer Science Division
tmunson@mcs.anl.gov

Eric Turgeon
Pratt and Whitney of Canada
turgeon@polymtl.ca
Dominique Pelletier
Departement de Genie Mechanique
Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal
dominique.pelletier@polymtl.ca
Jeﬀ Borggaard
Virginia Tech
Department of Mathematics
jborggaard@vt.edu
MS31
Moment Closure for the Macro-Micro FENE
Model of Complex Fluids
We present some systematic moment closure models for the
FENE models of polymeric ﬂuids, and we illustrate their
various extensions and demonstrate the good agreement
with the fully coupled macro-micro model for the simple
shear ﬂow and extensional ﬂows. The talk is based on the
joint works with YunKyong Hyon, Chun Liu and Peng Yu.
Qiang Du
Penn State University
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grams and careers.

Department of Mathematics
qdu@math.psu.edu

Peter R. Turner
Clarkson University
Mathematics and Computer Science Department
pturner@clarkson.edu

MS31
A Two-Level Smagorinsky Model
A two-level method for discretizing the Smagorinsky model
for the numerical simulation of turbulent ﬂows is proposed
and analyzed. The two-level algorithm consists of solving
a small nonlinear system of equations on the coarse mesh,
and then using that solution to solve a larger linear system
on the ﬁne mesh. For an appropriate choice of grids, the
two-level algorithm is signiﬁcantly more eﬃcient than the
standard one-level algorithm.

David Wick, Michael Ramsdell, Kathleen Fowler
Clarkson University
wickdp@clarkson.edu,
ramsdemw@clarkson.edu,
kfowler@clarkson.edu

Hyesuk Lee
Clemson University
Dep. of Mathematical Sciences
hklee@clemson.edu

This talk focuses on a partnership developed with NY
State funding. The partnership is focused on professional
development activities for 300 teachers in a very widely
scattered, low income, rural part of northern New York.
The primary objective is helping teachers appreciate the
interactions among science, mathematics and technology
for solving real-world problems CSE at the K-12 level.
Teachers work in triads throughout the year and attend
week-long institutes in the summer. Content examples and
structure will be presented.

Jeﬀ Borggaard, Traian Iliescu
Virginia Tech
Department of Mathematics
jborggaard@vt.edu, iliescu@math.vt.edu
MS31
New Numerical Techniques
Newtonian Flow Simulations

for

Some

Non-

In this talk, we report eﬃcient methods to simulate various
rate-type non-Newtonian ﬂuid models in a uniﬁed framework. The method is developed from a simple observation
that various rate-type constitutive equations can be recast
into the well-known symmetric matrix Riccati diﬀerential
equations. We discuss and show how such an observation
can be crucially used for the stability with respect to the
high Weissenberg number. The multigrid solution strategy
for the discrete system will also be presented and analyzed.
Young-Ju Lee
Mathematics Department
UCLA
yjlee@math.ucla.edu
MS32
Moderator
John Lowengrub
Department of Mathematics
University of California at Irvine
lowengrb@math.uci.edu
MS33
IMPETUS for Career Success
We present our Roller Coaster Camp outreach program
designed for 7th-12th graders. We use an integrated mathphysics curriculum to teach students about roller coaster
design. The program helps build students basic skills while
introducing them to exciting applications of computational
science and engineering. We describe the hands-on learning experiences, including a trip to Six Flags for roller
coaster research. We also incorporate professional development for teachers, undergraduate and graduate students
to ultimately increase the awareness of STEM college pro-

MS33
The St. Lawrence Mathematics Partnership

Gail Gotham
St Lawrence Lewis BOCES
NY
ggotham@sllboces.org
Peter R. Turner
Clarkson University
Mathematics and Computer Science Department
pturner@clarkson.edu
MS33
Title Not Available at Time of Publication
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Osman Yasar
State University of New York
Department of Computational Sci.
oyasar@brockport.edu
MS34
Formulation of a Target-Matrix Paradigm for Mesh
Optimization
A new target-matrix paradigm for improving mesh quality by node repositioning via optimization is formulated
to place most application goals within a single theoretical
framework. The paradigm shifts the focus from quality
metrics that measure quality in an absolute sense to metrics that measure quality relative to application requirements. In this talk, properties of mesh-based matrices, of
quality metrics and examples of objective functions will be
presented.
Patrick Knupp
Sandia National Laboratories
pknupp@sandia.gov
MS34
Implementation of the Target-Matrix Paradigm in
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Mesquite
The design of the Mesquite quality improvement library
has been modiﬁed and extended to support a target-based
smoothing paradigm. The design has been modiﬁed such
that deﬁnition of the sample points at which a quality metric is evaluated in a patch of mesh has been abstracted.
The design has been extended to allow target-based metrics evaluated at user-speciﬁed element sample locations.
Jason Kraftcheck
The University of Wisconsin
kraftche@cae.wisc.edu
MS34
The Eﬀect of Node Ordering on 2D Local Mesh
Smoothing
Local mesh smoothing is widely used for quality improvement of unstructured meshes due to its simplicity. One interesting aspect of this approach is the role of node ordering
within a single pass over the mesh. We investigate various
ordering schemes based on mesh quality, and the trade-oﬀs
involved between ordering and overall performance of the
optimization algorithm in terms of speed and quality improvement. The study uses the FeasNewt solver within the
Mesquite package.
Suzanne M. Shontz
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
The Pennsylvania State University
shontz@cse.psu.edu
Patrick M. Knupp
Sandia National Laboratories
pknupp@sandia.gov
MS34
Convexity of Mesh Optimization Metrics Using a
Target Matrix Paradigm
We discuss suﬃcient conditions for establishing convexity
of mesh metrics within a target-matrix paradigm for mesh
optimization that Patrick Knupp introduced at Sandia National Laboratories in 2006 in his SAND document SAND
2006-2730J, titled A Target-Matrix Paradigm for Mesh Optimization. We develop fairly simple criteria for proving
convexity of mesh metrics and certain objective functions
derived from those mesh metrics.
Evan Vanderzee
University of Illinois
vanderze@uiuc.edu
MS35
High Order Mimetic Diﬀerential Operators
Mimetic Operators satisfy a discrete analog of the divergence theorem and they are used to create or design conservative andreliable numerical representations to continuous models. We will present a methodology to construct
mimetic versions of the divergence and gradient operators
which exhibit high order of accuracy at the grid interior
as well as at the boundaries. As a case of study, we will
show the construction of fourth order operators in a onedimensional staggered grid. Mimetic conditions on discrete
operators are stated using matrix analysis and the overall
high order of accuracy determines the bandwidth parameter. This contributes to a marked clarity with respect to
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earlier approaches of construction. As test cases, we will
solve 2-D elliptic equations with full tensor coeﬃcients arising from oil reservoir models. Additionally, applications to
elastic wave propagation under free surface and shear rupture boundary conditions will be given.
Jose Castillo
San Diego State University
Computational Science Research
castillo@myth.sdsu.edu
MS35
Mimetic Discretizations for a Scalar ConvectionDiﬀusion Operator
In this work, we presents two mimetic discretizations for
a scalar convection-diﬀusion operator in 2D using Robin
boundary conditions. Also, we have implemented other
discretization called support operator method. The numerical results show the performance about of the sparse
linear solver and the convergence rate. We can observe
that the mimetic methods has a good future
German A. Larrazabal
Universidad De Carabobo
Valencia-Venezuela
glarraza@uc.edu.ve
MS35
Mimetic Discretization of Elliptic Problems with
Full Tensor Coeﬃcients
This work concentrates on the Mimetic discretization of
elliptic partial diﬀerential equations (PDE), derived from
the application of Darcys law to ﬂows in Reservoir Simulation. Numerical solutions are obtained and discussed for
one-dimensional equations on uniform and irregular grids
and two-dimensional equations on uniform grids. The focal
point is to develop a scheme incorporated with the full tensor coeﬃcients on uniform grids in 2-D. The results of the
numerical examples are then compared to previous wellestablished methods. Based on its conservative properties
and global second order of accuracy, this Mimetic scheme
shows higher precision in the tests given, especially on the
boundaries.
Huy K. Vu
Spawar Systems Center
Huy Vu ¡huykhanhvu@yahoo.com¿
MS35
A Compatible Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian Discretization of the Magnetic Dynamo Equation
We are concerned with the simulation of coupled
electromagnetic-hydrodynamic-thermal systems, and we
have adopted an unstructured ﬁnite element Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation for this problem. The focus of this presentation is on the magnetic dynamo equation, which is a vector advection-diﬀusion equation with an
implied divergence-free constraint. We derive a variant of
constrained transport with ﬂux correction that is valid for
3D unstructured grids, the algorithm relies heavily upon
the compatible (mimetic) curl operator.
Daniel White
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
white37@llnl.gov
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MS36
Benchmarking Adaptive Multivariate Surrogate
Modeling Techniques
The increasing computational complexity of computer simulation codes and the need for high ﬁdelity simulation
of large scale systems, has caused cheap meta-models to
become standard practice in engineering design. Due to
their compact representation and eﬃcient implementation,
these surrogate models allow fast exploration of the design space and extensive what-if analysis. In this contribution we compare three multivariate surrogate modeling techniques: rational functions, multi-layer perceptrons
and support vector machines. Both predeﬁned functions
and real world engineering problems are used to check
the performance of the meta-models. The results reveal
the strengths and weaknesses of the diﬀerent metamodel
types and demonstrate the importance of adaptive metamodeling and sequential design.
Dirk Gorissen, Wouter Hendrickx, Tom B. Dhaene
University of Antwerp
dirk.gorissen@ua.ac.be,
wouter.hendrickx@ua.ac.be,
tom.dhaene@ua.ac.be
MS36
Structure-Preserving Model Reduction without
Using Explicit Projection
In recent years, there has been a lot of progress in Krylov
subspace-based structure-preserving model reduction of
large-scale linear dynamical systems. However, all existing methods ﬁrst generate a basis matrix of the underlying
Krylov subspace and then employ explicit projection using
some suitable partitioning of the basis matrix to obtain a
structure-preserving reduced-order model. There are two
major problems with the use of such explicit projections.
First, it requires the storage of the basis matrix, which
becomes prohibitive in the case of truly large-scale linear
dynamical systems. Second, the approximation properties
of the resulting structure-preserving reduced-order models
are far from optimal, and they show that the available degrees of freedom are not fully used. In this talk, we discuss
Krylov subspace-based recduction techniques that do not
require explicit projection and thus overcome the two major problems of projection methods.
Roland W. Freund
University of California, Davis
Department of Mathematics
freund@math.ucdavis.edu
MS36
All Levels Reduced Order Models of Passive Integrated Components
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Nanoelectronics
Simulation for nanoelectronics requires that circuit equations are coupled to electromagnetics, semiconductor equations, and involves heat transfer. Model Order Reduction
(MOR) is a means to speed up simulation. We discuss
approaches to generalize existing MOR techniques to be
applicable to the resulting system of (Partial) DiﬀerentialAlgebraic Equations. Also the inclusion of nonlinearity will
be taken into account. Experiences with several approaches
will be shown.
E. Jan W. ter Maten
NXP Semiconductors, Research, DMS-PDM
Jan.ter.Maten@NXP.com
Arie Verhoeven
Eindhoven University of Technology
a.verhoeven@tue.nl
Thomas Voss
Delft University of Technology
t.voss@tudelft.nl
Patricia Astrid
Shell Global Solutions, Amsterdam
p.astrid@shell.com
Tamara Bechtold
NXP Semiconductors, Research, DMS-PDM
tamara.bechtold@nxp.com
Evgenii Rudnyi
CADFEM GmbH
Graﬁng b. München
evgenii@rudnyi.ru
MS37
Scalability and Run Time Support Issues
Traditional approaches to implementing scalable applications are based on synchronous parallelism, which divides
an application into distinct phases of communication and
computation. However, in some cases an asynchronous
model is more appropriate. Such a model is better matched
to applications modeling asynchronous processes; it can
simplify the design of algorithms that tolerate communication delays by overlapping them with computation. This
talk will explore asynchronous programming techniques
currently under investigation and discuss experiences with
applications.
Scott B. Baden
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
University of California, San Diego
baden@ucsd.edu

Abstract not available at time of publication.
Wil Schilders
NXP Semiconductors, Research
w.h.a.schilders@tue.nl

MS37
On a Future Software Platform for Demanding
Multi-Scale and Multi-Physics Problems

Daniel Ioan
PUB - LMN, Romania
daniel@lmn.pub.ro

Demanding problems in computational biology and
medicine span a range of scales and involve many diﬀerent
types of mathematical models (for example, ODEs for cell
biology; PDEs for ﬂow, tissue deformation, and eletrical
signals). Successful software must ﬂexibly combine a variety of models and numerical techniques in legacy and new
codes. In this talk we propose a Python-based platform

MS36
Linear and Nonlinear Model Order Reduction for
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for future simulation software, where alternative legacy libraries (such as PETSc, Trilinos, DOLFIN, Diﬀpack) can
be invoked in convenient ways and where new optimized
code can be automatically generated. Examples on useful tools to realize such a platform will be given. We will
also demonstrate current progress with building complete
solvers.
Ola Skavhaug
Simula Research Laboratory
skavhaug@simula.no
Hans Petter Langtangen
Department of Scientiﬁc Computing
Simula Research Laboratory and University of Oslo
hpl@simula.no
Xing Cai
Simula Research Laboratory
1325 Lysaker, Norway
xingca@simula.no
Kent-Andre Mardal
University of Oslo
Department of Informatics,
kent-and@simula.no
MS37
Multi-Scale Computational Modeling of the Heart
Computational models of the heart can be integrative in
several important ways. In particular, multi-scale computational models aim to achieve structural integration across
physical scales of biomedical organization from molecule to
organism. We describe and illustrate a strategy for developing multi-scale models of the electromechanical properties of the heart that integrate across the following scales:
DAE network models of the biophysical mechanisms of cell
excitation and contractile processes and their biochemical regulation. Structurally based constitutive models of
multi-cellular tissue electrical and mechanical properties.
PDE continuum models of cardiac wall mechanics and electrical impulse propagation in anatomically detailed models
of the ventricles Closed loop systems models of pulmonary
and systemic circulatory dynamics.
Andrew D. McCulloch
Department of Bioengineering
University of California San Diego
amcculloch@ucsd.edu
Stuart Campbell
UCSD Bioengineering
sgcampbe@ucsd.edu
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transmitter molecules during synaptic transmission. Calcium imaging can be used to visualize spatiotemporal
changes that occur with nerve stimulation, and electrophysiological recordings can provide a readout of resulting
neurotransmitter release. To understand the biophysical
coupling between the two, we have created a 3-D model of
the nerve active zone, the region from which neurotransmitter is released. The model is based on anatomical data
from electron microscopy, was created with computer-aided
design software, and subsequently was imported into the
MCell/DReAMM environment for spatially realistic microphysiological simulations (www.mcell.psc.edu). Using
a variety of experimental constraints and validations, we
simulate stimulus-driven calcium inﬂux and binding within
an entire active zone using Monte Carlo diﬀusion-reaction
algorithms. We thus are able to predict important spatial
and chemical kinetic relationships between voltage-gated
calcium channels, synaptic vesicles, calcium binding sites,
and neurotransmitter release. Model predictions then can
be tested using experimental (pharmacological) perturbations that change the incoming calcium signal in diﬀerent
ways. This combination of experiment and spatially realistic Monte Carlo modeling yields insights that cannot be
obtained in other ways, and that illustrate physiologically
important design principles for high sensitivity, ﬁdelity,
and adaptability of neurotransmitter release. Supported
by NIH R01 GM068630 and P41 RR06009.
Joel R. Stiles
Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center
Carnegie Mellon University
stiles@psc.edu
MS38
A Multilevel Optimization Approach to PDEConstrained Optimization
We examine an approach to the design of complex systems
governed by coupled PDE. The term multilevel refers to
the optimization problem formulation, the solution algorithm and the use of several layers of models in representing a particular discipline at various stages of design. We
investigate analytical and computational properties of the
approach and examine a numerical demonstration.
Natalia Alexandrov
NASA Langley Research Center
n.alexandrov@nasa.gov
MS38
Optimal Control of Elliptic Variational Inequalities

MS37
Design Principles of Neurotransmitter Release during Synaptic Transmission: Calcium Imaging, Electrophysiology, and Spatially Realistic Monte Carlo
Simulations

The class of control problems considered in this talk falls
into the area of mathematical programs with complementarity constraints (MPCCs) in function space. These
problems typically violate classical constraint qualiﬁcations
(such as the Mangasarian-Fromovitz constraint qualiﬁcation) and, hence, the existence of (Lagrange) multipliers
does not follow from standard theory. In this talk, based
on a relaxation scheme for the complementarity constraint
we derive ﬁrst order optimality characterizations, which,
after passing to the limit, provide ﬁrst order conditions for
the MPCC. Then an algorithmic framework is presented
which is based on a Moreau- Yosida-based path-following
concept in order to deal with poor multiplier regularity.
The talk ends by a report on numerical results.

Intracellular calcium is tightly regulated and is critical to
many processes, including nerve-evoked release of neuro-

Michael Hintermueller
University of Graz

Roy Kerckhoﬀs
UCSD
Department of Bioengineering
roy@bioeng.ucsd.edu
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Austria
michael.hintermueller@uni-graz.at
MS38
Solution of Optimal Control Problems Arising in
the Modeling and Design of Semiconductors
Optimization problems governed by the drift–diﬀusion
equations that arise in the modeling of semiconductor devices present many algorithmic and analytic challenges.
The ﬁrst part of the talk focuses on algorithmic issues
in solving a real–world large–scale semiconductor design
problem, in particular the use of a novel trust–region SQP
algorithm that allows inexact (e.g. iterative) linear system
solves. The second part addresses analytic issues related
to the fact that the objective functionals of interest involve
ﬂux terms, which have fundamentally diﬀerent discrete representations depending on which FE scheme is used for the
discretization of the underlying PDEs.
Denis Ridzal
Sandia National Laboratories
dridzal@sandia.gov
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the sense that they obey a discrete Stokes theorem. Furthermore, the invariants of DeRham homology groups are
preserved in a discrete sense, which allows, among other
things, for an elementary calculation of the kernel of the
discrete Laplacian. The key components of the framework
are a restriction operator deﬁned by the DeRham map
and a consistent reconstruction operator. We show that
many of the existing compatible discretizations by ﬁnite
elements, ﬁnite volumes and ﬁnite diﬀerences are obtained
from the framework by speciﬁc choices of the reconstruction operator. This opens up an attractive possibility to
develop a common convergence and stability analysis for a
broad range of discrete models.
Pavel Bochev
Sandia National Laboratories
Computational Math and Algorithms
pbboche@sandia.gov
MS39
Stabilized Lagrangian Hydrodynamics

Mikhail Shashkov, Hyung T. Ahn
Los Alamos National Laboratory
shashkov@lanl.gov, htahn@lanl.gov

A new SUPG-stabilized formulation for Lagrangian Hydrodynamics of materials satisfying the Mie-Grüneisen
class of constitutive laws is presented [(Guglielmo Scovazzi, Mark A. Christon, Thomas J. R. Hughes, and John
N. Shadid, ”Stabilized shock hydrodynamics: I. A Lagrangian method”, (accepted, Computer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, 2006),Guglielmo Scovazzi, ”Stabilized shock hydrodynamics: II. Design and
physical interpretation of the SUPG operator for Lagrangian computations”, (accepted, Computer Methods in
Applied Mechanics and Engineering, 2006).]. The proposed
method can be used in conjunction with simplex-type (triangular/tetrahedral) meshes, as well as the more commonly used brick-type (quadrilateral/hexahedral) meshes.
Simplex-type meshes oﬀer signiﬁcant advantages in the automatic mesh generation process, and they are usually preferred in multi-physics problems involving radiation eﬀects.
The proposed method results in a globally conservative
formulation, in which equal-order interpolation (P1 or Q1
isoparametric ﬁnite elements) is applied to velocities, displacements, and thermodynamic variables, namely pressure. As a direct consequence, a natural representation
of the pressure gradient on element interiors bypasses all
problematic issues related to pressure gradient reconstruction, typical of standard, cell-centered, multidimensional
hydrocode implementations. SUPG stabilization in the
Lagrangian context involves speciﬁc design requirements
such as Galilean invariance [Guglielmo Scovazzi, ”A discourse on Galilean invariance, SUPG stabilization, and the
variational multiscale framework”, (accepted, Computer
Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering, 2006).],
an overlooked aspect in the literature on the subject. A
discontinuity capturing operator in the form of a Noh-type
viscosity with artiﬁcial heat ﬂux is used to preserve stability and smoothness of the solution in the shock regions.
Numerical results for the Euler equations of gas dynamics
will be presented.

MS39
Mimetic Discretization Methods

Mark Christon
Los Alamos National Laboratories
christon@lanl.gov

MS38
Approximate Reduced SQP Approaches for Aerodynamic Shape Optimization
Aerodynamic shape optimization is still a challenging subject. Recently, novel highly eﬃcient algorithms based on
approximate reduced SQP methods have been developed.
Numerical results for practical problems provided by DLR
Germany within the joint eﬀort MEGADESIGN are presented as well as theoretical insights.
Volker H. Schulz
Department of Mathematics, University of Trier
schulzv@uni-trier.de
MS39
3D Multi-Material Interface Reconstruction with
General Polyhedral Meshes
We present a 3D volume tracking multi-material interface reconstruction algorithm for general polyhedral
meshes. Multiple piecewise linear interfaces are reconstructed within polyhedral cells containing more than two
materials. Second order accurate interface reconstruction
algorithms, such as LVIRA and MoF, are applied for general polyhedral mesh environment. Multi-material ordering algorithms are presented for proper sequence of interface reconstruction. For maximum ﬂexibility of handling
complex geometries as well as arbitrary mesh motion, general polyhedral meshes are utilized.

Compatible discretizations are model reduction techniques
to replace PDE’s by algebraic equations that mimic their
fundamental structural properties. We provide a common
framework for such discretizations using algebraic topology
to guide our analysis. This results in discrete notions of differentiation and integration that are mutually consistent in

John Shadid
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, NM
jnshadi@sandia.gov
Guglielmo Scovazzi
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Sandia National Laboratories
gscovaz@sandia.gov
Thomas J. R. Hughes
ICES, The University of Texas at Austin
hughes@ices.utexas.edu
MS39
Closure Models for Mixed Cells in Multi-Material
Flow Simulations
High-speed multi-material ﬂows with strong shear deformations occur in many problems. Due to the nature of
shock wave propagation in complex materials, the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) methods are currently
the only proven technology to solve such problems. In ALE
methods, the mesh does not move with the ﬂuid, and so
it is unavoidable that mixed cells containing two or more
materials will appear, and special closure model is needed
for such cells.
Misha Shashkov
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Group T-7, MS B284
shashkov@lanl.gov
MS40
Computational Studies of Nematic Liquid Crystalline Polymers in Planar Shear Flow
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Carlos J. Garcia-Cerver
UCSB
cgarcia@math.ucsb.edu
MS40
Numerical Results on Flow-Driven Responses for
Anisotropic Nematic Liquid Crystals and Particle
Suspensions
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Qi Wang
Florida State University
Department of Mathematics
wang@math.fsu.edu
MS40
Comprehensive Study of 2D Nematic Polymers Under a Shear
We study the behavior of 2D nematic polymers under s
shear of arbitrary magnitude. When the shear is weak,
the previous asymptotic analysis showed that there exists
a threshold (U0) for the normalized polymer concentration
(U) such that for U¡U0 the polymer orientation distribution converges to a steady state; for U¿U0 the polymer
orientation distribution tumbles and does not converge to
a steady state. Numerical results show that as the magnitude of the shear increases the magnitude of the threshold
also increases. We will discuss the change of U0 and the
change in behaviors of the polymer orientation distribution
as the magnitude of the shear increases.
Hongyun Wang
University of California, Santa Cruz
hongwang@soe.ucsc.edu
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MS40
Anchoring-Induced Texture and Shear Banding of
Nematic Polymers in Shear Cells
We numericall explore texture and shear banding of nematic polymers in shear cells, allowing for one-dimensional
morphology in the gap between parallel plates. We solve
the coupled Navier-Stokes and Doi-Marrucci-Greco orientation tensor model, considering both conﬁned orientation
in the plane of shear and full orientation tensor degrees of
freedom. This formulation makes contact with a large literature on analytical and numerical as well as experimental
studies of nematic polymer texture and ﬂow feedback.
Qi Wang
Florida State University
Tallahassee, FL 32306
wang@mail.math.fsu.edu
M. Gregory Forest
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27599
forest@amath.unc.edu
Hong Zhou
Department of Applied Mathematics
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA
hzhou@nps.edu
MS41
A One-Dimensional Conservative Method to Track
Discontinuities in a Compressible Medium
We present a multi-ﬂuid method where a moving interface
cuts out time-varying control volumes. A consistent ﬁnitevolume discretization is derived by applying the divergence
theorem in space and time, and the resulting method is
fully conservative even at the discontinuities. The truncation errors are expected to be ﬁrst-order at the interface,
which is one order higher than conventional methods. Both
shock waves and contact discontinuities are presented as
possible interfaces in the results. UCRL-ABS-223489.
Caroline Gatti-Bono, David Trebotich
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
cbono@llnl.gov, trebotich1@llnl.gov
Phillip Colella
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
PColella@lbl.gov
MS41
A Second-Order Accurate Level Set Method on
Non-Graded Adaptive Cartesian Grids
We will present a level set method on non-graded adaptive
Cartesian grids, i.e. grids for which the ratio between adjacent cells is not constrained. We use quadtree and octree
data structures to represent the grid and a simple algorithm to generate meshes with the ﬁnest resolution at the
interface. In particular, we will present (1) a locally third
order accurate reinitialization scheme that transforms an
arbitrary level set function into a signed distance function,
(2) a second order accurate semi-Lagrangian methods to
evolve the linear level set advection equation under an externally generated velocity ﬁeld, (3) a second order accurate upwind method to evolve the nonlinear level set equation under a normal velocity as well as to extrapolate scalar
quantities across an interface in the normal direction, and
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(4) a semi-implicit scheme to evolve the interface under
mean curvature. Combined, we obtain a level set method
on adaptive Cartesian grids with a negligible mass loss. We
will exemplify the performance of the method in two and
three spatial dimensions.
Frederic Gibou
UC Santa Barbara
fgibou@engineering.ucsb.edu
Chohong Min
Department of Mathematics
University of California
chohong@math.ucsb.edu
MS41
A Volume-of-Fluid Method for Compressible Multiphase (Resolved) Flow
A ﬁnite volume method will be presented for the modeling of compressible ﬂows consisting of multiple spatiallyresolved material phases. The approach uses well-known
high-order Godunov methods to advance individual material regions. Interfaces are reconstructed from volume-ofﬂuid ﬁelds advected with velocities obtained from interfacial 2-material Riemann problems. Cut cell conservation
and stability is maintained with the mass-redistribution
formalism. This approach is stable and globally O(h) for
characteristic variables. Example solid-solid-vacuum calculations in 3d will be presented. The convergence properties
will motivate higher-order methods being developed by C.
Bono and P. Colella.
Gregory H. Miller
UC Davis & LBNL
grgmiller@ucdavis.edu
Phillip Colella
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
PColella@lbl.gov
MS41
A N-Dimensional
Method

Conservative

Jingjie Liu
SUNY at Stony Brook
jingjie@ams.sunysb.edu
James G. Glimm
SUNY at Stony Brook
Dept of Applied Mathematics
glimm@ams.sunysb.edu
Xiaolin Li
Department of Applied Math and Stat

MS42
Veriﬁcation Analysis of NNSA Tri-Lab Test Suite
Problems
Three DOE laboratories identiﬁed test problems used to
evaluate hydrocode performance. We describe error models used in these assessments and propose how they could
be expanded. Automated analysis of two- and threedimensional problems provide results on how well hydrocodes retain ﬁdelity to the underlying physics when motions and gradients are not grid-aligned. We include an
assessment of whether solutions using an adaptive mesh
reﬁnement algorithm are as accurate as solutions on corresponding uniform grids.
James Kamm, Frank Timmes, Francois Hemez
Los Alamos National Laboratory
kammj@lanl.gov, timmes@lanl.gov, hemez@lanl.gov
MS42
Code Veriﬁcation for Astrophysical Simulation
Codes
Veriﬁcation of astrophysical simulation codes poses unique
challenges. Codes may have to solve equations that describe the dynamics of matter, radiation, magnetic ﬁelds,
and the gravitational ﬁeld. It is important that each of
these components be veriﬁed using standard techniques
appropriate for speciﬁc sets of equations, e.g. the Euler
equations. Veriﬁcation of the coupled sets of equations is
equally important. We will discuss veriﬁcation of astrophysical simulation codes and areas where more work is
needed.
Doug Swesty
SUNY at Stony Brook
Dept. of Physics & Astronomy
dswesty@mail.astro.sunysb.edu

Front-Tracking

We present a N-dimensional conservative interface tracking
algorithm with a convex hull control volume reconstruction
method based on a grid-based space-time interface. The
algorithm is derived from an integral formulation of PDEs.
Near tracked discontinuities in the solution, the proposed
algorithm improves by one order in its errors commonly
found near a discontinuity.
Zhiliang Xu
University of Notre Dame
zxu2@nd.edu

SUNY at Stony Brook
linli@ams.sunysb.edu

MS42
Qualitative and Quantitative Accuracy of the Lattice Boltzmann Method
Many methods have been developed to study hydrodynamics. While very accurate, some approaches require
laborious set-up and suﬀer from computational complexities, such as, frequent re-meshing. The lattice Boltzmann
method, a discretized form of the Boltzmann Transport
Equation, has shown promise for solving complex ﬂuid
problems. A brief overview of the method is presented
and results are compared with theory and other established computational methods. Examples include porous
media and particulate ﬂows, natural convection, and microﬂuidics.
Todd Weisgraber, David Clague
Lawrence Livermore Nat’l Lab
weisgraber2@llnl.gov, clague1@llnl.gov
MS42
Veriﬁcation of Multiphysics Codes
We will present results of a formal a veriﬁcation eﬀort of
a multi-physics code through use of observed spatial and
temporal order-of-accuracy. Formal veriﬁcation requires
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development of appropriate test cases targeting important
codes modules, construction and review of input decks for
the code, and grid reﬁnement studies. We will discuss decision points in the formal veriﬁcation and outline advantages and disadvantages of each choice. This work was
performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of
Energy by University of California Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract W-7405-Eng-48.
Carol S. Woodward
Lawrence Livermore Nat’l Lab
cswoodward@llnl.gov
Kambiz Salari
Lawrence Livermore Nat’l Lab
CASC
salari@llnl.gov
Steve Anderson
Lawrence Livermore Nat’l Lab
anderson28@llnl.gov
MS43
New Approaches to Optical Flow and Digital Inpainting
In this talk, new formulation for the optical ﬂow problem
and digital inpainting problem are presented. For determining optical ﬂows, an optimal control approach is presented where the velocity ﬁeld are interpreted as bilinear
control functions of the optimal control problem of tracking
a sequence of given frames. This approach was originally
proposed in A. Borz, K. Ito, and K. Kunisch, SIAM J. Sci.
Comput., 24(3) (2002), 818-847. For digital inpainting, a
new approach based on the solution of a Ginzburg–Landau
equation is discussed. This approach was ﬁrst proposed
in H. Grossauer and O. Scherzer, Scale Space Methods
in Computer Vision, Lecture Notes in Computer Science
2695, Springer, 2003.
Alﬁo Borzì
University of Graz
Institute for Mathematics and Scientiﬁc Computing
alﬁo.borzi@uni-graz.at
MS43
Super Fast OcTree Representations
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Eldad Haber
Emory University
Dept of Math and CS
haber@mathcs.emory.edu
MS43
Registration and Intensity Correction
In many medical applications, registration and intensity
correction problems do intertwine. We propose a new
methodological framework for a joint registration and intensity correction (RIC). This framework is based on minimization of a joint energy J with various degrees of freedom. The essential advantages of the RIC approach are:
combination of registration and intensity correction into
one uniﬁed framework and thus joint minimization. The
performance of the RIC approach is demonstrated on a
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variety of applications ranging from MRI to histology.
Jan Modersitzki
University of Luebeck, Germany
Institute of Mathematics
modersit@math.mu-luebeck.de
MS43
Volume Preserving Image Registration
There exist many instances particularly in medical imaging
which demand for registration. Many applications require
that the transformation that deforms the template image
has to be one-to-one. We force bijectivity by controlling
the change of volume of the transformation and present
variational techniques to prove the existence of a minimizing element of this constrained optimization problem. Furthermore we propose conditions on registration functionals
that guarantee the existence of minimizing elements.
Christiane Pöschl
University of Innsbruck
Institute of Computer Science
mailto:Christiane.Poeschl@uibk.ac.at
Jan Modersitzki
Luebeck University
modersitzki@math.uni-luebeck.de
Otmar Scherzer
University Innsbruck
otmar.scherzer@uibk.ac.at
MS44
Computing Viscoelastic Fluid Flows at High Weissenberg Number
The numerical simulation of viscoelastic ﬂuid ﬂow becomes
more diﬃcult as a physical parameter, the Weissenberg
number, increases. Speciﬁcally, for a given discretization
scheme and set of problem parameters, standard nonlinear
solution approaches fail to converge beyond a critical value
of the Weissenberg number. In this talk we discuss the
steady-state Johnson-Segalman model for viscoelastic ﬂuid
ﬂow and the high Weissenberg number problem. We examine the behavior of computed solutions near the critical
Weissenberg value, and investigate approaches to computing solutions at and above the critical Weissenberg number.
Hyesuk Lee
Clemson University
Dep. of Mathematical Sciences
hklee@clemson.edu
Vincent J. Ervin, Jason Howell
Clemson University
vjervin@clemson.edu, howell4@clemson.edu
MS44
Numerical Approximation of a Non-Linear Generalized Newtonian Fluid with Defective Boundary
Conditions
We study the numerical approximation of a non-linear generalized Newtonian ﬂuid where only the ﬂow rates are speciﬁed for the inﬂow and outﬂow boundaries. A variational
formulation of the problem is developed based on the Lagrange multipliers rule in order to enforce the stated ﬂow
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rates. Existence and uniqueness of the solution to the
continuous, and discrete, variational formulation will be
shown. An error estimate for the numerical approximation
and some numerical results will be discussed.
Hyesuk Lee
Clemson University
Dep. of Mathematical Sciences
hklee@clemson.edu
Vincent J. Ervin
Clemson University
vjervin@clemson.edu
MS44
Advances in MHD Flow Simulation
Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is the theory of the macroscopic interaction of electrically conducting ﬂuids with a
magnetic ﬁeld. It is of importance in connection with many
engineering problems such as plasma conﬁnement, liquidmetal cooling of nuclear reactors, the CZ crystal growth
process, and electromagnetic casting. In the viscous incompressible case, MHD ﬂow is governed by the NavierStokes equations and the pre-Maxwell equations giving rise
to challenging problems of mathematical analysis and numerical approximation. We will discuss recent advances in
MHD ﬂow simulation.
Amnon J. Meir
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Auburn University
ajm@auburn.edu
Kang Jin, Paul Schmidt
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
Auburn University
jinkang@auburn.edu, pgs@auburn.edu
MS44
Index Reduction Approaches for Feedback Control
of the Navier-Stokes Equations
Linear feedback control is considered for large systems of
diﬀerential algebraic equations arising from discretization
of saddle point problems. Necessary conditions are derived
by applying the Maximum Principle and have the form of
constrained Riccati equations. We consider two approaches
for solving the feedback control problem as well as practical numerical methods. Numerical studies using examples
derived from a constrained heat equation and the Stokes
equation demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the approaches
we consider.
Miroslav Stoyanov
Department of Mathematics
Virginia Tech
stoyanov@math.vt.edu
MS45
Moderator
Christopher Johnson
University of Utah
Department of Computer Science
crj@sci.utah.edu
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MS46
Patterns on Growing Square Domains Via Mode
Interaction
We consider reaction-diﬀusion systems on growing square
domains with Neumann boundary conditions (NBC). As
suggested by numerical simulations, we study the simpler
problem of mode interactions in steady-state bifurcation
problems with both translational symmetry and square
symmetry, combined with the symmetry constraint imposed by NBC. We show that the transition between diﬀerent types of squares can be generically continuous. Also, we
show that transitions between squares and stripes can occur generically via a jump, via steady-states or via steadystates and time-periodic states. We point out some diﬀerences between stable patterns in the NBC problem and in
the periodic boundary conditions problem. This is joint
work with Martin Golubitsky.
Adela Comanici
Rice University
adelanc@math.vt.edu
MS46
Modelling the Origin of Pattern in Naevoid Skin
Disease: A Survey of Recent Results
A diﬀusing system of interacting chemical species restricted
to the ectodermal surface of the primitive embryo is shown,
via a two-species reaction-diﬀusion mdoel, to be capable
of generating spatial inhomogeneity of chemical concentration. Depending on local concentrations, these chemical ”pre-patterns” can then act as centres of organisation
via genetic switching, chemotaxis or diﬀerential rates of
growth. It is suggested the process may account for the origin of the patchiness of naevoid skin disease. Many types of
morphologies - from simple unilateral asymmetries to linesof-Blaschko-like - can be generated by this simple and universal scheme. Here some recent results are reported and
the implications for the pathogenesis of mosaic skin disease
is discussed.
Stephen Gilmore
Senior Lecturer, Department of Medicine (Dermatology),
St Vincent’s Hospital, Victoria, Australia
sjgilmore@bigpond.com
MS46
Title Not Available at Time of Publication
Abstract not available at time of publication.
John Lowengrub
Department of Mathematics
University of California at Irvine
lowengrb@math.uci.edu
MS46
Numerical Solutions of Reaction-Diﬀusion Systems
on Continuously Growing Domains
We examine the implications of mesh structure on numerically computed solutions of a reaction-diﬀusion model system on two-dimensional growing domains. The incorporation of domain growth creates an additional parameter –
the grid-point velocity – which greatly inﬂuences the selection of certain symmetric solutions for the ADI ﬁnite
diﬀerence scheme. Domain growth coupled with grid-point
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velocity stabilises certain patterns which are unstable to
any kind of mesh perturbation.

ulhetma@sandia.gov

Anotida Madzvamuse
University of Sussex
Dept of Mathematics
a.madzvamuse@sussex.ac.uk

MS47
Improvement of Remapped
Mesquite in ALE Applications

MS47
Simulation of Magneto-Hydrodynamic Physics
Associated with Evolving Interfaces Via ALEGRA/MESQUITE

Meshes

Using

Adaptive Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) techniques are commonly used in numerical simulations of multidimensional
ﬂuid ﬂow. ALE methods typically use relatively simple
geometric approaches to combat deteriorating mesh quality as the number of remaps increase. In these schemes,
there are often no barriers to mesh element inversions and
solution behaviors are neglected which may lead to inaccuracies. To help address these issues, we apply the
optimization-based approaches in the Mesquite mesh quality improvement software library to a particular ALE hydrodynamics code. We show that this approach preserves
large-scale features of the remapping, honors ﬁxed internal
and boundary nodes, and prevents element inversion.

Simulation of physics associated with severe deformations
and evolving interfaces may be treated with Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) techniques. The use of a Lagrangian interface and evolving ALE regions introduces a
number of challenges for ALE mesh smoothing. We explore the application of the MESQUITE library to address
some of these issues. Speciﬁcally, we discuss several important ALEGRA-HEDP simulations where MESQUITE was
employed to improve the usability of ALEGRA relative to
more traditional approaches. *Sandia is a multi-program
laboratory operated by Sandia Corporation, a Lockheed
Martin Company, for the United States Department of
Energys National Nuclear Security Administration under
contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.

Craig Kapfer
Lawrence Livermore National Lab
ckapfer@llnl.gov

Thomas Voth, Christopher Garasi, Michael Brewer
Sandia National Laboratory
tevoth@sandia.gov,
cjgaras@sandia.gov,
mbrewer@sandia.gov

MS48
Hierarchical Model Reduction of Structured Matrices

MS47
Using Mesquite in Distributed Memory Applications
We discuss the development of an infrastructure that supports the use of Mesquite mesh quality improvement algorithms in distributed memory applications. We start with
the application’s decomposition of the mesh data and use
an iterative process to select independent sets of vertices
to resposition in each pass. We experiment with a mix of
local and global techniques from Mesquite and report on
the scalability and performance or our methods.
Lori A. Diachin
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
diachin2@llnl.gov
Craig Kapfer
Lawrence Livermore National Lab
ckapfer@llnl.gov
MS47
R-Adaptivity Using Finite Element Theoretical Error Bounds
Mesh quality is critical for accuracy in the numerical solution of partial diﬀerential equations. In this talk, we
will review brieﬂy theoretical bounds for the ﬁnite element
analysis. We will emphasize the role of mesh quality in
these theoretical bounds. Then we will discuss how these
theoretical results can inﬂuence the design of mesh optimization algorithms by vertex repositioning. Numerical
examples will illustrate the performance of this approach.
Ulrich L. Hetmaniuk
Sandia National Laboratories

Lori A. Diachin
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
diachin2@llnl.gov

The talk concentrates on the treatment of (large) structured matrices in general, and in particular on matrices
that have multiple hierarchical structure of the semi separable type. Such matrices occur e.g. in bulk or surface
ﬁnite-element like systems, encountered in solving partial
diﬀerential equations in the direct form or as integrals with
a Green’s function. In the 1D case the resulting structure
is invariably close to semi-separable matrix, and there exists a well developed theory of model reduction for this
case (which will be reviewed). In higher dimensions, the
situation is much more complicated, but not hopeless. The
problem gets its richest expression when one considers eﬃcient methods for matrix inversion, in which the hierarchical structure of the original matrix is exploited to obtain
eﬃciency. We give a survey of techniques that can be used
to handle this case, develop some theory on the model reduction properties that can be obtained and illustrate the
methods by example.
Patrick DeWilde
Delft Univ of Technology
Faculty EWI
dewilde@cobalt.et.tudelft.nl
MS48
PPV-HB: Harmonic Balance for Oscillator/PLL
Phase Macromodels
Oscillators feature unboundedly increasing phase characteristics when perturbed by external signals, making standard harmonic balance (HB) inapplicable to their phase
macromodels. In this talk, we rectify this situation by
presenting a novel extension of HB that is capable of
handling oscillator phase macromodels. Key to the new
method, termed PPV-HB, is a formulation that separates
unboundedly increasing terms of phase characteristics from
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nonlinear programming problems. This nonlinear interior
point framework allows straightforward customization of
the linear algebra data structures and calculation routines.
A parallel Schur-complement decomposition has been implemented and scaleup results are demonstrated on a real
dynamic parameter estimation problem.

bounded, periodic components. PPV-HB can be used not
only on individual oscillators, but crucially, it enables the
application of HB-like techniques for simulating systemlevel equation systems composed of higher-level macromodels of blocks. We validate PPV-HB on individual oscillators
and a PLL system, demonstrating perfect matches with
transient simulation using phase macromodels. Speedups
of 1-2 orders of magnitude are obtained, in addition to
speedups of another 2-3 orders of magnitude that stem
from using macromodels as opposed to full circuit simulation.

Carl Laird
Chemical Engineering
Carnegie Mellon University
claird@andrew.cmu.edu

Ting Mei
University of Minnesota
ECE Department
meiting@ece.umn.edu

Victor Zavala, Lorenz Biegler
Chemical Engineering
Carnegie Mellon University
vzavala@andrew.cmu.edu, lb01@andrew.cmu.edu

MS48
Model-Compiler Driven Model Order Reduction
and VLSI Circuit Simulation

MS49
Inexact Primal-Dual Methods for Constrained Optimization

Abstract not available at time of publication.

Very large constrained optimization problems, such as
those arising in PDE-constrained optimization, can be
solved using inexact methods in which the search direction is computed using iterative linear algebra techniques.
To make such an approach robust for nonlinear problems,
it is necessary to know when an approximate solution of
the primal-dual system makes suﬃcient progress toward
optimality. In this talk we consider conditions that ensure global convergence using models of an exact penalty
function.

Richard Shi
University of Washington, Seattle
cjshi@u.washington.edu
MS48
Direct Methods for Model Order Reduction of RC
Circuits
In this presentation we will introduce direct techniques,
as opposed to iterative (projection based) techniques, for
simpliﬁcation of very large RC circuits arising during the
electrical modeling of integrated circuits. The principal advantage of such techniques is to stay closer to the electrical
domain, rather than loosing essential properties related to
the physics of the problem as a result of the mathematical
process. As a result, the so-called realization problem is
avoided or alleviated.
Nick van der Meijs
Delft University of Technology
nick@cobalt.et.tudelft.nl
MS49
Iterative Methods for
strained Optimization

Nonconvex

PDE

Con-

Interior methods are proposed for the numerical solution of
general nonlinear PDE-constrained optimization problems.
The talk will focus on methods based on sequential unconstrained optimization and the use of multilevel preconditioned iterative methods for the constituent linear systems.
Based on joint work with Randolph Bank, Anders Forsgren
and Joshua Griﬃn.
Philip E. Gill
University of California, San Diego
Department of Mathematics
pgill@ucsd.edu
MS49
Parallel Solution of Large-Scale Nonlinear Parameter Estimation Problems with IPOPT
We present the next generation version of IPOPT with capabilities for eﬃcient parallel solution of large, structured

Richard H. Byrd
University of Colorado
richard@cs.colorado.edu
Frank E. Curtis
Northwestern University
fecurt@gmail.com
Jorge Nocedal
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Northwestern University
nocedal@eecs.northwestern.edu
MS49
Primal Dual Interior Point Methods for PDE Constrained Optimization
Primal-dual interior-point methods have proven to be very
eﬃcient in the context of large scale nonlinear programming. In this talk, we present a convergence analysis of a
primal-dual interior-point method for PDE-constrained optimization in an appropriate function space setting. Considered are optimal control problems with control constraints in Lp . It is shown that the developed primal-dual
interior-point method converges globally and locally superlinearly. Not only the L∞ -setting is analyzed, but also a
more involved Lq -analysis, q < ∞, is presented. In L∞ ,
the set of feasible controls contains interior points and the
Fréchet diﬀerentiability of the perturbed optimality system can be shown. In the Lq -setting, which is highly relevant for PDE-constrained optimization, these nice properties are no longer available. Nevertheless, using reﬁned
techniques, a convergence analysis can be carried out. In
particular, two-norm techniques and a smoothing step are
required. Numerical results are presented.
Michael Ulbrich
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Technical University of Munich
Chair of Mathematical Optimization
mulbrich@ma.tum.de
Stefan Ulbrich
Technische Universitaet Darmstadt
Fachbereich Mathematik
ulbrich@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de
MS50
A Novel In Silico Approach For De Novo Protein
Design
The primary objective in de novo protein design is to determine the amino acid sequences which are compatible with
speciﬁc template backbone structures that may be rigid
or ﬂexible. It is of fundamental importance since it addresses the mapping of the space of amino acid sequences to
known protein folds or postulated/putative protein folds.
It is also of signiﬁcant practical importance since it can
lead to the improved design of inhibitors, design of novel
sequences with better stability, design of catalytic sites of
enzymes, and drug discovery. The de novo protein design
problem involves three key decisions: (a) the deﬁnition of
the template backbone structure; (b) the sequence selection; and (c) the validation of the fold speciﬁcity and fold
stability. The template backbone structure can be (i) a
single rigid backbone (e.g., the average NMR structure for
a protein); (ii) a set of rigid backbone structures (e.g., all
NMR structures for a protein or a discrete number of randomly selected rigid structures based on some algorithmic
procedure or a discrete set of rigid structures based on a
parameterization of the backbone); or (iii) a ﬂexible backbone structure deﬁned by lower and upper bounds on the
distances between the alpha carbon atoms and the backbone dihedral angles. It is apparent that true backbone
template ﬂexibility is reﬂected in (iii) since it allows for
all possible combinations of distances and backbone dihedral angles within their speciﬁed ranges, while (ii) considers only a small subset of ﬂexible structures, and (i) is
restricted to a single structure only. In this presentation,
we will discuss a novel two stage approach which takes into
account explicitly the ﬂexibility of the templates. The ﬁrst
stage addresses the in silico sequence selection problem via
a novel mathematical modeling and optimization approach
which corresponds to the class of quadratic assignment-like
models. It will be shown that these models can be solved
to global optimality rigorously. The second stage addresses
the fold speciﬁcity by performing structure prediction calculations using atomistic level force ﬁelds and the ﬁrst
principles approach, Astro-Fold. The probabilities of each
sequence to fold speciﬁcally to the ﬂexible templates are
calculated. The theoretical prediction results for several
systems that include variants of Compstatin, human beta
defensins, C3a, and gp41 of HIV-1 virus will be presented.
Chris Floudas
Department of Chemical Engineering
Princeton University
ﬂoudas@titan.princeton.edu
MS50
Optimization with Categorical or Integer Variables
Many optimal design applications are modeled using categorical variables, that are not integers, and express for
example material choices. Such models do not allow standard optimization techniques to be used, leading scientists
to use heuristic search procedures. We show, that categor-
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ical variables can be modeled using standard 0-1 variables.
We illustrate our approach on a thermal insulation system,
which has a number of insulators of diﬀerent materials (the
categorical variables) to minimize the heat ﬂow.
Sven Leyﬀer
Argonne National Laboratory
leyﬀer@mcs.anl.gov
Kumar Abhishek
Lehigh University
abhishek@mcs.anl.gov
MS50
Optimizing Sensor Placement for Municipal Water
Network Security
We wish to optimally place sensors in water networks to
minimize expected damage due to intentional or accidental contamination. We track the movement of contamination through a network using a simulator. In its simplest
form, placing sensors to detect a suite of events is a pmedian problem. We describe integer programming models and heuristics for eﬀectively solving full-scale problems.
We discuss modiﬁcations to address uncertainties in impact values, contamination event distribution, objective,
and sensor performance.
Cynthia Phillips
Sandia National Laboratories
caphill@sandia.gov
MS50
Vulnerability Analysis on The Electric Power Grid
We present our work on detecting the vulnerabilities of
the electric power system, i.e., a small group of lines that
can cause a signiﬁcant blackout, if they fail concurrently.
We model the problem as a mixed integer nonlinear optimization problem, and our analysis on the structure of an
optimal solution reveals a reduction to a pure combinatorial problem, which enables us to adopt graph theoretical
techniques. In this talk, we will present our formulations,
algorithms, and experimental results.
Chao Yang
Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
CYang@lbl.gov
Ali Pinar
Lawrence Berkeley Lab
apinar@lbl.gov
Juan C. Meza
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
JCMeza@lbl.gov
Vaibhav Donde
Environmental Energy Technologies Division
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
vdonde@lbl.gov
Bernard Lesieutre
LBNL
BCLesieutre@lbl.gov
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MS51
Optimization for Wave Propagation Problems:
From the Design of Acoustic Components to Microwave Tomography
We consider several diﬀerent optimization problems that
involve waves interacting with geometric details of dimensions comparable with the wavelength. One example concerns the design of devices that eﬃciently transmit and
favorably distribute acoustic energy in the far ﬁeld, such
as acoustic horns designed using shape optimization techniques, or more general acoustic labyrinths designed utilizing topology optimization methods. A second example
concerns microwave tomography, that is, the reconstruction of illuminated objects permittivity distribution.
Martin Berggren
Department of Information Technology, Uppsala
University,
The Swedish Defence Research Agency
martin.berggren@it.uu.se
Rajitha Udawalpola, Eddie Wadbro
Department of Information Technology
Uppsala University
rajitha.udawalpola@it.uu.se, eddie.wadbro@it.uu.se
MS51
Hamilton-Jacobi Equations in Inﬁnite Dimension
for Approximation of Optimal Design and Reconstruction Problems
Many inverse problems, e.g. in optimal design and reconstruction, can be formulated as optimal control problems.
Optimal control problems for low, d, dimensional diﬀerential equations, can be solved computationally by their
corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman partial diﬀerential equation in Rd+1 . We will show how to use HamiltonJacobi equations in inﬁnite dimension to regularize and
solve optimal design problems for partial diﬀerential equations.
Anders Szepessy
Department of Numerical Analysis and Computer Science
Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm
szepessy@kth.se
Mattias Sandberg
Department of Mathematics
Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm
msandb@kth.se
Jesper Carlsson
Department of Numerical Analysis and Computer Science
Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm
jesperc@kth.se
MS51
Musical Wind Instrument Design: Transmission
Line Analogy And Shape Optimization
Musical wind instrument design is an interesting example
of a PDE constrained optimization problem. This work
presents how gradient based shape optimization schemes
are used to improve the function of brasswinds. Their
shape is described by a large number of degrees of freedom, and diﬀerent techniques are presented in order to
comply with visual and manufactural geometrical preferences. A transmission line analogy is employed where ap-
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plicable with respect to the solution of the PDE.
Daniel Noreland
Laboratoire de Mécanique et dAcoustique
Aix-Marseille Université
noreland@lma.cnrs-mrs.fr
MS51
Design of Composite Structures with Optimal Focusing Properties
In this talk, we study the problem of designing a ﬂat lens,
which focuses a monochromatic wave emanating from a
point source on one side, to a well localized spot on the
other side. The lens is realized as a periodic composite
structure, which emerges as a solution to a well-deﬁned
optimization problem. This problem is motivated by the
recent intense interest in so-called ”superlenses”, which attempt to accomplish the same task using left-handed materials.
Lyubima Simeonova
University of Utah
simeonov@math.utah.edu
David Dobson
Department of Mathematics
University of Utah
dobson@math.utah.edu
MS52
Not Available at Time of Publication
To Be Announced
TBA
tba@tba.edu
MS52
The Structure and Dynamics of the Ribosome
Studied by Cryo-EM and Computer Image Processing: Molecular Mechanism of Translocation
My research involved using cryo-electron microscopy and
computer image processing to study the structure and dynamics of the ribosome during translation. I obtained a 3D
reconstruction of the ribosome with the antibiotic fusidic
acid. Fusidic acid stops translocation after GTP hydrolysis
by preventing the dissociation of EF2. This reconstruction
will be compared with other ribosomal complexes with different inhibitors that stop translocation at diﬀerent steps
to see how translation works.
Krupa Desai
Woﬀord College
DesaiKD@Woﬀord.Edu
MS52
A Thermal Model of the Crust of Saturn’s Satellite
Enceladus
The icy terrain of the Saturnian moon, Enceladus, suggests a violent history of bombardment–a history which is
actively overwritten by geological mechanisms. Thermal
imaging of the southern polar region suggests heat ﬂows
beneath the ice may be responsible. Furthermore, an early
2006 ﬂyby of NASA’s Cassini spacecraft imaged water ice
jetting from Enceladus’ south pole. We investigate the
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eﬀects of these suggested heat ﬂows by modeling the thickness of Enceladus surface ice layer.
David Kincaid, Joseph Kane, Steven Henke, Carolyn Otto
Univeristy of Wisconsin - Eau Claire
kincaidt@uwec.edu,
tba@uwec.edu,
tba@uwec.edu,
tba@uwec.edu
MS52
A Nodal Spectral Element Method Using Curlconforming Vector Basis Functions on Tetrahedra
Nedelec basis functions are commonly used in the ﬁnite
element method (FEM) solution of electromagnetic ﬁeld
problems. Higher-order ﬁnite and spectral elements are
classiﬁed as either hierarchical (modal) or interpolatory
(nodal). Here we use the Vandermonde matrix to express
the interpolatory vector basis in terms of a hierarchical basis utilizing the scalar orthonormal polynomials on tetrahedra. In an eﬀort to increase eﬃciency, integration and differentiation operations are developed using matrix-matrix
multiplications.
Xi Lin
Univeristy of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
xilin@uiuc.edu
MS52
Plume Containment Using Particle Swarm Optimization
We will describe an optimal design problem from water resources management. The goal is to design a well-ﬁeld that
alters the groundwater ﬂow to control the migration of a
contaminant plume. The resulting problem is a simulation
based optimization problem where gradient information is
unavailable. We solve the problem using particle swarm optimization (PSO) and point the way towards future work.
Matthew Parno
Clarkson Univeristy
parnomd@clarkson.edu
MS53
What Can the Theory of Radiation Boundary Conditions Contribute to a Theory of Multi-Physics
Interfaces?
In the past decade there have been substantial practical
advances in the imposition of radiation boundary conditions for the standard models of linear wave propagation.
These include fast, low-memory methods for evaluating exact nonlocal conditions, improved implementations of local
boundary condition sequences, and absorbing layers with
reﬂectionless interfaces. In this talk we will examine the extension of these techniques to more complex interfaces separating regions where diﬀerent physical models are solved.
Thomas M. Hagstrom
University of New Mexico
Department of Mathematics
hagstrom@math.unm.edu
MS53
Interface Tracking Using Face Oﬀsetting and
Anisotropic Mesh Adaptation
Moving interfaces arise in many applications, such as mul-
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tiphase ﬂows and ﬂuid-solid interactions. A surface triangulation is frequently used to represent the interface, posing signiﬁcant challenges in interface tracking and mesh
adaptation. We present a new method for moving interfaces, called face oﬀsetting, and an anisotropic mesh adaptation technique to meet these challenges, based on a uniﬁed asymptotic and singularity analysis. We report applications of our methods in multi-physics simulations of
solid-rocket combustion.
Xiangmin Jiao
College of Computing, Georgia Institute of Technology
Georgia Institute of Technology
jiao@cc.gatech.edu
MS53
Algorithms for Shock Wave Propagation in Coupled Fluid/Solid Environments
Finite volume methods using Riemann solvers are convenient for solving wave propagation problems in heterogeneous media. If material interfaces align with cell boundaries then each grid cell contains a distinct material and the
Riemann solver resolves jumps into appropriate waves in
each medium. I will discuss application of this approach to
shock wave propagation near ﬂuid/solid boundaries where
compressible ﬂuid equations are coupled to nonlinear elasticity, with particular application to the study of shock
wave therapy in medical applications. I will also discuss
Cartesian grid approaches to problems with geometrically
complex interfaces that cut through grid cells so that some
cells contain a mixture of materials.
Randall J. LeVeque
Applied Mathematics
University of Washington (Seattle)
rjl@amath.washington.edu
MS53
Back and Forth Error Compensation and Correction for Advections with Applications to Interface
and Fluid Simulations
Level set method uses a level set function, usually an approximate signed distance function, Phi, to represent the
interface as the zero set of Phi. When Phi is advanced to
the next time level by a transportation equation, its new
zero level set will represent the new interface position. We
update the level set function Phi forward in time and then
backward to get another copy of the level set function, say
Phi1 . Phi1 and Phi should have been equal if there were
no numerical error. Therefore Phi-Phi1 provides us the
information of error and this information can be used to
compensate Phi before updating Phi forward again in time.
One nice property is that it has the convenience of possibly
improving the temporal and spatial order of an odd order
scheme simultaneously. We found that when applying this
idea to semi-Lagrangian schemes, e.g., CIR scheme(which
has no CFL restriction, a nice feature for local reﬁnement),
the property is still valid. This technique coupled with a
simple yet less diﬀusive redistancing technique produces
a very eﬃcient algorithm even for unstructured triangle
meshes. Numerical results for interface movements with
level set equation computed by the new method will be
presented in the talk. Also we would like show some interesting theoretical results for applying this idea to a general
linear scheme. Further more, the application of this algorithm to semi-Lagrangian velocity advection in the Navier
Stokes’ ﬂuid simulation has greatly reduced the advection
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diﬀusion while essentially keeping the compactness and
simplicity of a ﬁrst order semi-Lagrangian scheme. Collaborators: Todd F. Dupont, ByungMoon Kim, Ignacio
Llamas and Jarek Rossignac.
Yingjie Liu
School of Mathematics, Georgia Inst of Tech
yingjie@math.gatech.edu
MS54
Mobile Actuator Networks for Distributed Feedback Control of Diﬀusion Process Using Multiscale
Central Voronoi Tessellations
In this paper, we address the problem of path planning
for a group of networked mobile robots (sprayers) which
can release neutralizing chemicals, known as mobile actuator networks, to neutralize the toxic 2D diﬀusion process
modeled by an unknown parabolic distributed parameter
system. We assume that static mesh sensors can inform
the networked mobile sprayers the local concentration level.
The desired trajectory of the robot is decided by Centroidal
Voronoi Tessellations (CVT). Although the collision avoidance among the mobile sprayers is automatically build-in
due to CVTs, the potential ﬁeld method is embedded in
the CVT for the mobile robots to avoid dynamic obstacles
in its working space. In addition, since each mobile sprayer
can only carry limited amount of neutralizing agent, we investigate the advantage of using multiscale CVT that can
dynamically group more than one mobile sprayers within
one Voronoi cell when the concentration is high. Simulation results are presented to illustrate the proposed solution
to the hard smart spraying problem.
Yangquan Chen, Wei Ren, Haiyang Chao
Utah State University
yqchen@ece.usu.edu,
wren@engineering.usu.edu,
chao@cc.usu.edu
MS54
Optimal and Anisotropic CVTs and Their Applications
In this talk, we discuss some recent works on the optimal
and nisotropic centroidal Voronoi tessellations (CVTs).
The optimal CVTs are related to the Gersho’s conjecture.
The anisotropic CVTs are associated with given Riemann
metric tensors and they are deﬁned in a novel way via
directional distance functions. We present algorithms for
the construction of such CVTs and discuss their various
applications such as 3d and surface meshing and optimal
clustering.
Qiang Du
Penn State University
Department of Mathematics
qdu@math.psu.edu
MS54
Multidimensional Energy-Based Multilevel Quantization Scheme and its Applications
We present a multidimensional generalization of the recently introduced optimization based multilevel algorithm
for the numerical computation of the centroidal Voronoi
tessellations. Rigorous proof of the uniform convergence
of the one-dimensional method has been obtained and it
has been conjectured that the scheme would preserve its
superior numerical properties when extended to higher di-
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mensional domains. We build a generalized multidimensional algorithm by means of barycentric coordinate based
interpolation and maximal independent set coarsening procedure. The uniform convergence is demonstrated for a
variety of two-dimensional examples with arbitrary densities, guaranteeing a signiﬁcant speedup when the number
of variables increases. Taking image analysis and quantization applications as particular examples, we show that the
method can handle large sets of data for both discrete and
continuous densities and gives signiﬁcant time reduction
and attains better quality of limiting solutions comparing
to the commonly used methods.
Maria Emelianenko
Dept. of Mathematical Sciences
Carnegie Mellon University
masha@cmu.edu
Ludmil Zikatanov
Pennsylvania State University
ludmil@psu.edu
Qiang Du
Penn State University
Department of Mathematics
qdu@math.psu.edu
MS54
An Adaptive Strategy for Convection Dominated
Problems with Anisotropic Mesh Reﬁnement
A new numerical approach to solve convection dominated
problems is proposed. The goal is to design an adaptive
algorithm which utilizes three main ingredients: a stabilization method, a reliable and eﬃcient a posteriori error estimator, and an adapted metric tensor to align the
anisotropic mesh with the computed solution. Due to the
presence of layers in the solution, the stabilization scheme
is necessary to reduce discretization errors and to improve
convergence of the iterative solver. The a posteriori error
estimator is used for estimating the local errors so that
adaptive mesh reﬁnement can be controlled. The mesh
reﬁnement turns out to satisfy the alignment and equidistribution conditions which can be guaranteed by the optimal metric tensor and the anisotropic centroidal Voronoi/
Delaunay mesh generator.
Max Gunzburger
Florida State University
School for Computational Sciences
gunzburg@scs.fsu.edu
Lili Ju
University of South Carolina
Department of Mathematics
ju@math.sc.edu
Hoa Nguyen
School of Computational Science
Florida State University
nguyen@scs.fsu.edu
John Burkardt
School of Computational Science
Florida State University
burkardt@scs.fsu.edu
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MS54
Using Spherical Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations in
Climate System Modeling
Spherical Centroidal Voronoi Tessellations (SCVTs) oﬀer
great potential to improve our climate system model simulations. Unfortunately, only a fraction of this potential has
been exploited to date. In the initial search for point sets
that span the surface of the sphere, emphasis was placed
on uniformity in terms of cell area and distance between
cell centers. This emphasis on uniformity arose from problems encountered on latitude-longitude grids in the region
of the grid poles. The Voronoi point sets have been highly
successful in this regard, and applications involving atmospheric modeling, ocean modeling, and sea-ice modeling
will be presented. When we seek uniformity in our Vononoi
point sets on the sphere, the centroidal Voronoi point sets
are not substantially diﬀerent than other Voronoi point
sets, such as those generated on the sphere through recursive bisection of the inscribed icosahedron. The powerful
aspect of centroidal Voronoi points sets is their ability to
produce variable resolution grids that maintain a high degree of local uniformity. This is precisely the aspect that
has yet to be exploited in climate system modeling. It is often the case in climate system modeling that the important
length scale of interest varies substantially throughout the
domain, often by an order of magnitude or more in terms of
spacing between generators. Examples will be provided to
demonstrate that SCVTs do an exceptional job in allowing
us to place resolution where we need it, while at the same
time producing a locally uniform grid. Potential applications of variable-resolution SCVTs to land-ice, sea-ice, and
ocean modeling will be presented.
Todd Ringler
Los Alamos National Laboratory
ringler@lanl.gov
MS55
Title Not Available at Time of Publication
Abstract not available at time of publication.
James Gee
University of Pennsylvania
Department of Radiology
gee@mail.med.upenn.edu
MS55
Primal-Dual Techniques in Image Restoration
This talk focuses on TV-regularization in image restoration. Based on the Fenchel-duality claculus we introduce
the predual of the TV-problem, which turns out to be
a bound constrained minimization problem in a Hilbert
space. Then an active-set-type algorithm is introduced and
analysed for the numerical solution of the predual. The
talk ends by a report on numerical tests.
Michael Hintermüller
University of Graz
Department of Mathemathics and Scientiﬁc Computing
michael.hintermueller@uni-graz.at
MS55
Segmentation Under Occlusions Using Prior Shape
Information
Here, we address the problem of segmenting multiple ob-
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jects, with possible occlusions, in a variational setting. To
handle occlusions, we use prior shape information of objects to ﬁll in missing boundary information in overlapping
regions. A novelty in our approach is that prior shape is
introduced in a selective manner, only to occluded boundaries. Further, a direct application of our framework is that
it solves the segmentation with depth problem for certain
classes of images.
Tony F. Chan
National Science Foundation
tfchan@nsf.gov
Sheshadri Thiruvenkadam
University of California, Los Angeles
sheshad@math.ucla.edu
MS55
Volumetric MRI Brain Segmentation Using a Multilayer Surface Evolution Approach
This talk will present a novel multilayer level set approach
for the segmentation of anatomical structures in 3D MRI
data. In particular, a nested structure of evolving surfaces represented by a single implicit function will be used
to segment and classify the white matter, gray matter and
cerebro-spinal ﬂuid. Experimental results with prior (probabilistic atlas based) and without prior will be presented,
together with comparison and validation. This work is supported by the Center for Computational Biology, UCLA.
Arthur Toga
UCLA
Laboratory of Neuro Imaging
toga@loni.ucla.edu
Ivo D. Dinov
UCLA
Center for Computational Biology
ivo.dinov@loni.ucla.edu
Ginmo Chung
Department of Mathematics
UCLA
senninha@math.ucla.edu
Luminita A. Vese
University of California, Los Angeles
Department of Mathematics
lvese@math.ucla.edu
MS56
A Krylov-Based Descent Algorithm for Optimal H2
Model Reduction
In this work, we introduce a Krylov-based descent algorithm for optimal H2 approximation of large-scale dynamicals systems where the interpolation points are the variables of the underlying optimization problem. After deriving the gradient and Hessian of the H2 cost function with
respect to interpolation points, a numerically eﬀective optimal H2 model reduction method is developed. Convergence
properties and eﬀectiveness of the algorithm are presented
through numerical examples.
Chris Beattie
Virginia Tech
beattie@vt.edu
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Serkan Gugercin
Virginia Tech.
gugercin@calvin.math.vt.edu
MS56
Adaptive Concepts in Reduced Order Modelling
Proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is proposed for
deriving low order models of large scale dynamical systems.
These low order models serve as surrogates for the dynamical system in the optimization processes. In the context of
pde constrained optimal control this approach may suﬀer
from the fact that the POD basis elements are computed
from reference trajectories containing features which are
diﬀerent from those of the optimally controlled trajectory.
Adaptive POD concepts are discussed which avoid these
shortcomings.
Michael Hinze
Universität Hamburg
mailto:michael.hinze@uni-hamburg.de
MS56
Reduced Order Models and Optimization Methods
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Ekkehard W. Sachs
University of Trier
Virginia Tech
sachs@uni-trier.de
MS56
Model-Constrained Methods for Reduction of
Large-Scale Systems
For large-scale optimal design, optimal control, and inverse
problem applications, a key challenge is deriving reduced
models to capture variation over a parametric input space,
which, for many optimization applications, is of high dimension. This talk presents recent methodology developments in which the task of determining a suitable reduced basis is formulated as a sequence of optimization
problems. The methodology is demonstrated for a steady
design problem, an unsteady turbomachinery probabilistic
analysis problem, and a large-scale contaminant transport
inverse problem.
Judy Hill, Bart G. Van Bloemen Waanders
Sandia National Laboratories
jhill@sandia.gov, bartv@sandia.gov
Omar Ghattas
University of Texas at Austin
omar@ices.utexas.edu
Karen E. Willcox, Tan Bui-Thanh, Omar Bashir
MIT
kwillcox@MIT.EDU, tanbui@mit.edu, bashir@mit.edu
MS57
PCA and Consensus Ensemble Clustering to Stratify Breast Cancer into Clinically Useful Subtypes
We describe a technique to integrate principal component
analysis and consensus ensemble clustering to identify the
optimum cancer subtypes from gene microarray data. Ap-
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plied to a breast cancer dataset, we ﬁnd that it stratiﬁes
into eight subtypes with distinct molecular signatures, clinical course and prognosis. A novel discovery is the identiﬁcation of two subtypes of primary Her2+ tumors with
diﬀerent natural survival rates. The low recurrence (low
metastasis) tumors are marked by a strong up-regulation
of immunoglobulin genes. These predictions were validated
on unseen data.
Gabriela Alexe
MIT and Harvard University
gabriela.alexe@gmail.com
MS57
Correlations in Complex Disease Association Studies
Association studies for complex disease phenotypes, such
as cell apoptosis rates and age of onset of cancer, entail multiple hypotheses testing with many combinations
of single nucleotide polymorphisms. However, these tests
are usually far from independent because linkage disequilibrium across the genome induces strong correlations between loci. The problem is compounded by correlations
between combinations of distant loci. A mathematical formalism is developed that correctly accounts for correlations
amongst null association tests by explicitly evaluating the
multi-information among polymorphisms. This permits an
eﬀective evaluation of synergistic or antagonistic genetic
interactions with respect to the phenotype.
Gurinder S. Atwal
Institute for Advanced Studies
atwal@ias.edu
MS57
Correlating Mitochondrial SNPs and Complex Disease Phenotypes.
Using complete mtDNA sequences from 672 unrelated
Japanese individuals stratiﬁed into seven phenotypes: Diabetics with Angiopathy, Normal Diabetics, Healthy NonObese, Obese Normal, Alzheimer patients, Parkinson patients and Centenarians we describe methods to ﬁnd correlations between phenotype, mtDNA mutations and haplogroups. Using t-tests, clustering methods and exhaustive
pattern searches, we identify sets of mutations correlated
with the phenotypes. We ﬁnd that individuals in certain
haplogroups are protected against diabetes and others are
selected for longevity. We discuss and apply methods to
identify the causative mechanisms and the time of occurrence of the mutational events responsible for these eﬀects.
Gyan V. Bhanot
Professor, BioMaPS and Biomedical Engineering
Rutgers University, Piscataway, NJ 08854
gyanbhanot@gmail.com
MS57
Finding Optimum Viral Vaccine Targets for HIV
and Avian Flu
HLA polymorphism and high mutation rates make it difﬁcult to create eﬀective viral vaccines. We describe a genomic scanning method across candidate peptides that creates a large number of epitopes per HLA and optimizes the
vaccine to prevent viral escape by mutations. We compute
peptide cleavage probability and transfer through TAP and
MHC binding for many HLA alleles to prune out poorly
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conserved and similar-to-self peptides. We then create an
optimal vaccine ordered for cleavage using a genetic algorithm. Application of our method to HCV, HIV-I, Inﬂuenza H3N2 and the Avian Flu Virus will be presented.

Tim Kelley
North Carolina State Univ
Department of Mathematics
tim kelley@ncsu.edu

Yoram Louzoun
Professor, Dept. of Mathematics, Bar Ilan University,
Israel
ylouzoun@gmail.com

MS58
Heuristic Optimization and Algorithm Tuning Applied to Sorptive Barrier Design

MS58
Optimizing Tetrahedral Element Quality Using
Output from Black-Box Mesh Generators and
Mesh Smoothing Techniques
An algorithm for rapid, large-scale mesh generation will
be presented in the context of studying near-surface phenomena. This procedure takes advantage of open-source
(black-box) mesh generation software, and a post-process,
mesh-smoothing technique to ensure quality elements in
the ﬁnal tetrahedral mesh. The result is an optimization
problem with possibly 100k or more degrees of freedom.
The entire procedure will be presented with a speciﬁc focus
on the smoothing algorithm and the treatment of buried
objects.
Owen J. Eslinger
US Army Corps of Engineers
Information Technology Laboratory
Owen.J.Eslinger@erdc.usace.army.mil
MS58
Parameter Estimation for Large-scale Groundwater Problems
The Engineer Research and Development Center models
groundwater ﬂow and transport for monitoring and remediation purposes. Data provided for these sites such as
borehole data, head values, and concentration values are
spatially sparse. Physics based models for some of these
sites are very large and require parallel computer resources.
Optimization techniques for these parallel numerical models will be presented that utilize the sparse data to provide
the best estimates of the model input parameters.
Jackie P. Hallberg
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Jackie.P.Hallberg@erdc.usace.army.mil
MS58
Calibration of Ground Water Models with POD
We present some preliminary results which apply the
method of proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) to an
elliptic parameter identiﬁcation problem which arises in the
calibration of ground water models. We generate the POD
basis from the sensitivities taken from a small number of
ﬁne-scale nonlinear iterations. We solve the nonlinear least
squares problems at both the ﬁne and reduced scales with
a variant of pseudo-transient continuation.
Dan Sorensen
Rice University
sorensen@rice.edu

While heuristic optimization is applied in environmental applications, ad-hoc algorithm conﬁguration is typical.
We use a multi-layer sorptive barrier design problem as a
benchmark for an algorithm-tuning procedure, as applied
to three heuristics (genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, and particle swarm optimization). Design problems
were formulated as combinatorial optimizations where the
sorptive layers of a landﬁll liner were selected to minimize
contaminant transport. Results indicate that formal pretuning can improve algorithm performance and provide insight into the physical processes that control environmental
systems.
Alan Rabideau
University at Buﬀalo
Department of Civil, Structural, and Environmental
Engineeri
rabideau@buﬀalo.edu
Shawn Matott
Environmental Protection Agency
lsmatott@buﬀalo.edu
Shannon Bartelt-Hunt
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
sbartelt@mail.unomaha.edu
Kathleen Fowler
Clarkson University
kfowler@clarkson.edu
MS59
Numerical Methods for Boundary Value Problems
in Stochastic Domains
Eﬃcient methods for the numerical realization of elliptic
PDEs in domains depending on random variables are presented. Mappings or Fictitious Domain techniques are used
to handle the domain randomness. Generalized Wiener expansions are invoked to convert such stochastic problems
into deterministic ones, depending on an extra set of real
variables (the stochastic variables). Discretization is accomplished by ﬁnite elements in the physical variables and
G-NI (Galerkin projection with numerical integration) in
the stochastic variables.
Claudio Canuto
Politecnico di Torino
claudio.canuto@polito.it
MS59
Finite Element Methods for Stochastic Parabolic
PDEs in High Dimensions
Abstract not available at time of publication.

Jill Reese, Corey Winton
North Carolina State University
jpreese@unity.ncsu.edu, corey.winton@gmail.com

Yanzhao Cao
Department of mathematics,
Florida A&M University, Tallahassee, FL32307
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yanzhao.cao@famu.edu

tend numerical techniques and software.

MS59
Stochastic Galerkin and Stochastic Collocation for
SPDEs

Sanjukta Bhowmick
Department of Applied Physics and Applied Mathematics
Columbia University
bhowmick@cse.psu.edu

We will discuss Stochastic Galerkin and Stochastic Collocation methods combined with sparse approximation techniques as alternatives to the classical Monte Carlo approach for the approximation of SPDEs. The mathematical analysis of these methods and the characterization of
their convergence is extremely relevant to decide in which
cases they should be used. We will present novel results,
discussing the eﬃcient implementation and the mathematical analysis of the diﬀerent sources of approximation error
in the numerical solutions.
Clayton G. Webster
Florida State University
webster@scs.fsu.edu
Raul Tempone
School of Computational Science and Mathematics
Department
Florida State University
rtempone@scs.fsu.edu
Fabio Nobile
MOX, Dip. di Matematica
Politecnico di Milano
fabio.nobile@polimi.it
MS59
An Adaptive Multi-Element Generalized Polynomial Chaos Method for Elliptic Problems with
Random Coeﬃcients
We develop an adaptive multi-element generalized polynomial chaos (ME-gPC) method for elliptic equations with
random coeﬃcients of a moderate number (≤ 10) of random dimensions, where we employ low-order polynomial
chaos (p ≤ 3) and reﬁne the solution adaptively in the random space. We generate local and global a-posterior error
estimators. To reduce to the cost of solving the error equations, we construct a reduced space, where a much smaller
number of terms in the enhanced polynomial chaos space
are used to capture the errors.
Xiaoliang Wan
Brown University, Division of Applied Math
xlwan@dam.brown.edu
George Karniadakis
Brown University
gk@dam.brown.edu
MS60
The Synergy of Computer Science and Scientiﬁc
Computing
Scientiﬁc computing and computer science have a long
symbiotic history which is perhaps not easily perceived
since most problems of computer science are discrete as
opposed to the continuous aspect of numerical analysis.
However, the use of topics such as combinatorics, compiler
design, datamining, etc, are being increasingly prevalent
in scientiﬁc computing. This presentation will review how
some of these areas are being applied to improve and ex-

MS60
A Self-Adapting System for Linear Solver Selection
A self-adapting system integrates several components: feature extraction, a database for storage of features and
runtime results, a modeller that builds recommendation
strategies from the information in the database, and a runtime recommender. We will describe the general ideas of
the SALSA system, and its implementation, in particular
the statistical and machine learning techniques used for the
recommender component.
Victor Eijkhout
The University of Texas at Austin
Texas Advanced Computing Center
eijkhout@tacc.utexas.edu
Erika Fuentes
University of Tennessee
efuentes@cs.utk.edu
MS60
Enabling Adaptive Algorithms in Component Applications
Component-based software engineering has been gaining
popularity in scientiﬁc computing, facilitating the creation and management of large multi-disciplinary, multideveloper application codes, and providing opportunities
for improved performance and numerical accuracy by enabling selection among multiple solution approaches. We
present a component infrastructure for the support of dynamic algorithm selection and adaptation in applications
involving the solution of nonlinear PDEs. We also describe
a general architecture for providing quality of service for
numerical software in component-based environments.
Lois McInnes
Argonne National Laboratory
curfman@mcs.anl.gov
Sanjukta Bhowmick
Department of Applied Physics and Applied Mathematics
Columbia University
bhowmick@cse.psu.edu
Boyana Norris
Argonne National Laboratory
Mathematics and Computer Science Division
norris@mcs.anl.gov
Dinesh K. Kaushik
Argonne National Laboratory
D-247, Bldg. 221, MCS Div
kaushik@mcs.anl.gov
MS60
Domain-Speciﬁc Program Analysis with OpenAnalysis
Program analysis is necessary in many application domains
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including software engineering, high performance computing, scientiﬁc computing, data mining, and operating systems. However, reusing analysis implementations is diﬃcult because they are typically coupled to a particular intermediate representation (IR). The OpenAnalysis toolkit
separates analysis from the intermediate representation of
the program. In this talk I will present some of the research questions involved in automating the generation of
domain-speciﬁc, data-ﬂow analysis implementations.
Michelle Strout
Computer Science Department,Colorado State University
mstrout@cs.colostate.edu
MS61
An Extensible Framework for the Mathematical
Manipulation of Music
The goal of this project was the creation of an extensible
sound manipulation architecture using Mathematica. The
two essential phases were the implementation of a structure
to play sounds, and a system for the exploration of granular
synthesis. The ﬁrst phase includes functions for the basic
implementation of a song. The more important granular
synthesis phase consists of functions for the engineering
and of sound clouds, collections of thousands of very short
enveloped waveforms (sound grains).
Elom Abalo
Woﬀord College
AbaloEK@Woﬀord.Edu
MS61
Talk Title Not Available at Time of Publication
To Be Announced
TBA
tba@tba.edu
MS61
Using COMSOL to Develop a Hydrodynamic
Model of the Chesapeake Bay
This talk displays results from using COMSOL to develop a
hydrodynamic model of the Chesapeake Bay. The model itself was initially divided into two separate sets of problems.
The ﬁrst deals with running the non-linear Navier-Stokes
equations in simple rectangular geometries. The other half
of the project solves linear PDEs in the complete geometry
of the Chesapeake. When the two halves of the project
are completed, they are combined together, creating a full
non-linear model.
Madeline Bow
United States Naval Academy
m070588@usna.edu
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was the extent of pyrolysis of pre-existing organic material
in the icy target resulting from the impact shock.
Steven Henke
University of Wisconsin - Eau Claire
henkesf@uwec.edu
MS61
Spectral Collocation for Resolving Spike Dynamics
In this work the Gierer-Meinhardt model is analyzed using
Chebyshev collocation methods. This reaction-diﬀusion
system is governed by activator and inhibitor concentrations. Initially, the system is considered in one dimension
and then in two dimensions; numerical results are presented for both cases. The algorithmic complexity and
accuracy are compared to a moving ﬁnite element method.
Finally, observations are made concerning when to use the
proposed spectral method as opposed to the established
moving mesh method.
Michael McCourt
Illinois Institute of Technology
mccomic@iit.edu
MS62
Simulating Potential Hydrogen Explosions in Nuclear Reactor Containment Buildings
We describe the use of a high resolution ﬁnite method based
wave propagation algorithms for simulating potential hydrogen explosions in nuclear reactor containment buildings.
In this work, the reactive Euler equations are solved on
an adaptively reﬁned, mapped grid representing the containment building. The ﬂame front is modeled using either
level set like approach for deﬂagration, or an Arrhenius law
for detonations. Peak over-pressures and impulses on the
containment structure are sought, along with peak temperatures inside the structure. A general equation of state
modeling the dependence of speciﬁc heats on temperature
may be used.
Donna Calhoun
Commissariat a l’energie Atomique
donna@semt2.smts.cea.fr
MS62
A Wave Propagation Analysis of the October 2,
2004 Tremor at Mount St. Helens, Washington
On October 2, 2004, three component, broad-frequency
band seismometers detected a prominent low-frequency
resonance within Mount St. Helens associated with the
onset of eruptive volcanic activity. The energy is dominantly in the 0.5 to 10 Hz range. I test the idea that this
signal is generated by sudden extension of a long, viscoelastic magma body as it forces its way through a brittle
crust using the ﬁnite volume method of Leveque (2002).

MS61
Hydrocode Simulations of Impacts in the Outer Solar System

Roger P. Denlinger
U.S. Geological Survey,
roger@usgs.gov

Imaging of the icy surfaces of outer solar system bodies by
the Voyager, Galileo and Cassini missions reveals an extensive history of bombardment, predominantly by comets.
To analyze the physics of such events, a Smoothed Particle
Hydrodynamics (SPH) model was used to simulate the impact of a comet on an icy surface. One focus of this study

MS62
Finite Volume Methods and Adaptive Reﬁnement
for Global Tsunami Propagation and Local Inun-
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dation
Modeling global tsunami propagation as well as inundation
requires resolving diverse ﬂow regimes and spatial scales
with a single numerical method. The shallow water equations, a commonly accepted governing system, are a set of
hyperbolic conservation laws—demanding specialized numerical methods. I will describe the extension of a class of
ﬁnite volume methods developed for such systems, as well
as unique modiﬁcations and attributes necessary for using
these methods for tsunami modeling.
David L. George
Department of Mathematics
University of Utah
george@math.utah.edu
MS62
Numerical Models for the Interaction of Volcanic
Flows with Water
Modeling a pyroclastic surge interacting with a body of
water requires a coupling of compressible gas dynamics for
a hot dusty gas with ﬂuid equations for the liquid, ideally
including heat transfer and phase change as well as penetration of the water by the solid phase. An approach to
this problem well be presented based on high resolution
wave propagation algorithms for a dusty gas developed by
Pelanti and LeVeque and previously used to model volcanic
jets and plumes.
Kyle T. Mandli
University of Washington
Dept. of Applied Mathematics
mandli@amath.washington.edu
MS63
Aspects of Unstructured Finite Volume Method
and Optimal Design in the European Project ”New
Aircraft Concepts Research” (NACRE)
Gradient-based aerodynamic shape optimization based on
Computational Fluid Dynamic is used in the context of
the European Project ”New Aircraft Concepts Research”
(NACRE) in the prospect to speed up the design of new
aircrafts. The core of the computer program used here is
the Unstructured Finite Volume solver Edge, which solves
the ﬂow and adjoint ﬂow equations. Aspects of the gradient
computation, for example involving the mesh deformation
and the pre-processing, will also be presented.
Olivier G. Amoignon
FOI-Swedish Defence Research Agency
olivier.amoignon@foi.se
Martin Berggren
Department of Information Technology, Uppsala
University,
The Swedish Defence Research Agency
martin.berggren@it.uu.se
MS63
Modeling Fluid Structure Interactions in Underwater Cavities
Fluid Structure modeling is used to study the occurrence
of Helmholtz resonance due to coupling of the structural
deﬂections with the shear layer oscillations in underwater
cavities. The method employs an edge based multi-element
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ﬁnite volume ﬂow solver coupled loosely with a similarly
structured ﬁnite volume structural solver. Mesh motion to
accomodate surface deﬂection is handled by treating the
mesh as an elastic structure. The details of the solver,
coupling methods and some results are presented.
Srinivasan Arunajatesan
Combustion Research and Flow Technology, Inc.
ajs@craft-tech.com
MS63
An Accurate and Conservative Load Transfer
Scheme for Fluid/Structure Interaction Simulations with Non-Matching Interface Discretizations
In aeroelastic simulations, the precision of ﬂuid-induced
load transfer across non-matching ﬂuid/structure interfaces plays a key role in the accuracy of the coupled scheme.
In this work, we compare the performance of a novel load
transfer scheme based on a common reﬁnement of the discretized interface to state-of-the-art point-to-element load
transfer schemes. Through a set of ﬂuid/structure problems involving ﬂat and curved interfaces, we quantify the
substantial improvement in accuracy achieved by the new
scheme.
Philippe H. Geubelle, Rajeev Jaiman, Eric Loth
Aerospace Engineering Department
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
geubelle@uiuc.edu, jaiman@uiuc.edu, loth@uiuc.edu
Xiangmin Jiao
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
jiao@cc.gatech.edu
MS63
Multiphase Flow Simulations of Solid-Propellant
Rockets on Unstructured Grids
A multiphase ﬂow simulation framework for solidpropellant rocket motors is presented. Unstructured grids
are used to enable representation of geometrically complex domains. Detailed information is provided about the
droplet-localization algorithm and its parallel implementation. A distinguishing feature of our droplet-localization algorithm is that it gathers automatically data about droplet
impacts on boundaries. Results are provided for the AFRL
BATES and RSRM motors.
Fady Najjar
Center for Simulation of Advanced Rockets
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
fnajjar@csar.uiuc.edu
Andreas Haselbacher
CSAR
U. Illinois Urbana-Champaign
haselbac@uiuc.edu
MS63
Aspects of Reconstruction Schemes on Unstructured Mesh Flow Solvers
Data reconstruction techniques used in unstructured mesh
ﬂow solvers are investigated in the context of gradient limited and ﬂux limited TVD schemes. Of particular concern
is reconstruction on meshes containing highly curved large
aspect ratio cells (e.g., boundary layer regions). Gradient
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based MUSCL reconstruction is compared to a collinear
edge reconstruction that only requires a modest modiﬁcation to existing edge data structures. While somewhat
restricted, the collinear edge reconstruction provides improved robustness.
Thomas M. Smith
Sandia National Laboratories
Parallel Computational Science
tmsmith@sandia.gov
MS64
A Stochastic Immersed Boundary Method Incorporating Thermal Fluctuations: Toward Modeling
Flexible Micromechanics
The mechanics of many physical systems arising in the
modeling of biological processes and technological devices
involve elastic structures which interact with a ﬂuid. The
Immersed Boundary Method is one approach which has
been applied with some success to macroscopic systems,
including blood ﬂow in the heart, wave propogation in
the inner ear, and lift generation in insect ﬂight. However, at suﬃciently small length scales thermal ﬂuctuations become signiﬁcant and must be taken into account.
We shall discuss an extension of the Immersed Boundary Method framework which incorporates thermal ﬂuctuations through appropriate stochastic forcing terms in
the ﬂuid equations. This gives a system of stiﬀ SPDE’s for
which standard numerical approaches perform poorly. We
discuss a novel stochastic numerical method which exploits
stochastic calculus to handle stiﬀ features of the equations.
We further show how this numerical method can be applied in practice to model the basic microscopic mechanics
of polymers, polymer knots, membrane sheets, and vesicles. We also discuss preliminary work on modeling the
micromechanics of cellular structures.
Paul Atzberger
University of California-Santa Barbara
atzberg@math.ucsb.edu
MS64
Operator Splitting for Fluid Flow in Deformable
Domains
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ical Scheme for the Viscoelastic Particulate Flow
We present a ﬁctitious domain method based novel numerical scheme for the particulate ﬂows in Oldroyd-B ﬂuid by
combining Stokes solvers, a wave-like equation treatment
of the advection, and the rigid body motion projection via
operator-splitting. The new scheme takes advantage of matrix decomposition and guarantees positive deﬁniteness of
the conﬁguration tensor at all times. The 2D numerical
simulations of sendimentations of a particle and several
particles in the ﬂuid will be presented.
Jian Hao, Roland Glowinski
University of Houston
jianh@math.uh.edu, roland@math.uh.edu
Tsorng-Whay Pan
Department of Mathematics
University of Houstofn
pan@math.uh.edu
MS64
Domain Decomposition Method for Wave Propagation in Heterogeneous Media
In this talk we address the numerical solution of a wave
equation with discontinuous coeﬃcients by a ﬁnite element
method using domain decomposition and semimatching
grids. A wave equation with absorbing boundary conditions is considered, the coeﬃcients in the equation essentially diﬀer in the subdomains. The problem is approximated by an explicit in time ﬁnite diﬀerence scheme combined with a piecewise linear ﬁnite element method in the
space variables on a semimatching grid. The matching condition on the interface is taken into account by means of
Lagrange multipliers. The resulting system of linear equations of the saddle-point form is solved by a conjugate gradient method.
Serguei Lapin
University of Houston
slapin@math.uh.edu
MS64
Two Eﬃcient Projection Methods

Fluid ﬂows with free surface and ﬂuid-structure interaction problems are examples of ﬂuid ﬂows in deformable
domains. We formulate the ﬂow problem in a reference domain and we use a time discretization by operator splitting to reduce the solution of the original ﬂow
problem to that of simpler sub-problems. We combine
the time-splitting scheme with an isoparametric BercovierPironneau ﬁnite element approximation of the NavierStokes equations. The wave-like equation methodolog is
used to handle the pure advection problems resulting from
the time-splitting and from the domain transformation.
The resulting methodology is modular, relatively easy to
implement, and it introduces very little numerical dissipation.

The MAC projection method has been a very successful
method for solving the Navier-Stokes equations. Its spatial
allocation enables achieving the divergence-free condition
exactly, and more importantly ensures numerical stability.
On the other hand, the diﬀerent spatial allocation for each
velocity component make numerical schemes complicated
especially with implicit treatment of the visous terms. We
introduce two novel projection methods that sample all the
velocity component at one location and achieve numerical
stability and second order accuracy.

Giovanna Guidoboni
University of Houston
Department of Mathematics
gio@math.uh.edu

Chohong Min
Department of Mathematics
University of California
chohong@math.ucsb.edu

MS64
A Fictitious Domain Method Based Novel Numer-

Frederic Gibou
UC Santa Barbara
fgibou@engineering.ucsb.edu
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MS65
Moderator
Donald Estep
Colorado State University
estep@math.colostate.edu
MS66
Application of Averaging-Based Error Estimation
to Problems in Adaptive Atmospheric Modeling
Adaptive methods for atmospheric modeling are becoming
more and more popular for simulating phenomena with localized features. In general, adaptive computational methods heavily rely on the quality of criteria to control the
adaptation process. So far, most adaptive atmospheric
simulation approaches utilize gradient based heuristical or
physically induced reﬁnement criteria. In this presentation
we report on recent results in the construction of averagingbased rigorous error estimators for adaptive atmospheric
simulation problems. A short introduction of the derivation of such error estimation is given and a comparison
with common gradient-based methods is shown.
Joern Behrens
Alfred-Wegener-Institute for Polar and Marine Research
jbehrens@awi-bremerhaven.de
Lars Mentrup
Technische Universitaet Muenchen (M3)
Boltzmannstr. 3, 85747 Garching, Germany
mentrup@ma.tum.de
MS66
An Adaptive Method with Error Control for HighOrder Discontinuous Galerkin Methods Applied to
Hamilton-Jacobi Equations
We propose and study an adaptive version of the discontinuous Galerkin method for Hamilton-Jacobi equations
which, given a tolerance and the polynomial degree of the
approximate solution, ﬁnds a mesh on which the approximate solution has a distance (in the uniform norm) to the
viscosity solution no bigger than the prescribed tolerance.
Our numerical experiments show that the method achieves
its goal with optimal complexity independently of the tolerance and the polynomial degree.
Bernardo Cockburn, Yanlai Chen
School of Mathematics
University of Minnesota
cockburn@math.umn.edu, ylchen@math.umn.edu
MS66
A 3D Self-Adaptive, Goal-Oriented hpFEM with a
Multigrid Solver. Applications to Electromagnetics
We describe the development of a self-adaptive hp goaloriented 3D Finite ElementMethod (FEM) applied to the
simulation of borehole resistivity measurements for the assessment of rock formation properties. The self-adaptive
algorithm delivers (without any user interaction) a sequence of optimal hp-grids that converges exponentially
in terms of a user-prescribed quantity of interest with respect to the CPU time. The self-adaptive algorithm iterates along the following steps. Given a (coarse) conform-
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ing hp mesh, it is ﬁrst globally reﬁned in both h and p to
yield a ﬁne mesh, i.e. each element is broken into eight
new elements, and the discretization order of approximation p is raised uniformly by one. Subsequently, the problem of interest is solved on the ﬁne mesh. The next optimal coarse mesh is then determined as the one that maximizes the decrease of the projection based interpolation
error averaged by the added number of unknowns. Since
the mesh optimization process is based on the minimization of the interpolation error rather than the residual, the
algorithm is problem independent, and it can be applied
to diﬀerent physics (acoustics, elasticity, etc.), nonlinear
and eigenvalue problems as well. The ﬁne mesh problem
contains typically 20-30 times more unknowns than the corresponding coarse mesh problem. Thus, an eﬃcient multigrid (two grids only) solver of linear equations for hp-ﬁnite
elements has been developed. It utilizes a block-Jacobi
smoother on the ﬁne grid combined with a global solution
on the coarse grid (also called coarse grid correction). A
ﬁne grid edge-based overlapping block-Jacobi smoother has
been employed to avoid degeneration of convergence properties due to the presence of elongated elements. This twogrid cycle is accelerated by using a goal-oriented steepestdescend method. Numerical results indicate that the iterative solver converges typically in less than ﬁfteen iterations,
even in presence of elongated elements with an aspect ratio up to 100000:1. Visit www.ices.utexas.edu/Pardo for
details and the most updated progress on this research.
Carlos Torres-Verdin
Department of Petroleum and Geosystems Engineering
University of Texas at Austin
cverdin@mail.utexas.edu
David Pardo
Dept. of Petroleum Engineering
UT Austin
dzubiaur@yahoo.es
Maciek Paszynski
Dept. of Computer Science
AGH University of Science and Technology
paszynsk@agh.edu.pl
Leszek Demkowicz
Institute for Computational Engineering and Sciences
(ICES)
The University of Texas
leszek@ices.utexas.edu
MS66
The Computation of a-Posteriori Bounds for Functional Outputs of PDEs Using Discontinuous
Galerkin Methods
We present a formulation to calculate upper and lower
bounds for functional outputs of the exact weak solution
of coercive partial diﬀerential equations. It turns out that
when using DG formulations most of the necessary ingredients required for the computation of bounds are readily available and as a consequence, the computation of
bounds results in a minimum overhead. We will present
convection-diﬀusion equations at low and high Peclet numbers, the Stokes equation as well as our initial investigation
into the extension of the approach to the low Reynolds
number steady state incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.
Joseph Wong, Jaime Peraire
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
bjorn@mit.edu, peraire@MIT.EDU

discuss the eﬀect of body geometry on the dynamics, as
well as interactions between multiple bodies.

MS67
Diﬀuse Interface Methods

Michael Shelley
Courant Institute, New York University
shelley@courant.nyu.edu

We consider diﬀuse interface methods for modeling and
simulation of ﬂuid interfaces and for problems in image inpainting. We show how to design eﬃcient and fast numerical schemes for such problems and how asymptotic analysis
combined with bifurcation theory can suggest approaches
for eﬃcient topological reconnection in image inpainting.
For ﬂuid interfaces we show how such methods can be quantitatively compared to experimental data.
Andrea L. Bertozzi
UCLA Department of Mathematics
bertozzi@math.ucla.edu
MS67
Modeling and Computing the Blink Cycle in the
Tear Film
A tear ﬁlm is left on the front of the eye with each blink.
Formation and evolution of the ﬁlm over multiple blink
cycles is studied using lubrication theory. Diﬀerent numerical methods are implemented and compared on a moving
domain. Comparison of the results with in vivo interferometry for a half blink is favorable. For many conditions,
only 7/8 of full lid closure is required to completely restart
the ﬁlm according to ﬂuid dynamics.
Pamela Cook
Department of Mathematical Sciences
University of Delaware
cook@math.udel.edu
Alfa Heryudono
University of Delaware
Dept of Mathematical Sciences
herydon@math.udel.edu
Tobin Driscoll
University of Delaware
Mathematical Sciences
driscoll@math.udel.edu
Richard Braun
University of Delaware, Newark, DE
Department of Mathematical Sciences
braun@math.udel.edu
Ewen King-Smith
College of Optometry
Ohio State University
eking-smith@optometry.osu.edu
MS67
Modeling and Simulation of Simple Locomotors in
Stokes Flow
Motivated by the locomotion and modeling of heavily
ﬂagellated micro-organisms and by recent experiments of
chemically driven nanomachines, we study the dynamics of
bodies of simple geometric shape that are propelled by tangential surface stresses. For a Stokesian ﬂuid, we have developed a mathematical model of the body dynamics based
on a mixed-type boundary integral formulation. We will

Anna-Karin Tornberg, Alex Kanevsky
Courant Institute
tornberg@courant.nyu.edu, kanevsky@cims.nyu.edu
MS67
Shape Optimization of Swimming Sheets
Motivated by the propulsion mechanisms adopted by gastropods, we consider shape optimization of a ﬂexible sheet
which propels itself over a thin layer of viscous ﬂuid by
propagating deformation waves along its body. We use a lubrication approximation to model the dynamics and derive
the relevant Euler-Lagrange equations to optimize swimming speed and eﬃciency. We present a fast, highly accurate method for solving the optimization equations and
explore the solution in various singular limits. We also
monitor the validity of the model using a new rigorous error estimate for Reynolds’ approximation.
Jon Wilkening
UC Berkeley Mathematics
wilken@math.berkeley.edu
MS68
Internships and Work Experience in Undergraduate CSE Education
An internship or work experience can be the climax of a
CSE undergraduate’s education. With exposure to many
new ideas, techniques, and applications at another institution, such an experience can greatly broaden and deepen
the student’s understanding of computational science and
make the classroom education more meaningful. Moreover, work with a professional computational science team
and contacts made during the summer can greatly enhance
opportunities and options available to the CSE undergraduate.
Angela B. Shiﬂet
Mathematics and Computer Science
Woﬀord College
shiﬂetab@woﬀord.edu
MS68
Introduction to the Working Group Report
This presentation will provide an overview of the report on
Undergraduate CSE Education and an introduction to the
minisymposium. We will begin with our working deﬁnition
of CSE, outline the sections and the topics for the presentations to follow. Attention will be paid to the diﬀering
forms and needs an undergraduate education in CSE can
take and must try to meet.
Peter R. Turner
Clarkson University
Mathematics and Computer Science Department
pturner@clarkson.edu
MS68
Undergaduate Computational Science and Engi-
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neering Programs
The Minisymposium is organized and presented by the
working group on the SIAM report of Undergraduate
CS&E education. This presentation will highlight the different versions of computational science programs at the
undergraduate level. (e.g., B.Sc programs, minor programs, certiﬁcate programs, etc). The session will also provide information on educational materials for the teaching
and learning of CS&E at the undergraduate level.
Ignatios E. Vakalis
Professor of Computer Science
CalPoly State Univ. San Luis Obispo
ivakalis@csc.calpoly.edu
MS69
Moderator
Omar Ghattas
University of Texas at Austin
omar@ices.utexas.edu
MS70
Implementation of Flow Solvers in COMSOL Multiphysics: Overview and Demonstration
As computational science progresses, the need for a general
multiphysics platform (or at least strategy) has become
evident. A multiphysics framework may not, however, be
easily compatible with the sophisticated discretization and
solution methods required by specialized ﬁelds in science
and engineering, such as incompressible ﬂow. This presentation will give an overview and demonstration of the
COMSOL Multiphysics platform and the challenges associated with integrating ﬂow solvers into a general multiphysics environment.
David Kan
COMSOL, Inc.
david.kan@comsol.com
MS70
IFISS: A Matlab Toolbox for Modelling Incompressible Flow
IFISS is a MATLAB package for the interactive numerical modelling of incompressible ﬂow problems. It includes
algorithms for discretisation by mixed ﬁnite element methods and a posteriori error estimation of the computed solutions. It can also be used as a computational laboratory
for experimenting with state-of-the-art preconditioned iterative solvers for the discrete linear systems that arise
in incompressible ﬂow modelling. Here we will discuss its
main features and demonstrate its use on some practical
problems.
Alison Ramage
University of Strathclyde
A.Ramage@strath.ac.uk
MS70
Groundwater Flow Modelling Using the IFISS
Toolbox
Mixed ﬁnite element approximation of the PDEs modelling
steady incompressible ﬂow leads to symmetric indeﬁnite
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linear systems of equations. We describe a generic block
preconditioning technique for such systems based on algebraic multigrid and describe an implementation in MATLAB and COMSOL. Some numerical results are presented
showing the eﬀectiveness of our approach in the context
of diﬀusion equations that arise in modelling ground-water
ﬂow in porous media that exhibit random spatial variability.
Catherine Powell, David Silvester
School of Mathematics
University of Manchester, Manchester, UK
c.powell@manchester.ac.uk, d.silvester@manchester.ac.uk
MS70
Comparing Incompressible Flow Preconditioners
with IFISS
In CFD, there is a strong need for fast and robust iterative solvers for the discretized incompressible Navier Stokes
equations. Popular methods are preconditioned Krylov
solvers. The most important part is to ﬁnd a good preconditioner. We present a new ILU with reordering preconditioner, which is compared with the pressure convection diﬀusion (PCD), least squares commutator (LSC), and
augmented Lagrangian based (ALB) preconditioners. We
compare these preconditioners for a number of problems
obtained from the IFISS package.
Mehfooz ur Rehman, Guus Segal, Kees Vuik
Delft University of Technology
m.v.r.rehman@tudelft.nl,
a.segal@tudelft.nl,
c.vuik@tudelft.nl
MS71
An Overview of the LSMLIB Library: Design and
Usage
The
Level
Set
Method
Library (LSMLIB) is a C++/C/Fortran/MATLAB software library that provides support for the serial and parallel simulation of implicit surfaces and curves dynamics in
two- and three-dimensions. It is designed to deliver highperformance, level set method algorithms to the application’s developer while requiring only a high-level understanding of the level set method formalism. We present an
overview of the LSMLIB software including a few examples
demonstrating it usage in various modes.
Kevin T. Chu
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
Princeton University
ktchu@princeton.edu
Masa Prodanovic
University of Texas at Austin
Institute for Computational Engineering and Sciences
masha@ices.utexas.edu
MS71
Surface Area Minimization of Triply-Periodic Surfaces with Volume Fraction Constraint Via the
Level Set Method
We present a variational level set approach for theoretically
and computationally studying triply-periodic surfaces that
minimize the total surface area when there is a constraint
on the volume fraction of the regions that the surface sepa-
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rates. We demonstrate that optimal surfaces are precisely
those possessing constant mean curvature. We then study
the optimality of several well-known minimal surfaces and
explore the properties of optimal surfaces when the volume fractions of the two phases are not equal. Parallel
LSMLIB is used to handle the computational cost of the
three-dimensional shape optimization problem.
Kevin T. Chu
Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
Princeton University
ktchu@princeton.edu
Salvatore Torquato
PRISM, Chemistry, PACM, PCTP
Princeton University
torquato@electron.princeton.edu
Youngjean Jung
Department of Civil and Environmenal Engineering
Duke University
youngjean.jung@duke.edu
MS71
Investigating Spontaneous Capillarity-Controlled
Events Via the Level Set Method
An accurate description of the mechanics of pore level displacement of immiscible ﬂuids could signiﬁcantly improve
the macroscopic parameter predictions from pore network
models in real porous media. Assuming quasi-static displacement, we describe a simple but robust model based
on the level set method for determining critical events for
throat drainage and pore imbibition. The method arrives
at geometrically correct interfaces while robustly handling
topology changes and is independent of the pore space complexity.
Masa Prodanovic
University of Texas at Austin
Institute for Computational Engineering and Sciences
masha@ices.utexas.edu
Steven L. Bryant
Petroleum and Geosystems Engineering Department
University of Texas at Austin
steven bryant@mail.utexas.edu
MS71
Solving Two-Phase Incompressible Stokes Equations Using the Immersed Interface Method and
LSMLIB
Two-phase incompressible Stokes equations appear in
many physical and biological applications. We use the
second-order Immersed Interface Method (IIM) coupled
with the Level Set Method (LSM) to solve multiphase
Stokes ﬂows with singular interface force and piecewise constant viscosity coeﬃcient. The Stokes equations are decoupled into Poisson equations using the projection method.
To use the IIM for the decoupled Poisson equations, we ﬁrst
derive the jump conditions for both the pressure and the
velocity in the case where the two ﬂuids may have unequal
viscosity coeﬃcients. Since the jump conditions for the
kinematic variables can be decoupled by introducing augmented variables, we use the Generalized Minimal Resid-
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ual (GMRES) method to solve for the augmented variables,
and then solve the Stokes equations. The interface between
two ﬂuid phases is implicitly represented using a level set
function. We couple the LSM with IIM for moving interface problems such as mean curvature ﬂows for both 2D
and 3D. Numerical simulations show that our algorithm
implemented using LSMLIB is both eﬃcient and secondorder accurate.
Xiaohai Wan
Capital One Financial
xiaohai.wan@capitalone.com
MS72
Local Quasicontinuum-Like Reduction of Optimization Problems in Materials Science
We present a local quasicontinuum-like approach for model
reduction of minimum energy problems in materials science, and we give suﬃcient conditions for the wellposedness of the reduced problem. The approach includes
a recent multiscale model reduction approach for orbitalfree density functional theory electronic structure calculations that was proposed by the authors as well as the local
quasicontinuum approach for potential-based calculations.
Numerical results validate our ﬁndings.
Mihai Anitescu
Argonne National Laboratory
Mathematics and Computer Science Division
anitescu@mcs.anl.gov
Dan Negrut
University of Wisconsin Madison
Department of Mechanical Engineering
negrut@engr.wisc.edu
Peter Zapol
Argonne National Laboratory
Materials Science Division
zapol@anl.gov
MS72
Algorithms for Inverse Problems Under Uncertainty: Applications to Dynamic Data Driven Assimilation of Nonlinear Dynamical Systems.
Data driven assimilation algorithms are typically applied
to problems in geophysics and weather prediction. The
key ideas however, extend to many systems that operate
under uncertainty. In this talk we present a new algorithm for data assimilation that is inspired on ensemble
Kalman ﬁlter but is based on algorithms from large-scale
PDE-constrained optimization. We apply the new ideas
to nonlinear chaotic dynamical systems, ﬁrst proposed by
E.N. Lorenz.
Santha Akella, George Biros
University of Pennsylvania
akella@seas.upenn.edu, biros@seas.upenn.edu
MS72
Multigrid Schemes for Distributed Parameter Estimation Problems
Distributed parameter estimation problems represent a
class of inverse problems with a bilinear structure. In these
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cases, an optimization approach is considered where the
inherent ill-posedness of these problems is accommodated
by appropriate regularization and solution techniques. For
this purpose, the experience gathered with the multigrid
solution of singular optimal control problems and with the
concept of strong coupling of optimization variables will
be instrumental for the development of the multilevel algorithms presented in this talk. The inherent optimization
and globalization properties of the resulting multigrid processes will be discussed.
Alﬁo Borzi
University of Graz
mailto:alﬁo.borzi@uni-graz.at
MS72
Inexact Adaptive Multilevel Methods for PDEConstrained Optimization
We present a class of inexact multilevel SQP-methods
for the eﬃcient solution of PDE-constrained optimization
problems. The algorithm starts with a coarse discretization
of the underlying optimization problem and provides 1) implementable criteria for an adaptive reﬁnement strategy of
the current discretization and 2) implementable accuracy
requirements for iterative solvers of the PDE and adjoint
PDE on the current grid such that global convergence to
the solution of the inﬁnite-dimensional problem is ensured.
Numerical results are presented.
Stefan Ulbrich
Technische Universitaet Darmstadt
Fachbereich Mathematik
ulbrich@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de
Jan Carsten Ziems
TU Darmstadt
ziems@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de
MS73
Coupling Molecular and Continuum Modeling for
Detailed Reaction Kinetics of TRISO Fuel Coating
Chemical vapor deposition of silicon carbide is applied in
TRISO coatings for uranium kernels used as nuclear fuel
in high-temperature gas-cooled reactors. The gas-phase reaction mechanisms will be determined using ab initio electronic structure theory to provide initial parameters needed
to predict rate constants, namely activation energies and
structural features, to calculate the appropriate partition
functions. The detailed chemical kinetics will be used as input into simulations using a continuum-based code, MFIX.
Francine Battaglia
Iowa State University
Mechanical Engineering
francine@iastate.edu
Rodney O. Fox
Iowa State University
Chemical and Biological Engineering
rofox@iastate.edu
Mark S. Gordon, Yingbin Ge
Iowa State University
Chemistry
mark@si.ﬁ.ameslab.gov, yingbin@si.ﬁ.ameslab.gov
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MS73
Quadrature-Based Moment Methods for Polydisperse Multiphase Flows
The fundamental description of gas-solid ﬂows begins with
a kinetic equation for the particle-velocity distribution
function. In the Eulerian representation of gas-solid ﬂow,
the moments of the kinetic equation are used to describe
the particle density, the mean velocity, and selected second moments of velocity. However, the transport equations for these moments are not closed due to (at least)
two terms: (i) spatial transport by the ﬂuctuating velocity, and (ii) particle-particle interactions (e.g. collisions).
In addition, systems with a distribution of particle properties (i.e., polydisperse systems) lead to a kinetic equation of higher dimensionality, and moment transport equations with even more unclosed terms. In this talk we will
demonstrate how quadrature methods applied to the kinetic equation can be used to derive consistent closures for
the moment equations. In particular, we will show that
even the simplest case of non-interacting particles with ﬁnite Stokes number can be treated correctly using a quadrature approach, whereas “standard” multi-ﬂuid models fail.
We also show that the Boltzmann collision kernel can be
succesfully treated using quadrature to capture nonequilibrium ﬂows.
Rodney O. Fox
Iowa State University
Department of Chemical & Biological Engr.
rofox@iastate.edu
Prakash Vedula
University of Oklahoma
pvedula@ou.edu
MS73
Wavelet-Based Multiscale Approach for Heterogeneous Chemically Reactive Flows: A Simple Case
Study of Diﬀusion/Reaction Problem
This talk will give an overview of a general wavelet-based
multiscale methodology called Compound Wavelet Matrix
(CWM) and how it can be used to bridge spatial and temporal scales. In particular, the eﬀectiveness of this method
in bridging scales in a simple reaction/diﬀusion problem
will be presented as an illustration of the CWM strategy
for multiscale/multiphysics models. In conclusion, the next
steps needed to generalize the current methodology for arbitrary heterogeneous chemically reacting ﬂows will be presented.
Stuart Daw
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
dawcs@ornl.gov
Rodney O. Fox
Iowa State University
Department of Chemical & Biological Engr.
rofox@iastate.edu
Sudib Misra
University of Arizona
sudib@email.arizona.edu
Phani Nukala
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
nukalap@ornl.gov
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Pierre Deymier
University of Arizona
deymier@u.arizona.edu
Sreekanth Pannala
Computer Science and Mathematics Division
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
pannalas@ornl.gov
Srdjan Simunovic
Computer Science and Mathemati
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
simunovics@ornl.gov
Geroge Frantziskonis
University of Arizona
frantzis@email.arizona.edu
MS73
Multiscale/Multiphysics Methods Used in Heterogeneous Chemically Reacting Flows
This talk will provide an overview of modeling multiphase
chemical reactors and the various methods currently used
which span ¿10 orders of magnitude in both temporal and
spatial scales. This includes a wide-variety of models like
DFT, Lattice Boltzmann methods, Discrete particle simulations, CFD and process models. This presentation will
also address the obstacles that need to be addressed to improve the integration across the scales and predictability of
the overall device scale simulations.
Thomas O’Brien
National Energy Technology Laboratory
Morgantown, WV
THOMAS.OBRIEN@netl.doe.gov
MS74
A Bridging Domain Method for Coupling Continua
with Molecular Dynamics
A bridging domain method for coupling continuum models with molecular models is described. In this method,
the continuum and molecular domains are overlapped in
a bridging subdomain, where the Hamiltonian is taken to
be a linear combination of the continuum and molecular
Hamiltonians. We enforce the compatibility in the bridging domain by Lagrange multipliers or by the augmented
Lagrangian method. An explicit algorithm for dynamic
solutions is developed. Results show that this multiscale
method can avoid spurious wave reﬂections at the molecular/continuum interface without any additional ﬁltering
procedures, even for problems with signiﬁcant nonlinearitics. The method is also shown to naturally handle the coupling of the continuum energy equation with the molecular
subdomain. A multiple-time-step algorithm is also developed within this framework.
Shaoping Xiao
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
University of Iowa
shaoping-xiao@uiowa.edu
Ted Belytschko
Northwestern University
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering
tedbelytschko@northwestern.edu
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MS74
Generalized Mathematical Homogenization of
Atomistic Media at Finite Temperatures in Three
Dimensions
We derive thermo-mechanical continuum equations from
Molecular Dynamics (MD) equations using the Generalized Mathematical Homogenization (GMH) theory developed by the authors for 0K applications. GMH constructs
an array of atomistic unit cell problems coupled with
a thermo-mechanical continuum problem. The unit cell
problem derived is a molecular dynamics problem deﬁned
for the perturbation from the average atomistic displacements subjected to the deformation gradient and temperature extracted from the continuum problem. The coarse
scale problem derived is a constitutive law-free continuum
thermo-mechanical equation. Attention is restricted to
heat transfer by lattice vibration (phonons). The method
is veriﬁed on several model problems against the reference
molecular dynamics solution.
Jacob Fish
Department of Mechanical, Aerospace & Nuclear
Engineering
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
ﬁshj@rpi.edu
MS74
Phonon Heat Bath Approach for the Atomistic and
Multiscale
A novel approach to modeling the crystalline solid as a heat
bath is proposed. The approach is reducing the physical
domain to an MD-solvable size. Interface with the hypothetic exterior region is non-reﬂective for outward elastic
waves, and provides adequate statistical correlation for the
atomic thermal vibration by utilizing Gibbs canonical distribution for the phonon gas in thermodynamic equilibrium
at constant temperature. All method parameters are derived from the interatomic potential. Benchmark applications are shown.
Eduard Karpov
MECHANICAL, AEROSPACE, & BIOMEDICAL
ENGINEERING
University of Tennessee
edkarpov@gmail.com
MS74
Perfectly Matched Multiscale Simulations
A multiscale method is proposed. It combines the so-called
bridging scale method and the perfectly matched layer
method to form a robust and versatile multiscale algorithm.
The method can eﬃciently eliminate the spurious reﬂections/diﬀractions from the artiﬁcial atomistic/continuum
interface by matching the impedance at the interface of
the molecular dynamic region and the perfectly matched
layer. Moreover, it is shown in this paper that the method
can capture anharmonic interaction among nonuniformly
distributed atoms in a local region.
Shaofan Li
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering,
University of California, Berkeley,
li@ce.berkeley.edu
Albert To
Mechanical Engineering
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Northwestern University
a-to@northwestern.edu

MS75
An Unstaggered Constrained Transport Method
for 3D Ideal MHD

MS75
High-Resolution Central Schemes for Kinetic and
Fluid Plasmas Models

The ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) system is a ﬂuid
model for a perfectly conducting quasi-neutral plasma.
One of the main challenges in numerically solving these
equations is the requirement from Maxwell’s equations that
the magnetic ﬁeld remain divergence-free for all time (no
magnetic monopoles). The continuous equations automatically preserve this relationship, but standard numerical discretizations do not. Furthermore, in many numerical computations, the failure to satisfy a discrete divergence-free
constraint leads to (sometimes violent) numerical instabilities. In this talk we will review the constrained transport
framework of Evans and Hawley [Astrophysical Journal,
1988] and describe a new version of their approach that
is spatially unstaggered and relies on a magnetic potential
to maintain discrete divergence-free magnetic ﬁelds. A key
ingredient in this approach is a new ﬂux limiting strategy
that maintains essentially non-oscillatory magnetic ﬁelds
indirectly through the use of limiters on the magnetic potential equations. Several 2D and 3D simulations will be
presented to show the merit of the proposed method.

In this work we present high-reslution central schemes for
two-species plasmas described by the microscopic Vlasov
model and by the macroscopic Euler-Poisson ﬂuid model.
Finite volume schemes for both models have been recently
developed so as to asess the validity of the ﬂuid model by
comparing the results obtained to those obtained with its
kinetic counterpart. We propose the development of ﬁnite volume schemes based on central diﬀerencing. Central
schemes avoid the costly use of Riemann solvers for the
ﬂuid model, resulting in simple numerical schemes.
Jorge Balbas
University of Michigan
Department of Mathematics
jbalbas@umich.edu
MS75
A Hybrid Particle/Continuum Simulation Method
for Coulomb Collisions in a Plasma
For small Knudsen number, simulation of of particles dynamics by Monte Carlo becomes computationally intensive. In the context of rareﬁed gas dynamics, we have
developed an accelerated, hybrid method that combines
DSMC and a continuum solver. The molecular distribution function f is represented as a linear combination of a
Maxwellian distribution M and a particle distribution g;
i.e., f = bM + (1 − b)g. The density, velocity and temperature of M are governed by ﬂuid-like equations, while the
particle distribution g is simulated by Monte Carlo. In addition there are interaction terms between M and g. The
coeﬃcient b is determined automatically, by a thermalization approximation. This talk will describe an extension
of the hybrid method to Coulomb collisions in a plasma.
For this extension, the underlying Monte Carlo method is
Nanbu’s method for Coulomb collisions.
Russel Caﬂisch
University of California, Los Angeles
caﬂisch@math.ucla.edu
MS75
Numerical Heating and Particle Codes
Plasmas (ionized gases) have rich and complex behavior
which often need multiple lines of attack to fully understand their rich dynamics. Depending on the length scales
involved, the plasma may be described by either a kinetic
or a ﬂuid model, the kinetic model being the more fundamental of the two. In this talk we will give a brief overview
of the relation between these two models and then discuss
Lagrangian particle methods for kinetic plasma problems.
In particular, we will discuss the issue of numerical heating in a verity of grid-based and grid-free particle methods
( time stepping errors, mesh based eﬀects, particle shape
functions and nonlinear coupling of statistical errors to long
range ﬁelds.)
Andrew J. Christlieb
Michigan State Univerity
Department of Mathematics
christlieb@math.msu.edu

James A. Rossmanith
University of Wisconsin
Department of Mathematics
rossmani@math.wisc.edu
MS76
Low-Rank Tensor Product Approximations for
Stochastic PDEs
One way to quantify uncertainty is via stochastic models,
resulting often in a stochastic PDE (SPDE). Galerkin discretisations of such linear and non-linear SPDEs result in
huge and complex systems of linear or non-linear equations.
As the information amount in such a stochastic/physical
discretisation can be enormous, it is important to have
some way of compressing it. Low-rank tensor-product approximations are one possibility for this, and their use is
described in this context.
Hermann G. Matthies
Institute of Scientiﬁc Computing
Technical University Braunschweig
H.Matthies@tu-bs.de
MS76
Stochastic Collocation and Stochastic Galerkin for
Time Dependent SPDEs
We study numerical approximations for the statistical moments of the solution of a time dependent PDE, illustrating on the computation of the expected value and deriving a priori estimates of the resulting numerical errors.
We apply a non-intrusive Stochastic Collocation Method
which is very versatile. It entails solving a number of standard deterministic PDEs, precisely like in the Monte Carlo
method. We will discuss implementation issues and present
numerical examples.
Fabio Nobile
MOX, Dip. di Matematica
Politecnico di Milano
fabio.nobile@polimi.it
Raul Tempone
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School of Computational Science and Mathematics
Department
Florida State University
rtempone@scs.fsu.edu
MS76
Sparse Second Moment Analysis of Elliptic Problems in Stochastic Domains
We consider the numerical solution of elliptic problems
in domains with a class random boundary perturbations.
Assuming perturbations with small amplitude and known
mean ﬁeld and two-point correlation function, we derive,
using a second order shape calculus, deterministic equations for the mean ﬁeld and the two-point correlation function of the random solution in the stochastic domain. Using a variational boundary integral equation formulation
on the unperturbed, ‘mean’ boundary and a wavelet discretization, we present and analyze an algorithm to approximate the random solution’s two-point correlation function
at essentially optimal order in essentially O(N ) work and
memory, where N denotes the number of unknowns required for consistent discretization of the boundary of the
domain. Joint work w. Reinhold Schneider (Kiel) and Helmut Harbrecht (Bonn).
Christoph Schwab
ETH Zuerich
SAM
christoph.schwab@sam.math.ethz.ch
MS76
Spectral Methods for Random Diﬀerential Equations
This talk focuses eﬃcient spectral methods for PDEs with
random inputs. Spectral expansions based on the generalized polynomial chaos (gPC) are employed in random space
to approximate the random quantities. Stochastic Galerkin
or stochastic collocation method is then employed to convert the stochastic PDEs into a set of deterministic PDEs,
which can be solved via standard methods. Examples for
practical applications are presented.
Dongbin Xiu
Department of Mathematics
Purdue University
dxiu@math.purdue.edu
MS77
OOF: Analyzing Material Microstructure
The OOF program, developed at NIST, analyzes the properties of materials with complicated microstructures. OOF
allows a user to assign various material properties to the
features in a real or simulated microstructure, and uses
ﬁnite element analysis to predict the behavior of the microstructure in virtual experiments. I will present the current version of the program, OOF2, and discuss features
of its structure designed to make it easy to integrate with
computations on diﬀerent scales.
Stephen Langer
Information Technology Laboratory
National Institute of Standards and Technology
stephen.langer@nist.gov
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MS77
RheoPlast: Open-Source Modular Parallel Finite
Diﬀerence Phase Field Software
RheoPlast is a multi-physics ﬁnite diﬀerence simulation code which includes modules for: binary and
ternary Cahn-Hilliard and vector-valued Allen-Cahn phase
ﬁeld, transport-limited electrochemistry, velocity-vorticity
and velocity-pressure ﬂow, elastic shear strain for ﬂuidstructure interactions, and heat conduction; these can be
combined arbitrarily at runtime. Based on the PETSc
suite of parallel solvers and data objects, RheoPlast runs
in two or three dimensions, features ﬂexible time stepping,
and can use periodic, symmetry, and module-speciﬁc programmed boundary conditions.
Adam C. Powell
Veryst Engineering LLC
apowell@veryst.com
MS77
Computational Informatics for Materials Design
In this presentation we discuss how statistical learning
techniques can be used to augment more classical approaches to computational based design of materials. The
role of data mining to identify dominant parameters inﬂuencing phase stability calculations is demonstrated. The
use of such informatics based techniques to accelerate the
computational approaches for ﬁrst principle calculations is
discussed. Examples are provided for a variety of multicomponent alloy design platforms.
Krishna Rajan
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
Iowa State University
krajan@iastate.edu
MS77
On-Line Microstructure Repository for Predictive
Analyses
Many materials properties can be understood by analyzing the temporal and spatial evolution of microstructures
under diﬀerent conditions. Performing such analysis requires compact representation to store and manipulate a
large set of microstructures and techniques to determine
relationships between properties, structure and processing
parameters from such large data sets. We discuss how these
challenges can be addressed through computational and
software techniques implemented in our web-portal applications for designing Aluminum-rich alloys.
Zi-Kui Liu
Department of Materials Science and Engineering
Penn State University
zikui@matse.psu.edu
Keita Teranishi
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
The Pennsylvania State University
teranish@cse.psu.edu
Padma Raghavan
The Pennsylvania State Univ.
Dept of Computer Science Engr.
raghavan@cse.psu.edu
Long-Qing Chen
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Materials Science and Engineering
Penn State University
chen@ems.psu.edu
MS78
Simulation of Supersonic Combustion Phenomena
in Evolving Geometries with Cartesian Upwind
Methods
Accurate numerical simulation of gaseous high-speed combustion in evolving domains requires the integrated application of several advanced techniques: consideration of stiﬀ
chemical kinetics, parallelization, and (in our case) embedding of moving boundaries into a dynamically adaptive
Cartesian mesh. The core component though is a reliable
high-resolution upwind scheme for gas-mixtures with complex equation of state. The presentation compares wavepropagation-based methods with standard shock-capturing
schemes and evaluates suitability and performance for simple and practically relevant conﬁgurations.
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Department of Applied Mathematics
helzel@iam.uni-bonn.de
MS78
Finite Volume Modeling of Acoustic and Elastic
Waves in Periodic Media
I will brieﬂy present the basic ideas of WENOCLAW,
a high order accurate ﬁnite volume method built within
the CLAWPACK framework. WENOCLAW combines the
ideas of wave propagation and high order WENO reconstruction. I will then discuss the application of WENOCLAW to acoustics and elastics in heterogeneous media.
The wave propagation algorithm easily handles the numerical diﬃculties associated with discontinuous material parameters, while the WENO reconstruction yields high order accuracy. I will show results of calculations of bandgaps
in sonic crystals, focusing via acoustic lenses, and solitary
waves in periodic two-dimensional elastic media.

Ralf Deiterding
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
deiterdingr@ornl.gov

David I. Ketcheson
University of Washington
Dept. of Applied Mathematics
dketch@gmail.com

MS78
High-Resolution Finite Volume Methods for a Biological Problem

MS79
A Posteriori Error Estimation For Discontinuous
Galerkin Methods

Extracorporeal Shock Wave Therapy is a noninvasive technique for the treatment of a variety of musculoskeletal conditions such as bone fractures and plantar fasciitis. In
lithotripsy, a shock wave is generated in a liquid bath, focused by an ellipsoidal reﬂector, and it then propagates
into the body where it strikes the treatment area. We use
high-resolution ﬁnite volume methods to solve the nonlinear elasticity equations and model the shock wave propagation in bone and tissue.

Discontinuous Galerkin methods (DGM) have gained in
popularity during the last 30 years because of their ability
to address problems having discontinuities, such as those
that arise in hyperbolic conservation laws. The DGM use a
discontinuous ﬁnite element basis which simpliﬁes hp adaptivity and leads to a simple communication pattern across
faces that makes them useful for parallel computation. In
order for the DGM to be useful in an adaptive setting, techniques for estimating the discretization errors should be
available both to guide adaptive enrichment and to provide
a stopping criteria for the solution process. We will present
new superconvergence results on triangular elements and
show how to construct eﬀective estimates of the ﬁnite element discretization error using superconvergence of DG
solutions. First, we present new O(hp+2 ) pointwise superconvergence results for ﬁrst-order hyperbolic problems on
triangular meshes consisting of one-outﬂow-edge elements
as well as on meshes having both one- and two-outﬂow-edge
elements. We will present eﬃcient techniques to compute
asymptotically correct a posteriori error estimates obtained
by solving local problems.

Randall J. LeVeque
Applied Mathematics
University of Washington (Seattle)
rjl@amath.washington.edu
Kirsten Fagnan
University of Washington
kfagnan@amath.washington.edu
MS78
Numerical Simulations of a Multi-Scale Model for
Suspensions of Rod-like Molecules
We consider the Doi model for suspensions of rigid rodlike molecules. The model couples a microscopic FokkerPlanck type equation (the Smoluchowski equation) to a
macroscopic Stokes equation. The Smoluchowski equation
describes the evolution of the distribution of the rod orientation. It is a drift-diﬀusion equation on the sphere which
is solved in every point of the macroscopic ﬂow domain.
The coupled ﬂow problem shows interesting behavior, in
particular the spurt phenomenon. In the spurt regime, the
drift term in the Smoluchowski equation is dominant and
thus a discretization based on the wave propagation algorithm is used to approximate the coupled micro-macro ﬂow
problem.
Christiane Helzel
University of Bonn

Slimane Adjerid
Department of Mathematics
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
adjerids@vt.edu
Mahboub Baccouch
Department of Mathematics
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
baccouch@math.vt.edu
MS79
A Posteriori Error Estimates, Error Control, and
Model Sensitivity
Investigating and exploiting the sensitivity of a model with
respect to data and parameters is a fundamental problem
in CS&E. This involves computing solutions correspond-
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ing to diﬀerent data and parameter values, and therefore
having diﬀerent properties. This raises a critical need for
error estimation and control since otherwise numerical error can mask the true responses. In this talk, we develop
the computational aspects of dealing with model sensitivity
by means of a posteriori error analysis.
Donald Estep
Colorado State University
estep@math.colostate.edu
David Neckels
Sandia National Laboratories
dcnecke@sandia.gov
Victor Ginting, Sheldon Lee
Department of Mathematics
Colorado State University
ginting@math.colostate.edu, lee@math.colostate.edu
Rebecca Mckeown
Natural Resource Ecology Laboratory
Colorado State University
beckym@nrel.colostate.edu
Jeﬀ Sandelin
Department of Mathematics
Colorado State University
jtsandelin@comcast.net
MS79
A Posteriori Error Estimates for Eigenvalue Analysis of Heterogeneous Elastic Structures
For eigenvalue analysis of heterogeneous elastic structures,
a posteriori error estimators are less studied than the estimators for traditional static elliptic or time-dependent
problems. In this talk, we will present an explicit estimator that treats the cases of high order ﬁnite elements
and discontinuous material coeﬃcients. This estimator is
equivalent with the error in the eigenvector, independently
of the variation of the materials properties. We will assess
the eﬃciency of this estimator with numerical experiments.
Garth Reese
Sandia National Laboratories
gmreese@sandia.gov
Tim Walsh
Sandia National Labs
tfwalsh@sandia.gov
Ulrich L. Hetmaniuk
Sandia National Laboratories
ulhetma@sandia.gov
MS79
Adaptive Simulation of Multiphysics Problems
In this talk we outline a basic framework for adaptive simulation of multiphysics problems. The adaptive algorithms
are based on a posteriori error estimates that account for
the overall eﬀect on output goal quantities of the errors
caused in the individual single physics solvers and in the
transfer of data between these solvers. The framework is
illustrated on several applications including multiphysics
simulation of oil reservoirs, mems devices, and electronics
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cooling.
Mats Larson
Department of Mathematics
Umea University
mats.larson@math.umu.se
MS80
Overlapping Grids for
Boundary Problems

Interface

and

Moving

The overlapping grid approach can be used to accurately
treat problems with interfaces and moving boundaries. In
a typical grid construction, narrow boundary ﬁtted grids
are used to represent the moving boundary or interface,
and these grids overlap with stationary background Cartesian grids. In this talk I will discuss several examples of
using overlapping grids to handle problems with interfaces
and moving boundaries including results for the reactiveEuler equations, incompressible ﬂuid ﬂow and Maxwell’s
equations.
William D. Henshaw
CASC
Lawrence Livermore National Lab
henshaw@llnl.gov
MS80
Front Tracking Simulation of Shock Bubble Interaction
In this presentation, we study shock-bubble multiple interactions through reﬂecting boundaries using the front
tracking method. We make a systematic exploration of
the single shock passage problem in a range of dimensionless parameters. We then extend our computational study
to multiple re-shocks produced by reﬂecting boundaries.
We use fast Fourier transform (FFT) to analyze the spectra of kinetic energy and vorticity and compare with the
non-tracking simulations.
Xiaolin Li
Department of Applied Math and Stat
SUNY at Stony Brook
linli@ams.sunysb.edu
MS80
The Moving Contact Line Problem
The moving contact line problem is a classical problem in
ﬂuid mechanics. The diﬃculty stems from the fact that
the classical continuum theory with no-slip boundary condition predicts a non-physical singularity at the contact
line with inﬁnite rate of energy dissipation. Many modiﬁed continuum models are then proposed to overcome this
diﬃculty. They all succeed in removing the singularity,
but they leave behind the question: which one of these
models is a good description of the microscopic physics
near the contact line region? We will review the results
obtained using continuum theory, molecular dynamics and
the more recent multiscale techniques. We will also discuss
how these techniques can be combined to give us a better
understanding of the fundamental physics of the moving
contact line and formulate simple and eﬀective models
Weiqing Ren
Courant Institute of Mathamatical Sciences
New York University
weiqing@cims.nyu.edu
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MS80
A High-Resolution Godunov Method for Reactive
and Nonreactive Multi-Material Flow on Overlapping Grids
A numerical method is described for reactive and nonreactive multi-material ﬂow. The ﬂow is governed by the multimaterial reactive Euler equations with a general mixture
equation of state. Composite overlapping grids are used to
handle complex ﬂow geometry and block-structured adaptive mesh reﬁnement (AMR) is used to locally increase
grid resolution near shocks, material interfaces and reaction zones. The discretization is based on a high-resolution
Godunov method, but includes an energy correction designed to suppress numerical errors that develop near a material interface for standard, conservative shock-capturing
schemes. Nonreactive ﬂow involving shock interactions
with planar and curved inhomogeneities and reactive ﬂow
involving detonation diﬀraction are discussed to illustrate
the numerical approach.
Jeﬀrey Banks
Sandia National Laboratory
jwbanks@sandia.gov
Donald W. Schwendeman
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
schwed@rpi.edu
MS81
Theory and Discretization of Operator Riccati
Equations
In this paper we focus on the problem of developing numerical schemes that yield convergent and mesh independent
approximations of the inﬁnite dimensional Riccati equation
F (X ) = A∗ X + X A − X BB∗ X + C ∗ C = ,
where BB ∗ , CC ∗ ∈ L(H) and A generates a strongly
continuous semigroup on a Hilbert space H. We consider a sequence of approximating problems deﬁned by
(H N , AN , B N , C N ), where H N ⊂ H is a sequence of
ﬁnite dimensional subspaces of H, AN ∈ L(HN , HN ),
B N ∈ L(U , HN ) and C N ∈ L(HN , Y) are bounded linear operators. Let P N : H → H N denote
 the orthogonal
projection of H onto H N satisfying P N  ≤ 1 and assume
that P N x − P x → 0 as N → ∞ for all x ∈ H. Deﬁne
the ﬁnite dimensional approximating Riccati equations by

approximation. Finally, we provide applications and numerical examples to illustrate the ideas.
John Burns
Interdisciplinary Center for Applied Mathematics
Virginia Tech
burns@silver.icam.vt.edu
MS81
A Comparsion of Multigrid and H-ADI for Large
Scale Riccati Equations
We compare two related multilevel methods for the solution of large scale algebraic matrix Riccati equations
AX + XAT − XF X + C = 0: A (nonlinear) multigrid
method and an ADI iteration based on hierarchical matrices. Both approaches can be adapted in order to preserve
the low rank structure of the n × n solution X induced by
low rank right-hand sides C, so the equation can be solved
in almost linear complexity O(n logc n).
Lars Grasedyck
Max-Planck-Institute
Math in Sciences
lgr@mis.mpg.de
MS81
Iterative Solution of ARE’s Arising in Control of
Vibrations
Algebraic Riccati equations (ARE) of large dimension arise
when using approximations to design controllers for systems modelled by partial diﬀerential equations. A number
of approaches to solving such algebraic Riccati equations
exist. Most rely on ﬁnding a low rank approximation to
the exact solution. For some problems, such as heating
problems, this low rank approximation exists. Numerical
results indicate that for weakly damped problems a low
rank solution to the ARE may not exist. Further analysis
supports this point.
Kirsten Morris
Dept. of Applied Mathematics
University of Waterloo
kmorris@uwaterloo.ca
MS81
Low Rank Approximate Solution of Algebraic Riccati Equations

A method is developed for the approximate low rank soluF N (X N ) = (AN )∗ X +X AN −X N BN (BN )∗ X N +(C N )∗ C N = .
tion of several important problems in control, including the
solution of large scale algebraic Riccati equations as they
Let Xk ∈ L(H) denote the iterates of the Newton method arise in optimal control, H-inﬁnity control and in model
for the inﬁnite dimensional Riccati equation F(X ) = . reduction. The solutions are obtained through the approxLikewise, XkN ∈ L(HN ) denotes the iterates of the Newton imate computation of a basis for a selected invariant submethod for the discretized Riccati equation F N (X N ) = . space of a block structured matrix pencil. The subspace
Roughly speaking, the MIP may be broken down into basis is used to construct low rank approximate solutions to
convergence under mesh reﬁnement and Newton intera- Riccati equations, in particular to the maximal and minition counts on a given mesh. We ﬁrst review the con- mal symmetric solutions. This approach yields approximaditions on the approximating scheme (H N , AN , B N , C N ) tion results that guarantee stability and passivity in model
which are suﬃcient to imply that the approximating Ric- reduction of passive systems.
N
cati equation admits a unique nonnegative solution X∞
,
N N
and X∞
P converges to the unique nonnegative solution Volker Mehrmann
X∞ of the inﬁnite dimensional operator Riccati equation. Technische Universität Berlin
We then focus on the issue of mesh independence for the mehrmann@math.tu-berlin.de
Kleinman-Newton algorithm. In particular, we present results that relate mesh independence to dual convergence Peter Benner
and the preservation of control system properties under U. Chemnitz
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benner@mathematik.tu-chemnitz.de
Danny C. Sorensen
Rice University
sorensen@rice.edu
MS82
Adaptive Reﬁnement for the Solution of Maxwell’s
Equations
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Eldad Haber
Emory University
Dept of Math and CS
haber@mathcs.emory.edu
MS82
Talk Title Not Available at Time of Publication
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Gregory Newman
LBL
GANewman@lbl.gov
MS82
Discontinuous Galerkin Methods for the TimeHarmonic Maxwell Equations
We propose and analyze interior penalty discontinuous
Galerkin methods for the numerical discretization of the
time-harmonic Maxwell equations. The main advantages
of these methods in comparison with conforming ﬁnite element approaches lie in their high ﬂexibility in the meshdesign and their accommodation of high-order elements.
We derive the methods for the time-harmonic Maxwell
equations, and discuss the underlying stability mechanisms. Based on suitable duality arguments, we then derive
optimal a-priori error bounds in the energy norm and the
L2 -norm. Finally, we present a-posteriori error estimators
for the low-frequency approximation of the time-harmonic
Maxwell equations where the resulting bilinear forms are
coercive. We show the reliability and eﬃciency of the estimators and demonstrate numerically that they can eﬃciently resolve the strongest Maxwell singularites in nonsmooth domains. We derive the methods for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, and discuss the underlying stability mechanisms. We then develop the a-priori
and a-posteriori error estimation of hp-adaptive discretizations and present adaptive reﬁnement procedures. All our
theoretical results are illustrated and veriﬁed in numerical
experiments.
Dominik Schoetzau
Mathematics Department
University of British Columbia
schoetzau@math.ubc.ca
MS82
Algebraic Multigrid and Algebraic Reformulations
of the Eddy Current Equations
With the rising popularity of compatible discretizations
(edge elements) for the eddy current Maxwell’s equations,
there is a corresponding need for fast solvers. We propose
an algebraic reformulation of the discrete system along
with a new AMG technique for this reformulated prob-
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lem. This technique requires a specialized solver on the ﬁne
mesh, but traditional methods can be used on the coarser
meshes. We illustrate the new technique for smoothed aggregation AMG and present computational results.
Pavel Bochev, Christopher Siefert
Sandia National Laboratories
pbochev@sandia.gov, csiefer@sandia.gov
Ray S. Tuminaro
Sandia National Laboratories
Computational Mathematics and Algorithms
rstumin@sandia.gov
Jonathan J. Hu
Sandia National Laboratories
Livermore, CA 94551
jhu@sandia.gov
MS83
BGCE - The Bavarian Graduate School of Computational Engineering
The Bavarian Graduate School of Computational Engineering (BGCE) was established as kind of an umbrella programme, gathering three CSE-related graduate
programmes at TU Munich and University of ErlangenNuremberg. For the best students there, BGCE oﬀers an
elite track which, after successful participation, leads to a
master’s degree with honours. The talk will present the
BGCE as the funding institution of this student prize.
Hans Bungartz
TU-Muenchen
bungartz@in.tum.de
MS83
Title Not Available at Time of Publication
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Ulrich J. Ruede
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
Department of Computer Science (Simulation)
ruede@cs.fau.de
MS84
Title Not Available at Time of Publication
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Derek Bingham
Dept. of Statistics and Actuarial Science
Simon Fraser University
dbingham@cs.sfu.ca
MS84
Treed Gaussian Processes for Surrogate Modeling
Under Uncertainty
One important contribution of statistics is in the development of surrogate models which can give a computationally
fast approximate response surface for a function, such as
the output of complex computer code. The traditional approach to surrogate modeling uses Gaussian process models, but they have a number of potential problems. We
present a more ﬂexible model, based on a treed partition
of the space, with Gaussian processes ﬁt within each parti-
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tion. By doing so in a fully Bayesian manner, we can also
give complete uncertainty estimates, which can then be
used for guiding searches of the input space for either optimization or learning about the unknown function itself.
We demonstrate this approach on our motivating example of the adaptive design of a simulation experiment for
learning the response surface of ﬂight characteristics of a
proposed rocket booster.
Herbie Lee
University of California, Santa Cruz
Dept. of Applied Math & Statistics
herbie@ams.ucsc.edu
MS84
Title Not Available at Time of Publication
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Monica Martinez-Canales
Computational Sciences and Mathematics Research
Department
Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, CA.
mmarti7@sandia.gov
MS84
Pattern Search Optimization with a Treed Gaussian Process Oracle
The derivative-free optimization method Asynchronous
Parallel Pattern Search (APPS) allows use of an external
’oracle’ to help guide the optimization search. Here we
incorporate statistical modeling via Treed Gaussian Processes as the oracle. Using a statistical model allows us to
explicitly quantify our uncertainty about the function output, leading to a more robust global optimization. We also
investigate the use of statistical inference in convergence
criteria, so as to include globally informed stopping rules.
Matt Taddy
University of California, Santa Cruz
Dept of Applied Math & Statistics
taddy@soe.ucsc.edu
MS85
The Cactus Framework: Design, Applications and
Future Directions
The Cactus Code is an opensource, modular framework
for collaborative high-performance computing. In addition
to including diﬀerent computational and community toolkits, Cactus provides a range of abstract interfaces to application developers through which a variety of third party
libraries and tools can be easily leveraged. In this talk,
we review the design of Cactus, describe how it is used
by diﬀerent application communities, and discuss ongoing
development plans for supporting new application needs.
Gabrielle Allen
Center for Computation & Technology
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803
gallen@cct.lsu.edu
MS85
AMROC - A Cartesian SAMR Framework for
Compressible Gas Dynamics
AMROC is an object-oriented C++ framework that pro-
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vides structured adaptive mesh reﬁnement (SAMR) on distributed memory machines. Being the ﬂuid solver system
of Caltech’s simulation infrastructure ”Virtual Test Facility”, the current main applications range from EulerianLagrangian ﬂuid-structure interaction simulation to supersonic combustion and turbulence modeling in complex
(evolving) geometries. The presentation details the design and generic components that enable the construction
of large-scale parallel simulation codes involving Eulerian
compressible gas dynamics in minimal time.
Ralf Deiterding
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
deiterdingr@ornl.gov
MS85
Integrating Modeling and Simulation Components
within the SIERRA Framework
The SIERRA Framework provides modeling and simulation application codes with a collection of capabilities
for parallel execution, distributed adaptive unstructured
meshes, and multiphysics coupling. Application codes integrate their physics-speciﬁc components into the framework such that these components may be completely insulated from details of parallel communication and distributed data synchronization. The SIERRA Frameworks
parallel execution model, distributed mesh model, application components and taxonomy, and framework interactions with application components will be presented.
H. Carter Edwards
Sandia National Laboratories
hcedwar@sandia.gov
MS85
Components for Adaptive Multiscale Simulations
This presentation will discuss a set of functional components being developed to support the execution of adaptive multiscale simulations. The components are designed
to accept a general speciﬁcation of multiscale problems and
to coordination the interactions of the simulation domains
and ﬁelds accounting for the transformations associated
with going across the multiple scales in which various discretization processes are used within each scale. Example adaptive applications including continuum to atomistic
coupling will be presented.
Mark S. Shephard
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Scientiﬁc Computation Research Center
shephard@scorec.rpi.edu
MS86
The L2 Norm Error Estimates for the Div LeastSquares Method
This talk presents L2 norm error estimates for the div leastsquares method for which the associated homogeneous
least-squares functional is equivalent to the H(div) × H 1
norm for the respective dual and primal variables. Optimal L2 norm error estimates for the primal variable under
the minimum regularity requirement for the second-order
elliptic equations, elasticity, and the Stokes equations are
established.
Z. Cai
Department of mathematics
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Purdue University
zcai@math.purdue.edu
JaEun Ku
Purdue University
jku@math.purdue.edu
MS86
Least-Squares Methods for Interface and Mesh Tying Problems
In the ﬁnite element method, a standard approach to mesh
tying is to apply Lagrange multipliers. However, if the adjoining surfaces do not coincide spatially, straightforward
Lagrange multiplier methods lead to discrete formulations
failing a ﬁrst-order patch test. A least-squares method is
presented here for mesh tying in the presence of gaps and
overlaps. The least-squares formulation for transmission
problems is extended to settings where subdomain boundaries are not spatially coincident. The new method is consistent in the sense that it recovers exactly global polynomial solutions that are in the ﬁnite element space. As a
result, the least-squares mesh tying method passes a patch
test of the order of the ﬁnite element space by construction. This attractive computational property is illustrated
by numerical experiments.
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FOSLS overcomes this limitation, but at a substantial loss
of real eﬃciency. The FOSLL* approach described here
is a promising alternative that is based on recasting the
original problem as a minimization principle involving the
adjoint equations. This talk provides a theoretical foundation for the FOSLL* methodology and application to
the eddy current form of Maxwell’s equations. It is shown
that singularities due to discontinuous coeﬃcients are easily treated. However, singularities due to reentrant edges
require a further modiﬁcation. A partially weighted norm
is used only on the slack equations. The solution retains
optimal order accuracy and the resulting linear systems are
easily solved by multigrid methods. Comparison is made
to the curlcurl formulation and the weighted regularization
approach. The FOSLL∗ is shown to have equal or better
accuracy, obtained at a smaller cost. Numerical examples
are presented that support the theory.
Eunjung Lee
University of Colorado
Department of Applied Math
eunjung.lee@colorado.edu
Thomas Manteuﬀel
University of Colorado
tmanteuf@colorado.edu

Pavel Bochev
Sandia National Laboratories
Computational Math and Algorithms
pbboche@sandia.gov

MS87
Mathematical Modeling of Pollution Distribution
from Motor Transport in City in Bottom Layer of
Atmosphere

David Day
Sandia National Laboratories
dmday@sandia.gov

In report there are 3D air-dynamics model in bottom layer
of atmosphere and advection-diﬀusion model of transport
pollution. Program realization of models based on GIS
technology and database for the pollution distribution in
case of typical weather conditions. The ﬁrst regime of program based on direct simulation gas dynamics, humidity
and heat transport and ﬁnally air pollution distribution
modeling. The other variant based on fast searching of
most similar variant for given situation from database.

MS86
First-Order System Least Squares FEM Approach
for Solving Maxwells Equations in Deforming Media
Deformation of solid media brings the matter ﬂow ﬁeld
and the Cauchy-Green and Piola strain tensors into the
electromagnetic constitutive laws, which renders Maxwell’s
equations hyperbolic with variable coeﬃcients. A numerical solution of the time-diecretized Maxwells equations is
deforming solid media based on a ﬁrst-order system leastsquares (FOSLS) variational formalism will be presented.
Anter El-Azab
Florida State University
School of Computational Science & Mechanical
Engineering Dep
anter@eng.fsu.edu
MS86
First-Order System Ll* (fosll*) for Maxwell’s Equations in 3D with Edge Singularities.
The L2 –norm version of ﬁrst–order system least squares
(FOSLS) attempts to reformulate a given system of partial
diﬀerential equations so that applying a least–squares principle yields a functional whose bilinear part is H 1 –elliptic.
This means that the minimization process amounts to solving a loosely coupled system of elliptic scalar equations. An
unfortunate limitation of the L2 –norm FOSLS approach is
that this product H 1 equivalence generally requires suﬃcient smoothness of the original problem. Inverse–norm

Denis Lyubomishenko, Valery Gadelshin
Taganrog State University of Radio-Engineering
kolek007 @mail.ru, kolek007 @mail.ru
MS87
LBM Approaches for the Heat-Mass Transfer in
Shallow Water Basins
In recent years the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) has
attracted much attention in the physics and engineering
communities as a possible alternative approach for solving
complex ﬂuid dynamics problems. In particular, the inherent parallelism, the simplicity of programming, and the capability of incorporating complex microscopic interactions
have made LBM a very attractive simulation method for
ﬂuid ﬂow in complex physical systems, speciﬁcally in modeling of heat and mass transfer in shallow water basins.
Boris Sidorenko
Taganrog State University of Radio-Engineering
sai@rec.tsure.ru
MS87
High Resolution Shallow Water Models and Its Ap-
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plication to Some Basins in the South of Russia
In report 2D and 3D high precision models for shallow water basins have been presented. These models take into
account following factors: complicated form of beach and
bottom, wind and bottom friction, Coriolis factor, input
and output, evaporation in mass conservation as well as in
momentum equations and so on. Also coeﬃcients of turbulent diﬀusion have been computed. These models have
been applied to the Azov Sea modeling and theoretical and
experimental results compared.
Alexander I. Sukhinov
Taganrog State University of Radio-Engineering
sukhinov@gmail.com
MS87
Modeling of Pollution Distribution in the Azov Sea
Using Irregular Grids
For numerical realization of high precision hydrodynamic
model for shallow water basins the method of ﬁnite elements on irregular triangular meshes is used. Unlike regular meshes, irregular meshes are easier to build, they easily
adapt for complex geometry of area. It is developed original algorithms of irregular triangular meshes construction
based on the mesh reﬁning by moving nodes preserving
Delaunay conditions fulﬁllment. Nodes also moved along
borders of the area in iterative process.
Anton Sukhinov
Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology
sai@rec.tsure.ru
MS88
Challenges and Algorithms for Simulating Alfvenic
Turbulence in Collisionless Plasma
Turbulence plays a critical role in plasma systems ranging from laboratory fusion experiments to astrophysics.
In nearly collisionless systems, modeling this turbulence is
challenging because of the kinetic nature of the dominant
dissipation processes and because of the strong nonlinear
interactions that control the dynamics. On the other hand,
the range of spatio-temporal scales that must be simultaneously resolved is not as large as in neutral ﬂuid turbulence.
A new class of ”gyrokinetic” codes developed for fusion are
facilitating the exploration of plasma turbulence across a
broad range of problems. In astrophysics an important issue is how large-scale turbulent energy is absorbed as it
cascades to small spatial scales. Whether the energy is
dumped into electrons or ions in accretion ﬂows and in
other systems impacts both the dynamics of the system
and our ability to interpret observations through measurement of radiation from distant sites throughout the universe. Results from the ﬁrst self-consistent calculations of
the collisionless absorption of turbulent energy cascades for
astrophysical applications will be presented. A new mechanism for ion heating in Alfvenic plasma turbulence will
be discussed, and a short discussion of the accuracy of the
algorithms used for this calculation will be presented.
Bill Dorand
University of Maryland
Department of Physics
bdorland@umd.edu
MS88
Discontinuous Galerkin Methods for Fluid Plasma
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Modeling with Applications to Plasmoid Accelerators
Plasmoid accelerators are an interesting high energy density propulsion concept currently under investigation at
Advatech Paciﬁc in partnership with the Air Force Research Laboratory at Edwards Air Force Base. Approaches
to ﬂuid plasma modeling using the discontinuous Galerkin
method are being developed to help better understand
plasma physics issues important to this thruster concept.
One promising approach involves the use of vector potentials to maintain the divergence constraint when time dependent magnetic ﬁeld boundary conditions are applied.
In this talk, discontinuous Galerkin algorithms for ﬂuid
plasma models will be presented along with numerical
benchmarks and results relevant to plasmoid propulsion.
Jean-Luc Cambier
Air Force Research Laboratory
Propulsion Directorate , Aerophysics
Jean-Luc.Cambier@edwards.af.mil
John J. Loverich
Advatech Paciﬁc Inc.
john.loverich@gmail.com
MS88
Advances in Mixed Materials Modeling for Resistive MHD on ALE Meshes
There is continued interest in the MHD modeling of mixed
materials for a variety of high current plasma applications.
The challenge is the constituents may be very small, requiring high spatial resolution. We show the protocol for using
”microscopic” simulations, where the individual materials
are resolved, to build a ”macroscopic” EOS and resistivity tables of a thermodynamically correct mixed, homogenized material at reduced resolution. Simulations will be
compared against both microscopic calculations and experimental results.
John W. Luginsland, Michael Frese, Sherry Frese
NumerEx
john.luginsland@numerex.com,
michael.frese@numerex.com, sherry.frese@numerex.com
MS88
A Boltzmann-PIC-MCC Hybrid Model for Collisional Transport in the Tokamak Diverter Sheath
The plasma sheath and hydrocarbon transport near a carbon diverter plate of a ITER-like tokamak is modeled using
a one-dimensional particle-ﬂuid hybrid model, with a hybrid Monte Carlo collision model. Electrons are modeled
as an inertia-less (Boltzmann) ﬂuid with conservation of
charge enforced by a time-dependent ﬂux balance at the
walls for a Maxwellian distribution at a speciﬁed temperature. Flux ﬂows in from the edge plasma, and out at the
diverter and also in the upstream direction. Ions are modeled using the PIC methodology. The modeling methodology for the iterative nonlinear solver is presented. The
hybrid collision model allows particle-particle collisions as
well as particle-fuild and ﬂuid-ﬂuid collisions. The hybrid
model is shown to run about one hundred times faster than
a full PIC model.
Christine Nguyen
University of California - Berkeley
ctine.nguyen@gmail.com
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Chul Hyun Lim, Jeﬀ Hammel
Dept. Nuclear Engineering
University of California - Berkeley
chlim@langmuir.nuc.berkeley.edu, k0scist@gmail.com

Jan S. Hesthaven
Brown University
Division of Applied Mathematic
Jan.Hesthaven@Brown.edu

John Verboncoeur
Dept. Nuclear Engineering
University of California
johnv@nuc.berkeley.edu

MS89
Stochastic Collocation Methods Nonlinear Elliptic
PDEs with Random Input Data

MS89
Model Reduction and Adaptation in Stochastic
Galerkin Projections
This paper focuses on addressing issues of computational
eﬃciency of spectral stochastic Galerkin projections for the
solution of complex stochastic systems. In particular, an
algorithm is developed for the eﬃcient characterization of
a lower dimensional manifold occupied by the solution to a
stochastic partial diﬀerential equation (SPDE) in the Fock
space associated with the Wiener chaos. A description of
the stochastic aspect of the problem on two well-separated
scales is developed to enable the stochastic characterization
on the ﬁne scale using algebraic operations on the coarse
scale. Moreover, a solid foundation is provided for the
adaptive error control in stochastic Galerkin procedures.
Roger Ghanem
University of Southern California
Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering and Civil
Engineering
ghanem@usc.edu
Alireza Doostan
University of Southern California
Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering and Civil
Engineering
doostan@jhu.edu
MS89
Uncertainty
Scattering

Quantiﬁcation

in

Electromagnetic

We shall discuss the use of polynomial chaos expansions
for quantiﬁng the impact of uncertainty in electromagnetic
scattering. Modeling of uncertainty in sources, materials,
and geometries will be discussed and we will also compare
Galerkin and Collocation forms of the polynomial chaos
approach. The EM problem is solved using a high-order
DG-FEM approach. We shall illustrate use of such techniques on problems of realistic complexity, including problems requiring a high-dimensional random space.
Cedric Chauviere
Univerity Blaise Pascal, France
cedric.chauviere@math.univ-bpclermont.fr
Laura Lurati
IMA and Boeing, Seattle
laural@dam.brown.edu
Tim Warburton
Rice University
tim.warburton@gmail.com
Lucas Wilcox
University of Austin, Texas
lucas.wilcox@gmail.com

This work proposes and analyzes sparse grid stochastic
collocation techniques for solving nonlinear elliptic partial
diﬀerential equations with random coeﬃcients and forcing terms (input data of the model). This method can
be viewed as an extension of the Stochastic Collocation
method proposed in [Babuska-Nobile-Tempone, Technical
report, MOX, Dipartimento di Matematica, 2005] which
consists of a Galerkin approximation in space and a collocation at the zeros of suitable tensor product orthogonal polynomials in probability space and naturally leads to
the solution of uncoupled deterministic problems as in the
Monte Carlo method. The full tensor product spaces suﬀer
from the curse of dimensionality since the dimension of the
approximating space grows exponentially fast in the number of random variables. If the number of random variables
is moderately large, this work proposes the use of sparse
tensor product spaces utilizing either Clenshaw-Curtis or
Gaussian interpolants. For both situations this work provides rigorous convergence analysis of the fully discrete
problem and demonstrates: (sub)-exponential convergence
of the ”probability error” in the asymptotic regime and
algebraic convergence of the ”probability error” in the preasymptotic regime, with respect to the total number of
collocation points. Numerical examples exemplify the theoretical results and show the eﬀectiveness of the method.
Fabio Nobile
MOX, Dip. di Matematica
Politecnico di Milano
fabio.nobile@polimi.it
Raul Tempone
School of Computational Science and Mathematics
Department
Florida State University
rtempone@scs.fsu.edu
Clayton G. Webster
Florida State University
webster@scs.fsu.edu
MS89
Modeling Diﬀusion in Random Heterogeneous Media: Data-Driven Microstructure Reconstruction
Models, Stochastic Collocation and the Variational
Multiscale Method
We are interested in modeling diﬀusion in 3D random heterogeneous microstructures that are deﬁned through limited statistical information extracted from 2D microstructure snapshots. An accurate simulation of diﬀusion in
random heterogeneous media has to satisfactorily account
for the twin issues of randomness as well as the multilength scale variations in the material properties. We propose a general methodology to construct a data-driven,
reduced-order microstructure representation model to describe property variations in realistic heterogeneous media.
This reduced-order model then serves as the input to the
SPDE describing thermal diﬀusion through random heterogeneous media. A decoupled scheme is used to tackle
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the problems of stochasticity and multi-length scale variations in properties. A sparse-grid collocation strategy is
utilized to reduce the solution of the SPDE to a set of deterministic problems. A variational multiscale method with
explicit subgrid modeling is used to solve these deterministic problems. An illustrative example using experimental
data is provided to showcase the eﬀectiveness of the proposed methodology.
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MS90
Simulation of Heating on Unstructured Grids in
Hypersonic Flows

Nicholas Zabaras
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Cornell University
zabaras@cornell.edu

The quality of surface heat transfer simulation under conditions of hypersonic ﬂow as a function of ﬂux reconstruction algorithm within FUN3D is reviewed. Focus is on
all tetrahedral elements in order to preserve ﬂexibility for
grid adaptation and remove constraints of semi-structured
(prismatic) grids across all shear layers. Context for discussion is provided by a simple test case (ﬂow over a cylinder)
and a more complex case (ﬂow over a spacecraft towing a
toroidal ballute).

Baskar Ganapathysubramanian
Cornell University
bg74@cornell.edu

Peter A. Gnoﬀo
NASA Langley Research Center
Peter.A.Gnoﬀo@nasa.gov

MS90
Arbitrary Order Accurate and Unconditionally
Stable Discretization of the 4D Navier-Stokes
Equation on Unstructured Meshes

MS90
Paths Toward Accurate Unstructured Grid Heating

Stablized numerical methods utilizing continuous and discontinuous basis approximations are presented for discretizing the time-dependent compressible Navier-Stokes
ﬂow equations about curved geometries using arbitrary
mesh complexes containing simplex, brick, prism, and
pyramidal elements. Salient features of this formulation
and implementation include: (1) arbitrary order accuracy
in both space and time (for suﬃciently smooth solutions)
using machine generated basis representations, (2) provable global nonlinear stability whenever entropy convexity
is strictly retained, and (3) parallel implementation using
domain decomposition techniques. Numerical results for
compressible Navier-Stokes ﬂow are presented to illustrate
performance characteristics of the method(s).
Timothy J. Barth
NASA Ames Research Center
Timothy.J.Barth@nasa.gov
MS90
Accuracy of Mixed-Element Finite-Volume Discretizations
The recent drag prediction workshops have identiﬁed lack
of reliable accuracy analysis for unstructured discretizations as a critical problem. This paper proposes a uniﬁed
approach to evaluating accuracy of ﬁnite-volume discretizations on mixed-element unstructured grids. The analysis
is applied to the inviscid-ﬂow equations discretized with
a typical node-based discretization; the ﬁrst-order convergence on mixed grids is shown and explained. Alternative
discretizations, demonstrating convergence with the second and third designed accuracy order, are analyzed and
tested.
Boris Diskin
National Institute of Aerospace, Hampton, VA
bdiskin@nianet.org
James Thomas
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA
james.a.thomas@nasa.gov

An account of trials and tribulations endured during the
quest for predicting aeroheating with unstructured grids.
Bil Kleb
NASA Langley
Bil.Kleb@NASA.gov
MS90
Newton-Krylov Methods on Unstructured Meshes
for Aerodynamic Flows
In this presentation two Newton-Krylov algorithms are
described for solution of the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations on unstructured meshes. In the ﬁrst, the meanﬂow equations are fully coupled with the turbulence model
equation; in the second algorithm, the two systems are
loosely coupled. Both algorithms use the generalized minimal residual Krylov solver with incomplete lower-upper
preconditioning. Results are presented for several two- and
three-dimensional ﬂows, including a wing-body-nacelle geometry.
David W. Zingg
University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies
dwz@oddjob.utias.utoronto.ca
P. Wong, M. Blanco
University of Toronto
Institute for Aerospace Studies
pw@oddjob.uias.utoronto.ca, mb@oddjob.uias.utoronto.ca

MS91
Phase Field Modeling and Simulation of Some Interface Problems
We present our on-going works on the phase ﬁeld modeling
and simulations of some interface problems, ranging from
microstructure evolution in multicomponent alloy to lipid
vesicle deformation and interaction in ﬂuid. We discuss
recent development of highly adaptive computational algorithms for large scale phase ﬁeld simulations. We also
address how to eﬀectively retrieve useful statistical information within the phase ﬁeld framework.
Qiang Du
Penn State University
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Department of Mathematics
qdu@math.psu.edu

MS93
Shape Determination for Real
Maxwell Eigenvalue Problems

MS91
Rayleigh-Taylor Turbulent Mixing
Improvements to the Front Tracking method have increased its power and ease of use. The robust treatment
of bifurcations was achieved through combination of the
robust but less accurate grid based tracking with the accurate but less robust grid free tracking. This, with improved
physical modeling (correct modeling of physical transport
phenomena, etc.), allows validation of simulations for the
3D Rayleigh-Taylor chaotic mixing problem. We thank the
many collaborators who contributed to this work.

Experimentally observed cavity response diﬀer from that
of ideal cavity. This is due to shape deviations resulting
from both loose machine tolerance in the fabrication, and
tuning process for the accelerating mode. In this talk, we
present a shape determination algorithm to solve for the
unknown cavity deviations using the real cavity’s frequency
response. The inverse problem is posed as a least-squares
minimization problem. Nonlinear optimization problem
is solved using a line search based reduced space GaussNewton method, and shape sensitivities are computed with
a discrete adjoint approach. We present both real-life and
synthetic examples.

James G. Glimm
SUNY at Stony Brook
Dept of Applied Mathematics
glimm@ams.sunysb.edu

Volkan Akcelik, Lie-Quan Lee, Kwok Ko
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
volkan@slac.stanford.edu,
liequan@slac.stanford.edu,
kwok@slac.stanford.edu

MS91
Regularization for Accurate Numerical Wave Propagation in Discontinuous Media

MS93
Shape Optimization in Support of Implantable
Blood Pump Design

Structured computational grids are the basis for highly
eﬃcient numerical approximations of wave propagation.
When there are discontinuous material coeﬃcients the accuracy is typically reduced and there may also be stability
problems. In this talk, we consider a technique for modifying the material coeﬃcients close to the material interface,
to improve on the order of accuracy of the Yee scheme as
well as other (also higher order) methods based on a similar
staggered structure.

Several challenges and methods in biomedical ﬂow device
design are described. The objective often involves the
unique behavior of blood as the ﬂowing medium, necessitating, e.g., accurate modeling of cell damage. The complex constitutive behavior, in particular shear-thinning,
may aﬀect the outcome of shape optimization more than
it aﬀects direct ﬂow analysis. Finally, target applications
often involve intricate time-varying geometry, and thus, realistic solutions can be only obtained on high-performance
parallel computers.

Anna-Karin Tornberg
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
tornberg@cims.nyu.edu
MS91
An Eulerian Formulation for Interfacial Flows with
Surfactant
An interfacial ﬂow with surfactant involves more complicated physics along the interface as well as more complicated coupling of interface dynamics and bulk dynamics.
An Eulerian framework is developed to capture both the
surfactant distribution on the interface, the moving interface, and the ambient ﬂuid ﬂow. Extensive computation
results will be shown to validate our algorithm. This is a
joint work with Z. Li, J. Lowengrub and J. Xu.
Hongkai Zhao
University of California, Irvine
Department of Mathematics
zhao@math.uci.edu
MS92
Speaker Names

and

Markus Probst, Marek Behr
RWTH Aachen University
Chair for Computational Analysis of Technical Systems
probst@cats.rwth-aachen.de, behr@cats.rwth-aachen.de
Mike Nicolai
RWTH Aachen University
nicolai@cats.rwth-aachen.de
MS93
Optimization of Self-Stability for Periodic Motion
of Walking and Running Robots
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Georg Bock
IWR
University of Heidelberg
bock@iwr.uni-heidelberg.de
MS93
Determination of Initial Orbits of Satellites After
Faulty Launches
Abstract not available at time of publication.

To Be Announced
tba
tba

Complex

Ekaterina Kostina
IWR - University of Heidelberg
ekaterina.kostina@iwr.uni-heidelberg.de
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MS94
Preconditioned Iterative Solvers for Linear Stability Analysis of Incompressible Flows
We explore iterative methods for eigenvalue problems
A = λB arising from linear stability analysis of the
Navier-Stokes equations. A is a nonsymmetric indeﬁnite
matrix with structure like that of saddle point systems
and B is singular. The matrix-vector products required by
methods such as inverse iteration or the implicitly restarted
Arnoldi algorithm entail solution of linear systems with
coeﬃcient matrix A or A − θB. For this, we use preconditioned Krylov subspace methods and examine eﬀects of
Reynolds number and shifts on performance. Moreover, we
study “inexact” solvers and the eﬀects of stopping criteria
on the performance and costs of eigenvalue computations.
Howard C. Elman
University of Maryland, College Park
elman@cs.umd.edu
MS94
The Eﬀect of Inner Solver Accuracy and Boundary
Conditions on Pressure Convection-Diﬀusion Preconditioners for the Incompressible Navier-Stokes
Equations
While
numerous studies have demonstrated mesh-independent convergence for Pressure Convection–Diﬀusion preconditioners and their overall eﬃcacy, several potential weaknesses
remain in their practical use. The relationship between
accuracy of inner sub-problem solves and overall convergence rate of the outer iteration is not well understood for
the Navier-Stokes equations or when the inner sub-block
solver has less than ideal behavior. We discuss this issue
as well as the inﬂuence of boundary conditions on overall
algorithm convergence.
Victoria E. Howle
Sandia National Laboratories
vehowle@sandia.gov
MS94
Two-Phase Incompressible Flow Problems:
cretization and Preconditioners

Dis-

In this talk we consider a standard model for a two-phase
ﬂow problem, namely the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations with a localized force term at the interface between the two phases. The levelset approach is used for
the implict representation of the interface. Special ﬁnite
elememt spaces are used for discretization. We present
preconditioning methods that have robustness properties
with respect to mesh size, time step and jumps in problem
parameters (density and viscosity).
Arnold Reusken
Numerical Mathematics
RWTH Aachen University, Aachen, Germany
reusken@igpm.rwth-aachen.de

the preconditioner required that the underlying spatial discretization be uniformly inf-sup stable. Here the deﬁnition
of the original preconditioner is generalized to cover the
case of discrete systems that arise when using stabilized
low-order mixed ﬁnite element approximation or collocated
ﬁnite diﬀerence methods.
David Silvester
School of Mathematics
University of Manchester, Manchester, UK
d.silvester@manchester.ac.uk
MS95
Continuation of Sparse Eigendecompositions
The eigenvalues of large parameter-dependent matrices
provide insight to engineers designing resonators and to
those studying the stability of dynamical equilibria. We
describe continuation methods for approximating a few
eigenvalues of such parameter-dependent matrices. In particular, we explore how the continuous structure of these
problems informs the choice of solver parameters at each
step, and how information from the eigensolver can be used
to make choices about step size control in the continuation
process.
David Bindel
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
dbindel@cims.nyu.edu
Mark J. Friedman
University of Alabama
Department of Mathematics
friedman@math.uah.edu
MS95
Continuation for the Ornstein-Zernike Equation
Using LOCA
The Ornstein-Zernike equation together with a closure
equation can be solved to ﬁnd probability distributions of
atoms in ﬂuid states. Varying parameters of the state such
as density and temperature allows us to understand phase
transitions, say, from liquid to vapor. It has been shown,
however, that such a continuation study produces incorrect
results when using a common closure equation. We seek
to perform this study using an alternative closure equation
using the software LOCA.
B.M. Pettitt, M. Marucho
University of Houston
pettitt@uh.edu, marucho@kitten.chem.uh.edu
A.G. Salinger
Sandia National Laboratories
agsalin@sandia.gov
C.T. Kelley
North Carolina State Univ
tim kelley@ncsu.edu

MS94
Least Squares Commutator Preconditioning for
Stabilized Mixed Approximation

Kelly Dickson
North Carolina State University
kidickso@ncsu.edu

The focus of this talk is the Least Squares Commutator
(LSC) preconditioner developed by Elman, Howle, Shadid, Shuttleworth and Tuminaro. The original version of

MS95
Computing Hopf Bifurcations in Large-Scale Prob-
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interface treatments show fragmented materials with large
temperature spikes and a many ﬁne scale vortices.

Hopf bifurcations, signiﬁed by the birth of an oscillatory
periodic solution, are a common means by which dynamical
systems become unstable. Examples include ﬂutter, vortex shedding, and chemical oscillators. We describe block
elimination and bordered matrix methods for computing
Hopf bifurcations that are scalable to problems with millions of unknowns. These methods have been implemented
in LOCA, part of the Trilinos solvers collection, and are
designed to be easily integrated into existing engineering
codes.

John W. Grove
Methods for Advanced Scientiﬁc Simulations Group
Continuum Dynamics Group, CCS-2
jgrove@lanl.gov

Andrew Salinger
Applied Computational Methods Dept, Sandia National
Labs
agsalin@sandia.gov

MS96
Numerical Algorithms for MHD of Free Surface
Flows of Ablated Materials

Eric Phipps
Sandia National Laboratories
Applied Computational Methods Department
etphipp@sandia.gov
MS95
Periodic Orbit Tracking for Large-Scale Applications
A general-purpose periodic orbit tracking capability is being developed in Sandia’s Trilinos framework. We use ﬁnite diﬀerence discretizations of the time domain and use
a Newton’s method to solve the entire space-time problem. Parallelism over the space and time domains is implemented, and diﬀerent preconditioning strategies are investigated. For 3D PDE applications, this formulation is
for a ”steady” problem in four dimensions, so existing continuation and stability analysis capabilities can be used.
Andrew Salinger
Sandia National Labs
agsalin@sandia.gov
MS96
Deformable Boundaries on Moving Overset Grids
We consider viscous ﬂow coupled to deformable boundaries. We introduce “essentially Cartesian grid methods”
where thin unstructured grids track the deformable boundaries while most of the domain is covered by structured
Cartesian grids. This is the natural extension of classical
overset (Chimera) schemes which simpliﬁes the treatment
of complex surface geometry. Computational examples are
presented to illustrate the new features of these algorithms.
Petri Fast
Center for Applied Scientiﬁc Computing
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
pfast@llnl.gov
MS96
Turbulent
Mixing
in
Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability

Imploding

We study imploding Richtmyer-Meshkov instability to understand the eﬀect of the numerical ﬂow model on late time
mixing dynamics, in particular sharp interfaces vs. mixed
cell pressure-temperature equilibrium. For early times the
models behave similarly, but show completely diﬀerent late
time mixing structures. Mixed cell treatments are dominated by a few fully mixed well deﬁned vortices, while sharp

Thomas Masser
Continuum Dynamics Group, CCS-2
CCS Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory
tmasser@lanl.gov

New mathematical models, algorithms, and computational
software have been developed for the study of magnetohydrodynamics of multiphase ﬂows in the presence of phase
transitions. The code is applicable to the simulation of free
surface ﬂows of electrically conducting liquids or weakly
ionized plasmas ablated by particle or laser beams in magnetic ﬁelds. Applications of the developed methods for
the simulation of tokamak fueling through the injection of
small frozen deuterium - tritium pellets will be discussed.
We have performed ﬁrst systematic studies of the pellet
ablation in magnetic ﬁelds, and our results disproved some
prevailing expectation about the role of the geometry and
magnetic ﬁeld on the pellet ablation rate.
Paul Parks
General Atomics
parks@fusion.gat.com
Tianshi Lu
Brookhaven National Laboratory
tlu@bnl.gov
Jian Du
Stony Brook University
jidu@ams.sunysb.edu
Roman V. Samulyak
Brookhaven National Laboratory
rosamu@bnl.gov
MS96
Application of the PPB Moment-Conserving Advection Scheme to Multiﬂuid Interface Instability
Problems
A moment-conserving ﬁnite diﬀerence scheme for nonlinear advection, the PPB scheme, has been derived from an
extension to 3D of van Leers Scheme VI and with the addition of appropriate constraint conditions. This scheme will
be brieﬂy described along with its implementation inside
the PPM gas dynamics scheme. A variety of multiﬂuid interface instability problems have been attacked using this
PPM/PPB combination, including problems with several
distinct ﬂuids. These results will be presented and the advantages of this approach discussed.
David Porter, Paul R. Woodward
Laboratory for Computational Science and Engineering
University of Minnesota
dhp@lcse.umn.edu, paul@lcse.umn.edu
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MS97
Convergence of Pseudospectral Methods for Nonlinear Optimal Control Problems
A main problem in control engineering is solving a constrained nonlinear optimal control problem. In recent
years, many practical, nonlinear optimal control problems
have been solved by pseudospectral (PS) methods. In an
eﬀort to better understand the PS approach to solving
control problems, we present some convergence results for
problems with mixed state and control constraints. It is
proved that the PS-discretized optimal control problem is
a consistent approximation to the continuous-time optimal
control problem. Convergence can be guaranteed under
numerically veriﬁable conditions.
Qi Gong
University of Texas at San Antonio
Qi.Gong@utsa.edu
MS97
Convergence of a Curse-of-Dimensionality-Free
Method for HJB PDEs
A nonlinear HJB PDE corresponding to an inﬁnite timehorizon control problem is used as a basis for development
of a curse-of-dimensionality-free numerical method. In particular, the method handles PDEs which are written as (or
well-approximated by) a point-wise maximum of quadratic
Hamiltonian forms. The approach works by exploiting the
structure of the semiconvex dual of the associated semigroup as an approximate max-plus summation of max-plus
integral operators with quadratic kernels. The solution is
obtained over the entire space, with errors in the gradient
growing linearly with distance from the origin. Previous
results have demonstrated that the computational growth
as a function of space dimension is cubic (rather than exponential). The downside is a curse-of-complexity which
is best dealt with via various pruning schemes including
a convex-programming approach. Convergence rates as a
function of the number of iterations will be discussed.
William M. McEneaney
Depts. of Math. and of Mech. and Aero. Eng.
University of California, San Diego
wmceneaney@ucsd.edu
MS97
Trajectory Optimization using Higher Order Implicit Integration Methods
Trajectory optimization is key to the design and analysis
of aerospace vehicles. The use of implicit integration combined with modern nonlinear programming packages has
proven to be an eﬀective technique for trajectory optimization. The development of higher order implicit integration
schemes will be covered. Computation experiences applying these methods to aircraft and interplanetary spacecraft
problems will be shared.
Stephen Paris
Boeing Phantom Works
stephen.w.paris@boeing.com)
MS97
Addressing Dimensionality and Complexity Curses
in Computational Optimal Control
The Hamilton-Jacobi framework for solving optimal con-
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trol problems suﬀers from Bellmans famous curse of dimensionality. It can be easily argued that the Pontryagin
framework suﬀers from a curse of complexity arising from
the symplectic structure of the Hamiltonian system. It is
possible to delay the onset of dimensionality and complexity by modern computational techniques whose roots can
be traced back to the original ideas of Bernoulli and Euler. This talk will explore these issues thru the prism of
new insights brought on by the availability of extraordinary
computational power on ordinary computers.
Michael Ross
Department of Mechanical and Astronautical Engineering
Naval Postgraduate School
imross@nps.edu
MS98
Linear Systems Arising in Computational Geomechanics
Finite element analysis is widely used in engineering geomechanics. Most problems require solutions of linear systems which are often both very large and include the eﬀects
of nonlinear material behaviour. This talk will provide an
overview of the types of systems generated and will highlight some of the outstanding research issues in this area.
Alison Ramage
Dept of Mathematics
University of Strathclyde
alison@maths.strath.ac.uk
Charles E. Augarde
Durham University
School of Engineering
charles.augarde@durham.ac.uk
MS98
An Element-by-Element Krylov Solver for Dynamic Soil-Structure Interaction
The survivability against aircraft impact of a nuclear containment vessel sited on soft soils poses a challenging dynamic soil-structure interaction problem. The foundation
stiﬀness plays a key role in controlling the stresses experienced by the superstructure. Here the eﬃcient use of
the Scaled Boundary Element method (to simulate the dynamic far-ﬁeld) in conjunction with a Krylov element-byelement NLFE solver is examined. Particular attention is
given to reducing compute time when calculating the convolution integral.
Roger Crouch
Durham University
School of Engineering
r.s.crouch@durham.ac.uk
MS98
Block Preconditioners for FE Coupled Consolidation Equations
The repeated solution in time of the large size indeﬁnite
linear system resulting from the FE integration of coupled
consolidation equations is a major computational eﬀort.
Because of ill-conditioning, a suitable preconditioner is necessary to guarantee the convergence of projection methods
based on Krylov’s subspaces. Novel block preconditioners
are theoretically investigated with their practical applica-
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tion discussed. Several numerical tests show their eﬃciency
and robustness as compared to standard ILU/ILUT preconditioners.
Massimiliano Ferronato, Giuseppe Gambolati
University of Padova
DMMMSA
ferronat@dmsa.unipd.it, gambo@dmsa.unipd.it
Luca Bergamaschi
Universita di Padova
Italy
berga@dmsa.unipd.it
MS98
Element-Based Preconditioners for Problems in
Geomechanics
The solution of algebraic equilibrium equations lies at the
heart of a nonlinear ﬁnite element analysis in geotechnical
engineering. This problem is usually reduced to a sequence
of large sparse linear system solves, so iterative solvers and
preconditioners play important roles. Here we review the
use of a range of established element-based preconditioners
for linear elastic and elasto-plastic problems and compare
their performance with a new element-based method which
oﬀers a signiﬁcant improvement in performance.
Charles E. Augarde
Durham University
School of Engineering
charles.augarde@durham.ac.uk
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lpswile@sandia.gov
Patty Hough
Sandia Nat’l Labs
pdhough@sandia.gov
MS99
Title Not Available at Time of Publication
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Andreas Zell
Eberhard-Karls-Universität Tübingen
zell@informatik.uni-tuebingen.de
MS100
Why Advanced PDE Frameworks Should Use a
Domain-Speciﬁc Language
Application codes need reusable components for meshes,
solvers, and diﬀerent physical components. However, many
important processes are governed by PDE. By introducing
a domain-speciﬁc language for PDE, it is possible to generate many such physical components while still interfacing
to a common set of meshes and solvers. Moreover, layering
physical components on top of such a uniﬁed approach to
PDE allows a single entry point for fast algorithms or advanced approximating functions to be shared across physical modules. I will present examples of this concept from
the FEniCS project and Sundance.

Alison Ramage
University of Strathclyde
A.Ramage@strath.ac.uk

Robert Kirby
TBD
TBD
robert.c.kirby@ttu.edu

Jochen Staudacher
University of Durham
jochen staudacher@yahoo.de

MS100
Building High-performance, Optimization-Enabled
PDE Simulations with Sundance

MS99
Title Not Available at Time of Publication
Abstract not available at time of publication.
Michael Bowling
University of Alberta
bowling@cs.ualberta.ca
MS99
Gaussian Processes in Trust-Region Optimization
Methods
Gaussian process models are often used to emulate expensive computer simulations. Recently, they have also been
used to model the ”error ﬁeld” between two levels of ﬁdelity
in a computer simulation. This work examines the eﬃcacy
of using Gaussian processes in trust-region surrogate-based
optimization. Since Gaussian processes account for uncertainties, they oﬀer a potentially powerful way to reduce the
number of high-ﬁdelity function evaluations necessary in
multi-ﬁdelity optimization, especially in optimization problems which include uncertainty.
Laura Swiler
Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

The Sundance high-level components allow building highperformance parallel PDE simulations with a convenient
symbolic problem description language, also enabling advanced algorithms for PDE-constrained optimization and
uncertainty quantiﬁcation. The symbolic problem description also facilitates automated performance optimizations
through which Sundance-built simulators can get runtime
performance that is often superior to hand-coded domainspeciﬁc PDE codes. We will describe the symbolic engine’s
design, the architecture enabling its use with other frameworks, and show applications case studies.
Kevin Long
Sandia National Laboratories
krlong@sandia.gov
MS100
Automatic Parallelization with Hybrid Analysis
Hybrid Analysis (HA) compiler technology can seamlessly
integrate static and run-time analysis of memory references into a single framework that can perform data dependence analysis and generate necessary information for
most memory related optimizations. HA is used for automatic parallelization of programs. It extracts run-time assertions from loops and generates minimum overhead runtime tests. The technology has been implemented in the
Polaris compiler and has parallelized 22 benchmark codes
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with 99% coverage and scalable speedups.
Lawrence Rauchwerger
Computer Science Department
Texas A&M University
rwerger@cs.tamu.edu
MS100
Plug-n-Play Linear Solvers: Abstraction of Linear
System Assembly
Sparse linear systems arise in many engineering applications, and their solution often dominates runtime. Optimal linear system solution can be highly problem speciﬁc,
which motivates the need to switch among various solver
libraries. Widely varying solver interfaces makes switching
diﬃcult, so we have developed abstraction layers that encapsulate solver-library-speciﬁc interfaces and data types.
The process of assembling and manipulating linear systems
will be described, as well as access to solution methods and
other operations.
Alan B. Williams
Sandia National Laboratory
Distributed Systems Research Department
william@sandia.gov
MS101
Enabling and Comparing Weak to Strong Multiphysics Coupling
This talk addresses development of stronger coupling algorithms approaching monolithic coupling using as little
problem information beyond weak coupling as possible.
Candidate algorithms involve matrix-free and Broydenbased approaches. Practical realization of these algorithms via solver libraries is discussed. The relative performance and cost associated with the various algorithms is
comapred leading to an understanding of (dis)advantages
and appropriate use. Examples ranging from coupled prototype systems to coupled production scale analysis codes
will be presented.
Roger Pawlowski
Sandia National Labs
rppawlo@sandia.gov
Russell W. Hooper
Sandia National Laboratories
rhoope@sandia.gov
MS101
Algorithmic and Numerical Aspects of Coupled
Problems
Coupled problems arise naturally in many areas, such as
ﬂuid-structure interaction. Often, there are good methods for each single problem. This leads to a partitioned
approach. Here one wants to obtain the same results as
fully monolithic. Assuming solvers for each subproblem,
we look at numerical methods to solve the coupled problem, explaining some eﬀects. Aditionally, we consider the
separate pieces of subproblem software as components in a
software engineering sense.
Hermann G. Matthies, Rainer Niekamp
Institute of Scientiﬁc Computing
Technical University Braunschweig
H.Matthies@tu-bs.de, r.niekamp@tu-bs.de
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MS101
Globalization-Preserving Coupling Techniques for
Circuit-Device Coupling
This talk presents an algorithm to solve coupled circuit
simulation between a low-ﬁdelity lumped parameter circuit
simulator and a high-ﬁdelity PDE simulatior for drift diffusion. Each code is highly nonlinear and requires speciﬁc
Globalized Newton-based techniques. Each application’s
globalization is incompatible with the other. Strong and
robust coupling is achieved using a nonlinear elimination
technique that preserves each application’s globalization
technique. Results will be shown for large-scale parallel
circuits using production codes at Sandia.
Roger Pawlowski
Sandia National Labs
rppawlo@sandia.gov
MS101
Modular Coupling Strategies for Melt Crystal
Growth Models
We desire to construct a model for melt crystal growth processes that is both computationally expedient and mathematically self-consistent by employing codes that solve
nonlinear, boundary value problems coupled along a common domain boundary. We present several strategies
to implement a loose coupling of such codes. A block
Gauss–Seidel iteration procedure is simple to implement
but not robust. Much more promising is an approximate,
Block-Newton approach implemented using a Jacobian-free
Newton-Krylov algorithm.
Lisa Lun
Chemical Engineering & Materials Science
University of Minnesota
lun@cems.umn.edu
Jeﬀrey J. Derby
Dept. of Chemical Engineering & Materials Science
University of Minnesota
derby@umn.edu
Andrew Yeckel
Univ. of Minnesota
yecke003@umn.edu
MS102
MKL Intel’s Numerical Library on Multicore
Greg Henry
Intel Corporation
greg.henry@intel.com
MS102
Solving Dense Symmetric Positive Deﬁnite Systems of Linear Equations Using Cholesky Factorization on the CELL Processor
We present a mixed-precision algorithm for solving symmetric positive deﬁnite systems of linear equations on the
CELL processor. The algorithm is based on Cholesky factorization in single precision and iterative reﬁnement of
the single precision result to achieve double precision accuracy. Parallel Cholesky factorization is based on pipelining
of consecutive steps of the algorithm in order to achieve
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excellent load balance and almost complete hiding of communication latency.

MS103
Inverse Seismic Wave Propagation

Jakub Kurzak
Innovative Computing Laboratory
University of Tennessee
kurzak@cs.utk.edu

Inverse problems in seismic wave propagation are diﬃcult
to solve due to their highly nonlinear nature. A successful
strategy here is to use multiscale hierarchies both in the
space discretization and the signal frequencies. Alternatively, experience from computational seismology suggests
to amend the misﬁt term by traveltime measurements or
more general integral transform operators. We combine
these ideas for the solution of inversion problems on real
geological data and provide a variety of numerical results.

MS102
Extra-Precise Iterative
Squares Problems

Reﬁnement

for

Least

We present the algorithm, error bounds, and numerical results of the extra-precise iterative reﬁnement for overdetermined linear least squares (LLS) problems. We apply our
linear system reﬁnement algorithm to Bjorck’s augmented
linear system formulation of the LLS problem. Our algorithm reduces
the forward normwise and componentwise
√
errors to nε unless the system is too ill-conditioned. In
contrast to linear systems, we provide two separate error
bounds for the solution x and the residual r.

Carsten Burstedde
University of Texas at Austin
carsten@ices.utexas.edu

Jason Riedy
University of California, Berkeley
Division of Computer Science
ejr@cs.berkeley.edu

In the Bayesian setting for inverse problems, the cost of
likelihood evaluations with computationally intensive forward models may be prohibitive. This problem is compounded by high dimensionality, as when the unknown is
a spatiotemporal ﬁeld. We address these diﬃculties by
combining a Karhunen-Loeve representation of Gaussian
process priors with a Galerkin/polynomial chaos construction to propagate prior uncertainty through the forward
model. The result is a lower-dimensional surrogate posterior which may be explored at negligible cost.

Xiaoye S. Li
Computational Research Division
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
xsli@lbl.gov
James W. Demmel
University of California
Division of Computer Science
demmel@cs.berkeley.edu

MS103
Dimensionality Reduction and Polynomial Chaos
Acceleration of Bayesian Inference in Inverse Problems

Habib N. Najm
Sandia National Laboratories
Livermore, CA, USA
hnnajm@sandia.gov

Yozo Hida
Univ. of California
Berkeley
yozo@cs.berkeley.edu

Youssef M. Marzouk
Sandia National Laboratories
ymarzou@sandia.gov

MS102
LAPACK For Clusters: Productivity Meets High
Performance

MS103
Comparison of Advanced Large-Scale Minimization
Algorithms for the Solution of Inverse Ill-Posed
Problems

LAPACK For Clusters (LFC) allows seamless parallelization of numerically intensive computations through the familiar environments such as Mathematica, MATLAB, and
Python. These client environments naturally hide the inherent complexity of the parallel code in their sequential
user interface. The computational resources reside on the
server side in a form of a parallel cluster that allows remote
manipulation of distributed objects and execution of parallel code. The integration between the server and client
environments happens through the standard function overloading features of the clients and thus allows eﬀortless
scaling of existing sequential codes as well as writing new
algorithms with the functionality of the server that extends
built-in capabilities of the clients.

We compare performance of several robust large-scale minimization algorithms applied for unconstrained minimization of cost functional in the solution of ill-posed inverse
problems applied to parabolized Navier-Stokes equations.
The methods compared consist of the nonlinear conjugate gradient method, BFGS, the limited memory QuasiNewton (L-BFGS) , Truncated Newton method and a new
hybrid algorithm . For all methods employed the gradient of the cost function is obtained via an adjoint method.
The hybrid method emerged as the best performer for an
adequate choice of parameters controlling the number of LBFGS and Truncated Newton iterations to be interlaced.

Piotr Luszczek
University of Tennessee Knoxville
Department of Computer Science
luszczek@cs.utk.edu

Ionel Michael Navon
Department of Mathematics and C.S. I.T.
Florida State University
navon@csit.fsu.edu
Aleksey Alekseev
Department of Aerodynamics and Heat Transfer, RSC,
ENERGIA,
Korolev (Kaliningrad), Moscow Region 141070, Russia
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aleksey.alekseev@relcom.ru
MS103
Real-Time Reliable Parameter Estimation for Systems Described by Partial Diﬀerential Equations
We present a reduced-basis technique for the reliable realtime parameter estimation in parametrized partial diﬀerential equations. We ﬁrst formulate a parameter estimation
problem of identifying a compact set of all possible parameter values consistent with the interval measurements.
We then replace the truth approximation outputs with the
reduced-basis output bounds to obtain a new problem formulation of several orders of magnitude lower computational cost than the original problem. Finally, we propose
eﬃcient algorithms to construct approximate bounding regions for the solution of the new problem. Numerical results of a nondestructive evaluation problem is presented
to demonstrate several features of our approach.
Anthony T. Patera, M. A. Grepl
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
patera@mit.edu, martin grepl@yahoo.de
Gui-Rong Liu
National University of Singapore
mpeliugr@nus.edu.sg
Cuong Nguyen
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cuongng@mit.edu
MS104
Augmentation Preconditioners for Saddle Point
Systems
In this talk we provide an overview of augmentation
preconditioners for saddle point systems of the form
[A B T ; B 0]. Those preconditioners come in a few ﬂavors.
Deﬁning W as a weight matrix, the basic form is block diagonal, with A + B T W −1 B in the (1,1) block and W in the
(2,2) block. The preconditioned matrix has the interesting
property that the higher the nullity of the (1,1) block is, the
faster a minimal residual Krylov solver (such as MINRES)
converges. When the nullity of A is equal to the number of
constraints, convergence (in the absence of roundoﬀ errors)
is expected to occur within two iterations. When applied
to discretized PDEs, it is desirable to exploit the properties of the diﬀerential operators in a way that will allow for
fast inversion of the augmented (1,1) block. This issue and
other computational properties of the preconditioner will
be discussed.
Chen Greif
University of British Columbia
Canada
greif@cs.ubc.ca
MS104
Augmented Lagrangian and Schur Complement
Preconditioners for the Oseen Equations
We discuss several block preconditioners for the discrete
Oseen system. In one group preconditioners make use of
special approximations to the pressure Schur complement
of the problem. We will consider and compare several options of building such approximations. To avoid constructing sophisticated pressure Schur complement approxima-
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tions we further consider a block preconditioner for an augmented Lagrangian formulation of the corresponding saddle point system. In this approach the crucial ingredient is
an appropriate solver for the (1,1) block of the system. We
discuss available theoretical and numerical results for different preconditioning techniques with respect to the mesh
and viscosity dependence. This presentation is based on a
joint research with M.Benzi.
Maxim Olshanskii
Department of Mechanics and Mathematics
Moscow State M.V.Lomonosov University, Moscow,
Russia
Maxim.Olshanskii@mtu-net.ru
MS104
Block Preconditioning for Stabilized Finite Elements and Microﬂuidic Applications
Over the past several years, considerable eﬀort has been
placed on developing eﬃcient solution algorithms for the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The eﬀectiveness
of these methods requires that the solution techniques for
the linear subproblems generated by these algorithms exhibit robust and rapid convergence. These methods should
be insensitive to problem parameters such as mesh size and
Reynolds number. This study concerns a class of preconditioners derived from a block factorization of the coeﬃcient
matrix generated in a Newton nonlinear iteration for the
primitive variable formulation of the system. These preconditioners are based on the approximation of the Schur
complement operator using a technique proposed by Elman, Howle, Shadid, Shuttleworth, and Tuminaro [H. Elman, V. Howle, J. Shadid, R. Shuttleworth, R. Tuminaro,
Block Preconditioners Based on Approximate Commutators, SIAM J. on Sci. Comp. 27 (2006) 1651 - 1668], Kay,
Loghin, and Wathen [D. Kay, D. Loghin, and A. J. Wathen,
A preconditioner for the steady-state Navier-Stokes equations, SIAM J. on Sci. Comp. 24 (2002) 237-256.], and Silvester, Elman, Kay, and Wathen [D. Silvester, H. Elman,
D. Kay, A. Wathen, Eﬃcient preconditioning of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible ﬂow, J.
Comp. Appl. Math. 128 (2001) 261-279.]. It is derived using subsidiary computations (solutions of pressure Poisson
and convection-diﬀusion-like subproblems) that are significantly easier to solve than the entire coupled system, and
a solver can be built using tools, such as smooth aggregation multigrid for the subproblems. We discuss two computational studies we performed using MPSalsa, a stabilized ﬁnite element code, and Sundance, a high-level symbolic diﬀerentiation ﬁnite element code. Using MPSalsa,
we compare parallel versions of the pressure convectiondiﬀusion preconditioners with an overlapping Schwarz domain decomposition preconditioner. Using Sundance, we
apply these techniques to realistic microﬂuidic problems
where the ﬂow is driven by an electric potential ﬁeld. Our
results show nearly ideal convergence rates for a wide range
of Reynolds numbers with both enclosed and in/out ﬂow
boundary conditions on both structured and unstructured
meshes.
Robert Shuttleworth
Center for Scientiﬁc Computation And Mathematical
Modeling
University of Maryland, College Park, MD
rshuttle@math.umd.edu
MS104
High-Order-in-Time Factorizations for Solving and
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Preconditioning the Incompressible Navier-Stokes
Equations
Algebraic Yosida-like fractional-step methods for solving
the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations are presented. These
methods (Quarteroni, Saleri, Veneziani, J Math Pur Appl,
1999, Saleri, Veneziani, SIAM J Num An, 2004, Gervasio, Saleri, Veneziani, J Comp Phys 2005) rely on approximate LU block factorizations of the matrix of the discrete
Navier-Stokes system. We address time accuracy of these
schemes and performances as preconditioners of the coupled Navier-Stokes system, using both ﬁnite elements and
spectral space discretizations.
Alessandro Veneziani
Modeling and Scientiﬁc Computing,Dipartimento di
Matematica
Politecnico di Milano, Milano, Italy
alessandro.veneziani@mate.polimi.it
Fausto Saleri
MOX Department of Mathematics
Politecnico di Milano
fausto.saleri@mate.polimi.it
Paola Gervasio
Dipartimento di Matematica,Facoltà di Ingegneria
Università degli Studi di Bresci, Brescia, Italy
gervasio@ing.unibs.it
MS105
Improved Boundary Conditions for Electromagnetic Particle-in-Cell Algorithm
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a very accurate fully Lagrangian (mesh-free) approach.
Semi-Lagrangian approaches which are faster and attempt
to achieve the accuracy of the particle simulation are also
discussed.
Nick Hitchon
University of Wisconsin
Electrical and Computer Engineering
whitchon@yahoo.com
MS105
Grid-Free Particle Simulations for Electrostatic
Plasmas
A grid-free particle method for electrostatic plasma simulations is presented. The method employs techniques from
vortex methods in computational ﬂuid dynamics including:
(1) treecode algorithm for evaluating the electric ﬁeld induced by a set of point charges, (2) kernel smoothing to
handle the Coulomb singularity, and (3) adaptive particle
insertion to maintain resolution of the charge distribution.
Simulations are presented for the instability of collisionless
electron beams. This work is supported by AFOSR and
NSF.
Benjamin Sonday
Princeton University
bsonday@math.princeton.edu
Robert Krasny
University of Michigan
Department of Mathematics
krasny@umich.edu

Particle-in-cell (PIC) calculations based on the electromagnetic ﬁnite-diﬀerence time-domain method (FDTD) are
simple, robust, and successful. However, the structured,
Cartesian grids employed by the FDTD method result
in staircase approximations that cannot accurately model
curved surfaces. We will compare the accuracy of Cartesian
grids, cylindrical grids, and a cut-cell embedded boundary.
The particle currents must be weighted to these grids in
a charge conserving manner. The charge conserving current weights are derived from ﬁnite element method (FEM)
vector (edge) basis functions for the Cartesian (well known
Villasenor-Buneman current weights), cylindrical, and cutcell embedded boundary.

Lyudmyla Barannyk
University of Michigan
barannyk@umich.edu

Andrew Greenwood
Air force Research Laboratory
andrew.greenwood.kirtland.af.mil

MICHELLE is a new two-dimensional and threedimensional steady-state and time-domain particle-in-cell
(PIC) code that employs electrostatic and now magnetostatic ﬁnite-element ﬁeld solvers. Over the past several
years the code has been employed successfully by industry to design and analyze a wide variety of devices that
include multistage depressed collectors, electron guns, and
ion thrusters. This paper will present applications of the
MICHELLE code, including parametric optimization for
design applications.

Matthew T. Bettencourt
Air Force Research Laboratory
DEHE
matthew.bettencourt@kirtland.af.mil
Keith L. Cartwright
Air Force Research Laboratory
keith.cartwright@kirtland.af.mil
MS105
Lagrangian and SemiLagrangian Models of Breakdown
Simulation of breakdown presents computational challenges because of the wide variation in spatial and temporal scales, and the need to keep numerical diﬀusion to
an absolute minimum. We discuss attempts to develop

Andrew J. Christlieb
Michigan State Univerity
Department of Mathematics
christlieb@math.msu.edu
MS105
Recent Applications of 3D Finite-Element Analysis
for Electrostatic and Magnetostatic PIC

John Petillo
Science Applications International Corporation
jpetillo@bos.saic.com
Baruch Levush
Naval Research Laboratory
baruch.levush@nrl.navy.mil
MS106
Additive Schwarz Methods for Stochastic Elliptic
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Equations
We present a parallel multilevel domain decomposition preconditioned recycling Krylov subspace method for the numerical solution of elliptic equations with stochastic uncertainties in the operator. Karhunen-Loeve expansion and
Galerkin method with double orthogonal polynomial basis are used to transform the stochastic problem into a
sequence of deterministic equations. We report results obtained from a PETSc based parallel implementation of a
recycling Krylov subspace method preconditioned with the
additive Schwarz method.
Chao Jin, Congming Li
Dept. of Applied Mathematics
University of Colorado, Boulder
chao.jin@colorado.edu, cli@colorado.edu

Marcus Sarkis
IMPA and WPI
msarkis@impa.br
MS107
Parallel Adaptive Methods and Domain Decomposition
We discuss a parallel adaptive meshing strategy due to
Bank and Holst. The main features are low communication
costs, a simple load balancing procedure, and the ability
to develop parallel solvers from sequential adaptive solvers
with little additional coding. In this talk we will discuss
some recent developments, including variants of the basic
adaptive paradigm, improvements in the adaptive reﬁnement algorithm itself, and a domain decomposition linear
equations solver based on the same principles.

Xiao-Chuan Cai
University of Colorado, Boulder
Dept. of Computer Science
cai@cs.colorado.edu
MS106
Solving the Stochastic Steady-State
Problem Using Multigrid

meability ﬁeld and symmetric positive deﬁnite linear system of equations whose solutions are the coeﬃcients of a
Galerkin-type approximation to the solution of the original
equation.

Diﬀusion

We study multigrid for the stochastic steady-state diﬀusion problem where the diﬀusion coeﬃcient has a ﬁnite
Karhunen-Loève expansion. The problem is discretized in
space using linear ﬁnite elements and in the “stochastic
component” with a polynomial chaos method. The resulting discrete system is solved using multigrid where the spatial discretization varies from grid to grid while the stochastic discretization is held constant. We establish a “textbook” multigrid convergence rate independent of spatial
mesh size, and we demonstrate performance with experiments. In addition, we explore extension of these ideas
to the case where the diﬀusion equation is posed as a ﬁrst
order system discretized by mixed methods.
Howard C. Elman
University of Maryland, College Park
elman@cs.umd.edu
Darran Furnival
University of Maryland
furnival@cs.umd.edu
MS106
Adaptive Multi-Element Collocation Method for
Flow Problems
Abstract not available at time of publication.
George Karniadakis
Brown University
gk@dam.brown.edu
MS106
Stochastic Galerkin Method for Elliptic Spdes: A
White Noise Approach
We present and explain several advantages of using the
White Noise probability space as a natural framework for
this problem. Applying properly the Wiener-Itô Chaos decomposition and a modiﬁcation of the Karnunen-Loeve expansion, we obtain statistically stationary log normal per-

Randolph E. Bank
Univ of California - San Diego
Department of Mathematics
rbank@ucsd.edu
MS107
Adaptive Methods for Time-Dependent Problems
Using Classical and Adjoint Approaches
Global error control for initial value problems relies on predicting the impact of accumulated error as it evolves in
time. Methods based on Adjoint methods oﬀer an attractive but potentially expensive solution. The alternative
is to consider simple classical global error estimation for
the forward PDE problem. Both these approaches are described and compared and an attempt made to undertsand
when one method should be used rather than the other.
Christopher E. Goodyer
University of Leeds
ceg@comp.leeds.ac.uk
Martin Berzins, Le-Thuy Tran
SCI Institute
University of Utah
mb@sci.utah.edu, ltran@cs.utah.edu
MS107
Convergence of Adaptive Methods with Applications in Physics and Geometric Analysis
We consider two-scale models of electrostatics in biological materials, and similar nonlinear problems arising in
geometric analysis. We establish well-posedness and derive max-norm estimates. We then prove similar results
for Galerkin approximations, and use these results to derive a priori and a posteriori error estimates. We describe
an adaptive algorithm and prove convergenece for the ﬁrst
model, and indicate the obstacles for a similar result for
the second. We ﬁnish with examples using FETK.
Michael Holst
University of California, San Diego
USA
mholst@cam.ucsd.edu
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MS107
A fully Implicit Adaptive Multigrid Scheme for the
Solution of Nonlinear Time-Dependent PDEs Arising in Phase-Field Models of Rapid Solidiﬁcation
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agement

One of the most powerful techniques for modelling dendritic micro structures is the Phase Field method. The
resulting governing equations are highly nonlinear timedependent PDEs which we solve using adaptivity in both
space and time. The temporal error control requires a fully
implicit integration scheme to overcome stability restrictions: the resulting nonlinear algebraic equations at each
time step are solved using a composite multigrid scheme.
The method will be demonstrated for both pure metal and
binary alloy solidiﬁcation.

Parallel data access support for computational science has
evolved into a sophisticated set of layered components designed to attain high performance and to provide convenient abstractions for data access. In this talk we will discuss the architecture of these ”I/O software stacks”. We’ll
start by describing the challenges in providing eﬀective
data access to computation science applications, and then
we will discuss how the components in the I/O software
stack work together to meet these challenges, citing examples from real applications. We’ll conclude by discussing
areas that researchers are exploring in order to enable applications to make even better use of data storage systems
on high-end machines.

Peter Jimack
University of Leeds, UK
pkj@comp.leeds.ac.uk

Alok Choudhary
Northwestern University
tba

Jan Rosam, Andrew Mullis
University of Leeds
rosam@comp.leeds.ac.uk, a.m.mullis@leeds.ac.uk

Rob Ross
Argonne National Laboratory
tba

MS108
Accelerating Scientiﬁc Exploration with Workﬂow
Automation Systems

MS108
Mining Science Data

The increasing complexity of modern scientiﬁc investigations - a series of structured activities and computations
that arise in scientiﬁc problem-solving, requires an integrated network-based support framework that allows scientists to reduce information technology overhead and focus
on scientiﬁc research and discovery. This presentation discusses long-term practical experiences of the U.S. Department of Energy Scientiﬁc Data Management Center with
automation of large scientiﬁc workﬂows. We will describe
the current status and usage of a scientiﬁc workﬂow system, called Kepler, to automate the scientiﬁc exploration
process.
Scott Klasky
ORNL
tba@ornl.gov
Ilkay Altintas
San Diego Supercomputer Center
altintas@sdsc.edu
Terence Critchlow
LLNL
critchlow@llnl.gov
Bertram Ludaescher
UCDavis
ludaescher@cs.ucdavis.edu
Steve Parker
University of Utah
sparker@cs.utah.edu
Mladen Vouk
NCSU
vouk@ncsu.edu
MS108
High-Performance Parallel Data and Storage Man-

The data from scientiﬁc simulations, observations, and experiments is now being measured in terabytes and will soon
reach the petabyte regime. The size of the data and its
complexity make it diﬃcult to ﬁnd useful information in
the data. This is disconcerting to scientists who wonder
about the science still undiscovered in the data. The Sapphire project (http://www.llnl.gov/casc/sapphire) is addressing this concern by applying data mining techniques
to problems ranging in size from a few megabytes to a
hundred terabytes. Using examples from ﬂuid mixing, astronomy, remote sensing, and experimental physics, I will
discuss our experiences in mining science data.
Chandrika Kamath
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
tba
MS108
High Performance Statistical Computing with Parallel R and Star-P
Tera- and peta-scale scientiﬁc data sets generated by contemporary simulations or high-throughput experiments
bring new challenges to existing environments for statistical computing. New paradigms for ultrascale data analytics are emerging to address these challenges. Parallel
R aims to provide eﬃcient parallel statistical computing
environment that: (a) automatically detects and executes
task-parallel analyses in sequential R codes; (b) allows to
easily plug-in data-parallel analyses codes in MPI-based
C/C++/Fortran. Star-P exploits a similar paradigm for
multiple languages: MatLab, Mathematica, Python, etc.
We will present under-the-hood implementation intricacies
of both systems, and demonstrate their usage by scientiﬁc
applications in biology, climate, and nanoscience.
Alan Edelman
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
edelman@mit.edu
Nagiza F. Samatova
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Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Computer Science & Mathematics Division
samatovan@ornl.gov
PP0
Computer Simulation and Rheological Study of
Xanthan Gum
Xanthan gum is a natural polysaccharide used as a food
additive and rheological modiﬁer. It is produced by the
bacterium Xanthomonas campestris. Viscosity and elasticity properties of xanthan gum were studied for various
pH using AR2000 rheometer with cone and plate geometry. The temperature and frequency dependence of loss
and storage modules were also studied and data were ﬁtted with well known model. Same experimental data were
used to do computer simulation. In computer simulation,
we designed the same geometry and used the experimental
data to compare with the simulation data.
Leela Rakesh
Central Michigan University
Applied Mathematics Group
LRakesh@aol.com
Stanley Hirschi, Ekmagage Almeida, Anja Mueller
Central Michigan University
hirsc1s@cmich.edu,
almei1ed@cmich.edu,
muell1a@cmich.edu
PP0
A Hybrid Optimization Approach for the Optimal
Design of Traveling Wave Tubes
We will present a hybrid optimization approach for the optimal design of electron device based on two independent
physics-based design and simulation codes. In particular,
we use the CHRISTINE suite of large signal codes to model
the slow wave circuit, in conjunction with Beam Optics
Analysis to model a multi-stage depressed collector. These
two simulation codes will be combined in a hybrid framework to automate the process of optimizing several physical parameters while realizing several design constraints.
The equations describing the device properties as well as
the objective functions will be discussed, and examples of
optimized TWTs will be presented.
Adam Attarian
NC State University
arattari@unity.ncsu.edu
R. Lawrence Ives
Calabazas Creek Research, Inc.
rli@calcreek.com
John David, Hien Tran
Center for Research in Scientiﬁc Computation
North Carolina State University
jadavid2@ncsu.edu, tran@ncsu.edu
PP0
Computational Theory Using Gene Regulatory
Network
Complex networks found in biological beings are in fact
mysterious. Mimicking the networks has been practiced in
many types of mathematical models. Boolean networks,
Petri nets, Bayesian networks, graphical Gaussian models,
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Stochastic Process Calculi are examples of this imitation.
Within this presentation, we introduce another approach
to biology imitation. Using the gene regulatory network
we develop a generic model, which we suspect useful for
engineering computation.
Ahmad Yusairi Bani Hashim
Kolej Universiti Teknikal Kebangsaan Malaysia
yusairi@kutkm.edu.my
PP0
Implementing Machine Learning for Solver Selection
Machine learning techniques have proven to be eﬀective in
selecting eﬃcient solvers for linear systems. Linear systems
are represented by a set of matrix properties and application parameters combined into ”feature-vectors”. This
poster highlights some factors that aﬀect the accuracy of
solver selection. We present a comparison of two classiﬁcation methods, Boosting and Support Vector Machines. We
also discuss the process of generating feature-vectors and
the optimal composition of their element set.
Sanjukta Bhowmick
Columbia University
bhowmick@mcs.anl.gov
Erika Fuentes
University of Tennessee
efuentes@cs.utk.edu
Yoav Freund
Department of Computer Science and Engineering,
University of California, San Diego
yfreund@ucsd.edu
David E. Keyes
Columbia University
Department of Applied Physics & Applied Mathematics
david.keyes@columbia.edu
Victor Eijkhout
The University of Texas at Austin
Texas Advanced Computing Center
eijkhout@tacc.utexas.edu
PP0
Accurate Model Selection Computations
I will discuss a model selection methodology which includes
models for deterministic individual dynamics and random
population eﬀects in the context of HIV infection dynamics.
Preliminary results concerning the numerics of the inverse
problem and the realistic distinguishability of a class of
models will be presented. In particular, I will focus on the
relationship between random sources of error and those
arising from the numerical discretization.
David M. Bortz
University of Colorado
Department of Applied Mathematics
dmbortz@colorado.edu
PP0
Application of URVD Updating Techniques to the
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Template Tracking Problem

of analyzing a hyperspectral image.

Template tracking is a well studied problem in computer
vision which refers to tracking an object through a video
sequence by extracting an image of the ob ject (template)
from the ﬁrst frame and using it to ﬁnd the regions in the
remaining frames that correspond, as closely as possible,
to the template. This framework has been extended by allowing parametric deformations of the template and linear
appearance variations. One of the challenges in template
tracking is how to update the template so that it remains
a good model of the ob ject being tracked. A solution proposed recently by Matthews et al. (2003) is to update the
template and the appearance variation parameters at every iteration. Since this matrix changes every time a new
frame arrives, these updates involve calculation of the principal components of the augmented image matrix at every
iteration. Traditionally, the principal components are computed at every iteration; we suggest algorithms to update
the principal components obviating the need to recompute
them from scratch at every iteration.

Andrea L. Bertozzi
UCLA Department of Mathematics
bertozzi@math.ucla.edu

Jesse L. Barlow
Penn State University
Dept of Computer Science & Eng
barlow@cse.psu.edu
Anupama Chandrasekhar
Pennsylvania State University
achandra@cse.psu.edu
PP0
Relating Mesh Quality Metrics to Sparse Linear
Solver Performance
Large scale computational modeling and simulation involves unstructured ﬁnite diﬀerence or ﬁnite element
meshes and solution of related sparse linear systems. We
now attempt to relate well known mesh quality metrics
to convergence characteristics of sparse krylov space linear
solvers. We analyze the behavior of these quality metrics
for a suite of diﬀerent meshes and their perturbations and
relate them to the performance of the underlying sparse
krylov space solver.
Padma Raghavan
The Pennsylvania State Univ.
Dept of Computer Science Engr.
raghavan@cse.psu.edu

Alex Chen, Meiching Fong, Zhong Hu
University of California, Los Angeles
achen@math.ucla.edu,
meifong@ucla.edu,
zhongwenhu@yahoo.com
PP0
Stability and Scalability of 2D Swarming Patterns
A swarming system is used to describe the aggregation of
animals in biology and autonomous vehicles in engineering.
We observe various distinct states with a dynamic model
by changing its parameters. While these patterns exhibit
diﬀerent scalability properties, we apply H-stability from
statistical mechanics to investigate such a diﬀerence. To
further analyze the system, a continuum description is derived from the discrete model. Its validity is tested and a
linear stability analysis is given.
Yao-li Chuang
Duke University
TBA
Maria D’Orsogna
University of California, Los Angeles
dorsogna@math.university of california, los angele
Daniel Marthaler
Northrop Grumman Corp.
daniel.marthaler@ngc.com
Andrea Bertozzi, Lincoln Chayes
University of California, Los Angeles
bertozzi@math.university of california, los angele, tba
PP0
Strong Stability Preserving Multirate Schemes for
Hyperbolic Conservation Laws

Suzanne M. Shontz
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
The Pennsylvania State University
shontz@cse.psu.edu

This work will consider the problem of designing 3-D electron guns using computer optimization techniques. Several diﬀerent design parameters related to gun geometry
and physical properties will be manipulated while considering multiple design criteria related to beam properties.
The equations modeling the electron beam dynamics and
the optimization routines will be described. Finally, examples of guns designed using these techniques will also be
presented.

Anirban Chatterjee
Pennsylvania State University
achatter@cse.psu.edu

Emil M. Constantinescu
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
emconsta@cs.vt.edu

PP0
Hyperspectral Imaging

Adrian Sandu
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
asandu@cs.vt.edu

A hyperspectral image typically has more than 200 spectral
bands that can include not only the visible spectrum, but
also the infrared and ultraviolet spectra as well. The extra
information in the spectral bands can be used to classify
objects in an image with greater accuracy. Due to the high
information content of a hyperspectral image and redundancy in the data, dimension reduction is an integral part

PP0
A Parallel Lagrangian-Eulerian Coupling Algorithm for the Simulation of Floating Bodies in In-
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compressible 2-Phase Flows

tion

This poster concerns the parallel and accurate simulation
of ﬂoating rigid bodies in incompressible two-phase ﬂows.
The coupling between the ﬂuid and the solid response will
be achieved with an Eulerian-Lagrangian coupling algorithm based on the Level-Set method. The underlying
conservation laws at the interface are enforced by applying
proper interface boundary conditions to the ﬂuid which additionally have to prevent geometrically inadmissible penetrations.

This work will consider the problem of designing 3-D electron guns using computer optimization techniques. Several diﬀerent design parameters related to gun geometry
and physical properties will be manipulated while considering multiple design criteria related to beam properties.
The equations modeling the electron beam dynamics and
the optimization routines will be described. Finally, examples of guns designed using these techniques will also be
presented.

Michael Griebel, Roberto Croce
University of Bonn, Germany
griebel@ins.uni-bonn.de, croce@ins.uni-bonn.de

R. Lawrence Ives, Thuc Bui
Calabazas Creek Research, Inc.
rli@calcreek.com, bui@calcreek.com

PP0
The Variational Brain

John David, Hien Tran
Center for Research in Scientiﬁc Computation
North Carolina State University
jadavid2@ncsu.edu, tran@ncsu.edu

The Center for Computational Biology at UCLA has been
developing computational methods to help understanding quantitatively the brain. For example, we investigate
methods to detect morphological variations of brain structures as empirical evidences have suggested that shape and
size play an important role in the assessment of the brain
in health and disease. We will present a collection of variational energy minimization approaches and their results
supporting the Center’s mission. These include cortical
surface segmentation with multiple level sets, brain image registration using large deformation log-unbiased ﬂuid
models, direct mapping of cortical and hippocampal surfaces with landmark constraints, and total variation based
ﬁltering and feature detection, modeling, and registration
of brain images.
Luminita A. Vese
University of California, Los Angeles
Department of Mathematics
lvese@math.ucla.edu
Paul M. Thompson
Department of Neurology
UCLA School of Medicine
thompson@loni.ucla.edu
Jason Chung
University of California, Los Angeles
Department of Mathematics
senninha@math.ucla.edu
Alexandre Cunha
Center for Computational Biology
University of California, Los Angeles
cunha@ucla.edu
Yonggang Shi, Alex Leow, Ivo Dinov, Igor Yanovsky
University of California, Los Angeles
yonggang.shi@loni.ucla.edu, aleow@loni.ucla.edu,
dinov@loni.ucla.edu, yanovsky@math.ucla.edu
Arthur Toga
UCLA
Laboratory of Neuro Imaging
toga@loni.ucla.edu
PP0
Electron Gun Design Using Computer Optimiza-

PP0
Adaptive Global Surrogate Modeling
Due to the scale and computational complexity of current
simulation codes, metamodels (or surrogate models) have
become indispensable tools for exploring and understanding the design space. Consequently, there is great interest in techniques that aid the construction and evaluation of such models while minimizing the computational
cost and maximizing metamodel accuracy. We present a
novel, adaptive, integrated approach to global metamodeling based on the Multivariate Metamodeling Toolbox (M3Toolbox).
Tom B. Dhaene
University of Antwerp
tom.dhaene@ua.ac.be
Karel Crombecq, Cvan Aarle
University of Antwerp, Belgium
karel.crombecq@ua.ac.be, wim.vanaarle@ua.ac.be
Dirk Gorissen, Wouter Hendrickx
University of Antwerp
dirk.gorissen@ua.ac.be, wouter.hendrickx@ua.ac.be
PP0
Fully Implicit Solutions for Reduced Magnetohydrodynamics Models
We describe fully implicit solutions for one- and two-ﬂuid,
reduced, time dependent, magnetohydrodynamics models.
Our approach uses Newton-Krylov-Schwarz techniques and
is second order accurate in space and up to fourth order
accurate in time. The advantage of implicit solutions over
their explicit counterparts follows from the larger implicit
time step sizes, constrained only by accuracy requirements
and not by stability requirements as in the explicit case.
We illustrate this by comparisons with explicit solutions,
reporting computational results obtained on a parallel platform using thousands of processors.
Xiao-Chuan Cai
University of Colorado, Boulder
Dept. of Computer Science
cai@cs.colorado.edu
Florin Dobrian
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Columbia University
dobrian@cs.odu.edu
David Keyes
Columbia University
Brookhaven National Laboratory
kd2112@columbia.edu
Serguei Ovtchinnikov
University of Colorado at Boulder
Department of Computer Science
serguei.ovtchinnikov@colorado.edu
PP0
A Numerical Algorithm for MHD of Free Surface
Flows at Low Magnetic Reynolds Numbers
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magnetic Transients
In this paper an advanced meshless particle method for
electromagnetic transient analysis is presented. The aim is
to obtain numerical solutions for electromagnetic problems
by avoiding the mesh generation and by employing a set
of particles arbitrarily placed in the problem domain. The
meshless Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics method has
been reformulated for solving the time domain Maxwells
curl equations. Test problems, dealing with even and uneven particles distribution, are simulated to validate the
proposed methodology.
Elisa Francomano
Dipartimento di Ingegneria Informatica
Università degli Studi di Palermo - Italia
e.francomano@unipa.it

We present a numerical algorithm which uses front tracking and embedded boundary method for the study of the
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) of free surface ﬂows at low
magnetic Reynolds numbers. The code has been validated
through the numerical simulations of a liquid metal jet entering a non-uniform magnetic ﬁeld and is currently being
used for the simulation of liquid targets for future accelerators and pellet fueling of thermonuclear reactors (tokamaks).

Adele Tortorici, Elena Toscano, Guido Ala
Universita degli Studi di Palermo
a.tortorici@unipa.it,
etoscano@unipa.it,
ala@diepa.unipa.it

James G. Glimm
SUNY at Stony Brook
Dept of Applied Mathematics
glimm@ams.sunysb.edu

We present a new theory extending continuum mechanics to the nanoscale. While several successful applications
have been developed, we will focus on one one which illustrates the theory by studying a nonlinear boundary value
problem resulting from a novel approach to modeling fracture of a brittle material.

Roman Samulyak
Brookhaven National Laboratory
rosamu@bnl.gov
Jian Du
Stony Brook University
jidu@ams.sunysb.edu
Zhiliang Xu
Brookhaven National Lab
SUNY Stony Brook
xuzhi@bnl.gov
PP0
Multigrid Preconditioning for One-Shot NewtonKrylov Methods in PDE-Constrained Optimization
We present a multigrid one shot method for the solution
of PDE-constrained optimization problems. Linearization
of the coupled nonlinear optimality system is done with an
inexact Newton method, the resulting linear systems are
solved with a Krylov method. Since the arising KKT-type
systems are indeﬁnite and ill-conditioned, eﬀective preconditioning is mandatory for their eﬃcient solution. As preconditioner we use parallel multigrid with smoother and
coarse grid solver adapted to optimal control problems.
Martin Engel, Michael Griebel
University of Bonn, Germany
engel@ins.uni-bonn.de, griebel@ins.uni-bonn.de
PP0
Meshless Formulations of PDEs Governing Electro-

PP0
A New Theory Extending Continuum Mechanics
to the Nanoscale and Applications

Kaibin Fu
Texas A&M University
kaibin@tamu.edu
PP0
A Comparative Study of Preconditioned Iterative
Sparse Linear Solver Packages
This study evaluates a suite of preconditioners based on incomplete factorization, approximate inverse and algebraic
multilevel schemes available in packages such as PETSC,
Trilinos, HYPRE, PARMS and WSMP. We compare the
performance of these preconditioners on a set of benchmark
problems using the recommended set of parameters. Our
observations provide insight into the strengths and weaknesses of the preconditioners in each package. These results
can be used to guide the selection of the best package.
Anshul Gupta
IBM T J Watson Research Center
anshul@watson.ibm.com
Vivek Sarin
Texas A&M University
Department of Computer Science
sarin@cs.tamu.edu
Thomas George
Texas A&M University
tgeorge@cs.tamu.edu
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PP0
TSP on Multi-Digraphs
The problem is to ﬁnd a lightest tour in a given weighted
multi-digraph. The tours can be presented with circular
permutation matrices. The matrices are vectors in the vector space of square matrices. Decomposition of tours over
the spaces basis reduces the problem to a non-symmetrical
LP problem.

Alex Pothen
Old Dominion University
Dept of Computer Science
pothen@cs.odu.edu

Sergey Gubin
Genesys Telecommunication Laboratories
sgubin@genesyslab.com
PP0
Combined Parareal/reduced Order
Method for Time-dependent PDEs

development, analysis and utilization of discrete algorithms
in scientiﬁc and engineering applications. Graph and geometric algorithms are the fundamental tools of combinatorial scientiﬁc computing. They play a crucial enabling
role in numerous areas, including sparse matrix computation, partitioning for parallelization, mesh generation,
and automatic diﬀerentiation. In this poster we report on
some recent developments in this highly interdisciplinary
and rapidly evolving ﬁeld.

Modeling

Due to the computational intensity of solving nonlinear
partial diﬀerential equations, there has been much interest in developing algorithms which improve the ability to
perform real-time calculations. One approach to reducing
computational costs is the development of low-dimensional
models; a second approach is to distribute the work over
multiple processes by the development of parallel algorithms. In this work we combine both approaches by using
POD based reduced order modeling in space and a parallelin-time algorithm for the temporal integration known as
the parareal algorithm.

Erik G. Boman
Sandia National Labs, NM
Discrete Math and Algorithms
egboman@sandia.gov
Karen D. Devine
Sandia National Laboratories
kddevin@sandia.gov
Paul D. Hovland
Argonne National Laboratory
MCS Division, 221/C236
hovland@mcs.anl.gov

Chris Harden
Florida State University
charden@scs.fsu.edu

Todd S. Munson
Argonne National Laboratory
Mathematics and Computer Science Division
tmunson@mcs.anl.gov

Janet Peterson
School of Computational Science,
Florida State University
peterson@csit.fsu.edu

Bruce Hendrickson
Sandia National Labs
bahendr@sandia.gov

PP0
PDE-Based Parameter Reconstruction Through a
Parallel Newton-Krylov Method
We consider distributed parameter identiﬁcation problems
for the FitzHugh-Nagumo system that models the propagation of transmembrane electrical potentials in excitable
media such as neurons or heart tissues. We have developed
a parallel algorithm of Newton-Krylov type for such an inverse problem. The method combines Newtons method for
numerical optimization with Krylov subspace solvers for
the reduced KKT system. We show by numerical simulations that the excitation parameter can be recovered from
boundary measurements.
David Keyes
Columbia University
Brookhaven National Laboratory
kd2112@columbia.edu

Algorithms

Umit Catalyurek
Ohio State University
catalyurek.1@osu.edu
Assefaw H. Gebremedhin
Computer Science Department
Old Dominion University
assefaw@cs.odu.edu
PP0
Using Supervised Machine Learning Techniques to
Predict Preconditioner Behavior
Choosing the right preconditioner is a critical component
of using iterative methods to solve Ax = b for large, sparse
A. However, given a speciﬁc matrix A, few guidelines exist
for choosing a preconditioner and setting its parameters effectively. With the goal of providing useful guidelines, we
explore the use of supervised machine learning techniques,
such as neural networks, for predicting the behavior of preconditioned iterative methods.

Yuan He
Columbia University
yh2030@columbia.edu
PP0
Combinatorial
tional Science

Sanjukta Bhowmick
Department of Applied Physics and Applied Mathematics
Columbia University
bhowmick@cse.psu.edu

Enabling

Computa-

Combinatorial Scientiﬁc Computing is concerned with the

Tzu-Yi Chen
Pomona College
tzuyi@cs.pomona.edu
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America Holloway
Computer Science Department
Pomona College
america.holloway@pomona.edu
PP0
A Model for Timely Decision as a Competitive
Edge
Making timely decisions is considered to be a major factor
as a competitive edge in the business world. To quantify
this factor, we consider a model with two competitive businesses that diﬀer in the delay time of making and implementing decisions. A time-delayed dynamic system is used
to simulate the eﬀect of delays in decisions. Results show
that business with shorter decision delays experiences less
ﬂuctuation and is more adaptive to the changing business
environment.
Jiashi Hou
Norfolk State University
jhou@nsu.edu
PP0
Long Time Behavior of Numerical Solutions for
Problems with Coarsening
We use the Cahn-Hilliard equation as a model of coarsening systems to study its long time behavior under the
inﬂuence of discretization errors. In particular, we investigate the scaling properties of discretization errors to guide
the design of a gradient stable time stepping method, the
ultimate goal being to compute the slow dynamics both eﬃciently and accurately. The solution procedure and results
from various time stepping approaches will be presented.
Andrea L. Bertozzi
UCLA Department of Mathematics
bertozzi@math.ucla.edu
Shao-Ching Huang, Shibin Dai
University of California, Los Angeles
schuang@ats.ucla.edu, sdai@math.ucla.edu
PP0
Nonlinear Dynamical Analysis of Multi-Channel
Neonate EEG Time Series During Sleep
Nonlinear dynamical analysis of the EEG time series during sleep is used to investigate the dynamics of neurodevelopment. As an alternative to reconstructing the state
vector using time-delay embedding a single-channel of the
recorded EEG time series, a 14 individual channels measuring electrical activity from diﬀerent regions of the brain
is used for the computation of correlation dimension. Brain
activity as quantiﬁed by correlation dimension provides a
good indicator of neurodevelopment.
Suparerk Janjarasjitt, Mark Scher, Kenneth Loparo
Case Western Reserve University
suparerk.janjarasjitt@case.edu, mark.scher@case.edu, kenneth.loparo@case.edu
PP0
Cooperative Boundary Tracking with Embedded
Nonlinear Filter
In this work, we consider the problem that using multi-
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ple autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) to track environmental boundaries. Assuming each AUV has a simple
density detector, we demonstrate that, with our boundary estimation and motion control algorithms, AUVs track
the boundary eﬃciently. Also, embedded nonlinear ﬁlters
greatly improve the reliability against sensor noise. Moreover, a cooperative scheme is proposed so that multiple
AUVs can track and estimate the boundary optimally using limited communication bandwidth.
Andrea L. Bertozzi
UCLA Department of Mathematics
bertozzi@math.ucla.edu
Zhipu Jin
University of California, Los Angeles
zhipu@math.ucla.edu
PP0
Modeling of Contaminant Transport in Groundwater Via Exact Simulation of Diﬀusions
It is well known that a advection-dispersion equation
(ADE) can be interpreted as forward-Kolmogorov equation, also called Fokker-Planck equation, of a diﬀusion
process given by a stochastic diﬀerential equation. Such
solute transport can be simulated by generating paths
of this process. We use a new method (A. Beskos and
G.O. Roberts, Exact simulation of diﬀusions, The Annals
of Applied Probability 2005, vol. 15(4), 2422-2444) to obtain a ’particle solution’ of the ADE. We compare the results with those obtained by the forward reverse method
of Milstein et al. (Bernoulli 2004, vol. 10(2), 281- 312)
for transition density estimation. Furthermore we adress
sensivity analysis of exceedance probabilities with respect
to variations of the transmissivity ﬁeld, porosity and dispersivity.
Franz Konecny
BOKU-University of Natural Resources and Applied
Life Sciences, Vienna
franz.konecny@boku.ac.at
PP0
An Eﬃcient Direct Parallel Elliptic Solver by the
Spectral Element Method
An eﬃcient direct elliptic solver based on the spectral element discretization is developed. The direct solver is based
on a matrix decomposition approach which reduces multidimensional problems to a sequence of one-dimensional
problems that can be eﬃciently handled by a static condensation process. Thanks to the spectral accuracy and
the localized nature of a spectral element discretization,
this elliptic solver is of spectrally accurate and can be eﬃciently parallelized.
Jie Shen
Department of Mathematics
Purdue University
shen@math.purdue.edu
Yuen Yick Kwan
Purdue University
ykwan@math.purdue.edu
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PP0
Benchmarking OpenMPI
OpenMPI, the successor to LA-MPI, FT-MPI, LAM/MPI,
and PACX-MPI, oﬀers signiﬁcant improvements over the
current implementations. These include fault tolerant networking and check-point/restart capabilities. The need for
these features will increase as demand for petascale computing grows. While development continues on OpenMPI,
it is important to maintain and improve work from previous MPI implementations on optimization of bandwidth
and latency for network transfers. We compare OpenMPI
to other implementations at the network and application
level.
Charlie Peck
Earlham College
charliep@cs.earlham.edu
Alex Lemann, Kevin Hunter
Cluster Computing Group
Earlham College
lemanal@cs.earlham.edu, kevin@cs.earlham.edu
PP0
Microﬂuidics of an Electrowetting Drop
We propose a diﬀuse interface model for drop motion, due
to electrowetting, in a Hele-Shaw geometry. In the limit of
small interface thickness, asymptotic analysis shows the
model is equivalent to Hele-Shaw ﬂow with a voltagemodiﬁed Young-Laplace boundary condition. The details
of the contact angle signiﬁcantly aﬀect the timescale of motion in the model. The shape dynamics in the model agree
well with the experiment, down to the length scale of the
diﬀuse interface thickness.
Andrea L. Bertozzi
UCLA Department of Mathematics
bertozzi@math.ucla.edu
Karl Glasner
The University of Arizona
Department of Mathematics
kglasner@math.arizona.edu
Hsiang-Wei Lu, Chang-Jin Kim
University of California, Los Angeles
hwlu@University of California,
Los Angeles.edu,
cjkim@university of california, los angeles.edu
PP0
Phase-Aware Hardware Adaptivity for EnergyAware High Performance Computing
For large multiprocessor installations improving the thermal and energy eﬃciency of scientiﬁc workloads is becoming increasingly critical. We conjecture that scientiﬁc codes
consist of distinct phases. We therefore propose runtime
phase detection schemes for adaptive hardware selection
to improve energy eﬃciency. Our preliminary results indicate that by adaptively selecting power aware caches, CPU
gears, data prefetchers and a load miss predictor, we can
achieve power reduction of 14%, energy reduction of 43%
while reducing the execution time by 32%.
Padma Raghavan
The Pennsylvania State Univ.
Dept of Computer Science Engr.
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raghavan@cse.psu.edu
Mary Jane Irwin
Compter Science & Engineerin
Pennsylvania State University
mji@cse.psu.edu
Konrad Malkowski
Penn State University
USA
malkowsk@cse.psu.edu
PP0
General Approach for the Numerical Solution of
Inverse Problems
We need to use some sort of regularization techniques for
the numerical solution of inverse problems. Especially for
the cases where some features of the solution exhibit different patterns, along its diﬀerent subspaces , the usual
ﬁxed regularization techniques can not compute a satisfactory solution. In this work, we develop an algorithm for
adaptive regularization techniques based on the concept of
Tikhonov regularization method. The basic idea is to use
multiple regularization parameters.
Kourosh Modarresi
Stanford University
SCCM
kourosh.modarresi@stanford.edu
PP0
Veriﬁcation Tests for Computational, Multigroup,
Radiation Hydrodynamics in Two Spatial Dimensions
We
have
developed
a
computational
radiation-hydrodynamics algorithm, in two spatial dimensions, designed to model astrophysical problems in stellarcore collapse, shock propagation, and proto-neutron-star
evolution. Accurate modeling of such phenomena requires
a rigorous veriﬁcation process. We present here a test suite
designed to stress diverse aspects of our code by comparing its output to known analytic solutions. It includes tests
of pure hydrodynamics, pure radiation, and problems that
couple these components together.
F. Douglas Swesty, Eric Myra
State University of New York at Stony Brook
dswesty@mail.astro.sunysb.edu,
emyra@mail.astro.sunysb.edu
PP0
Large-Scale Coupled Simulations for Seismic Response of Multiple Oil-Storage Tanks
This work is a part of gIntegrated Predictive Simulation
System for Earthquake and Tsunami Disasterh, a 5-year
project from FY.2005, supported by Japanese Government.
In this poster, frameworks, such as data structure, and application interface, for large-scale parallel coupling simulations for seismic response of multiple tanks for oil-storage
with ﬂuid-structure interaction using ﬁnite-element methods are described. Preliminary results of coupled simulations on PC cluster with 64 corefs will be also demonstrated.
Takashi Furumura
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Earthquake Research Institute
University of Tokyo
furumura@eri.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Hiroshi Okuda
RACE, University of Tokyo
okuda@race.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Toshio Nagashima
Sophia University
nagashim@me.sophia.ac.jp
Tsuyoshi Ichimura
TIT/JST, Japan
ichimura@cv.titech.ac.jp
Kengo Nakajima
The University of Tokyo
Department of Earth & Planetary Science
nakajima@eps.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Masaaki Matsumoto
Mitsubishi Research Institute, Inc.
matsumot@mri.co.jp
PP0
BCCD/LittleFe - Computational Science Education on the Move
One of the principle challenges to computational science,
high performance computing, and Grid education is that
many institutions do not have access to appropriate platforms for demonstrations and laboratories. LittleFe is an
inexpensive design for a 4-8 node portable computational
cluster. LittleFe uses the Bootable Cluster CD (BCCD),
a standard Linux environment with a complete set of parallel and distributed computing tools. LittleFe is an inexpensive, easy to use solution for computational science
education.
Alex Lemann
Cluster Computing Group
Earlham College
lemanal@cs.earlham.edu
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PP0
DNA Micro-Array Optimization with Synthesis
and Sequence Composition Constraints
DNA micro-array hybridization is a high-throughput technology extensively used in genomic analysis. Recent advances in high density microarray technology - increased
probe density and speciﬁcity allow eﬃcient probing of
large eukaryote genomes. Whole genome probing however
requires eﬃcient algorithms for oligonucleotide selection
and synthesis. We propose here local search algorithms
for optimizing oligonucleotide selection with synthesis and
sequence similarity constraints. The optimization method
was used for designing high density isoTM tiling arrays.
We discuss here the performance of proposed optimization
algorithms.
George V. Popescu
ACM
george.popescu@acm.org
PP0
Implementation of Meshless Finite
Method for Schrodinger Equation

Diﬀerence

Meshless methods have recently become popular for solving
varieties of diﬀerential equations, with many applications
in science and engineering ﬁelds. One of these methods,
the meshless ﬁnite diﬀerence method, approximates a differential operator by using directional diﬀerence quotients
and their combinations. Here we present numerical results
of implementing the meshless ﬁnite diﬀerence method for
solving Schrodinger equation.
Jeﬀ Ruﬁnus
Widener University
ruﬁnus@cs.widener.edu
PP0
Nonlinear Spectral Viscosity for the Navier-Stokes
Equations

Paul Gray
University of Northern Iowa
Computer Science
gray@cs.uni.edu

Fluid turbulence in three dimension is a challenge both in
analysis and computation due to the need to resolve the
eﬀects of small scales. In order to resolve this diﬃculty,
various modeling strategies are employed. Ladyzhenskaya
proposed the use of the nonlinear diﬀusion operator to
model the small scale ﬂuctuations. On the other hand, we
must also preserve the large-scale dynamics described by
the Navier-Stokes equations. Thus we use nonlinear diffusion in combination with spectral viscosity ﬁlter which
attempts to limit the nonlinear viscosity eﬀects to high
modes. We analyze one such hybrid model, and prove existence and regularity, as well as derive certain restriction
on the nonlinearity to preserve consistency with respect to
the Navier-Stokes equations. Thus we use nonlinear diffusion in combination with spectral viscosity ﬁlter which
attempts to limit the nonlinear viscosity eﬀects to high
modes. We analyze one such hybrid model, and prove existence and regularity, as well as derive certain restriction
on the nonlinearity to preserve consistency with respect to
the Navier-Stokes equations.

Thomas P. Murphy
Contra Costa College
Computer Science

Yuki Saka
School of Computational Science and Information
Technology
Florida State University

Charles Peck
Cluster Computing Group, Computer Science
Earlham College
charliep@cs.earlham.edu
Kevin Hunter
Cluster Computing Group
Earlham College
kevin@cs.earlham.edu
David A. Joiner
Kean University
Assistant Professor
djoiner@kean.edu
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PP0
The Double Globe Method: A Novel Adaptive
Neighborhood Controller for Meta-Heuristic Algorithms
In a meta-heuristic optimization algorithm, at each iteration, a neighborhood is deﬁned in which new solutions would be generated. We propose a novel adaptive
scheme for controlling the stochastic search neighbourhood. The proposed ”double globe” method features two
hyper-spheres around the current optimum whose radii are
dynamically enlarged or shrunk in order to adapt the degree of ”exploration” and ”exploitation.” Numerical experiments and further analysis demonstrate the eﬀectiveness
of the proposed scheme in conjunction with several metaheuristic algorithms for combinatorial optimization problems.
Behnam Sharif, Gaofeng Wang, Tarek ElMekkawy
University of Manitoba, Canada
umsharib@cc.umanitoba.ca,
ggwang@me.umanitoba.ca,
tmekkway@me.umanitoba.ca
PP0
Mode Pursuing Sampling Method for Discrete
Variable Optimization in Mechanical Design
Based on the previously developed Mode Pursuing Sampling (MPS) method for continuous variables, a variation
for discrete variable global optimization problems is devised. The proposed discrete-MPS method controls the
convergence behavior by dynamically resizing two hyperspheres centered at the current optimum. The radii of
the spheres adapt the extent of exploration and exploitation. Application of the proposed method to two challenging mechanical design problems, namely pressure vessel and gear train, shows promising results compared to
other commonly used algorithms
Behnam Sharif, Gaofeng Wang, Tarek ElMekkawy
University of Manitoba, Canada
umsharib@cc.umanitoba.ca,
ggwang@me.umanitoba.ca,
tmekkway@me.umanitoba.ca
PP0
Parallel Hydrodynamic Simulations Using New
Generation of the Multicore Processors
Multi-core revolution in the processor designs allows shifting the parallel hydrodynamic simulations from the distributed CPU farms to a server or even a laptop while
maintaining similar performance characteristics. The combination of the compact size, low cost, and energy consumption of a typical server with the power of a distributed
parallel cluster gives the new generation of the multi-core
platforms a potential to redeﬁne the way hydrodynamic
simulations for oil and gas reservoirs are run. Since calculations used in modeling require intensive CPU and memory usage, one needs to verify that the multi-core hardware
architecture is eﬃcient for this kind of calculations, on one
hand, and that the software performance scales well with
the number of the available cores, on the other hand. With
four cores of two Intels Woodcrest processors used in Bensley server, the simulation acceleration achieved on a number of real full-ﬁeld models exceeded factor of 3. Results
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for Tulsa server platform are also discussed.
Vasilii Shelkov
Rock Flow Dynamics LLC
vshelk@yahoo.com
Kirill Bogachev
Lomonosov Moscow State University
kirill.bogachev@gmail.com
PP0
Using Adaptive Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
to Model Reacting Flow
We develop an adaptive proper orthogonal decomposition
(aPOD) method to simulate reacting ﬂow with detailed
chemical kinetics. The scheme is based on the method of
snapshots and uses diﬀerent POD basis vectors in diﬀerent regions of the computational domain. We demonstrate
the use of aPOD on an unsteady one-dimensional reactiondiﬀusion model equation corresponding to a laminar premixed methane-air ﬂame. The observed speed-up factor is
approximately 3.5.
William H. Green
MIT Chemical Engineering
whgreen@mit.edu
Michael Singer
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
msinger@mit.edu
PP0
A Gradient-Based EM Algorithm for Maximizing
the Likelihood Function of an ARMA Process
The maximum likelihood estimate of an ARMA process
can be computed using a gradient-based EM algorithm
coupled with a reparameterization. Using the EM algorithm, an exact gradient can be computed while holding
the predicted values at the current state ﬁxed. The predicted values are then updated in the expectation step.
This approach avoids the use of a numerical approximation to the gradient. Software demonstrating the approach
will be presented.
Jason Stover
Georgia College & State University
jason.stover@gcsu.edu
PP0
Wavelet Lgorithm for High-Resolution Image Reconstruction
Low-resolution samples of a scene, shifted by sub-pixel
length, are used in an iterative process to obtain a highresolution image. Obtaining a better approximation to the
true image is modeled as a linear system Lf = g, where L is
a blurring matrix, f is the true image and g is constructed
from the low-resolution frames. This system is solved for f
using reconstruction and decomposition algorithms derived
from wavelet theory.
Samantha Summer
UC Berkeley
samrose2006@gmail.com
Meghan Belinski
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Loyola College in Maryland
mebelinkski@loyola.edu
Andrea Martinez
Regis University
marti844@regis.edu
PP0
Eﬃcient and Load Balanced Force Decomposition
Algorithm for Parallel Molecular Dynamics Simulations
An algorithm, based on equal partitioning of the force matrix onto processors is presented. Asynchronous communications eﬃciently hide communication between processors. Communication is reduced by i) exchanging only nonredundant information between processors and ii) sorting
particles according to a space-ﬁlling Hilbert curve. Loadbalancing is implemented by i) distributing equal number
of interactions on each processor or ii) balancing the time
spent in the force routine. Results show good scaling behavior especially for non-homogenous systems.
Florian Janoschek
Stuttgart University, Germany
f.j@noschek.de
Godehard Sutmann
Research Centre Julich, Germany
g.sutmann@fz-juelich.de
PP0
A Parallel 2-Dimensional Wavelet Transformation
The 2-dimensional Wavelet transform T, formulated as a
product of three matrices T = W t AW , is parallelized. The
sparsity of W is used explicitly to implement the algorithm as a double loop over an upper triangular matrix.
Parallelization is performed by a scaled version of equal
sub-areas of the triangular matrix, where processors work
independently on each sub-area. Scalability is shown, but
not limited, up to 128 processors.
Godehard Sutmann
Research Centre Julich, Germany
g.sutmann@fz-juelich.de
PP0
Novel Computational and Statistical Approaches
to Whole Genome Association Analysis
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b.neale@iop.kcl.ac.uk
M. J. Daly
Massachusetts General Hospital and Broad Institute
mjdaly@chgr.mgh.harvard.edu
P. C. Sham
Hong Kong University, Hong Kong
pcsham@hkucc.hku.hk
S. M. Purcell
Massachusetts General Hospital and Broad Institute
shaun@pngu.mgh.harvard.edu
PP0
Strongly Anisotropic Cahn-Hilliard Models
We compare diﬀerent approaches for modeling strongly
anisotropic crystal and epitaxial growth using regularized,
anisotropic Cahn-Hilliard-type equations. When the surface anisotropy is suﬃciently strong, sharp corners form
and unregularized anisotropic Cahn-Hilliard equations become ill-posed. Our models contain high order Willmore and linear regularizations to remove the ill-posedness.
Then we provide matched asymptotic analysis to show the
convergence of the diﬀusive interface model to the usual
sharp interface model. We also present 2D and 3D numerical results by adaptive ﬁnite-diﬀerence methods.
John Lowengrub
Department of Mathematics
University of California at Irvine
lowengrb@math.uci.edu
Solmaz Torabi, Steve Wise, Shuwang Li
University of California, Irvine
storabi@uci.edu, swise@math.uci.edu, lis@math.uci.edu
PP0
Polarizability of Zeolitic Broensted Acidic Sites
The interacting induced-dipoles polarization model, implemented in POLAR, is used for calculation of eﬀective polarizability of zeolitic bridged OH group, which results much
higher than that of the free silanol group. A high polarizability is also calculated for the bridged OH group with
a Si4+ , in absence of Lewis-acid promotion of silanol by
Al3+ . Only when cations are located in the zeolite micropore, next to tetrahedra that contain trivalent cations, are
large electrostatic ﬁelds generated.

In human genetics, recent technological developments have
created an explosion of whole genome single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) data and, consequently, substantial
analytical challenges. We describe an analysis toolset,
PLINK, oﬀering eﬃcient implementations of existing methods (basic association statistics, sample matching based
on inferred ancestry) as well as novel approaches including
a shared segment analysis using hidden Markov models.
We describe the algorithms and their implementation in
PLINK and also a user-friendly GUI, gPLINK.

Francisco Torrens
Universitad de Valencia, Spain
francisco.torrens@uv.es

K. E. O. Todd-Brown
Massachusetts General Hospital
ktoddbrown@pngu.mgh.harvard.edu

PP0
An Eﬃcient Computational Tool Approaching
Multiscale Environments

B. Neale
King’s College London, United Kingdom

In designing multiscale models process information are reported at multiple levels of resolution commonly involving

Gloria Castellano
Universidad Politecnica de Valencia and
Universidad Catolica de Valencia San Vicente Martir,
Spain
gloria.castellano@yahoo.es
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operations such as discrete convolution and upsampling. In
this paper a non recursive computational tool which allows
to follow the evolution of a process across the scales by using suitable vectors weight and involving only initial data
sampling is provided. B-spline functions are well-known
in designing representation at diﬀerent scales; experiments
involving centered cardinal B-spline functions are provided.
Elisa Francomano
Dipartimento di Ingegneria Informatica
Università degli Studi di Palermo - Italia
e.francomano@unipa.it
Adele Tortorici, Elena Toscano
Universita degli Studi di Palermo
a.tortorici@unipa.it, etoscano@unipa.it
PP0
Performance Scalings of the Extended MHD NIMROD Code
The NIMROD code is a production-level code for solving
the extended magnetohydrodynamic equations for fusion
applications and is part of the Center for Extended Magnetohydrodynamic Modeling (CEMM) SciDAC. In this work,
we will show results of studies aimed at understanding
the various factors inﬂuencing the parallel performance
of the time consuming matrix solves for production-level
problems. We will especially focus on the performance of
the SuperLU preconditioner, and the eﬀectiveness of using
METIS graph partitioning for the matrix reordering.
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Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
lwwang@lbl.gov
PP0
Model-Based Xampling for Bayesian Inverse Problems
For large scale problems, the computational cost of evaluating the forward model is one of the limiting factors of using
the Bayesian approach for inverse problems. The standard
methods used to sample the posterior distribution generally only use evaluations of the forward problem as input
information. We investigate using model-based information, (e.g., the Hessian of a misﬁt function), to reduce the
computation cost of sampling the posterior distribution.
Omar Ghattas, Lucas Wilcox
University of Texas at Austin
omar@ices.utexas.edu, lucasw@ices.utexas.edu
PP0
Components of a Hybrid Algorithm for Stochastic
Compressible Navier-Stokes

Xiaoye S. Li
Computational Research Division
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
xsli@lbl.gov

The Landau-Lifshitz Navier-Stokes (LLNS) equations use
stochastic ﬂuxes to describe ﬂuctuating hydrodynamics.
This poster examines explicit Eulerian discretizations of
LLNS; we ﬁnd that the third-order Runge-Kutta integrator accurately produces density ﬂuctuations while advancing with large time steps. A variety of numerical tests
are considered, comparing candidate stochastic LLNS PDE
solvers with theory and with molecular simulations. The
PDE solver and molecular simulation will be coupled to
form a multiscale hybrid method.

Srinath Vadlamani, Scott Kruger
Tech-X Corporation
srinath@txcorp.com, kruger@txcorp.com

John B. Bell
CCSE
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
jbbell@lbl.gov

Chris Carey
Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison
cscarey@wisc.edu
Carl R. Sovinec
University of Wisconsin-Madison
sovinec@engr.wisc.edu
PP0
Atomistic Psuedopotential Simulation of Nanometer Sized CMOS Devices
When the size of a CMOS is shrunk to 10-20 nm, quantum mechanical device simulation becomes necessary. We
have developed a method to calculate the electronic structures and I-V curves of million atom CMOS devices using
atomistic pseudopotentials. The electronic structure is described by an empirical pseudopotential, and the Hamiltonian is diagonalized using a linear combination of bulk
band algorithm. This approach is more accurate than the
traditional eﬀective mass method.
Jun-Wei Luo, Shu-Shen Li, Jianbai Xia
Chinese Academy of Sciences
jwluo@red.semi.ac.cn, sslee@red.semi.ac.cn,
xiajb@red.semi.ac.cn
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PP0
Flux Surface-Following Discretization of Magnetic
Reconnection
A dynamic ﬂux surface-following solution-adaptive grid algorithm is proposed for the numerical simulation of the
magnetic reconnection problem expressed by 2D resistive
Hall magnetohydrodynamic equations. The transformation is designed to capture solution features, especially the
x-point and o-point structures of the reconnection with precision, while reducing resolution requirements tangent to
the surfaces. The parallel, fully coupled, nonlinearly implicit Newton-Krylov-Schwarz algorithm is used to allow a
time step based on accuracy and independent of stability
considerations.
David Keyes
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PP0
Generalized Analytic Functions in 3D Axially Symmetric Stokes Flows
A class of generalized analytic functions, deﬁned by a special case of the Carleman system that arises in 3D asymmetric problems of hydrodynamics of Stokes ﬂows, stationary electromagnetic ﬁelds in conductive materials, etc., has
been considered. Hilbert formulas, establishing relationships between the real and imaginary parts of a generalized analytic function from this class, have been derived
for the domains exterior to the contour of spindle, lens,
bi-spheres and torus in the meridional cross-section plane.
This special case of the Carleman system has been reduced
to a second-order diﬀerence equation with respect to either
the coeﬃcients in series or densities in integral representations of the real and imaginary parts. For spindle and lens,
the equation has been solved in the framework of Riemann
boundary-value problems in the class of meromorphic functions. For torus, the equation has been solved by means
of the Fourier transform, while for bi-spheres, it has been
solved by an algebraic method. As examples, analytical expressions for the pressure in the problems of the 3D axially
symmetric Stokes ﬂows about rigid spindle-shaped body,
lens-shaped body, bi-spheres and torus have been derived
based on the corresponding Hilbert formulas.
Michael Zabarankin
Stevens Institute of Technology
mzabaran@stevens.edu
PP0
Linear Scaling 3D Fragment Method for Petascale
Nanoscience Simulations
O(N ) methods are needed to solve large-scale nanoscience
problems (with 1000-1000000 atoms) eﬀectively, where N
is the number of atoms in the system. Unfortunately, most
of O(N ) methods studied in the last decade have various
numerical convergence problems and computer parallelization issues. We present a new O(N ) method which has
an ab initio accuracy and scales linearly upto thousands
of processors. This approach provides a practical way for
future petascale computation in materials/nanomaterials
science.
Juan C. Meza, Zhengji Zhao
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
JCMeza@lbl.gov, zzhao@hpcrd.lbl.gov
Lin-Wang Wang
Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
lwwang@lbl.gov
PP0
Runge-Kutta-Chebyshev Projection Method
We present a fully explicit, stabilized projection method
called the Runge-Kutta-Chebyshev (RKC) Projection
method for the solution of incompressible Navier-Stokes
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systems. This method preserves the extended stability
property of the RKC method for solving ODEs, and it
requires only one projection per step. An additional projection on the time derivative of the velocity is performed
whenever a second order approximation for the pressure is
desired.
Linda R. Petzold
University of California, Santa Barbara
petzold@engineering.ucsb.edu
Zheming Zheng
University of California Santa Barbara
zhengzhm@engineering.ucsb.edu
PP0
Crystal Dissolution and Precipitation in Porous
Media
We consider a one-phase Stefan problem modelling a dissolution and precipitation process in a porous medium. The
model involves nonlinear and multi-valued exchange rates
at the free boundary. Analytic results are presented for
a one dimensional setting and computational results for
one and two dimensional settings. For the one dimensional
simulations, a coordinate transform and a ﬁnite diﬀerence
method is used. The two dimensional simulations use an
Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian method.
I. S. Pop
Dept Mathematics and Computer Science
Eindhoven University of Technology
i.pop@tue.nl
T. L. van Noorden
Eindhoven University of Technology
t.l.v.noorden@tue.nl

